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Spiral G row th  on C arbo rundum  Crystal Faces
I n  1949 Frank^>2 p o in ted  o u t th e  possib ility  th a t  
g row th  of c ry sta ls  a t  low su p ersa tu ra tio n s , essential 
for good crystals , could ta k e  place because of th e  
fo rm ation  o f d islocations in  th e  c rysta l so th a t  an y  
real c ry sta l shou ld  have  a  num ber o f d islocations 
w ith  a  screw  com ponent, te rm in a tin g  on th e  face. 
W hen grow th  tak es  place on these  exposed m olecular 
te rraces, th e  edges o f these  layers develop in to  sp irals 
cen tred  on th e  d islocation.
Griffin® has observed these  ‘m onom olecular’ layers 
on th e  (1010) face o f a  bery l c rysta l, an d  has show n 
by  m ultip le-beam  in te rfe ro m etry  th a t  th e  h e ig h t of 
these steps is less th a n  34 A ., th a t  is, less th a n  four 
u n it  cells o f th e  crystal. I t  w as in ferred  th a t  these  
steps are  only  one u n it  cell high.
I n  th e  p resen t investigation , num erous ‘grow th  
sp ira ls’ have  been  observed on th e  faces of c a rb o r­
u ndum  an d  m easured  w ith  th e  a id  o f p h ase -co n tra st 
m icroscopy a n d  m ultip le-beam  in terferom etry .
Carborundum ^ occurs in  a t  least e igh t know n types, 
one of w hich is cubic, w hereas th e  re s t are  e ith e r 
hexagonal or rhom bohedral an d  have iden tical layers 
b u t differ in  th e ir  a rrangem ent an d  are  un iquely  
d istingu ished  b y  th e  num ber of layers in  th e  u n it  
cell. The crysta ls  s tu d ied  here are  of ty p e  I  (rhom bo­
hedral, fifteen layers, w ith  la ttice  p a ram ete r c =  
37*7 A.), an d  ty p e  I I  (hexagonal, six layers, c =  
15-1 A.).
These sp ira ls were s tu d ied  by  coating th e  c ry sta l 
faces w ith  a  th in  film of silver of reflec tiv ity  nearly  
90 p e r cent, deposited  b y  th erm al ev ap o ra tion , an d  
th e n  exam in ing  these  faces in  reflexion.
T heory  shows th a t  for grow th  tak in g  p lace from  
vapour, th e  ledge ex tend ing  from  th e  p o in t o f em erg­
ence of th e  dislocation to  th e  c ry sta l b o u n d ary  has 
a  ra te  of advance independen t of th e  crysta llog raph ic  
o rien ta tion , th u s  form ing a  sim ple A rch im edean  
sp ira l w hich can be calcu la ted  an d  from  w hich  th e  
c o n s tan t of spacing betw een tu rn s  can  be p red ic ted . 
These p red ictions have been com pletely  confirm ed 
num erically  b y  th e  c ircu lar sp ira ls show n in  F ig . 1.
T he dependence of th e  ra te  o f advance  of a  g row th  
fro n t on th e  o rien ta tio n  of th e  s tep  line should  im pose 
a  charac te ris tic  d is to rtio n  of th e  g row th  o f spirals, 
exh ib iting  th e  c ry sta l sym m etry . I n  accordance w ith  
th is . F ig . 2 shows a  hexagonal sp ira l (crysta l ty p e  II ) . 
The s tra ig h t edges correspond to  a  sh arp  m in im um  
in  th e  g ro w th -ra te  as a  func tion  of o rien ta tion .
T h e  co m p lex  g ro w th  p a t te r n s  p re d ic te d  fo r  tw o  
o r m o re  screw  d is lo c a tio n s  e n d in g  o n  a  c ry s ta l  face  
a n d  d e p en d in g  o n  th e  p ro p e r ty  o f  g ro w th  f ro n ts  
w h ich  a n n ih ila te  each  o th e r  w h e re  th e  tw o  edges m e e t 
a re  i l lu s tra te d  in  F ig . 1. T h u s  fo r tw o  screw  d is lo c a ­
tio n s  o f  o p p o s ite  h a n d , w ith  th e  u n fo ld in g  o f th e  tw o  
sp ira ls  th e  ledges s ta r t in g  fro m  one te rm in a te  o n  th e  
o th e r , g e n e ra tin g  c lo sed  loops.
V a rio u s  o th e r  g ro w th  p a t te r n s  fo r tw o , th re e  a n d  
la rg e r n u m b e rs  o f  d is lo c a tio n s  e n d in g  o n  c ry s ta l  faces 
o f  ty p e  I  a n d  ty p e  I I  h a v e  b e e n  p h o to g ra p h e d  a n d  
ex p la in ed .
In te r la c in g  o f h e x a g o n a l sp ira ls  o b se rv ed  o n  a  
c ry s ta l  face  o f  ty p e  I I  is  i l lu s tr a te d  in  F ig . 3.
T h e  o b se rv ed  d e n s ity  o f  d is lo ca tio n s  v a r ie s  w id e ly  
on  d iffe ren t sp ec im en s, ra n g in g  fro m  a  few  to  a  m a x i-
m u m  o f  ^ 1 0 ^  p e r  sq . cm . O n  a n y  c ry s ta l  th e y  
a re  p re d o m in a n tly  o f  one  h a n d .
T h e  c a lc u la te d  ra d iu s  o f  th e  c r itic a l n u c leu s  is 2 (x 
a n d  th e  s u p e r s a tu ra t io n  0*2 p e r  c en t.
T o  m e asu re  th e  s te p  h e ig h t o f  th e se  sp ira ls , m u ltip le -  
b e am  in te rfe re n c e  (Tolansky®) h a s  b e e n  em p lo y ed . 
F ig . 4 show s th e  F iz e a u  fr in g es  fo r X 5,461, p a ss in g  
o v e r a  c irc u la r  sp ira l, in  w h ich  th e  h e ig h t c a n  b e  
a c c u ra te ly  m e a su re d  ; a n d  as  th e  n u m b e r  o f  tu rn s  
is re a d ily  v is ib le , th e  h e ig h t o f  e ac h  s in g le  s te p  c a n  
b e  d e d u ced  w ith  p rec isio n . A n a lo g o u s m e a su re m e n ts
rhav e  been  m ade also w ith  fringes o f equal ch rom atic  
order. The s tep  heigh ts on a  ty p e  I I  c ry s ta l m easured  
from  tw o d ifferen t sp ira ls a re  respective ly  15 2 A. 
an d  1 5 1  A., w ith  a  m ax im um  u n c e r ta in ty  o f 2 A. 
I t  is a lread y  know n from  X -ra y  analysis  th a t ,  for 
ty p e  I I ,  c =  1 5 1  A. T hus i t  has been p roved  here 
th a t  th e  s tep  is a  single unit-cell high.
T he o bservation  of sp ira l m ark ings on carb o ru n d u m  
has a lread y  been  reported®. T he observed shapes o f 
these  sp irals a re  in  accordance w ith  th e  p red ic tions 
o f th eo ry , an d  th e ir  s tep  he igh t is equal to  th a t  of 
a  u n it  cell, show ing th a t  these are g row th  sp ira ls 
o rig inating  from  screw  dislocations.
A  m ore d e ta iled  accoun t of th is  w ork has been 
com m unicated  elsewhere. I  am  gratefu l to  P rof. S. 
T o lansky  for h is in te re s t an d  encouragem ent in  th e  
course o f th is  w ork, a n d  to  th e  B ritish  Council for 
th e  aw ard  of a  scholarship.
A j i t  R a m  V e r m a
R o y al H ollow ay College,
Englefield  Green,
Surrey.
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Observations on Carborundum of Growth Spirals Originating 
from Screw Dislocations.
By A j i t  R a m  V e r m a ,
Royal Holloway College, University of London*.
[Plates XXV.-XXVIII.]
A b s t r a c t .
Numerous growth spirals with shapes ranging from circular to regular 
hexagonal have been observed on carborundum crystals of types I. and II., 
by coating the crystal faces with a thin film of silver of reflectivity nearly 
90 per cent and then working in reflection, using phase contrast 
illumination. The shapes of these spirals, in relation to the crystal 
structure, are shown to be in accordance with the predictions of F rank’s 
theory. On a type II. crystal, hexagonal interlaced spirals have been 
observed. The annihilation of growth fronts where they meet, and other 
properties of growth fronts are illustrated and hence the observed patterns 
for two or more screw dislocations are explained. The observed density 
of dislocations ranges from small values up to a maximum of 
10  ^ per sq. cm. For a typical circular spiral the calculated values of the 
radius of the critical nucleus is 2/x and supersaturation is 0*2 per cent. 
By the application of multiple-beam interference, using both Fizeau 
fringes and fringes of equal chromatic order, the step heights in spirals 
have been measured accurately for type II. crystal and found to be 
15 A. This is equal to the height of the unit cell, proving th a t these are 
growth spirals originating from screw dislocations, in exact accordance 
with theoretical prediction.
§ 1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n .
A c c o r d i n g  to Burton, Cabrera and Frank (1949) growth of crystals a t 
low supersaturations can take place only in the presence of dislocations. 
A crystal should, therefore, have a number of-dislocations with a screw 
component terminating on the crystal face. Frank (1949) showed th a t 
when growth takes place on the molecular terraces so exposed, the edges 
of monomolecular layers develop as “ growth spirals ” centred on the 
dislocation. Experimental evidence supporting this was found on beryl 
by Griffin (1950). The present paper deals with dislocations and “ growth 
spirals ” found on the faces of carborundum crystals.
* Coimmiiiicatd bv Pofessor S. Tolanskv.
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§ 2 . T h e  Cr y s t a l  S t r u c t u r e  a n d  T y p e s  o f  Ca r b o r u n d u m .
Carbonmdiim, a strongly liomopolar crystal, occurs in a t least eight 
known types. One of these is cubic, sometimes called ^-Sic. All other 
types (a-SiC) are based on either hexagonal or rhombohedral unit cells. 
All types have identical layers, but differ in their arrangements. Each 
type is distinguished by the number of .layers in the unit cell. The basal 
pinacoid is predominantly developed, and it is on this th a t these growth 
spirals have been observed.
The crystals studied were either pale green, dark green or black. Some, 
which have a few well developed faces, have had their structural types 
determined by a goniometric method (Thibault 1944). X -ray diffraction 
methods will be required for the others.
No cubic crystal has been studied. Most of the crystals examined were 
of the commonest type, carborundum II. Its  unit cell is hexagonal 
with six layers, and in Ramsdell’s notation is 6 H  (Ramsdell 1947). The 
lattice parameters are
a=3-073 Â, c =  15 079  A.
In  this work the only other type available was carborundum I. This 
has a rhombohedral unit cell and referred to the hexagonal axes consists 
of fifteen layers. In  Ramsdell’s notation it is 15 R  with
a=3-073A , c=37 70 A.
§ 3 . V is ib il it y  o f  Gr o w t h  S p ir a l s .
Numerous “ growth spirals ” have been observed on the faces of 
carborundum (SiC) crystals. These spirals are well developed ; over 
th irty  turns of the spiral can be traced in some cases. The spirals are 
centred on a dot which must mark the point of emergence of a screw 
dislocation on the crystal face.
The clean surface of the crystal when examined by a metallurgical 
microscope, using bright field illumination, does not show up these 
features, the surface appearing smooth. A little amount of im purity 
makes these features shghtly visible (fig. 8, PI. XXVI. has been taken 
by this method). Breathing lightly on the crystal face, while it is under 
observation, increases the visibility and the “ lines ” flash out, bu t soon 
disappear when the water re-evaporates. The “ lines ” seen by breathing 
are dotted and slightly diffuse, but the visibility obtained by this method 
is high. Though convenient for visual observations, the procedure is not 
suitable for photography.
Following Griffin’s technique, contrast was increased by deposition of 
a thin film of silver on the crystal face using therm al evaporation. This 
was improved by the use of phase contrast illumination. The 
})hotographs have been taken using positive phase contrast, the absorption 
of the phase plate being 80 per cent and phase retardation equal 
to .W. W ith this equipment many features are often still faint and only
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just visible. Usual photographic methods for increasing the contrast 
have been employed in some of the photographs given.
In  fig. 13 (PI. X X V III.), it is seen th a t the visibility and contrast is high 
compared with other photographs. The surface of this crystal was not 
very clean when it was silvered. The silver deposit was not uniform, 
the surface appearing mottled. Examination with phase contrast 
illumination gave high visibility. This suggests th a t im purity can make 
the steps more visible.
§4. S h a p e  o f  t h e  S p ir a l  fo r  a  S in g l e  S c r e w  D is l o c a t io n .
The growth spiral will have a shape depending upon the rate  of advance 
of a growth front in different crystallographic directions.
For growth taking place in accordance with F rank’s ideas two cases 
arise :—
(a) when the Frenkel kinks on the step (exchange sites) are close 
together and the distance moved by an adsorbed molecule before 
it hits a step is large ;
(b) when the kinks are few or the distance moved by the adsorbed 
molecule is small.
W hen the former conditions exist, which are more likely to occur in 
growth from vapour, the molecule will have a high probability of adhering 
to the step if adsorbed near it, irrespective of the crystallographic 
orientation of the step. Thus for growth from the vapour, taking the 
rate of advance of the ledge to be independent of direction, the ledge 
will form a simple spiral under steady uniform supersaturation. The 
form of the spiral can be represented by the Archimedian equation
r=2p^e,
and the constant spacing between turns is
8r=477p^,
where p^ , is the radius of critical nucleus, equal to a(^/2/cTlna, and where 
a is the supersaturation ratio, a is the interatomic distance and is the 
neighbour-neighbour binding energy of the crystal.
These predictions are confirmed by the circular spirals shown in 
figs. 1, 2, 3 and 8 (Pis. XXV., X X V I ). I t  is to be noted, however, th a t the 
spiral turns are more closely spaced a t the centre, and the spacing gradually 
increases on going away from the centre until it becomes nearly constant. 
This is in accordance with the prediction of theory (Burton, Cabrera 
and Frank 1951).
Any dependence of the rate of advance of a growth front on the 
orientation of the step-line could impose a distortion of the growth 
spi^’As, so th a t they exhibit the symmetry of the crystal face. Such an 
eftect has been found in fig. 4 (PI. X XVI ), where the spiral is neai ly circular 
a t the centre, and gradually takes on the hexagonal symmétry of the
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crystal face (carborundum type II  ). In  fig. 7 (PI. XXVI.) is a hexagonal 
spiral observed on a crystal identified to be of type II. This is a  regular 
hexagonal spiral, showing clearly the dependence of the growth ra te  on 
the crystallographic orientation. The step-hnes very near the  centre 
show a curvature, which, as predicted by theory, decreases with distance 
from the centre. However, soon the straight step-hnes s ta rt rounding 
off a t the corners and become gradually curved on moving away from the 
centre. These step-lines do not meet the line of discontinuity sharply, 
but tend to curve away from it, as shown in fig. 7, for the outer five or 
six step-hnes.
The straight edges show th a t under certain conditions there is a sharp 
minimum in the growth rate as a function of orientation.
In  figs. 10 and 11 (PI. XXVII.) further spirals are shown. Fig. 10 has 
been observed on a rhombohedral crystal type I.
§5 . P r o p e r t ie s  a n d  B e h a v io u r  o f Gr o w t h  F r o n t s .
The growth pattern  for two or more screw dislocations ending on a face 
is complex and depends on the properties of the growth fronts. The 
growth fronts starting from a single screw dislocation wih spread on the 
surface of the crystal face in regular shapes, but the presence of a 
boundary or an obstruction will distort its regular shape. W hen the 
advancing growth fronts meet an obstruction they can propagate round 
corners, as shown a t the upper end of the obstruction in fig. 4 ; this 
point behaves almost as a source of secondary growth fronts.
The growth fronts emitted by two sources of opposite sign annihilate 
each other where they meet. Numerous examples of this can be 
seen in figs. 2 and 3 (PI. XXV.). When there are several screw dislocations 
actively emitting growth fronts, a point on the crystal face will be in the 
dominant field of only one of these, and this alone determines the num ber 
of growth fronts passing through it. This is exemplified in fig. 2 where 
there are five screw dislocations. By choosing the point of observation, 
say, near the bottom screw dislocation, the number of growth fronts 
passing through it is solely determined as if this alone were active.
§ 0 . G r o w t h  S p ir a l s  fo r  T w o  or  M ore  S c r e w  D is l o c a t io n s .
In  fig. 17 is drawn schematically the growth pattern  for two screw 
dislocations A and B of the same hand. The ledge starting from A goes 
on rotating and generating the spiral until it meets a t the ledge 
originating from B where it terminates. At the two ledges fuse with 
one another. As the spirals unfold themselves the ledges meet a t 
Vx , Ps, 7^ 5 • •  • hi the upper half and a t p^, in the lower half
of the figure. The locus of points of intersection for two equal spirals 
has been shown to be a cartesian oval (Burton, Cabrera and Frank 19,51). 
Between p^ and po (7^35 Pi)) etc., the missing parts of the two spirals are 
shown by the dotted lines. The resultant figure is the solid line curve.
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Starting from A and going round the spiral we descend by one step in 
each complete tu rn  till we come to the point From p j we go round the 
spiral B to the point p^ and then again on the spiral A to the 
point Thus in going round the resultant curve once, we descend by 
two steps from to to p^ and so on. Similarly, starting from B and 
going round we will descend by two steps, from p^ to p^, etc. . . .  As 
the curves gradually smooth out a t the points of contact, the figure will 
appear to be two spirals alternately spaced. Fig. 17 has been drawn for 
circular spirals, and the case for spirals with straight edges can similarly 
be drawn where the behaviour will be the same. In  fig. 3 (PI. XXV.) 
the case for circular spirals is illustrated.
Fig. 17.
Fig. 8 (PI. XXVI.) illustrates a unique example in which the spiral is 
doubled with the members strictly “ parallel ” . I t  may be th a t the twin 
form arises from two close-by dislocations of the same sign, cooperating 
closely.
In  fig. 9 (PI. X X V II.) is illustrated the case of two screw dislocations of 
the same sign close to each other. The spirals are circular and developed 
for two or three turns after which the ledges from other neighbouring
dislocations interact with them.
In  fig. 10 (PI. X X V II ) is shown another case of two similar screw 
dislocations close to each other, so th a t growth starts from both of them. 
The spirals are circular a t the centre for one or two turns after which they 
settle down as spirals with straight edges. The meeting of the growth fronts
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from the two screw dislocations results in small kinks in the innermost 
straight edges. As in the case of circular spirals, here also by going 
round we descend by two steps, and the figure has the appearance of 
two spirals alternately spaced. However, the step height between 
successive lines in any particular direction is just one unit.
Fig. 11 (PI. X X V II ) shows the case in which the central screw dislocation 
has developed several turns before reaching the point where the second 
small screw dislocation emerges. They quickly accommodate each other 
and the behaviour is similar to the previous cases. The central screw 
dislocation is dominant and would determine the rate  of crystal growth 
of the face. Near the edge of the figure it is seen th a t some more screw 
dislocations emerge on the crystal face, and are situated in the same 
direction from the central screw dislocation as the second one. These 
new screw dislocations yield within a short while to the domination of 
the central one and quickly fall in line, passing on the growth fronts w ith 
slight delay and in slightly modified form.
Now consider two screw dislocations of opposite hand term inating on 
the crystal face. The ledge starting from one term inates on the other, 
and with the unfolding of the spirals the two arms join together generating 
closed loops. This is exemplified in fig. 3 (PI. XXV.), where one of the 
spirals has developed several turns before the other starts growing.
The growth pattern  for three screw dislocations of the same hand 
observed on a crystal of type II . is illustrated in fig. 12 (PI. X X V II ). Here, 
again, the spirals are circular a t the centre and soon change into hexagonal 
spirals. I t  can easily be seen tha t, for three screw dislocations 
cooperating with each other, by following any one of the edges, the 
resultant curve descends three units in each turn . I t  should again be 
emphasized th a t the step height in the successive lines will be just one unit.
A t the centre the ledges are closely spaced and, once they  have settled 
down, the ledges are more widely spaced.
Fig. 2 (PI. XXV.) illustrates the interaction of five screw dislocations. 
The growth fronts em itted by the screw dislocation a t the top of the 
figure meet, first, the growth fronts advancing from the screw dislocation 
on the left of the figure and then, later, the growth fronts advancing 
from the bottom  screw dislocation. Annihilation occurs over portions of 
the resultant growth fronts which assume characteristic shapes composed 
of arcs of circles with these dislocation points as centre. Near the centre 
of the figure, due to the interaction of different growth fronts a crowding 
occurs. Here the compound growth fronts are not arcs of circles with 
the different dislocation points as centres, bu t instead there is a gradual 
change in curvature.
§ 7 . H e x a g o n a l  I n t e r l a c e d  Sp ir a l .
These features observed on a crystal face of carborundum type II . are 
shown in figs. 13 and 15 (PI. XXV J II  ). In each of these hexagonal spirals 
the edges fork out at the corners and meet the two neighbouring edges.
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This interlacing gives the hexagonal sjiiral the “ spicier web ” structure 
shown clearly in fig. 13 which shows the interlinking of four such 
spirals.
A double interlaced spiral is shown in fig. 14 (PI. X X V III.) in which the 
edges do not meet each other. The lines are broad with inner edges sharp 
and the outer diffuse.
An explanation of this interlacing has been given by Frank (1951).
§ 8 . M e a s u r e m e n t  o e  S t e p  H e i g h t .
The step height has been measured by the use of multiple-beam 
interference fringes using both Fizeau fringes of equal thickness and the 
fringes of equal chromatic order (Tolansky 1948).
A rounded spiral, effectively a spiral conical hiU, may be considered 
as a circular conical hill made of a series of concentric steps with a constant 
spacing d and step height h. I t  can be shown th a t if a Fizeau fringe 
passing over the peak of such a hill appears to bend through an angle 26, 
and if X is the dispersion, i. e. the distance between successive fringes, 
then the step height h is given by
h = d \  sin ^/2X.
By measuring X, 6 and d, h can be evaluated. Fig. 5 (PI. XXVI.) shows 
the Fizeau fringes passing over the spiral of fig. 4 (A5461).
For examination with fringes of equal chromatic order, the image of 
the peak of the hill is projected on to the spectrograph slit. This was 
arranged to prod ce a system of fringes of equal chromatic order parallel 
to the spectrum line in one half of the field and sloping towards the red 
in the other (fig. 6, PI. X XVI ).
Since the step height is obtained from the mean of all those contributing 
to form the peak, irregularities of the optical fiat and the lack in 
faithfulness of silver contouring are averaged out.
In  one case another determination of the step height has been possible. 
In  fig. 4 (PI. XXVI ) starting from the centre of the spiral we can reach any 
point A on the line of discontinuity, either by going round the 
“ fish-like ” obstruction in a clockwise or an anti-clockwise direction. 
In  the former, we encounter, say, steps. Therefore the point A is 
N j steps lower with respect to the centre of the spiral. In  the latter case 
we go down, say, Ng steps from the peak of the hill in order to arrive 
a t A. Thus a t A the difference in level on the two sides of the line of 
discontinuity is th a t corresponding to (Ng—N J  step heights. This 
difference is quite large (over 50) and is therefore capable of being 
measured accurately and easily either by Fizeau or fringes of equal 
chromatic order. Knowing this, the ste%) height has been evaluated, 
but is subject to uncertainty due to the possible presence of hidden 
dislocations in the obstacle and discontinuity surfaces,
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§ 9. R e s u l t  o f  M e a s u r e m e n t  o f  S t e p  H e ig h t .
I t  is seen below th a t the step height measured in the cases so far is 
equal to just one unit ceU.
Fizeau fringes
Fringes of 
equal chromatic 
order
Method by 
counting No. 
of steps
Crystals
1.5-2 A 
141 A
17 1 Â 14-8 Â Spiral in 
fig. 4, Type II.
14.5 A
1.5 .5 A 
1.5-0 A
ir>-3 A
Circular spiral, 
right of fig. 2.
§10 . D is c u s s io n  o f  R e s u l t s .
From fig .2 (PI. XXV), which is a t magnification X 90, the spacing between 
the successive arms of the circular spiral when it is nearly constant is 
approximately 2*5 mm. Using Sr=47rp^ we have
From /)p=a^/2A'T In a and using Trouton’s rule to estimate (/>/A:T according 
to which ^/A:T=.3-5T6/T=6 a t an absolute tem perature of 0-6 of the 
boiling point of the material we get
a 0-2 per cent.
§ 1 1 . D e n s it y  o f  D is l o c a t io n s .
The density of dislocations varies widely on different specimens of 
carborundum. In  fig. 4 (PI. XXVI.) there is only one which dominates 
the growth of the face. In  figs. 1, 2, 3, 11 and 12 (Pis. XXV., X X V II.) 
there are several. The largest density of dislocations observed is shown in 
fig. 1(1 (PI. X X V III ). Here there are nearly 10  ^ screw dislocations per 
square centimetre.
Another noteworthy point is th a t in fig. 16 (PI. X X V III.) there are 
nearly tw enty screw dislocations, most of which are of the right-handed 
type. I t  is characteristic th a t in any one region there is a large 
predominance either of right-handed or of left-handed screw dislocations.
§ 1 2 . S u m m a r y .
Numerous growth spirals starting from points of emergence of screw 
dislocations have been photographed on the surfaces of carborundum 
crystals. These spirals have characteristic shapes. The shape is discussed 
in relation to the crystal structure. The behaviour and properties of
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growth fronts and the growth patterns for two and more screw 
dislocations are illustrated. From  the observations on the photographs 
it is shown th a t the type of information th a t can be derived is the 
determination of the radius of the critical nucleus, the supersaturation 
and density of dislocations.
The step height has been measured accurately by multiple-beam 
interference fringes. The step height a t the edges of these growth spirals 
is found to be one unit cell.
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Growth Spirals bn  Carborundum  Crystals
T h e  observation  of grow th spirals on carborundum  
crystals has been reported  earlierh  These grow th 
spirals can be divided in to  tw o classes : (1) those 
in which th e  s tep-heigh t betw een th e  successive edges 
of th e  spiral is equal to  the  heigh t of a u n it cell ; and 
(2) those in which th e  s tep-heigh t is a  m ultip le  of it. 
The la tte r  ty p e  of m ulti-stepped  sp iral will j 'e s u lt  
from  a  dislocation th e  s tren g th  o f which is a m ultip le  
of th e  rep e titio n  period, th e  B urger’s vector being a 
m ultip le  of th e  heigh t of th e  u n it cell. Such spirals 
have been found to  orig inate a t  a  large hole (see 
Fig. 2) ; th ey  have a  m uch higher optical v isib ility  be­
cause of th e  re la tive ly  large ste^D-height, being th e re ­
fore easily observed w ith  a  m icroscope using bright-held  
illum ination . Of th e  num erous spirals of th is  k ind  
seen, tw o typ ica l exam ples are  shown here. The steps 
of these spirals can b reak  up  in to  th e ir  com ponent 
steps u nder certa in  conditions. In  F ig. 1, showing 
only one h a lf o f the  spiral, th e  various com ponents 
advance toge ther in  different directions for some 
tw elve tu rn s , a fte r w hich th ey  b reak  up  in to  five or 
six close branches. In  F ig. 2 is illu s tra ted  a  case w here 
th e  dissociation takes place qu ite  n ear th e  cen tre  and 
grow th can be regarded  as tak in g  place from  th e  
m ultip le  dislocations.
Carborundum ^ is a  po ly typ ic  crystal. In  th e  
hexagonal types or th e  rhom bohedral types referred 
to  th e  hexagonal axes, th e  num ber of layers necessary 
for th e  arrangem en t to  rep ea t itse lf is also th e  num ber 
o f ‘form ula w eights’ in  th e  u n it cell. H ow ever, in 
th e  ac tu a l rhom bohedral u n it cell, th e  num ber of 
form ula w eights is one-th ird  of th e  to ta l num ber of 
layers included w ith in  th e  c-axis. The m easurem ent 
of th e  s tep-heigh t o f th e  grow th-spirals on th e  different 
types should be*able to  show th is  po in t.
On th e  hexagonal ty p e  I I  c rysta l (QH in  K am sdell’s 
no ta tion) th e  step-heigh t m easurem ents have already 
been given^ and  shown to  be equal to  th e  heigh t 
of th e  u n it cell (c =  15 A.). F u r th e r  m easurem ents of 
th e  step-height, by  th e  app lication  of m ultip le-beam  
in terferom etry  on th e  grow th  spirals on th e  different 
rhom bohedral types, are now  rep o rted  here.
On a  ty p e  I  c rysta l (15jR in  R am sdell’s no ta tion ) 
th e  m easured step -heigh t is 12 ±  2 A. This is equal 
to  one-th ird  of th e  la ttice  p a ram ete r c o f th e  u n it 
cell referred  to  th e  hexagonal axes, an d  is in  agree­
m en t w ith in  experim ental e rro r w ith  th e  p red ic ted  
X -ray  value of arh — 13 A. o f th e  rhom bohedral cell. 
The v isib ility  o f th is  grow th sp iral is consisten t w ith 
th is  m easurem ent of, s tep-height.
( 1 ) (2) (3)
On a  tyi^e V I c rysta l (SSit*. in  R am sd e irs  no ta tion ), 
th e  m easured  step -heigh t is 28 ±  2 A., which again  
is very  close to  arh of th e  rhom bohedral cell, and  w ith in  
experim ental e rro r is iden tical w ith  it.
F ig. 3 shows a  hexagonal sp ira l w ith  s tep -heigh t 
nearly  130 A., an d  i t  m ay  be concluded th a t  i t  is one 
o f th e  ty pes w ith  g ian t u n it cells. I f  arh is indeed 
equal to  th e  step -heigh t o f 130 A., th e n  th e  classifica­
tio n  is p ro b ab ly  159R.
T hus, i t  seems estab lished  th a t  th e  s tep -heigh t is 
equal to  th e  he igh t of th e  ac tu a l u n it cell. This gives 
an o th er physical confirm ation of th e  existence of th e  
X -ray  u n it cell.
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G row th Spiral Patte rns  on C arborundum  
Crystals
O b s e r v a t i o n s  on grow th spirals on carborundm n 
crystals have been repo rted  earlier \  affording 
experim ental evidence of F ra n k ’s th eo ry  of crysta l 
grow th  depending upon  dislocations. Some new and  
u n p red ic ted  featu res of these grow th spirals are 
rep o rted  here.
In  Fig. 1 is show n p a r t  of an  in terlaced  sp ira l in 
w hich in any  one o rien ta tio n  seven s teps are  seen 
to  group together. On following these steps to  the  
o ther side o f th e  in terlaced  portion , th e  sam e sequence 
b f spacing repeating  itse lf has been observed (not 
show n in F ig . 1). U nder low m agnification these 
grouped steps give an  appearance resem bling optical 
band-spectra .
On an o th er c ry sta l a  sim ilar grouping  of.jive  steps 
has been observed. I n  add ition , on one face of a 
c ry sta l th e  num ber of steps grouped to ge ther has 
been observed to  change in certa in  regions.
These fea tu res can be explained  thus. The differ­
en t poly  types of carborundm n have th e  R am sdell’s 
zig-zag sequence- or Zhdanov^ sym bol of [(33)n32]. 
U sing F ra n k ’s notation'*, th e  s tru c tu re  can be 
w ritten  as [(V VV A A A)M\7 VV A A]. W hichever layer 
has th e  slow est velocity  of g row th  in an y  one o rien ta ­
tio n — say, th e  first V a fte r a  series of A’s— th en  it 
will rep ea t itse lf a fte r six such layers, m aking  th e  
grow th  steps 15 A. high, un til we reach th e  la st 
layer V V V ^ ^ >  w hich will be only 12 5 A. high. 
A fter th is  th e  whole sequence will go on repeating  
itself. Thus, depending upon  th e  num ber n , we will 
have  a  certa in  num ber of steps grouping them selves 
together. The observation  of th e  changing num ber 
of grouped steps toge ther suggests a  change in  ty p e  
from  one p a r t  of th e  c rysta l to  ano ther. This m ay  
accom it for th e  d isagreem ent betw een c rysta l 
sym m etry  and  X -ray  diffraction  d a ta  som etim es 
observed®.
The observation  of th is  grouping of steps is a n ­
o ther v isual confum ation  by  crysta l g row th  p a tte rn s  
of th e  rep ea t sequence p red ic ted  by  X -ray  phenom ena.
F ig. 2 shows a  spiral in w hich spots are  seen 
ju s t on th e  edges of th e  steps. T h e n  size generally 
increases as we go aw ay from  th e  centre.
F ig. 3 shows a  num ber of hexagonal spirals 
oi’ig inating  from  screw ' dislocations, th e  po in t of 
em ergence of w hich is m arked  by  a  som ew hat 
liexagonal spot. A large num ber of sim ilar spots 
w ith  no spirals a tta ch e d  to  them  are also seen. ‘These
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are som etim es linearly  arranged. A t the  Bristol 
Sum m er School (1951), w here some of these p ic tu res 
were presented , it w as suggested by  D r. F . C. 
F ran k  th a t  these m ay  (be the  ends of edge disloca­
tions.
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Further Observations oj Growth Patterns on Silicon Carbide
(Si-C) Crystals
By A j i t  R a m  V e r m a  
Royal Holloway College, University of London *
A b s t r a c t
This paper reports further observations of growth patterns on silicon 
carbide crystal faces using techniques previously described. In  addition 
to the simple types of spirals in which the step height was shown to be 
equal to the height of an x-ray unit cell, spirals originating from dislocations 
of multiple strength, the step height being a multiple of the height of an 
x-ray unit cell, are reported. More complex geometrical growth patterns 
of groups of dislocations are illustrated. The conditions for the in ter­
action of growth fronts issuing from a number of dislocations are discussed 
and shapes of the loci of points of intersection of such growth fronts are 
calculated and illustrated. I t  is observed th a t in any one region of the 
crystal, the screw dislocations are not oiily predom inantly of the same sign 
but have also the same strength.
§ 1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n
O b s e r v a t i o n s  of ‘ growth spirals ’ on silicon, carbide (Si-C) crystals have 
been reported earlier (Verma 1951) affording experimental support for the  
theory of growth of crystals depending upon the presence of dislocations 
(Burton, Cabrera and Frank 1951). The present paper deals with further 
observations on the more complex geometrical growth patterns of groups of 
dislocations and the interaction of a num ber of dislocations. Also spirals 
originating from dislocations of multiple strength are reported.
k  § 2 . S p i r a l s  O r i g i n a t i n g  f r o m  D is l o c a t i o n s  o f  M u l t i p l e  S t r e n g t h
The step formed by the emergence of a screw dislocation on to the 
crystal face will have a height corresponding to the differences in the 
am ounts of slip between neighbouring regions of the crystal. Because of 
the existence of discrete atomic structure in the glide plane, this will be 
limited to the value of the  x-ray unit cell of the crystal or in some lattices a 
small multiple or fraction of this. The spirals reported earlier (Verma 
1951) were mostly of the simple type and the measured step height was 
shown to be equal to the height of the x-ray unit cell (in type 11=15 Â). 
Because of the small step height visibility was low.
Some of the spirals now observed have a much higher visibility and 
interferometric measurement shows th a t they have a relatively large step 
height ; indeed, they can often be seen simply with a microscope using
* Communicated by Professor S. Tolansky.
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bright fieJd illumination w ithout the need for silvering the crystal. The 
figures reproduced here have been taken by the technique used previously 
(Verma 1951).
As silicon carbide (Si-C) is a polytypic crystal, a large step height m ay be 
due to its being equal to (1) the height of a large x-ray  unit cell, (2) a 
multiple of a smaller x-ray unit cell. The la tter type of spiral results from 
a dislocation of multiple strength, the Burgers’ vector being a multiple of 
the x-ray unit cell.
Fig. 1 (Plate X V III) illustrates such a spiral originating from a dislocation 
of multiple strength, observed on a crystal of type I I  (determined gonio- 
metrically). The step height between the successive arms of the spiral is 
nearly 620 Â as determined by the shift of the multiple-beam Fizeau 
fringes over these steps. The rate  of advance of a multiple step will be 
controlled by the deposition rate a t the bottom  of the step (Frank 1951) 
and as long as the bottom  of the step is not privileged with respect to the 
diffusion of the  molecules from the, gas, the  multiple step will not dissociate 
into its component steps. In  fig. 1 (Plate X V III) the edges do not remain 
straight after three or four turns from the centre and become irregular. 
This behaviour continues for a few more turns after which the  steps 
dissociate into five visible components. The edges of these multiple steps 
will not be close packed. The Fizeau fringes are observed to  be continuous 
over the edges of the steps while climbing them. This indicates th a t the 
edges are not steep and vertical. Furtherm ore the crystal face between 
the successive edges is not close packed. This is shown in fig. 2 
(Plate X V III) where some faint step lines can be seen between successive 
edges.
The dissociation of a step into its components is seen to  take place 
preferentially in certain orientations. In  figs. 1 and 2 (Plate X V III) it is 
seen th a t the dissociation has taken place preferentially in one orientation 
and a t 60° to this direction this dissociation is much less marked. Fig. 3 
(Plate X V III) is another example showing this better, where the dissociation 
is observed on the three alternate sides of the hexagonal spiral. This is 
easily comprehensible since in Si-C a growth layer which is fastest in any 
one orientation becomes slowest in orientations a t 60° to it : the faster 
moving steps will overtake it and pile up behind it.
Dissociation is seen to take place quite near the origin for a further 
example (fig. 4, P late X V III). Here amongst the dissociated steps, in three 
orientations the outerm ost edges (which will correspond to the bottom  
layers of the group) are straight and parallel to  each other in the successive 
arms of the  spiral, whereas in the inner edges the  usual irregularity is 
observed.
Fig. 5 (Plate X V III) shows a case of multiple dislocations. In  contrast 
to  fig. 4 (Plate X VIII) the growth is faster a t the six corners, the  ra te  
increasing towards the outer (or bottom) layer in the group. At some of these 
corners crosslacing of the step lines is observed and this might be responsible 
for the faster growth, or alternatively there m ay be other explanations.
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§3 . P a ir s  o f  D is l o c a t io n s  o f  Op p o s it e  S ig n
When two dislocations of opposite sign emerge on the crystal face, they 
a ttra c t each other with a force which is inversely proportional to the distance 
between them  and increases with the strength of the dislocation (Taylor 
1934). There is however a constraining force anchoring these dislocations 
to their eqnilibrinm positions between the lattice rows, and this force 
depends upon the elastic constants of the medium (Peierls 1940, Nabarro 
1947). This force should also depend in some way upon the strength of 
the dislocation. At a certain distance of separation between the two 
dislocations these forces will balance each other. During the process of 
growth of Si-C, when the tem perature is high, the two dislocations of 
opposite sign will draw towards one another and wiU finally coalesce, 
joining to  form a common hollow core, unless the distance of separation is 
more than  the above equilibrium value. Experim entally, pairs of dis­
locations of opposite sign are seldom observed. Amongst all such pahs 
observed so far on Si-C, a pair of dislocations of opposite sign close to  each 
other such th a t the two spirals are equally developed (i.e. the first, second 
etc. arms of the spiral from one dislocation meet the corresponding arms 
from the other) has not yet been observed for the dislocations of elementary 
Burgers vector (e.g. 15 Â for type II). However for a comparatively 
large Burgers vector one pair of closely spaced and equally developed 
dislocations has been observed. Fig. 7 (Plate X V III) shows this rare case 
in which the step height is nearly 120 Â as measured by the shift of the 
multiple-beam Fizeau fringes over these steps (fig. 6, P late X V III).
Fig. 8 (Plate X IX ), which is a bright-field photograph of an unsUvered 
crystal, shows two dislocations of opposite sign each giving rise to a hexa­
gonal spii al. W hen the successive arms of the two sjiirals meet each other 
they generate closed loops. A t the points of intersection an edge can be 
observed, indicating th a t the levels of the two steps joining together are 
not the same.
Another rare case is shown in fig. 9 (Plate X IX ) which consists of closed 
hexagonal sheets with no trace of the dislocations a t the centre. The 
closed hexagonal figuies might have originated from two dislocations of 
opposite sign, alternatively there may be some other mechanism. (No 
new closed loops are generated a t the centre after the dislocations are drawn 
close to each other compared to  p^.)
The possible ‘ neutralization ’ of pairs of' dislocations of opposite sign 
will leave only the surplus of one kind to  be observed. This may explain 
the observation th a t in any one region of the crystal the dislocations are 
predom inantly of one type. Furthei', after this ‘ neutralization ’ the sur­
plus left behind will be much less than  the original value. (For N  dis­
locations randomly formed, the  probable excess will be Thus the
observed maximum density of disldcations '~10®/cm‘“ (in fig. 18 (Plate XX), 
all of the same type) is much less than  the theoretically predicted value 
^10®/cm'^.
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§4 . G r o u p s  o f  D is l o c a t io n s
Quite often groups of dislocations arranged in different ways emerge to 
the surface of the crystal. A group of some 50 dislocations of the  same 
sign arranged along a line of length L  is seen in fig. 10 (Plate X IX ), to 
generate a spiral system of s branches. The resu ltan t activ ity  of the  group 
will be 5 /(1 +  Lj'Irrpfi times th a t of a single dislocation (Burton, Cabrera and 
Frank 1951) where is the radius of the critical nucleus. Fig. 11 
(Plate X IX ) illustrates another such group of dislocations where steps are 
seen to  group together giving a repeat pattern .
In  the general case of a group of like dislocations B urton, Cabrera and 
Frank (1951) predict th a t a p it may be developed on the  crystal face if the 
growth fronts have difficulty in penetrating the  group itself. This 
prediction is confirmed by the case illustrated in fig. 12 (Plate X IX ) where 
over 50 circular step-lines originate from an elliptical hole. Obviously at 
such a source pairs of dislocations of opposite sign will neutralize each other 
leaving the excess of only one type to  prom ote growth.
§5 . G r o w t h  fr o m  a  N u m b e r  o f  I n t e r a c t in g  D is l o c a t io n s  
Interaction of Growth Fronts and Curves of Intersection
Very often a group of dislocations, instead of originating from one source, 
spread on the surface of the crystal. The growth fronts spreading from 
the various sources meet each other producing complicated growth 
patterns in acccordance with their properties. The general principles tha t 
govern their interaction and the shape of the locus of points of intersection 
are as follows :
The successive arms of the  spirals originating from any two dislocations 
can go on joining with each other only if the  two dislocations are of the 
same strength, i.e. the  two step heights are equal. Conversely, if successive 
steps from two dislocations join and fuse together, it can be concluded tha t 
the step heights of the two spirals are equal. Since this joining together 
of steps is observed in figs. 15 and 18 (Plate X X ) for the  successive steps 
from all the interacting dislocations, the step height m ust be a fixed unit 
and its measurement on any one of them  will give the  value of all the rest. 
Thus in any one region of the crystal, the dislocations are not only pre­
dom inantly of the same sign but also have the same strength.
I f  then the nth. step from one source 0^ meets the  m th step from the other 
source 0^, they  will join together if they  are a t the  same level. Thereafter 
pairs of steps th a t can join together are (%+ l) th  w ith (m +  l) th  ; (?i+2)th 
with (m + 2)th  etc. such th a t the order difference between these steps 
fusing with one another is always constant and equal to  (n—m). Macro- 
scopically speaking, on either side of the locus of points of intersection, the 
portions of the two pyramids should slope in the  same direction, i.e. on 
travelling along this locus of points of intersection we will be moving from 
a higher to a lower level, or vice versa, for both the pyramids. Examples 
of this can be seen in fig. 15 (Plate XX).
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Further, if the spacing between the %th and the (n + l) th  arms of one 
spiral is and between the ??ith and the (m + l)th  arms of the other is d^, 
the  two pairs of steps will meet the locus of points of intersection a t angles
and 6»2 respectively, such th a t sin 6»i/sin d^= djd^. The value of 
a t a particular point of intersection is fixed by the initial conditions of the 
distance of this point from the two sources, the distance between the two 
sources, and the shapes of the two spirals.
In  the more general case d^ and d^ are the lengths of perpendiculars 
dropped from the point where the (%+ l)th  and (m + l) th  arms meet each 
other, upon the tangents drawn to the %th and m th arms of the two spirals 
a t the point where they meet. The tangents to the nth  and (%+ l)th  arms 
of one spiral may not be parallel to  each other, so th a t not only the spacing 
between the successive arms changes, but also their directions may change, 
in which case the locus of points of intersection will have to  tu rn  suitably in 
order to  satisfy the above sine condition. This is illustrated in fig. 13 
(Plate X IX ) where with the change of direction by the steps through an angle 
about 60°, the locus of points of intersection also turns through a similar 
angle. Other examples of the interaction of growth fronts and the loci of 
their points of intersection in accordance with the above conditions are 
seen in figs. 15 and 18 (Plate XX), where a large number of polygonal spirals 
w ith varying spacings are interacting with one another. Another example 
of the interaction is seen in fig. 14 (Plate X IX), where as a result of the 
meeting of the growth fronts from three dislocations closed triangular loops 
are formed. (The figure includes only two dislocation centres. The third 
one wiU be on the left side.)
I f  the two series of steps originating from two dislocations, on reaching 
the same region of the crystal, are unable to satisfy any of the above 
conditions, e.g. sine condition, they will not join with one another. These 
steps will then term inate in such a region. The points where the steps 
term inate will be at the ends of screw dislocations or a t discontinuities in 
level. Such behaviour is seen in fig. 15 (Plate XX) along a line running from 
left to right nearly in the middle of the figure, with a small gap in the centre, 
over which region four steps of the two spirals are seen to join together. 
We can reach any one of these steps (say the second from the left) from a 
point A in a number of ways. In  going from A  to the chosen step we have 
to  go down 30 steps, this number being independent of the path  taken. 
A direct path  can be traversed or one involving the crossing of different 
hexagonal spirals by going round the right hand end of the line of 
discontinuity. This is what is expected since the different spirals are of the 
same strength.
§ 6 . S p e c ia l  Ca s e  : Cir c u l a ii  S p i r a l s
By introducing the approximation used for the interferometric measure­
m ents of step heights, according to which these spirals may be regarded as 
composed of circles of constant spacing hT=^Trp^, the condition {n ni) 
constant directly gives the locus of the point of intersection P  of the  two
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rounded spirals originating from the two source centres 0^ and Og. Thus 
(n—m) . hr will be a constant from which we have constant.
This gives the locus of the point of intersection, a hyperbola which reduces 
to a straight line perpendicular to OfO^. passes through its middle 
point when n —m = i) (Burton, Cabrera and F rank 1951).
A locus of points of intersection, which is h^rperbolic, is illustrated in 
fig. 16 (Plate XX) for two circular spirals unequally developed. The 
condition {n—m )= h  corresponds to  the symmetrical case of two spirals 
equally developed and is illustrated in fig. 17 (Plate X X ) where the locus 
of points of intersection is seen to be approxim ately a straight line, 
perpendicular to the line j oining the two dislocations and passing through the 
middle point. Here the two series of steps w ith equal spacing (i.e. d-^^d^) 
meet the locus of points of intersection a t equal angles (^^=^2 + 0 ). In  
fig. 16 (Plate XX), as the spacings of the two spirals become equal (i.e. d-^=d2), 
in accordance with the sine condition ^ 1= ^ 2» ^.nd in this case the steps tend 
to be parallel to  each other a t the points of intersection (i.e. d^=0^=z()).
As shown by Burton, Cabrera and Frank  (1951) a small influence is 
transm itted  along each step from the points where the  two spirals meet, 
into the respective centres. This will tend  to  increase the ra te  of rotation 
of the spiral whose centre is nearer the  points of contact (the upper one in 
fig. 16, P late XX), trying to  synchronize the two in phase. This will 
smooth out the corners formed by the meeting of the  two series of steps. 
This is observed in all the interacting spirals.
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A B S T R A C T . On the faces of some silicon carbide crystals showing ‘ growth spirals’ 
superimposed oriented overgrowths can sometimes be observed. These oriented over­
growths which took place during the process of manufacture consist of stepped triangular 
pyramids with craters at their peaks, the pyramids having heights up to a few wavelengths 
of light, and built sometimes on platforms of similar heights. These conclusions have been 
arrived at by the application of the techniques of multiple-beam interferometry and 
light-profile microscopy. In addition to the pyramids some trigonal, hexagonal and their 
compound figures have also been observed, which by the application of multiple-beam  
interference fringes are shown to be molecular oriented layers. These oriented molecular 
layers, the existence of which is revealed from the observation of the above overgrowths 
on silicon carbide crystals, may be silica deposit or possibly the growth of silicon carbide 
on itself.
§1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Re c e n t l y  several workers have studied oriented overgrowth of crystals on different substrates. A substrate flat to molecular dimensions is required Lfor this study and usually a cleavage face of a crystal is chosen for this 
purpose. Thus Schultz (1951) has studied the overgrowths of alkali halides 
on a cleavage face of mica, Lucas (1951) has studied the thin layers of ZnO, 
grown on a cleavage face of Zn, and Pashley (1952 a, b) has used cleavage faces 
of crystals and electrolytically polished silver surfaces as substrates.
In these experiments the thickness of the overgrowth layers deposited on the 
substrate is only a few Angstrom units thick. Therefore it becomes increasingly 
important to know the flatness of the substrate for drawing reliable conclusions.
As has recently been shown by the author (Verma 1951), growth spirals are 
sometimes observed on the basal planes of silicon carbide crystals. The step 
height between the successive arms of the spiral has been shown to be equal to 
the height of the x-ray unit cell, and for type 11 crystals this step height is only 15 Â.
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The area between successive steps is molecularly plane. Thus silicon carbide 
crystal surfaces, which are flat and plane to this extent provide a good substrate 
on which to study overgrowths.
§2. O V E R G R O W T H S  ON S I L I C O N  CA RB ID E C R Y S T A L S  
Triangular Pyramids
We have not yet studied the overgrowth of crystals deposited artiflcially on 
silicon carbide crystals as substrate. However by using techniques previously 
described (Verma 1951), the examination of some of these silicon carbide 
crystals themselves reveals oriented overgrowths which took place during the 
process of manufacture. Figure 1 (Plate I) shows six trigonal pyramids observed 
on the basal plane of a silicon carbide crystal. On the rest of the crystal face 
faint step lines of an interlaced spiral of the type described previously (Verma
1951) can be seen as background. The step height between the successive edges 
of such a spiral would be 15 Â. Thus the scale of flatness of the substrate is 
superimposed on the picture.
The two pyramids at the top left corner in fig. 1 are oriented at 60° with 
respect to the remainder. It can also be seen that the three edges of the pyramids 
are rounded and are more or less similarly oriented to the edges of the interlaced 
spiral. Sometimes these overgrowths overlap and are ‘tw inned’. In fig. 2 are 
shown two such cases of overlapping. On the right-hand side the overlapping 
pyramids are similarly oriented, whereas in the middle of the figure showing the 
overlapping of three pyramids, the pyramids are alternately A and V in 
orientation. The pyramids are seen to have a stepped structure. The steps are 
nearly triangular in their contour but at the three corners a characteristic dimple 
can be seen for all of them. At the peak of every pyramid there appears to be a 
crater. Similar craters can be observed at the edges of some of the pyramids 
and elsewhere on the crystal surface.
Interferometric and Light Profile Microscopic Examination
To study the triangular overgrowths the techniques of multiple-beam 
interferometry (see Tolansky 1948) and light-profile microscopy (Tolansky 1952) 
have been applied. In multiple-beam interferometry both the Fizeau fringes 
and fringes of equal chromatic order have been utilized. Figure 3 shows the 
multiple-beam Fizeau fringes passing over these features. To obtain fringes of 
equal chromatic order shown in fig. 4, the image of a Fizeau fringe passing over 
the peak of a pyramid was projected on the slit of a spectrograph. The fringes 
so obtained are seen to be convex towards the violet end of the spectrum showing 
clearly that these triangular features are hills, i.e. pyramids. The heights of 
these pyramids range from a few hundred Angstrom units to a few wavelengths 
of light ; the particular pyramid studied in fig. 4 is approximately 1 000 Â high. 
The discontinuity of the fringes in figs. 3 and 4 at the edges of the pyramids shows 
that the pyramids are built on platforms whose heights vary and may be as much 
as a few light wavelengths.
The light-profile microscope (recently developed by Tolansky (1952)) 
demonstrates these facts vividly. In this technique the field of view of the 
microscope is crossed by a dark profile line which is the image of the opaque fine 
line placed at the field iris and projected on the surface of the specimen by an 
off-centre illumination. The profile gives the line contour of the surface of the
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specimen where the changes in level are registered as lateral shifts of the profile. 
It is seen in fig. 5 that the profile line shifts towards the left after crossing the 
edge of the pyramid showing it to be an elevation above the general level of the 
crystal. By the interferometric calibration given by Tolansky, this shift 
corresponds to a change in height of about 1 which is the height of the platform 
on which the pyramid is built in this particular case. At the peak of the pyranyd 
the shift of the profile towards the right shows it to be a crater. Over a small 
area the bottom of the crater is nearly flat and its depth is nearly equal to the 
total height of the pyramid.
Behaviour of the Growth Fronts
The step lines of the successive growth fronts are seen in figs. 1 and 2 to be 
slightly deformed after they have travelled past these overgrowths, which act 
as obstacles. This deformation of the step lines indicates that the surface of the 
crystal had continued to grow after the formation of the overgrowths. In fig. 2 
the growth fronts, which are advancing from the top to the bottom, break up 
into two halves on arriving at the overgrowths. After crossing these obstacles 
they rejoin and fill up the shadow region. The step lines in doing so fork out 
leading to interlacing of step lines of the type described previously (Verma 1951, 
fig. 14).
§3. O R I E N T E D  M O L E C U L A R  LAYERS ON S I L I C O N - C A R B I D E
C R Y S T A L S
A different type of overgrowth observed on silicon carbide crystals is shown 
in figs. 6, 7 and 9. Triangular, hexagonal and compound figures formed by the 
overlapping of the former with the edges slightly rounded are seen in these 
figures. In fig. 9 a plainly visible dot can be observed at the centre of some of 
the figures. Figure 8 shows the multiple-beam Fizeau fringes passing over the 
areas of figs. 6 and 7. Under this high dispersion there appears to be a very small 
kink when the fringes cross the boundary of these figures (the third fringe from 
the top passes over the hexagonal figure and the fourth and the fifth fringes 
over the triangular figure shown in fig. 6. The eighth and the ninth fringes pass 
over the lower and the upper figures of fig. 7 respectively). The kink has been 
measured to correspond to a change in height of 35 ± 5 Â. Thus one can assume 
that the triangular and hexagonal figures are molecular layers since for silicon 
carbide type II the height of the unit cell is 15 Â.
The edges of these molecular layers have a dotted appearance which may be 
due to the deposition of some impurity. This will then explain the rather high 
visibility of the edges.
§4. C O N C L U S I O N S
The observations of figs. 6, 7 and 9 show that a molecular layer is initially 
deposited on the crystal face. These monolayers which take definite orientations 
and shapes are fairly large in extent and form the nucleus for further oriented 
overgrowth. The dots observed in the centres of the figures in fig. 9 may be 
some foreign matter which acts as the nucleus for the laying down of the first 
molecular layer on the crystal face. These dots may develop into the craters 
observed at the peaks of the pyramids of figs. 1 and 2. The further observations 
of figs. 1 and 2 that some of the pyramids are built on a platform may mean that 
this oriented monolayer could grow up to the height of the platform by a
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repetition of the process of the formation of the first monolayer. This will 
happen if the atomic pattern of the ‘embryo’ and hence that of the substrate 
resembles the atomic pattern of a plane, in the normal lattice of the deposit 
(van der Merwe 1949).
In the manufacture of silicon carbide the different elements present inside 
th£ furnace are silicon, carbon and oxygen, so that these overgrowths may consist 
of^any of these elements in combination. As is well known silica deposits are 
often observed on silicon carbide crystals and from the symmetry of the figures 
it is thought that these may be the overgrowth of silicon carbide on itself. If this 
is so, it demonstrates an interesting mode of crystal growth, of a crystalline 
substance growing on itself. Even in such a case, the configuration of a surface 
layer of the crystal is different from that of an interior layer by reason of Verwey 
displacements (Frank 1951). It will, however, be interesting to apply electron 
diffraction techniques to study these overgrowths.
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Growth Spirals on H æ m atite  (FegOg) 
Crystals
T h e  observation of ‘grow th spirals’ on silicon 
carbide (Si—C) crystals was reported by me recentlyh 
I t  was shown th a t the observations are in accordance 
w ith the theory  of crystal grow th p u t forward by 
B urton, Cabrera and  Frank-.
Similar observation of grow th spirals on hæ m atite 
(FegOs) crystals are now reported. Hæm atite^, which 
is isomorphic w ith corundum  (AlgOg), m ay be referred 
to  the  rhom bohedral axes m aking an angle of 85° 42' 
w ith each other, or to  hexagonal axes w ith a : c — 
1 : 1 36. X -ray  m easurem ents show th a t  the  oxygen 
atom s are arranged in approxim ately  hexagonal 
close-packing. Between two successive layers of 
oxygen atom s there are positions for cations. The 
distance between successive layers of oxygen atom s 
is nearly  2 3 A. along the  trigonal axis, which is 
perpendicular to  the  (111) plane. The structu re  when 
projected on the  (111) plane shows th a t it  will repeat 
itself a fter six such layers, giving the  repeat distance 
equal to  nearly  14 A. along the trigonal axis. The 
grow th spirals observed on hæ m atite  illustra te  these 
facts very well.
The accom panying photograph shows a spiral 
originating from a  right-handed screw dislocation. 
The spiral is triangular in the centre, b u t soon becomes 
hexagonal. A fter abou t two tu rns, the  spiral is seen 
to  term inate  on a left-handed screw dislocation.
Thereafter successive closed loops are generated in 
accordance w ith theory.
The m easurem ent of step height between successive 
arm s of the  spiral, by  the  application of m ultiple- 
beam  interference fringes'*, shows it to  be nearly  
16 i  3 A. This, w ithin experim ental errors, con­
firms the  X -ray  m easurem ents.
Besides this elem entary type of spiral, several o ther 
m ore-com plicated grow th p a tte rn s  have also been 
observed, some of which give interesting comparison 
w ith  sim ilar observations on silicon carbide crystals. 
One feature seen clearly in the  present pho to ­
graph is th a t, unlike silicon carbide, the  point of 
emergence of screw dislocation on the  crystal surface 
is no t m arked by a  hole, showing th a t in this case 
the  core is n o t hollow.
A detailed account of th is work is being com­
m unicated elsewhere.
I  wish to  express m y thanks to  Prof. S. Tolansky 
for his in terest and  suggesting th a t hæ m atite be 
exam ined. I  am  grateful to  the  authorities of the 
B ritish Museum (Mineralogical D epartm ent) for the 
loan of the  crystals, and  to  the  B ritish  Council for 
a  scholarship.
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O bservations on Growth and Etch P h en om en a  
on H aem atite  (FeaOs) Crystals
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A B S T R A C T . New  observations of growth and etch features on haematite (FegOa) 
crystals are reported. Of the many growth patterns observed, the simplest are the 
elementary ‘ molecular growth spirals ’ in accordance with the theory of Burton, Cabrera 
and Frank. The step height between the successive arms of an elementary spiral has been 
measured by the application of multiple beam interference fringes and is shown to be equal 
to the x-ray value of the repeat distance. More complex growth patterns are illustrated and 
discussed. The etch figures reported are also of molecular thicknesses and consist of a very 
large number ('^lOVcm- of the crystal surface) of similarly oriented small triangular figures, 
and some more complex shapes.
§1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
A c c o r d i n g  to the theory of crystal growth developed by Burton, Cabrera 
ZJm and Frank (1951), when a crystal grows due to the presence of dislocations 
X  JLthe steps exposed on the crystal face by screw dislocations wind themselves 
into spiral forms giving rise to ‘molecular growth pyramids’. The observation 
of numerous ‘ growth spirals ’ on the faces of silicon carbide crystals has been 
reported earlier and shown to be in accordance with theory (Verma 1951). Similar 
observations of ‘ growth spirals ’ on haematite (Fe^Og) crystals were reported in a 
preliminary note (Verma 1952 b), and in the present paper a fuller account of the 
observations of growth and etch phenomena is given.
§2. T E C H N I Q U E  OF O B S E R V A T I O N  
Most of the observed features are of molecular height and are consequently 
faint. The technique found most suitable for their observation is that previously 
employed for silicon carbide crystals (Verma 1951) and consists of depositing a 
highly reflecting layer of silver on the crystal surface by thermal evaporation and 
then examining it in reflection using phase-contrast microscopy.
§3. S T R U C T U R E  OF H A E M A T I T E  A N D  IT S  M O D E  OF G R O W T H  
The structure of haematite may be referred to rhombohedral axes making an 
angle of 85° 42' with each other or to hexagonal axes with an axial ratio cja = 1*36. 
The structure assigned to haematite by x-ray measurements (Bragg 1924, Pauling 
and Hendricks 1925) may be pictured as follows. A series of rhombic cells is 
formed by slightly extending cubic cells along a trigonal axis so that the angle 
between the edges meeting in this axis is 85 ° 42' instead of 90°. At every cell corner 
is placed a unit consisting of two Fe atoms and three O atoms. The two Fe atoms 
are separated by a distance of about 2-88 Â and lie at equal distances from the cell 
corner along the trigonal axis which passes through it. The three oxygen atoms 
surround each cell corner at a distance of about 1 *47 Â and lie in a plane through the 
corner at right angles to the trigonal axis, i.e. in the (111) plane. The equilateral
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triangles formed by the three O atoms are oriented at 60° to each other in successive 
layers, i.e. are A and V in orientation. The distance between successive oxygen 
layers is nearly 2-3Â. Figure 11* shows the structure projected on the (111) 
plane. The structure repeats itself along the trigonal axis after six such (111) 
layers, giving the repeat distance equal to nearly 14 Â. The rhombic unit cell is 
outlined by joining the Fe pairs ‘ 1 ’ to ‘ 3 ’ ; ‘ 3 ’ to ‘ 5 ’ ; ‘ 5 ’ to ‘ 7 ’ ; ‘ 7 ’ coin­
ciding in projection with ‘ 1 ’. This structure gives an approximate hexagonal 
close packing for oxygen atoms.
Haematite, which is formed in various ways and is found in rocks of all ages, is 
considered to occur in connection with volcanic activities as a sublimation product, 
often as small thin crystal plates which are parallel to the c axis (Dana 1948). 
At a temperature of about 2 000 °c, at which ferric oxide can be sublimed in crystal­
line form, it becomes dissociated into a magnetic oxide and consequently it will be 
the magnetic rather than the ferric oxide that will volatilize at these temperatures. 
Haematite is probably produced by the action of water vapour upon ferric chloride 
with the generation of HCl. The HCl vapour, if not removed, can act strongly 
on the haematite crystals formed, and most of the surfaces will easily etch.
§4. O B S E R V A T I O N S  ON G R O W T H  F E A T U R E S  ON H A E M A T I T E  
Simple or Elementary Type of Spiral 
. On the haematite crystals many growth patterns have been observed, some of 
which are of the simple type. Figure 1 shows such a spiral with elementary 
Burgers’ vector (see §5) observed on the basal plane of a thin hexagonal plate of 
haematite. Originating from a right-handed screw dislocation, the spiral is seen 
to terminate on a left-handed one after about two turns. Thereafter successive 
closed loops are generated in accordance with theory.
This spiral with straight edges indicates that the rate of growth depends 
strongly upon the crystallographic directions, the straight edges marking the 
directions of minimum growth. According to Burton, Cabrera and Frank’s 
theory (1951) the conditions of growth for a polygonal spiral are such that the 
‘ Frenkel kinks’ or exchange sites are few and far between, whereas the distance 
moved by the adsorbed molecule is small.
The trigonal symmetry of the spiral in fig. 1 follows from fig. 11, since for 
spirals on the basal planes (111) we are looking on the edges of ‘ monomolecular 
layers ’ along the triad axis. Further, the spiral (fig. 1) is observed to be triangular 
at the centre, becoming hexagonal after one or two turns. This is represented in 
fig. 12, which is a projection on the (111) plane, remembering that the successive 
arms of the spiral lie on successive ‘ molecular layers ’.
Figure 2 is another example, of which the central growth pyramids are shown 
enlarged in fig. 3. Here two right-handed screw dislocations close to one another 
each give rise to a- growth pyramid with very close spacing, indicating that the 
growth of these pyramids took place at quite a high supersaturation. (That these 
features are elevations, i.e. pyramids, has been confirmed by the application of 
multiple-beam fringes of equal chromatic order.) These two step lines join 
together after about one turn (fig. 2) to form a common spiral. Furthermore, the 
step lines are broad and kinked and the corners concave. This is to be attributed 
to the subsequent etching of the crystal giving rise to a general retreat of the step 
lines and rounding off the corners.
* A ll the figures in this paper are p lates, printed  at the end  o f  the issue.
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Interaction of Growth Fronts originating from Elementary Dislocations
A striking example of the interaction of the growth fronts from a number of 
dislocations emerging on the face of a haematite crystal is illustrated in fig. 4. 
This interaction contrasts with similar observations on silicon carbide crystals. 
Among the points to be specially noticed are : (i) the meeting of the three edges at 
an angle of 120° to each other at the centre; (ii) the way in which close pairs of 
dislocations give rise to peninsula-like plateaus at two places round the central 
part ; (iii) in a total of about 20 dislocations, only two or three are of the right-handed 
type, the remainder being left-handed ; (iv) by going round the compound growth 
pattern once we shall descend or move up by as many steps as the effective 
number of dislocations enclosed within the circuit.
Curvilinear and Bunched Spirals
On one crystal face a large number of growth hills were observed to be arrayed 
along the edge of the crystal. I ’hese growth hills were bunched and their spiral 
form could not be resolved clearly.' If these growth hills have originated from 
screw dislocations this would be the simplest case of an assembly of dislocations, 
and would then form a complex transition surface (Burgers 1937, 1940). On 
the rest of the crystal face similar spiral features (see fig. 5) have been observed. 
These growth spirals appear to originate from multiple dislocations and might 
have been expected to take on hexagonal shapes with straight edges if left undis­
turbed. Further, in these spirals on the three alternate edges the steps dissociate 
into several components, giving an appearance analogous to that found in similar 
observations on silicon carbide crystals (Verma 1952 a, fig. 3). This observation, 
together with the curvilinear and bunched spirals of high visibility (see fig. 6), 
shows that, like Si-C crystals, it is also possible in haematite for spirals to 
originate from dislocations of multiple strength, which suggests that small portions 
of haematite crystals may exist as polytypes.
In a few cases rounded spirals which are heavily bunched have also been 
observed. Figure 6 is an example in which the spiral starts at the centre as a 
single step line of high visibility. Over small segments of the spiral the step lines 
have nearly straight edges, especially near the origin ; further from the origin the 
steps dissociate into several components. In the lower half of the figure over a 
dozen elementary faint step lines with the edges straight bunch together, leading 
to curved step lines of high visibility. This suggests that the high visibility 
rounded spiral of fig. 6 may be considered to originate from a dislocation of multiple 
strength.
In another case a very large number of dislocations (over 100), all of the same 
hand, originate in one region of the crystal. Groups of these step lines bunch 
together, leading again to steps with high visibility.
The circular type of spiral could be formed when the growth rate does not 
depend upon the crystallographic directions. Bunching of steps seems to 
facilitate the generation of curvilinear spirals.
§5. M E A S U R E M E N T  OF S T E P  H E I G H T
Multiple-beam interference fringes (Tolansky 1948) have been utilized for the 
measurement of step heights. The individual steps are rather close, and step 
heights are too small to be detected by the shift of the Fizeau fringes at each step.
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However, as in previous work (Verma 1951), measurements were obtained by- 
allowing a Fizeau fringe under high dispersion to pass over the peak of the pyramid, 
and, from the angle through which the fringe appears to bend at the peak, the average 
step height can be determined. Consider a pyramid formed ol a series of parallel 
steps with straight edges, having a constant spacing d and step-height h : if a 
Fizeau fringe passes perpendicular to the series of steps on one side of the peak, 
it will appear to bend through an angle d such that
dsinO  1 A 
(l + 3cos2 dY~!^X2
where X  is the distance between the successive Fizeau fringes for wavelength A. 
For small values of 9 (which usually correspond to small values of //) as a first 
approximation this reduces to h = ^dsin 0(XI2X), which is identical with the 
relation used for circular spirals.
This method was used for the measurement of the step height of the spiral in 
fig. 1. Since the separation between the successive steps in fig. 1 gradually 
decreases on going away from the centre, the Fizeau fringes passing on these 
steps were observed to be slightly curved. For the evaluation of step height in this 
case the Fizeau fringe picture and the microphotograph at the same magnification 
were superposed, so that the exact position of the fringe was known with certainty. 
For measuring 6 two straight portions of the Fizeau fringe, one on either side of the 
centre of the spiral, were chosen and their corresponding spacing of steps d was 
used.
Using this method, the step height measurements for different independent 
trials were 124, 16 3, 11-2, 12 9, 17 2, 13 3, 16-0Â.
Another measurement of average step height is possible with the fringes of 
equal chromatic order formed when the slit of the spectrograph was adjusted to 
pass over the centre of the image of the pyramid (fig. 3). This determination 
gave an average value of nearly 11*5 Â step height, but is subject to the error that if 
the slit does not pass exactly over the centre of the pyramid the value of step height 
will appear to be low.
These measurements, within experimental errors, show the step height to be 
equal to the x-ray value of the repeat unit along the trigonal axis. This spiral, 
therefore, is an elementary growth spiral, originating from a dislocation of unit 
Burgers’ vector.
§ 6 . M O L E C U L A R  E T C H  F I G U R E S
Very often on haematite crystal surfaces a variety of etch figures is observable. 
Figure 7 is an enlargement of one part showing a very large number of similarly 
oriented triangular figures covering the whole crystal surface. (For this observa­
tion the crystal surface was not silvered.) Sometimes, due to the overlapping of 
several smaller triangles, a much bigger triangular figure can be formed. Also 
some hexagonal figures, with a stepped structure and sometimes with a dot at the 
centre, can be observed in fig. 7. This observation of discrete triangular figures at 
different points is in accordance with the general observation that solution does not 
act uniformly over the whole face, but begins only at isolated points, proceeding 
more easily in certain directions, giving rise to regular figures. In the present 
case the triangular figure indicates three preferred directions of solution inclined 
to each other at 120°. The triangular shape of the etch figure conforms to the 
trigonal symmetry of the crystal face.
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If etch begins favourably at certain isolated points in an otherwise continuous 
lattice surface it would seem that there are small scale lattice irregularities at these 
points, since solution takes place favourably at ridges, steps, etc. The small 
cracks of possibly near molecular dimension assumed by Smekal can explain the 
appearance of etch pits at such spots. According to the ideas of Frank, disloca­
tions which provide steps for the growth of the crystal should also promote the 
development of etch pits. If, indeed, these etch pits have originated on the ends 
of dislocations, the surface density of these pits would give the density of disloca­
tions. In fig. 7 this density is of the order of 10^/cm^, which may be compared 
with the largest density of dislocations of the order of 10^/cm^ observed on silicon 
carbide crystals (Verma 1952 a).
These triangular figures are the elementary etch figures with shallow depths, 
possibly of near molecular depth, a conclusion suggested by the fact that these 
features are not normally observable with usual bright field illumination, and some 
of the triangular features have a low visibility, even under phase-contrast illumin­
ation. However, because of the smallness of these features, it is not possible to 
apply interferometric techniques for their study. A hollow, which may be a 
different type of etch pit, is shown in fig. 8. This consists of a series of roughly 
circular steps some of which are seen to interlace with one another. The step 
height is approximately 100 Â. Fringes of equal chromatic order over this 
feature show it to be a pit whose total depth is about 1 000 Â.
Figure 9 is a further illustration ; here an anticlockwise triangular spiral is 
surrounded by the rugged and irregular broad step lines produced by solution. 
The kinks in these broad step lines have again triangular or probably hexagonal 
contours which may be due to some local growth taking place at these step edges.
§7. GR O SS  F E A T U R E S  
The elementary spiral and other molecular growth features were only rarely 
found on the haematite crystals studied. The majority of the growth features 
observed were gross, consisting of triangular pyramids (fig. 10) with broken and 
irregular steps of heights of a few microns with a flat triangular top with rounded 
corners. Three crystallographic directions inclined to each other at 120° 
appear as three directions of differential growth along the lines joining the three 
corners of the triangular feature to its centre. Similar observations have been 
reported previously (Maurice 1932).
§ 8 . C O M P A R I S O N  W I T H  S I L I C O N  CARBIDE C R Y S T A L S  
Unlike the spirals on silicon carbide crystals, in haematite the point of 
emergence of the screw dislocation on the crystal surface, whence the spiral 
originates, is not marked by a hole, showing that in this case the core of the dis­
location is not hollow. According to Frank (1951) a dislocation of Burgers' 
vector exceeding about 10 Â is only in equilibrium with an empty tube at its core, 
which gives rise to a crater at the point of emergence of the dislocation on the 
crystal surface. This conclusion will follow when the large strain energy near the 
dislocation is insufficient to overcome the surface energy which tends to close up 
the tube. However, for crystals where a complete dislocation is readily dissociated 
into a cluster of weak partial dislocations the core will not be hollow. Such is the 
case for the dislocations 47 A high observed on paraffins by Dawson and Vand 
(1951). In haematite this does not seem to be a possible explanation. It is
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likely that the magnitudes of the surface and strain energies depending upon the 
elastic constants of the crystal are such that the core closes up.
Whereas in most cases of silicon carbide the spirals are more closely spaced 
near the centre than further out, in the spiral of fig. 1 the separation between the 
successive arms gradually decreases with increased distance from the centre. This 
is attributed, not to the gradually decreasing supersaturation, but to the limitation 
placed by the triangular boundary enclosing the spiral. Further, in accordance 
with the theory, the step lines of the polygonal spirals on silicon carbide are observed 
to have a curvature near the centre, whereas in fig. 1 the step lines are observed to
be quite straight and the corners quite sharp at the centre. The gradual rounding 
off of the corners and of the step lines takes place only away from the centre.
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Growth Spirals and Polytypism o f Silicon Carbide Crystals
By A J I T  R A M  V E R M A  
Royal H olloway College (University o f  London)
(Vorgetragen auf der Diskussions- und Sondertagung der Deutschen Bunsengesellschaft 
in Berlin am 10. Januar 1951)
The different growth features observed on the faces o f  silicon-carbide (Si— C) crystals are illustrated and 
explained. These can be divided into (A) Growth Spirals, which are o f  three types (1) Elementary spirals, 
with step heights equal to the size o f  the X-ray unit cell, (2) spirals originating from dislocations o f  multiple 
strength, the step heights being a multiple o f  the X-ray unit cell, (3) interlaced spirals in which the step heights 
are a fraction o f  the unit cell. The microscopic studies illustrate the information about the shape o f  the spirals, 
interaction o f  the growth fronts and the growth pattern for a number o f  dislocations, density o f  disloca­
tions etc. The interferometric studies o f  the measurement o f  step heights lead to an understanding o f  poly­
typism o f silicon-carbide crystals. (B) Oriented overgrowths, which consist o f  either oriented triangular 
pyramids o f  heights up to a few  wavelengths o f  light or oriented triangular and hexagonal molecular layers. 
(C) Holes, Hollows and Spots. Holes at the origin o f  the spirals and certain other spots observed on the step
lines are illustrated.
Introduction
F r a n k  (1949) p o in ted  o u t th a t the theory  as developed  
by V o l m e r ,  K o s s e l ,  S t r a n s k i ,  B e c k e r  and D o  r i n g  
and o thers fo r the g ro w th  o f  a perfect crystal face from  
v ap o u r by the fo rm ation  o f  tw o-d im ensional nuclei 
w ou ld  give a g ro w th  rate neglig ib ly  sm all at low  su p er­
sa tu rations. T h is is con trary  to  experim ental observation . 
T his d iscrepancy has been explained by the theory  deve­
lo p ed  by B u r t o n ,  C a b r e r a  and  F r a n k  (1949, 1951). 
A ccord ing  to  this theo ry  at Unite g ro w th  rates, d is lo ­
cations w ill be fo rm ed  in  a crystal and therefore  the surface 
of any real crystal m ust contain  a certa in  n u m b er o f d is lo ­
cations w ith  a screw  com ponen t, te rm ina ting  on the face. 
T he crystal face, th en , always has exposed m olecu lar 
terraces on w hich  g ro w th  can con tinue , and the need for 
fresh tw o-d im ensional nucléa tion  never arises. T he 
theory  show s th a t d u rin g  the process o f g ro w th , the 
edges o f these “ m onom olecu la r”  layers w ill curl up  and 
form  a spiral cen tred  on the d islocation . T hus on  the 
surfaces of crystals, w hich have g ro w n  by this p rocess, 
m olecular g ro w th  pyram ids shou ld  be observed .
A n  ideally long  en o u g h  anneal w ou ld  get rid  o f  these 
dislocations. B u t in  practice som e m ay be expected  to  
rem ain , G r i f f i n  (1950) w as the first to  observe on the 
prism  faces o f  beryl, sp iral m ark in g  and  o th e r com plex 
line m ark ings. I t  was show n th a t the step -h e ig h t at these 
lines w as less than  34 A . F u rth e r from  the beh av io u r o f 
these steps he concluded  th a t these steps are u n it cell 
h igh , thus in te rp re tin g  the observed  spiral to  be a 
g ro w th  spiral in accordance w ith  B u r t o n ,  C a b r e r a  
and F r a n k 's  theo ry .
S ilicon-carbide crystals offer excellent observationa l 
exam ples fo r the g ro w th  features o f  th is type. Spiral 
m ark ings on  silicon-carbide crystals have been observed  
fo r som e tim e past. M e n z ie s  and  S l o a t  (1929) repo rted  
these spirals and, m ore recently  P a d u r o w  (1949) and 
K a lb  and  W i t t b o r g  (1951). B u t none o f  these w orkers 
have tried  to  offer any exp lana tion  as to  the spiral fo r­
m ation , n o r has any m easurem ent o f  the step  h e ig h t been 
m ade.
S im ultaneously  w ith  the au th o r (1951a), A m e - . 
l i n c k x  (1951) also observed  spirals on silicon-carbide 
crystals. A m e l i n c k x  could  show  th a t the step  heigh ts o f 
som e spirals was up  to  35 A and som e p robab ly  o f  uni- 
m olecu lar steps, b u t n o  exact m easurem ents w ere re­
p o rted . T he  p resen t paper deals w ith  the  a u th o r’s obser­
vations on these g ro w th  spirals som e o f w h ich  have 
already been rep o rted  elsew here (1951 a, b, c, d.).
Observation o f  the g row th  features on Si—C  Crystals
M any o f  these g ro w th  features have very sm all step  
heigh ts (e. g. fo r type II  crystal 15 A  see p. 272), and there­
fore are necessarily  very  fa in t to  observe. T h e  technique 
fo u n d  m ost su itab le  fo r this observation  is described  else­
w here (V e r m a  1951 d). T his consists first in depositing  
a h igh ly  reflecting  (ab o u t 90% ) layer o f  silver on the 
crystals, and then  exam ining them  in reflection using  
phase co n tras t illum ination .
In  th is paper w e shall p resen t largely the experim ental 
observa tions o f the d ifferent features and the details of 
the exp lanations w ill be fo u n d  in the references indicated.
T he  d ifferent g ro w th  features observed  on various 
silicon-carb ide crystals can be d iv ided  as follow s: — 
(A) G ro w th  Spirals (B) O rien ted  overg row ths (C) Fioles, 
H o llow s and Spots.
( A )  G r o w th  spirals
T h e  d ifferent types o f g ro w th  spirals observed can be 
classed in to  th ree  types (1) Simple or the elementary 
type o f spirals (2) Spirals o rig ina ting  from  dislocations of 
m ultip le  s tre n g th  (3) In terlaced  spirals.
1. Elementary  spirals
T hese spirals w h ich  are usually faint to  observe be­
cause o f  the sm all step heights are seldom  seen with the 
o rd inary  m icroscope. I t is therefore unlikely tha t this type 
o f  sp iral had been seen by previous w orkers. As we shall 
see presently (see p. 272), the step heights between the 
successive arm s of these spirals is equal to  the heigh t of
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the X -ray u n it cell, therefore , spirals belong ing  to  this 
type o rig inate  from  dislocations o f  u n it B u r g e r s '  vector. 
F o r the study o f  these spirals tw o  distinctly  different 
techniques have been em ployed. These are (1) M icro ­
scopy and (2) M ultip le beam  in terfe rom etry . W e begin  
first w ith  the m icroscopic  study.
Microscopic Study.  F rom  the m icroscop ic  studies we 
can derive the fo llow ing  in fo rm atio n  ab o u t these g row th  
sp irals:
(a) Shape o f  the spirals:
W e consider first, the sim ple case of the shape observed 
for the g ro w th  spiral wdien a single screw  dislocation  
em erges on the face of the crystal. These spirals have 
been observed  to  have shapes ranging  from  circular to  
hexagonal ones, depend ing  possibly upon  the conditions 
under w hich  the g row th  o f the crystal took  place. 
A ccord ing  to  B u r t o n ,  C a b r e r a  and F r a n k ’s theory  
w hen the conditions of g ro w th  are such tha t the “ F renkel 
k inks” o r the exchange sites are close toge ther and the 
distance m oved by the adsorbed  m olecule large, the rate 
of g row th  w ould  be independen t of crystallographic  
o rien tation  g iv ing  rise to  circular spirals exem plified in 
Fig. (1). P o lygonal spirals w ill be generated  w hen  the
Fig. 1
“ F renkel k inks”  are few and far betw een and the distance 
m oved  by the adso rbed  m olecule sm all, the s tra igh t edges 
m ark ing  the d irec tions o f m in im um  g ro w th . F igs. (2, 4) 
illustrate such spirals w hich also dem onstra te  the sym ­
m etry  o f the crystal face.
(b) Interaction o f  Growth Fronts: Growth Pattern fo r  a Number 
o f  Dislocations
T he g ro w th  pa tte rn  fo r tw o  o r m ore  screw  disloca­
tions end ing  on a crystal face, is com plex and  depends 
on the p ropertie s o f  the  g ro w th  fron ts . T he g ro w th  
fron ts s ta rting  from  a single screw  d islocation  w ill spread  
on the surface o f  the crystal face in  regu lar shapes, bu t 
the presence o f  a boundary  o r an obstru c tio n  w ill d is to rt 
its regu lar shape. W hen the advancing  g ro w th  fro n ts  
m eet an obstruc tion , they can propagate  ro u n d  corners as 
show n in Fig. (5) at the u p p er end  o f the o b s tru c tio n ; 
this p o in t behav ing  alm ost as a source o f  secondary  
g row th  fron ts.
T he g ro w th  fron ts  em itted  by tw o  sources ann ih ila te  
each o th e r w here they m eet, w ith  the fusing  of the  tw o 
ledges. N u m erous exam ples o f this can be seen in 
Figs. (1), (9). W hen there are several screw  d islocations 
actively em itting  g ro w th  fron ts , a p o in t on the  crystal 
face will be in  the dom inan t field of only one of these 
and this alone determ ines the nu m b er o f g ro w th  fron ts 
passing th ro u g h  it. T his is exem plified in Figs. (1, 9).
Som etim es am ong  the g ro u p  of d islocations em erg ing  
on the face, one o f them  m ay dom inate  the rest. Such a 
d o m in an t d islocation , show n in  the cen tre  o f F ig. (4), 
w ou ld  determ ine the rate of crystal g ro w th  o f  the face, 
the o th e r screw  d islocations m erely passing on the 
g ro w th  fron ts w ith  sligh t delay and in slightly  m odified 
form .
G ro w th  patterns fo r tw o  o r m ore screw  dislocations 
can now  be explained. C onsidering  the case o f  tw o  screw  
dislocations of the same sign and close to  each (com ­
pared  to  Q^, the radius o f  critical nucleus) w e w ill have 
tw o spirals coopera ting  w ith  each o ther g iv ing  a double  
spiral illustrated  in Fig. (3). W ith  the increase of d istance 
betw een the tw o  dislocations o f  the same sign, the
J i t
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g ro w th  p a tte rn  w ill have the appearance of tw o  spirals 
alternately  spaced, so th a t by g o ing  ro u n d  it once we 
shall descend  by tw o  steps.
F o r tw o  dislocations of opposite  sign em erg ing  on the 
crystal face, the ledge sta rtin g  from  one term inates on 
the o th e r and w ith  the u n fo ld ing  of the tw o  spirals 
c losed loops are generated . T his is illu stra ted  in F igs.(l,G ).
T he g ro w th  p a tte rn  fo r th ree screw  d islocations of the 
sam e sign  co o p era tin g  w ith  each o th e r is show n  in 
F ig. (7). H ere , by go ing  ro u n d  the  resu ltan t cu rve once, 
we shall descend  by th ree steps.
T he g ro w th  patterns fo r a la rger n u m b er o f  screw  
d islocations can thus be sim ilarly  explained.
T he m icroscopic  study  also gives in fo rm ation  ab o u t
Fig. 8
the curves of in tersec tions o f  spirals in teracting  w ith  one 
an o th er, w h ich  in  the sim ple case o f tw o  equal circular 
spirals is a cartesian  oval as illu strated  in F ig. (1). M ore 
com plex  cases can be seen in F ig. (9).
(c) Density o f  Dislocations
T he density  of d islocations varies widely on  d ifferen t 
specim ens o f  silicon-carbide crystals. T he largest density  
of d is locations observed  is show n in F ig . (9) where 
there  are ~  10® screw  dislocations per square cm .
A  n o tew o rth y  po in t in Fig. (9) is th a t all the dislo­
cations are o f  the same hand. F u rth e r  the successive 
arm s o f  any tw o  neighbou ring  d is locations go on joining 
and  fusing  w ith  one ano ther. T h is w ill be possible only
Bd. 56, N r . 4
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if  the steps heigh ts o f the tw o  spirals are the sam e i. e. 
the  d islocations have the  same stren g th . T hus it is 
characteristic  th a t in  any one region of the crystal, the 
d islocations are p redom inan tly  o f the sam e sign  and 
have also the sam e streng th .
elation  of a step  in to  its com ponen ts is seen to  take place 
preferentially  o rien ta tions at 60° to  each o th e r. T his 
behav iou r is in accordance w ith  the s tru c tu re  o f  silicon- 
carbide w here the fastest layer in  one o rien ta tion  becom es 
the slow est in o rien ta tions at 60° to  it.
m m m
Fig. 9 Fig. 10
Fig. 11 Fig. 12 F ig .13
2 .  Spirals Originating f r o m  Dislocations o f  Multiple Strength
T hese spirals have a m uch  h ig h er v isib ility  and in ter- 
ferom etric  m easu rem en t show s th a t they have a relatively 
large step  h e ig h t; indeed  they can often  be sim ply  seen 
w ith  a m icroscope using  b rig h t held  illum ination  w ith o u t 
the need  fo r silvering  the cry sta l.'F ig . (8) (showdng only 
one h a lf o f  the spiral) illustrates such  a sp iral observed  
o n  a crystal o f  type II . T he step  h e ig h t betw een  the 
successive arm s of the spiral is nearly  620 A  as d e te r­
m ined by the sh ift o f  the m ultip le-beam  Fizean fringes 
o v e r these steps. In  F ig . (8) the edges becom e irregu la r 
after th ree  o r fo u r tu rn s from  the centre. T h is b eh av io u r 
con tinues fo r  a few  m ore tu rns after w h ich  the steps 
dissociate  in to  five visible com ponen ts. T his d isso-
3. Interlaced Spirals
T his new  type o f  spiral w hich  was n o t p red ic ted  by 
theory  is show n in Figs. (10), (11), (12). In  each o f  these 
hexagonal spirals, at the six corners the  edges fo rk  ou t 
and m eet the tw o  n e ig hbou ring  edges. T his in te rlac ing  
o f  the edges gives the hexagonal sp iral a sp ider w eb 
struc tu re . A n explanation  o f this has been g iven  by 
F r a n k  (1951 a). A ccord ing  to  th is, in the stack o f m o n o ­
layers fo rm ing  the u n it cell o f  silicon-carbide crystals, a 
m onolayer w ill be the slow est g row ing . B ehind  th is 
m onolayer, the faster g row ing  m onolayers w ill pile up . 
Since th is slow est g row ing  m onolayer w ill be d ifferent 
in  o rien tations at 60°, crosslacing w ill occur. F u rth e r, 
the  step  heigh t in the crosslaced p o rtio n  w ill be only
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half the size o f the u n it cell, since over this p o rtio n  each 
step  has sp lit up  in to  tw o .
A p o in t o f  special in terest in Fig. (11) is th a t the 
g ro w th  fron ts on  m ov ing  away from  the centre do  n o t 
appear to  rem ain convex, b u t becom e ra th er concave 
w ith  a cusp in  the m iddle. T his is due to  the fact tha t the 
six corners g row  faster.
In  som e o f  the in terlaced  spirals a g ro u p in g  o f  a 
certa in  n u m b er o f  steps takes place. T he n u m b er o f  steps 
g ro u p in g  tog e th e r depends up o n  the n u m b er o f  layers in 
the X -ray  u n it cell. In  the  F ig . (12) g ro u p in g  o f seven 
steps to g e th e r is illustrated . T hese seven steps to g e th e r 
w ill fo rm  the com plete  X -ray  u n it cell. T hus the step  
he igh t at the successive edges is only a frac tion  o f  the 
un it cell. A n  explanation  o f  this is g iven  elsew here 
(V e rm a  1951 c).
im posed  on them  can be observed. These o rien ted  over­
g row ths w h ich  to o k  place d u rin g  the process o f  m anu­
facture m ay be silica deposits o r possib ly  the  g ro w th  of 
silicon-carbide on  itself. Fig. (16) show s one case o f
Interjcroinctric Study and Polytypism oj Si— C  Crystals
M ultip le beam  in terfe rence  fringes (see T o l a n s k y  
1948) have been em ployed  for the  m easurem ent of step  
heigh ts (V e rm a  1951 d). Som e exam ples o f these are 
show n below . Fizeau fringes fo r X 5461 passing over the 
spiral steps of Figs. (2), (5) are show n in  F igs. (13), (14) 
respectively. F ig. (17) show s the fringes o f  equal c h ro ­
m atic o rder co rrespond ing  to  F ig. (14). A  study  o f  the 
m easured step  heigh ts leads to  the u n d ers tan d in g  o f 
‘poly typ ism ’ o f silicon-carbide crystals w h ich  occur in 
different types — over 12 in n u m b er have now  been 
d iscovered. O f  these types, one is cub ic ; all o thers being 
based on  either hexagonal o r rhom bohed ra l u n it cells. 
A ll types are com posed  o f identical layers and  it is only 
the arrangem ent and n u m b er o f  layers in the u n it cell 
th a t uniquely  d istinguishes them . T hese g ro w th  spirals 
dem onstra te  the X -ray  p red ictions and confirm  them . 
As show n below  in  T able 1 the step  heigh ts o f  the g ro w th  
spirals observed  on  the different types have a d irec t 
correspondence  w ith  the size o f the X -ray  un it cell. T hus 
these crystals, g row ing  in  the form  o f  helicoids, have 
the X -ray  u n it cell as the crystal bu ild ing  un it, g iv ing  
rise to  the different polytypes. These spirals in  w hich  the 
step  h e ig h t is equal to  the size o f  the X -ray  u n it cell are 
the e lem entary  spirals, o rig ina ting  from  d islocations 
w ith  u n it B u r g e r s ’ vector.
Table 1
mm
Type
o f S i - C
Crystal
R a m s  d e l l ’s 
notation . 
( R a m s d e l l  
1947)
j  Lattice para­
m eter ‘r’ o f  
the unit cell
A r h  o f  the  
actual 
rhom b o­
hedral unit
/i, the m eas­
ured step  
height
11 GH;(3.S) 15.1 A _ 15 ±  2 A
I 1 5 R ;(3 2 )a 37.95 12.78 A 12 ±  2 A
V I 33 R ; (33 32)3 82.94 27.7 A 28 ±  2 A
F ig . 14
I Ê488.151
F ig . 15
orien ted  o v e rg ro w th  w here tw o pyram ids at to p  righ t 
co rner are o rien ted  at 60° w ith  respect to  the rem ainder. 
F o r the study  o f  these overg row ths tw o  techniques have 
been em ployed : (1) m ultip le  beam  in te rfe ro m etry , 
(2) ligh t profile m icroscopy (see T o l a n s k y  1952). M u l­
tiple beam  fringes o f  equal ch rom atic  o rder show n  in 
Fig. (19), w hen  the slit o f  the sp ec tro g rap h  w as ad justed  
to  pass over one of these triangu lar fea tures, p rove  them  
to  be elevations, i. e. pyram ids. F ig . (18) show s the lig h t 
profile m icroscope p icture o f  a n o th e r pyram id . T he shift 
o f  the profile line tow ards the left after crossing  the edge 
o f  the pyram id show s it to  be an elevation  above the 
general level. T hese pyram ids w hich  are seen to  have a 
stepped  stru c tu re  w ith  a cra ter a t the top , have heigh ts 
up  to  a few  w avelengths o f  lig h t and are som etim es built 
on  p latform s o f  sim ilar heights. In  add ition  to  these 
pyram ids som e tr ig o n a l, hexagonal and com pound 
figures observed  on  som e crystals are show n in  Fig. (17). 
By the app lication  o f  m ultip le beam  interference fringes 
it is show n th a t these figures are oriented  layers o f  m ole­
cular th icknesses.
(B) Oriented overgrowths on Si— C  Crystals
O n  the faces o f  som e silicon-carbide crystals, show ing  
g ro w th  spirals som etim es orien ted  overg ro w th s super-
( C )  Holes, Hollows and Spots
In  general the po in t o f em ergence o f  the  d islocation 
from  w here the spiral o rig inates is m arked  by a hole
Bd. 56, N r. 41
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F ig .16 Fig. 17
Fig. 18 Fig. 19
show ing  tha t there  is a ho llow  tube  at th is po in t. T h is is 
to  be expected  fo r d is locations of B u r g e r s ’ vecto r 
exceeding  ab o u t 10 A  ( F r a n k  1951 b) F u rth e r, at the 
centre o f  the sp ira l o rig in a tin g  from  d islocation  of 
m ultiple s tren g th  there  is usually  a large hole. Som e o f 
these holes are n o t deep  and have a flat b o tto m  (cf. 
F r a n k  1951 b). A  lig h t profile p ictu re  [see T o l a n s k y ,  
1952, Fig. (8)] o ver one such  hollow  show s it to  be 
only  a few  m icrons deep.
A  g ro u p  o f d islocations o f  the sam e sign can develop  
a p it on the crystal face if the g ro w th  fron ts have a diffi­
culty  in pene tra ting  the g ro u p  itself. Such a case is
exem plified in F ig . (20), w here over 50 hexagonal step  
lines o rig inate  from  a large hole. T he hole is to o  deep 
for m easurem ent by lig h t profile m icroscopy.
In  add ition  to  these holes, som etim es, certa in  spots 
are seen on  the  faces o f silicon-carbide crystals. Fig. (21) 
show s certa in  spots observed on  the step  lines. These 
spots vary in size and give the step  lines a k inked  appe­
arance.
Y et an o ther type o f  spo t can be seen in Fig. (9). T he 
cen tre  o f  every  spiral is m arked by a som ew hat hexagonal 
spo t. S im ilar spo ts unattached  by spiral step  lines and 
som etim es a rranged  a long  a line are seen in Fig. (9).
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Ewse.20
Fig. 20 Fig. 21
F r a n k  (private com m unication) suggests tha t these may 
be ends o f  edge dislocations.
It is a pleasure for me to express my thanks to Professor 
S. T o la n s k y  for his interest and encouragement in the course 
o f the work. This work has been carried out during the denure 
o f a British Council Scholarship while on study leave from the 
University o f  Delhi.
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Transmission-like Reflexion Fringes in 
Biréfringent Crystals
I t  has long been know n th a t  the  suppression of 
th e  first beam  in  m ultiple-beam  reflexion interference 
fringes produces a  transm ission-like p a tte rn . This was 
established in  1907 by  L um m erb and  was recently  
applied  by  B m ce-, who cu t ou t the  first beam  b y  a  
knife edge. In  high-m agnification studies, th is  obscur­
a tio n  of th e  lens m ay  lead to  diffraction anom alies 
(Tolansky^).
In  th e  special case of th in  b iréfringent crystals, 
transm ission-like system s can be obtained  in reflexion 
by a  simple optical device. I f  a  b iréfringent tab u la r 
crystal is grow n on a  silvered optical fla t and  the  
upper surface is th en  silvered, we have a  biréfringent 
m edium  betw een silvered surfaces capable of p ro ­
ducing fam iliar m ultip le-beam  localized F izeau  fringes, 
an d  in  leflexion such a  system  gives dark  fringes 
on a  b righ t backgroim d. Fig. 1 gives an  exam ple 
usnig the  crystal stearic acid. Owing to  birefringence 
th e  fringes are double, th e  com ponents being m utua lly  
perpendicularly  plane jpolarized. H bw ever, if  ilhmi- 
ina ted  w ith  plane-polarized light and  the  reflected 
system  is viewed th rough  an  analyser, it  is clear 
th a t , w ithou t any  change of th e  m unerical apertu re , 
the  first reflected beam  can easily be cu t out, since 
th is is th e  only beam  in th e  in terference system  
which does n o t go th rough  the  crystal, and  hence its
Magnification x 200
plane of po larization  differs from  th a t  of the  com ­
plete m ultip le-beam  system . Fig. 2 shows th e  ap pear­
ance of th e  p a tte rn  obtained  by  th u s  suppressing 
the first beam . H ere th e  two com ponents are polarized 
in  th e  sam e plane. I t  is clear th a t  th is  simple tech ­
nique perm its n o t only th e  to ta l suppression of the  
first beam  b u t also its  p a rtia l suppression if wished. 
H ence it  is possible to  s tu d y  system atically  th e  con­
tinuous change in the appearance of th e  fringe p a tte rn  
as th e  con tribu tion  o f th e  first beam  is successively 
varied.
D etailed  analysis of th e  system  will be published 
elsewhere.
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Interferometric Studies of the Growth of Stearic Acid Crystals 
and their Optical Properties
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Abstract. On the basal planes of stearic acid crystals, grown from solution, 
growth spirals observed by optical and phase contrast microscopic techniques 
are reported. These growth spirals are in accordance with the theory of Burton, 
Cabrera and Frank. For the measurement of spiral step-heights multiple-beam 
interference methods were used, including a modified multiple-beam interference 
method, which is described. The minimum step-height found was 46*3 +0-8Â, 
which agrees with the x-ray repeat unit. In addition, step-heights which were 
integral, as well as half integral, multiples of this unit were found. By inter­
ferometric methods the refractive index was found to be 1 42 + 0 04 and for the 
two types of crystal rhomb observed the birefringence for directions of vibration 
parallel to the ‘a ’ and ‘b ’ axes w-as approximately 0-018 and 0-015 respectively 
for A = 54611.
§1. I n tr o d u c tio n
SINCE Burton, Cabrera and Frank (1949, 1951) proposed a screwdislocation mechanism for the growth of crystals from vapour, observations of the related growTh spirals have been reported on 
several ionic, homopolar, molecular and metallic crystals. Among these 
observations measurements of growTh spirals with step-heights equal to a 
parameter of the x-ray unit cell have been reported on beryl (Griffin 1950), 
the long chain paraffins (Daw^son and Vand 1951, Dawson 1952), silicon carbide 
(Verma 1951a, b, Amelinckx 1951), and haematite crystals (Verma 1952). On 
cadmium iodide (Forty 1952) all the measured spiral step-heights were found 
to be multiples of the x-ray unit, whilst on other crystals, e.g. gold (Amelinckx
1952), the existence of dislocations of multiple strength has been inferred from 
the visibility of the steps. The only crystal upon which dislocations of both 
unit and multiple strength have been measured is silicon carbide.
In previous observations upon the growth of long chain organic molecules 
only an electron microscopic technique has been applied. The spiral step-heights 
were found to be only equal to the x-ray unit. In the present study upon the 
growth of crystals of the long chain molecule stearic acid | CH3(CHo)iQC0 0 H|, 
optical and interferometric techniques have been applied. A preliminary account 
has already been given elsewhere (Reynolds and Verma 1953). The following 
is a detailed account, in part I of the growth properties, and in part II of the 
optical properties, of small, nearly perfect crystals.
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P art I
§ 2. P reparation  of S tearic A cid  C rystals
The crystals were grown from a dilute benzene solution of stearic acid 
(B.D.H. pure laboratory reagent, concentration 0-3% by weight). Thin crystal 
plates formed if a small drop of this solution was placed upon a cooled glass 
flat and the rate of evaporation suitably restricted by enclosing it. At higher 
rates of evaporation dendritic chains of small crystals 4vere obtained, whilst if 
the droplet evaporated rapidly from a warmed glass plate, features resembling 
circular spirals were obtained (fig. 1)*. An examination of a line section across 
these features by the dark slit profile microscope (Tolansky 1952) has shown that 
the edges of the ‘ circular spirals ’ are ridges of material, and that the surface 
between successive turns of the spiral is not plane, but has an appreciable 
curvature. These are, therefore, ‘ evaporation figures ’, and are to be distinguished 
from growth spirals.
When the crystals were grown upon a silvered glass surface for interfero­
metric examination it was found that the solvent, benzene, did not appreciably 
increase the absorption of the silver layer.
§ 3 . C rystal S tructure
Stearic acid is polymorphic (Piper, Malkin and Austin 1926) and forms 
monoclinic prismatic crystals. The crystal molecule has a chain of carbon 
atoms arranged in a zigzag manner, the number of carbon atoms in this chain 
being equal to that in the chemical molecule. The chain axes all lie in the 
symmetry plane {ac plane), parallel to the r-axis and inclined to the basal plane 
{ah plane) at an angle Müller (1927) reported one form with lattice parameters 
« = 5-546Â, 6  =  7-381 Â, r = 48-84Â, ^ = 63°38' so that rsin/3 = 43-76Â. Other 
forms have been reported with the longer layer spacings equal to 46-6Â, 43-75 Â, 
39-75 Â (Francis, Collins and Piper 1937), 41-5 Â (Thibaud and Dupre la Tour 
1930).
§ 4 . M icroscopic  O bservations of G row th  F eatures
For the observation of growth features the crystals were silvered by thermal 
evaporation under high vacuum, and examined with bright field illumination, 
or with a positive phase contrast equipment. All the growth spirals were 
observed on the basal planes of the crystals, but there were many crystals upon 
which there was no evidence of any surface structure. Numerous examples of 
growth features originating from one and a larger number of screw dislocations 
were observed, including the interaction of their growth fronts (e.g. formation 
of closed loops in fig. 7). Their behaviour is similar to features already reported 
on other crystals, therefore observations were concentrated upon growth features 
which are peculiar to stearic acid.
The observed growth spirals could be divided into two types, firstly, 
rectilinear spirals having the symmetry of the crystal face and secondly 
curvilinear spirals.
Figure 2 shows a spiral o f the first type. In such a rectilinear spiral the 
growth edge is parallel to the edges of the crystal plate which correspond to the 
close-packed [110] directions. This is shown diagrammatically in fig. 3, which
* For figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8  see Plate.
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represents the projection of a layer of long chain molecules on the {ah) plane 
(neglecting the inclination j3). Figure 4 is another example. In fig. 2 the successive 
turns of the growth edge are more widely spaced towards the centre yet remain 
parallel to the edges of the crystal plate. This indicates that the last phase of 
growth occurred under lower supersaturation or at a higher temperature. The 
final section of the growth edge is almost parallel to the «-axis, which after the 
[110] is the next most close-packed direction. It is probable, therefore, that
some movement of the dislocation occurred after growth had ceased.
In the second type of spiral the obtuse, and also sometimes the acute, angle 
between the growth edges became rounded, giving the spiral a ‘leaf’ shape. 
Opposite diagonals of these spirals were not generally collinear but were inclined 
at an angle usually less than 10° (see fig. 5). Numerous growth spirals were 
observed in which the spiral step-edges were not only curved but also inclined 
at a fairly large angle to the boundary of the crystal plate, which indicates that 
although growth spirals may take the symmetry of the crystal face, they do not 
necessarily control it.
 ^ .........^ ..............^ ........v j
■ JVYJnYJV Yw ^ - ----- v ^ ----------------------  v -r ------------------------
I ^  I I
I I N, I X .  : X  I ^  I
 ► b
Fig. 3.
A characteristic feature observed on these crystals was that the growth edges 
on opposite sides of the spiral with respect to the 6 -axis (bisectrix of acute angle 
of rhomb) were dissimilar; on one side the edges were generally regular and 
smooth, whilst on the other side they were irregular, as illustrated in fig. 5. This 
effect is understandable since the axes of the long chain molecules are inclined 
at an angle to the basal plane and the «-axis, so that in one half of the crystal 
with respect to the 6 -axis the exposed molecular ledge makes an acute angle with 
the basal plane, whilst in the other half of the crystal this angle becomes obtuse. 
The van der Waals binding forces between neighbouring chains are therefore 
not the same for eveiy growth edge in the [1 1 0 ] directions, and preferential 
etch may occur.
The visibility of the multimolecular steps on stearic acid was markedly less 
than that of steps of similar heights oifisilicon-carbide crystals, in which the edges 
are very much more regular.
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In almost every case it was observed that the point of emergence of the 
dislocation was at the centre of the crystal plate; this is to be expected in an 
isolated single crystal since a dislocation line is effectively under tension (Frank 
1949). The point of emergence of the dislocation was occasionally marked by 
a regular dot which is probably due to the nucléation of the crystal by an impurity.
The existence of oriented overgrowth on certain crystal plates was also 
established.
§ 5 . Interferometric  M ethods 
(i) Multiple-Beam Fizeau Fringes 
An external optical flat could only be used with a few of the larger crystals 
on which the growth steps could be clearly resolved at magnifications less than 
X 2ÜÜ. Using multiple-beam Fizeau fringes (Tolansky 1948), it was convenient 
to adjust the tilt of the silvered optical flat until the fringes contoured the edges 
of the growth spiral. Assuming that the steps were all of equal height 6 , the 
step-height is then given by
/z=A /2»i,  (1)
where A is the wavelength of the monochromatic light, and (not necessarily 
integral) the number of growth steps between the intensity peaks of two 
successive fringes. Entry 1 in table 1 is an example of the application of this 
method, and is the most accurate value obtained in this study.
Since the crystals were usually small it was necessary to examine them at 
higher magnifications. A thin film technique (Tolansky and Omar 1952) was 
therefore used which indicated that certain step-heights were multiples of the 
x-ray repeat unit.
(ii) Midtiple-Beam Internal Interference Fringes 
For a more accurate determination of step-height interference fringes formed 
by internal reflection between the two surfaces of the crystal were used. Forty 
(1952) has used the two-beam internal interference fringes for Cdig crystals. 
This method has been improved utilizing multiple-beam fringes by silvering 
opposite faces of the crystal, a method similar to that used by Tolansky (1948) 
for mica. Therefore the crystals of stearic acid were grown on a silvered optical 
flat (A/40), and their upper surfaces were also silvered. It was found that the 
crystal surface in contact with the flat did not generally acquire any growth 
features, and spirals only developed on the exposed surface ; only such crystals 
were selected for the measurement of step-height. The Fizeau fringes formed 
between the flat base and ‘vicinal faces’ of any growth pyramids contour the 
growth steps and, if these fringes are sufficiently sharp, appear double, due to 
the birefringence of the crystal (see fig. 6 ), a feature which cannot be seen in 
two-beam fringes. Formula (1) now becomes
6 =  A/2/x»2,  (2)
where Mg is the number of steps between any two successive fringes having the 
same plane of vibration, and fx is the corresponding refractive index for light 
of wavelength A. Since the peak of the Fizeau fringe may not occur on a step 
along a selected radial line Mg will not necessarily be integral. It is then necessary 
to add to (or subtract from) the integral number of steps between two successive 
fringes a small fraction, as done by Forty (1952), However, multiple-beam 
fringes have shown that the surface of the stearic acid crystal is not perfect to 
within a few angstroms.
n F 6(A)
1 5 8 <  // <  60 1 0 4 6 -3  ± 0 - 8 —
2 2 9 <  M <  30 1 -42 6 5 - 2 ± 0 - 9 740
3 1 9 <  11 < 2 0 1 4 2 9 8 - 7 + 2 - 5 74°
4 3 2 <  2 w <  33 1-4 2 118 ± 2 74 °
5 2 0  <  11 <  21 1 - 0 133 + 3 —
6 1 0 <  n <  11 1 -42 183 ± 9 7 4 °
7 196 —
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§ 6. D iscussio n  of the  M easured S t e p -H eights
A large number of measurements of step-heights have been made ; ot these 
the most accurate and important ones are given in table 1. Many higher steps 
have been measured, but in these cases, for step-heights greater than four times the 
x-ray repeat unit, the error in neglecting the fractional part of iio is greater than 
1 0 %, and it cannot be established whether these steps are an integral multiple 
of a unit.
Table 1
Multiple Remarks
1 X 46 3 Air him
1-Jx(43-5±0-6)
2 X (4 9  3 ± 1 2 )
2 & X (3 9  5 ± 1 )
3 x ( 3 2  9 + 0  8)
2 x(46-5±4)
2-i-x(47-2±l) Fig. 4
3 X ( 3 9 ' 3 ± l )
3 X (44 -3 ±  1 ) Air film
4 X (45-7 ± 2  3)
4 x 4 9 ; 4 i x 4 3  6  Fringes of equal
5 X 39 2 chromatic order
The step-heights in table 1 may be divided into three types : (i) those equal 
to the x-ray unit, (ii) a multiple, and (iii) an odd half-integral multiple of this 
unit.
The occurrence of step-heights equal to an integral multiple (including 
unity) of the x-ray repeat unit are readily understood as follows : in stearic acid 
there is an active carboxyl group at the end of the molecular chain which results 
in the association of the molecules in pairs and gives rise to a double-layer crystal 
structure as shown :
: 0 H
CH3 . C F L . . . . C H 0 .C C . CHg. . . .  C H ,. CII3 .
'^OH i
Although the binding forces between the carbon atoms in a chain are homopolar, 
the parallel chains are bound laterally by relatively weak van der Waals forces. 
Dislocations of integral multiple strength are therefore readily created by the 
slipping of long chain molecules past one another.
The most interesting step-heights are entries 2, 3, 4, and 7 in table 1, which 
may be interpreted either as integral multiples of different polymorphs or as 
half-integral multiples of a known x-ray unit. But in entry 2 the step-height is
(65-2 ± 0-9) Â = 11(43-5 ± 0-6) Â = 2(32-6 ± 0-45) .4.
No polymorph of stearic acid with long layer spacing equal to 32-6 Â is known, 
and it is unlikely for a fatty acid with carbon content C^ g. Furthermore it has 
been observed that stearic acid crystals grown from benzene always had the 
long layer spacing of 43-75 Â (Francis, Collins and Piper 1937), which therefore 
supports the conclusion that the step-heights are odd half-integral multiples of 
the x-ray unit. It may be interpreted, then, that under certain circumstances 
single molecules can occur without pairing, but so far no step-height equal to 
half the x-ray unit has been found.
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§ 7 . O ptical  P roperties
Stearic acid, which is monoclinic, will be expected to be an optically biaxial 
crystal. Of the three directions of vibration of the optical ellipsoid, one coincides 
with the symmetry axis 6 , the other two lying in the symmetry plane ac (Thibaud 
and Dupre la Tour 1930). When examined between crossed nicols, the rhomb­
shaped crystals show mutually perpendicular extinction directions.
The refractive index of a small crystal (size ^^200^) has been determined 
interferometrically : comparing eqns. (1) and (2), In one growth
feature (entry 1 in table 1) it was found 5 9 < ;q < 6 0  and the corresponding 
internal interference fringes gave 41 <Mg<42, from which p, = 1-42 ± 0-04.
Two types of crystal rhombs of stearic acid were observed: (i) with the 
acute angle f  between [110] and [1Ï0] measured in the (001) plane equal to 74°, 
and (ii) with this acute angle f  equal to 56° (fig. 7) These crystals differ in their 
optical properties.
(i) ^ = 74°.
The refractive index for a vibration parallel to the 6 -axis (called pj,) is less 
than p„. This is concluded from the doubled Fizeau fringes (fig. 6 ) in which 
the 6  vibration corresponds to the component nearer to the centre of the growth 
hill, and hence to a larger interferometric gap and a smaller refractive index. 
It is confirmed by fringes of equal chromatic order in which the vibration parallel 
to 6  (marked as 6  in fig. 8 ) is the component which is towards the shorter wave­
length end of the spectrum. This is to be expected since the 6 vibration is 
perpendicular to the chain length, and should therefore give the minimum 
refractive index.
(ii) ,^  = 56°.
In contrast to the above, the refractive index for the vibrations parallel to 
the acute bisectrix is greater than for the vibration perpendicular to it.
I ’he birefringence dp is obtained directly from the fringes of equal chromatic 
order and, as shown by Tolansky (1948), is given by dpJp — dXjX, where dX is the 
wavelength separation between the two components of the same order. In 
table 2 the fractional birefringence dXjX (for the shorter wavelength vibration) 
and an approximate value of the birefringence dp is given for the two types of 
crystal. It was assumed that p = 1-42.
Table 2
Crystal type
^=74°
^=56'
It can be calculated from the fringes of equal chromatic order shown in fig. 8  
that the thickness of the crystal is of the order of five wavelengths of green light, 
and in a few cases we have measured the birefringence of even thinner crystals,
A (A) dXjX dp
5703 0-013 0-0185
5614 0-014 0 - 0 2 0
5548 0-013 0-0185
4700 0-015 0 - 0 2 1
4543 0-013 0 0185
/ 5870 0 - 0 1 0 0-014
1 4425 0 - 0 1 1 0-016
420 , Ajit Ram Verma and P. M. Reynolds
but then the fringe width in terms of wavelengths is increased, so that the accuracy 
decreases. It is interesting to compare these values of birefringence with the 
value of 1-535 —1*510 = 0*025 reported by Thibaud and Dupre la Tour (1930).
§ 8 . C o n c lu sio n
It is shown that stearic acid crystals can grow in the form of a spiral originating 
from a screw dislocation. Multiple-beam interference techniques have been 
applied which show that the spiral step-heights are equal to integral or hall- 
integral multiples of the x-ray repeat unit, within the limits of experimental 
error. -These interferometric techniques have also given the refractive index 
and birefringence of crystals having a thickness of only a few wavelengths of 
light.
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(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 171, p. 486, March 14, 1953)
Growth and Optical Properties of Stearic 
Acid Crystals
W e  have applied optical and interferom etric tech­
niques to  stearic acid crystals (CH3(CH 2)i6COOH) 
which were grown from a dilute solution in benzene of 
the  compound. Tabular crystals were produced by slow 
evaporation of a  drop of this solution placed upon a 
clean, cooled microscope slide. M any spiral features 
have been observed upon the  basal planes by  exam ­
ining the  silvered crystals im der phase-contrast 
illum ination. These are growth spirals in accordance 
w ith the dislocation theory  of Bui'ton, Cabrera and  
F rankh
Fig. 1 (top) shows a grow th spiral and  a term inated 
line which can be in terpreted  as a ledge between the 
point of emergence of the  screw dislocation on the 
underside of the crystal and  the  crystal boundary.
In  addition, by  the  rapid evaporation of a  drop 
of solution upon a warm ed glass plate, circular spiral 
pa tte rn s have been obtained. These ‘evaporation 
figures’ have not been identified as grow th spirals. 
The existence of oriented overgrow th has also been 
established.
Stearic acid is a  monoclinic crystal w ith lattice 
jDarameters- c =  48-84 A. ; p =  63° 38'. Since the  
crystals were small (approxim ately 200 g), the  
m ultiple-beam  surface topography interference fringes 
generally obtained by  m atching the  silvered crystal 
against a  silvered optical flat could no t easily be 
employed to  determ ine the  spiral step-height. I t  was 
found satisfactory  to  use the  interferom etric tech ­
niques form erly used w ith th in  sheets of mica. The 
m ultiple-beam  interference fringes produced by the 
in ternal reflexion between the  two silvered siu'faces 
of the  crystal were thus foimd more convenient and 
accurate for the  m easurem ent of step-heights. We 
have m ade a  large num ber of m easurem ents and  
found th a t  m ost of the  step-heights are small integral 
m ultiples of 45 ±  5 A., which w ith in  experim ental 
errors agree w ith  the  predicted X -ray  repeat un it.
Fig. 2 (middle) illustrates the  m ultiple-beam  re­
flexion Fizeau fringes given by a doubly silvered 
crystal p late. The fringes are contouring a spiral so 
th a t they  are parallel to  the  grow th edges and, being 
very sharp, appear double owing to the  birefringence 
of stearic acid. The two components are polarized a t  
right-angles to each other. In  Fig. 3 (bottom ), the 
fringes of equal chrom atic order^ for a  line section 
across the  peak of th is  grow th spiral are shown ; the  
birefringence of the  crystal is again obvious. These 
fringe patte rn s perm it an  accurate determ ination 
of the  birefringence and  also o ther optical properties 
of the  crystal, in a  m anner already established.
A more detailed account of these investigations 
has been com m unicated elsewhere'*. W e th an k  Prof. 
S. Tolansky for his in terest and encouragem ent in 
th is work. One of us (A. Pv. V.) wishes to  express 
his thanks for the  Im perial Chemical Industries 
Fellowship of the  U niversity  of London, and  to  the  
U niversity  of DeUii for an  extension of s tudy  leave.
Note added in  proof. Since then , in addition to  a 
s te p 'o f  u n it height equal to  46*3 ±  0 - 8  A., we have 
m easured steps which are odd-half integral m ultiples 
of the  X -ray  repeat unit.
P . M. R e y n o l d s  
A j i t  R a m  V e r m a
R oyal Holloway College 
(U niversity of London),
Englefield Green,
Surrey.
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A Further Note upon the Growth and Optical Properties of 
Stearic Acid Crystals
In a recent paper (Verma and Reynolds 1953) two types of stearic acid crystals 
were reported which differed in their optical properties and their edge (or profile) 
angle. It is possible to identify these two types as the B and C polymorphs (after 
Piper et al. 1926) as a result of the determinations of the a and b axial dimensions by 
Schoon (1938) and Anderson and Dawson (1953). The reported optical properties 
can also be clarified.
For the B polymorph Anderson and Dawson give a = 5-641, 6  = 7-591, 
whilst for the C form a = 9-111 and 6  = 4-821. The angle between the [110] and 
[IIO] directions is 2 tan {bja) which for the B form of the acid leads to a profile angle 
(acute) 73° 14' and for the C form 55° 45'. These profile angles agree, within 
experimental error, with the values reported by us, and also with the observations 
of Muller (1927), Thibaud and Dupre la Tour (1930) and Schoon (1938).
It then becomes apparent that in the B form the h direction bisects the acute 
angle between the edges of the (001) face and in the C form the obtuse angle. 
Therefore in both the B and C forms of the crystal the vibration parallel to the 
b axis, which is the symmetry axis, has a smaller refractive index than the vibration 
parallel to the a axis. This is to be expected since the b direction is perpendicular 
to the chain-length. The small difference in the magnitude of the birefringences, 
namely 0-018 and 0-015, is due to the change in the axial ratios and the monoclinic 
angle.
From their study of growth steps on stearic acid and other long-chain 
compounds using the electron microscope Anderson and Dawson (1953) conclude 
that in stearic acid the spiral steps are bimolecular, in accordance with the nature of 
this acid in solution. Using an optical microscope we have reported growth 
steps which are integral multiples of the bimolecular unit. These may be 
considered to be due to a group of bimolecular steps which were not resolved. 
However, steps which were odd half-integral multiples of the bimolecular unit, 
i.e. (65-2 + 0-9)Â = 1*5 (43-5 ± 0-6) Â, were also found. These cannot be inter­
preted as any grouping of unit steps. Further step-height measurements are 
being undertaken to clarify this.
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Interferom etric S tudies of the Slip Phenom ena in the G row th of
P a lm itic  Acid C rystals
B y  A j i t  R a m  V e r m a  
Royal Holloway College [University of London), Englefield Green, Surrey, England
[Received 5 September 1953 and in revised form  30 September 1953)
Palmitic acid crystals grown from solution have been studied by the application of multiple-beam  
interferometry and phase-contrast microscopy. Joining with one another of crystal monolayers 
and other crystal plates having a series of growth steps have been illustrated. Of special interest 
are the patterns which show that the internal slip of molecular layers which has been reported by 
Anderson & Dawson for only monomolecular layers can take place over distances ~  1000 Â. The 
dislocations taking part in this slip would be those with multiple Burgers vector and thus these 
observations are evidence of the movement of large dislocation groups.
Introduction
In a series of papers Dawson & Vand (I95I), Dawson 
(1952) and Anderson & Dawson (1953) have studied, 
by the electron-microscopic techniques, the spiral 
growth of long-chain organic molecules, in accordance 
with the dislocation theory (Burton, Cabrera & Frank, 
1951). Some micrographs of %-nonatriacontane, OagHgo, 
showed a striking feature that an internal slip of 
paraffin layers had taken place when the crystal 
settled on the surface of the microscope specimen 
mount. As a result, when a thin crystal monolayer 
settled on another crystal plate having a series of 
growth steps the underlying growth steps were found 
to be imprinted on the monolayer. However, this 
transmission of the lower growth pattern through the 
crystal was observed to occur only for unimolecular 
layers and not for any thick layers. The spiral growth 
steps were also found to be equal to the molecular 
units of the substance in solution, and no multimole­
cular growth steps were encountered. Using interfero­
metric techniques Verma & Reynolds (1953) reported 
the existence of spiral growth steps which are integral 
multiple (including unity) of the X-ray unit cell. This 
therefore suggested that by using optical techniques the 
multimolecular internal slip of layers could possibly 
be observed for substances exhibiting multimolecular 
growth steps. For this purpose palmitic acid, 
CH3 (CH2 )i4 COOH, was chosen. This optical study of 
the growth of palmitic acid, with evidence of the slip 
over large distances, is reported here.
Experimental
The interferometric methods formerly employed for 
the study of stearic acid (Verma & Reynolds, 1953) 
have been used identically in the present study. 
Crystals of pure palmitic acid were grown from 
benzene, ethyl alcohol and carbon disulphide solutions 
on glass substrates.
Observations and discussion of results
On the basal planes [a h face), which develop predomin­
antly, growth spirals could be observed. Of particular 
interest were the patterns which arise when two 
crystals are in contact with one another. For these 
observations the crystals may be divided into two 
types: (1) ‘crystal layers’ with uniform thickness 
showing no visible growth structure; (2) ‘crystal 
plates’ with a series of growth steps. The different 
possibilities for the joining of the crystals are [a] a 
crystal layer meeting or touching another layer, 
(6) a crystal layer settling on another layer, (c) a crystal 
layer settling on a crystal plate and vice versa, and 
finally [d] a thick crystal plate falling on another, a case 
which is trivial since one merely obstructs the view  
of the other. The following figures illustrate these 
possibilities.
The simplest case of crystal layers meeting one 
another is exemplified in Fig. I. As growth edges 
advancing on the glass substrate touch each other, 
they fuse with one another, leaving an unbroken 
crystal level without any steps. This is possible only 
if all the layers are monolayers. Hence it may be 
concluded that nucléation of palmitic acid crystals 
takes place as monolayers which take up crystallo­
graphic shapes. At the time when growth ceased, 
advancing growth fronts enclose figures, e.g. a triangle. 
Observations of ‘growth trigons’ on octahedral 
diamond faces have been explained similarly by 
Tolansky & Wilcock (1946).
The next case [h] is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows 
a phase-contrast micrograph of two partly superim­
posed crystal layers (doubly silvered). The crystal layers 
coincide exactly in orientation when settling on one 
another; such parallel orientations should be favoured 
on energy considerations.
The cases of a crystal layer falling on a crystal plate 
and vice versa are to a very large extent equivalent, 
and are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows the
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multiple-beam Fizeau fringes formed by internal 
interference for the crystal which has been silvered on 
both sides. Here a small crystal layer has settled down 
on a crystal plate having a series of growth steps 
several hundred Angstrom units high. The fringes are 
contouring the growth steps which shows that the 
crystal plate is sitting flat on the glass substrate. 
The step structure of the underlying crystal plate has 
been imprinted on to the layer, showing that it has 
taken the contours of the growth steps. From the shift 
of the series of fine Fizeau. fringes running across the 
boundary of the crystal layer, it is seen that its 
thickness is about 1000 A. Another very clear example 
of this is shown in Fig. 4. Here one crystal has fallen 
partly covering another. The crystal in the right half 
of the figure is a crystal layer of uniform thickness, 
since it shows uniform tint, and its thickness is about 
800 A, as deduced from the shift of the fringes across 
the boundary of the crystal layer. The growth steps 
on the crystal plate are about 250 A high, as shown by 
the fringes for À =  5461 A. Assuming that the crystal 
layer has fallen on the crystal plate, then it has 
acquired the step structure of the underlying crystal 
surface.
Consider now the alternative that in Fig. 4 the 
crystal plate with the step structure has fallen on the 
crystal layer. Since the interference fringes are 
contouring the growth edges, that part of the crystal 
plate not superimposed on the crystal layer is lying 
flat on the glass substrate. This could have happened 
only if the crystal plate has slipped down the thick­
ness of the crystal layer ('--'800 A) over the super­
imposed part along the three edges of the underlying 
crystal layer. Thus in both the cases, whether the 
crystal layer is on top of the crystal plate or vice 
versa, owing to the internal slip of the molecular 
layers, the same configuration of the compound crys­
tal is left behind. Since the density of the crystal is less 
than that of the solution, either alternative is permis­
sible, since the crystal monolayer will not sink down 
as soon as it is formed.
A similar transmission of growth layers through a 
monomolecular layer of %-nonatriacontane was report­
ed by Anderson & Dawson (1953). This transmission 
of growth layers arises owing to the internal slip of 
the molecular layers. These authors, however, found 
that the process of slipping was confined only to 
monomolecular layers, but the above interferometric 
observations show that slip of molecular layers can
be transmitted through fairly thick (~  1000 A) 
crystal layers.
The model used to explain the slip in real crystals 
is the movement of dislocations. The dislocations that 
take part in the unit slip are those with the unit 
Burgers vector, and only unit dislocations were 
observed in the electron-microscopic studies. Examples 
of unit slip on silver crystals have been explained 
similarly (Forty & Frank, 1953). Obviously the slip 
through these comparatively large distances observed 
on palmitic acid crystals is due to the dislocations with 
multiple Burgers vector. A study of the spiral growth 
pattern and the measurement of step heights by the 
multiple-beam interference fringes has sho^vn the step 
heights to be integral multiple of the X-ray unit cell, 
so that the dislocations of multiple Burgers vector 
are actually formed on palmitic acid crystals. Thus 
these observations afford the evidence of the move­
ment of large dislocation groups. The stresses under 
which this movement occurs are not well understood 
but it appears that the movement of even large 
dislocation groups can take place comparatively 
easily for long chain organic molecules.
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and the encouragement during the course of the work. 
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Interferom etric Observation of M osaic Structure on the (111) Face 
of a Single Crystal o f Germ anium
By a j i t  RAM VERMA*
Royal Holloway College, University of London, Englefield Green, Surrey 
M S. received 25th November 1953
Re c e n t l y  Avery and Clegg (1953) have measured the optical constants of a highly perfect single crystal of germanium grown from the melt at L. Marconi Wireless and Telegraph Co. Limited, Chelmsford. It was 
therefore thought to be of interest to study the surface of the same crystal by 
interferometric techniques, and the author is indebted to Dr. I. Cressell for 
making available the crystal for this study.
The ingot of this germanium crystal has an exceptionally well developed 
large sized (nearly 5 mm across) hexagonal-shaped (111) face which appears 
quite smooth and plane when viewed under a metallurgical microscope using 
bright field illumination. This natural (111) face, without any polishing or 
chemical etching, was therefore examined by a vertical positive phase-contrast 
microscope. The appearance of the surface is shown in figure If , where the 
entire crystal face is seen to be covered with a mosaic structure, the figures being 
hexagonal in shape, varying in size, and also observed sometimes to be arranged 
along a row. To study these features interferometrically, the crystal surface was 
matched against a silvered glass flat. However, to save the crystal face from 
subsequent cleaning by hydrogen peroxide, which may etch the surface, it was 
not silvered. The multiple-beam interference fringes so obtained are, however, 
fairly sharp, due to the high reflectivity of the germanium crystal. Figure 2 
shows the multiple-beam Fizeau fringes passing over the crystal face. Due to 
the high sensitivity of these fringes to reveal the surface topography, the mosaic 
structure is clearly visible within the width of the fringes. In order to decide 
whether these features are elevations or depressions over the general level of the 
crystal, and to get the magnitude of the height or depth, a line section was selected 
by a spectrograph slit and the fringes of equal chromatic order (Tolansky 1948) 
were utilized. Figure 3 shows such a line section, which was.adjusted so that at 
* I.C.I. Research Fellow.
t  Figures 1, 2, 3 are printed in Plate, at end of issue.
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its middle part it passed over one of the deepest hexagonal mosaic figures. The 
V-shaped fringes, convex towards the red end of the spectrum, indicate the 
hexagonal figure to be a depression, and in this particular case the depth is 
approximately 900 Â. Other shallower features over which the line section 
passes give the fringe a wavy appearance. These depressions are not flat- 
bottomed but are formed by sloping faces ; in the above case the slope is about 1 0 '. 
Indeed, in the micrograph (figure 1) it can be seen that these hexagonal figures 
have a structure with a point at the centre from whence the sloping surfaces radiate.
The mosaic boundaries can be interpreted in terms of dislocations as a row or 
lattice of dislocations as was first proposed by Burgers (1940). Evidence that the 
lineage boundaries consist of a row of dislocations has recently been produced 
by Vogel et al. (1953) who studied the boundaries between nearly perfect crystals 
of germanium grown from the melt, the growth direction being (110). But the 
crystal had to be etched in a suitable reagent to reveal the end points of the edge 
dislocations which serve as nuclei for etch pits (Lacombe and Beaujard 1947). 
However, it is possible to see the mosaic structure on the natural surfaces of a 
highly perfect germanium crystal by interferometric techniques without the 
need for etching the surface.
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Figure 1. X 100. {Note. The scratches visible in the photograph are due, not to 
polishing, but to continuous handling of the crystal by different observers.)
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A phase-contrast microscopic study of the surface 
structure of blende crystals.
(With Plates III and IV.)
By A j i t  Ram  V erm a , M.Sc., Ph.D.
Royal Holloway College, University of London.^
[Communicated by Dr. G. F. Claringbull; taken as read 26 January 1956.]
Sum m ary.—The surface structure of blende crystals from Joplin, Jasper County, 
Missouri, U.S.A., has been explored by the application of phase-contrast microscopy 
and light-profile microscopy. Attention has been specially directed to the small- 
scale features with thicknesses (or depths) of molecular dimensions.
Some growth features of special interest were observed. A large number of 
beautifully developed growth spirals were observed on the tetrahedral face of a 
blende crystal. These are in accord with the dislocation theory of Burton, Cabrera, 
and Frank. The high visibility of these growth spirals is possibly due to the pre­
ferential deposition of some impurity, or etching, which also gives a mottled appear­
ance to the entire surface. In addition, an extensive microscopic structure has been 
observed on some crystal faces. Triangular growth terraces and markings are seen, 
both orientated parallel to the edges of the crystal. Some triangles, inverted with 
respect to the latter, have been explained on similar lines to the well-known ‘ growth 
trigons’ on the octahedral faces of diamond as arising from imperfect dislocations.
An attempt has been made to explain the growth features in the light of known 
theories of crystal growth.
T h e  surface structure of mineral and other crystals has been studied from time to time by several workers, and these observations have 
helped us to understand the mode of growth of crystals. Most of the work 
has been done microscopically, using bright field illumination or polarized 
light. Recently Seager (1953) examined the surfaces of a large number 
of mineral crystals for the study of growth structures but utilized only 
a metallurgical type of microscope ' using low powers (usually I inch 
objective). Improved optical and interferometric techniques are now 
available. Tolansky (1948) and his co-workers have used multiple-beam  
interference fringes extensively for the study of the surface topography 
of crystals such as quartz, mica, diamond, silicon carbide, &c. Until re­
cently phase-contrast microscopy has received only slight attention for the 
study of minerals, but some uses have been described by Bennett, Jupnik, 
Osterberg, and Richards (1946), and by Smithson (1946,1948), the latter 
confining himself mainly to thin sections of rocks. But lately, mainly
 ^ Now at the University of Delhi, India.
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because of the interest stimulated by the dislocation theory of crystal 
growth (Frank 1949n; Burton, Cabrera, and Frank, 1951), a closer 
examination of surface structure has been carried out for a large number 
of crystals and minerals by several workers. Over the past few years the 
author has also been carrying on a study of the topography of crystals, 
including minerals, utilizing a combination of multiple-beam interfero­
metry and phase-contrast microscopy, with high magnifications. The 
different minerals that have been studied have been chosen mainly from 
the collection at the British Museum (Natural History). The choice of 
crystals has often been dictated by the demands of interferometry which 
requires crystals with almost perfectly plane faces. Attention has par­
ticularly been directed to the study of small-scale features with thick­
nesses of only molecular dimensions. A phase-contrast microscopic study 
of zinc-blende crystals is now presented. The multiple-beam interfero­
metric study of some minerals will be described in a later communication.
Experimental methods.
Phase-contrast microscopy'is a well-established technique and it is not 
proposed to give any detailed account here. Its principles were enun­
ciated by Zernicke (1934), and recently an account of this branch of 
microscopy, including its applications and an extensive bibliography, has 
been given by Bennett, Jupnik, Osterberg, and Richards (1951). We give 
below some of the special features pertaining to the present investigation.
The microscopic study of the crystal surfaces has been carried out on 
phase-contrast equipment which can be fitted on to a Vickers projection 
microscope manufactured by Cooke, Troughton, and Simms. Since the 
crystals studied were opaque, only the reflection type of equipment has 
been used, which has an additional advantage that for two features 
differing in level by t the path difference becomes 2t in reflection and 
hence has a greater sensitivity as compared with transmission. A diagram­
matic scheme of the general arrangement is shown in fig. 11. An annular 
diaphragm D serves as the entrance pupil of the optical system consisting 
of the field lens, the microscope objective, and the reflecting surface of 
the specimen. The field lens and the objective form an image of the 
field diaphragm just below the surface of the specimen. The reflected light 
passes through the objective and forms a real image Dg (shown by solid 
lines) of the diaphragm D. Image Do is the exit pupil and the place where 
the phase plate is placed. In the present equipment the optical assembly, 
consisting of the microscope objective lenses, 45° inclined beam splitter, 
and the phase plate, is all mounted on the objective. Objectives of focal
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length 25 mm., 16 mm., 8 mm., 4 mm., and 2 mm. (oil immersion) were 
available. The equipment used was a positive phase contrast with the 
phase retardation of 77/2, the absorption of the phase plate being equal to 
80 %. Whenever permission could be obtained for silvering the surface 
of the specimen this was always done, since silver truly contours the
To eyepiece
Phase 
plafe
Plan view o f the annular 
condenser diaphragm
Plan view o f ^
phase plate 0^
Objective
0
Annular 
condenser diaphragm D
Field
lens
z' Specularly reflecting 
specimen
\ f f i
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Source
F ig . 11. D iagram m atic sketch o f th e arrangem ent for phase-contrast m icroscopy
by reflected light.
surface and does not impose any topography of its own, but cuts down 
the exposure time and thus reduces the background fogging of the 
photographic plate. The same silvered crystal can then also be used for 
multiple-beam interferometric studies or light-profile microscopy. The 
thin layer of silver deposited on the crystal is usually 400-500 Â. thick, 
giving a reflectivity of 80-90 %. The silvering is done in vacuo in a 
commercial evaporating unit manufactured by Edwards & Co.
When dealing with rough surfaces, as in the present case of blende 
crystals, the interferometric techniques cannot be adequately applied. 
For such specimens having surface features of heights (or depths) ranging 
from a fraction of a micron to a few microns and requiring the use of high- 
power or even oil-immersion objectives, the technique of light-profile 
microscopy is specially suitable (Tolansky, 1952).
Results of observation {pis. I l l  and IV).
Of a large number of blende crystals examined, one group was found 
to show several interesting surface features, and all the following illustra­
tions refer to them. They all come from Joplin, Jasper County, Missouri, 
U.S.A., and form a part of the Trechmann collection of the British
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Museum. The Pb-Zn ores of Joplin are of low-temperature metasomatic 
origin. On the matrix of some of the specimens small crystals of pyrite 
were observed. The first crystal (crystal no. 1) has one fairly well- 
developed face of a tetrahedron of which the sign was not determined, 
together with a face of the form {100}. The appearance of this tetra­
hedral face is shown in pi. I l l ,  fig. 1, which is a low-power photomicro­
graph taken with bright field illumination using the green line, A 5461, of 
a mercury arc. To the naked eye the face shows somewhat dark metallic 
lustre, the surface appearing quite polished and smooth but showing some 
interference colours ; some interference fringes can be seen in fig. 1 . On 
examining this tetrahedral face by the phase-contrast microscope with­
out silvering it, the whole surface appeared mottled, though according 
to Miers (1929) this mineral is exceptionally free from tarnish. However, 
on this messy background several surface features could be observed and 
are discussed below. Crystal no. 2 , which also showed some interference 
tints, has one prominently developed cube face nearly 7 mm. x 8 mm., 
together with faces of {111} and {111}. PL III, figs. 4 and 5, refer to 
crystal no. 2, all others to crystal no. 1 .
The observed surface structures may be summarized as follows :
The commonly observed triangular growth terraces and lines may be 
seen in pi. I l l ,  figs. 3, 4, and 6 ; the triangular shape of these hills on 
tetrahedral faces is in conformity with the general observation that 
growth layers show the same degree of symmetry as the face on which 
they grow.
Growth spirals on the tetrahedral face of crystal no. 1 are observable 
on the mottled background in pi. IV, figs. 7, 8 , and 10.
Small triangular markings can be seen at the bottom of fig. 7, and are 
shown enlarged, using high power, in fig. 9; these triangular markings are, 
throughout the surface of the crystal, orientated in the same direction 
as the edges of the tetrahedral face of fig. 1.
A hexagonal area (see fig. 2, which shows a part of fig. 1 under high 
power) is completely free from the messy background. This hexagonal 
area does not appear to be orientated in any simple crystallographic 
direction with respect to the edges of the growth terraces, which continue 
into or right across the figure. To decide whether this smooth hexagonal 
area is an elevation above or a depression below the general level of 
the crystal surface around it, a light-profile photomicrograph was 
taken ; the shift of the profile line showed it to be a depression. Thus the 
possibility that it is an overgrowth can be ruled out. Perhaps a small 
adherent crystallite protected the surface underneath during the last
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phase of growth and was dislodged afterwards ; it may have been an 
inclusion of calcite or galena.
An extensive system of substructure was seen on the tetrahedral faces 
of crystals 1 and 2 (figs. 6 and 4). It appears as if these figures were 
produced as a result of solution, but it is not possible to verify this since 
permission could not be obtained to etch these crystals. However, 
according to Gebhardt (1933), etching experiments give sharply defined 
triangular or hexagonal pits on (111) and no figures on (Til).
Fig. 5 shows several deep triangular pits on a tetrahedral face on 
crystal number 2 .
Perfect screw dislocations and growth spirals.
The formation of a perfect screw dislocation in a crystal creates on the 
surface a terminated step with a height equal to (or an integral multiple 
of) the X-ray unit cell. When growth proceeds on this step it winds itself 
into a spiral shape, giving rise to growth spirals with molecular step 
heights (Burton, Cabrera, and Frank, 1951). These predicted growth 
spirals have been observed on several crystals (for a detailed list of re­
ferences see Verma, 1953). A growth spiral originating from a unit dis­
location in a blende crystal would not be easy to observe because of the 
small size of the unit cell (a =  5*42 A.). However, it has been observed 
that a deposit of a suitable impurity along the growth edges can often 
lead to a remarkably high visibility (Verma, 1951 ; Vand, 1951 ; Forty 
and Frank, 1953). The growth spirals of figs. 7 and 10, which have pos­
sibly unimolecular step heights, may have been revealed by this 'decora­
tion effect’ of the impurities. However, it is not possible to measure the 
step heights of these growth spirals by multiple-beam interferometry 
because of the extensive background on the surface of the crystal. 
Applebe and Kaye (1953) attributed the exceptional visibility of small 
steps on beryl crystals to etching, since they found a high concentration 
of pits along the step edges.
To discover the nature of the surface layer of the crystal it was ex­
amined by electron diffraction methods it was found to be amorphous. 
It is possible that this amorphous impurity layer was formed on the 
surface of the crystal in the last phase of growth, or it could be due to 
chemical alteration after growth, either by natural processes under­
ground or by atmospheric attack after it was mined. Indeed, the surface 
of the crystal, though highly reflecting, shows interference colours, and 
these interference fringes with monochromatic light can be seen in fig. 1 ;
 ^ The author is indebted to Dr. H. Wilman for this examination.
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they are proof of the presence of a thin layer on the crystal surface. But 
it is at once clear that the growth spirals are not built of the impurity 
atoms since a regular arrangement of the impurity atoms over the exten­
sion of the growth spirals would give them a crystalline arrangement. 
Moreover, the growth spirals take crystallographic shape, the spiral edges 
tending to become straight lines that are orientated at simple crystal­
lographic angles (e.g. 90°) with respect to the edges of the triangular 
growth hills. The structure of the underlying ZnS and the growth spirals 
thus appears to be alike.
The behaviour of the spiral growth steps originating from different 
dislocations is similar to that observed on other crystals. A compound 
growth pattern, from two dislocations of the same hand close to each 
other, is illustrated at the bottom right of fig. 7 (pi. IV). Another note­
worthy observation, which is in striking similarity to an observation 
on silicon carbide crystals (Verma, 1951), is that in any one region of the 
crystal the dislocations are usually of the same sign. Thus in fig. 7 there 
are some twenty growth spirals, all of which appear to be right-handed. 
Different parts of the crystal were therefore searched and, as seen in fig. 
10, the top left corner contains several left-handed growth spirals : this 
region being separated from the rest of the crystal by a boundary mark­
ing a region containing triangular markings of the type shown in fig. 9. 
Examples of two dislocations of opposite hand close together can also be 
seen in fig. 10. The predominant occurrence of dislocations of the same 
sign in any one region of the crystal has been explained by Frank (1951) 
on an hypothesis about the mechanism of the creation of the dislocations. 
According to this the initial crystal plate formed by the nucléation pro­
cess gets self-stressed, through inhomogeneous distribution of impurities. 
When this stress reaches the yield stress, the plate will buckle and shear, 
raising terminated steps that will not be of constant height all along, 
and macroscopically speaking will taper away. Every time the step height 
is reduced by one unit cell a dislocation will be left behind, and these will 
obviously be all of the same hand. During growth these dislocations will 
repel each other and spread over the surface of the crystal. The above 
observation on zinc-blende crystals thus lends support to Frank’s hypo­
thesis about the creation of dislocations. Few other crystals have shown 
a large density of individual dislocations on the same crystal plate.
Imperfect dislocations and growth trigons.
The triangular growth terraces of fig. 3 represent a triangular growth 
hill, as is easily seen from the positive phase-contrast image showing a
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white border on the edge of the step towards the higher level side. In 
addition to this, a closer examination of the step edge shows some 'trigons’ 
in different stages of formation. These trigons are pits, oppositely- 
orientated to the triangular growth hills. A small completed trigon can 
be seen nearly in the right middle of the bottom growth layer (it is in­
dicated by arrows). Several incomplete trigons, which were still in the 
process of formation when growth ceased, can be seen at the top right- 
hand end of the figure. The formation of several oppositely orientated 
trigons can be seen in fig. 4 also. These trigons closely resemble similar 
features on diamond. Indeed, this is to be expected since the structure 
of blende and diamond are very similar : the Zn and S atoms are each 
arranged on a face-centred cubic lattice, and by replacing both Zn and S 
by C we get a structure like that of diamond. As was shown by Tolansky 
and Wilcock (1946, 1947), these oppositely orientated triangular pits on 
the octahedral faces of diamond are not the result of an etching but are 
' growth trigons ’ arising from the meeting of the three systems of growth 
layers advancing at 60° to each other. Halperin (1954) has put forward 
a theory about the formation of trigons and has explained them on the 
basis of the presence of imperfect dislocations, which arise by the transfer 
of atoms from lattice positions to twin lattice positions (Frank, 19496). 
The strength of these dislocations, i.e. the displacement of the atoms, is 
only a fraction of the lattice unit, and imperfect steps result. These 
steps are thought by Halperin (loc. cit.) to be formed as a result of 
accumulations of interstitial faults in the lattice. It is therefore possible 
to explain the formation of oppositely orientated trigons in zinc-blende 
arising from imperfect dislocations, since stacking faults can be easily 
created in the ABC  sequence of the hexagonal close-packed layers which 
form the face-centred cubic blende crystal. It should be noted that the 
triangular growth hills are not of this origin. If growth takes place on 
imperfect dislocations zinc-blende may also be thought to exhibit ' poly- 
typism ’ of the type shown by silicon carbide crystals (Thibault, 1944). 
This has recently been reported by X-ray diffraction studies (Strock and 
Brophy, 1955 ; Buck and Strock, 1955). The step lines originating from 
two imperfect dislocations cannot fuse with one another crystallo- 
graphically, and a surface of lattice discontinuity marking out a fault 
surface should be formed; some of the markings separating growth 
spirals in figs. 7 and 10 may be of this origin.
The creation of dislocations by buckling and slip mechanism may also 
create some slip steps on the surface of the crystal. Vota va, Amelinckx, 
and Dekeyser (1953) have carried out microscopic studies of (111) faces
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of deformed blende crystals from Trepca (Yugoslavia) to which they  
assign a pegmatitic-pneumatolytic origin with growth at elevated tem­
perature and pressure. They reported the observation of some slip-step 
lines in addition to poorly developed growth spirals. In the extensive 
substructure on some crystal faces one can occasionally see step lines 
running along certain crystallographic directions and cutting across the 
growth steps. Two such lines parallel to a crystallographic direction can 
be seen in fig. 5, running from the pit at the left edge of the figure to the 
edge of the crystal on the bottom right of the figure. Several other such 
faint lines can be seen in other photographs, e.g. fig. 6 . Vota va et al. 
have in addition observed some faint lines, which are rows of etch pits, 
and which they have interpreted as polygonization lines (rows of Taylor 
dislocations).
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E x p l a n a t io n  o f  P l a t e s  III a n d  IV.
P l a t e  III.
F ig . 1. T he entire tetrahedral face o f  a zinc b lende crysta l under low  pow er using  
bright field illum ination  and m ercury green lig h t A5461, show ing a series o f  
grow th  edges on w hich som e broad and diffuse in terference fringes due to  a  
layer on th e  surface can be seen , x  1 0 .
F ig . 2 . A  ph ase-con trast p icture o f  a part o f  fig. 1 , show ing an h exagon al area w hich  
is rem arkably sm ooth  com pared w ith  th e  m o ttled  crysta l surface around it. 
x 7 5 .
F ig . 3. The triangular growth terraces on the tetrahedral face of blende, using the 
phase-contrast microscope. Some inverted triangles in different stages of 
formation can be seen, e.g. one completed ‘trigon’ in the right middle of the 
bottom growth layer, x  75.
F i g . 4. A phase-contrast picture of another blende crystal, showing an extensive 
system of substructure which is quite shallow in depth (or height). x45 .
F ig . 5. A  p h ase-con trast p icture o f  another tetrahedral face o f  th e  sam e crysta l 
as fig. 4, show ing triangular p its  in  ad d ition  to  th e  grow th  edges. X 30.
F ig . 6 . A  p h ase-con trast p icture o f  th e  ex ten siv e  substructure on a tetrahedral 
face o f  a b lende crysta l, x  60.
P l a t e  IV.
F ig . 7. A phase-contrast picture of a part of fig. 1 , showing on the tetrahedral face 
of the blende crystal a number of growth spirals on the mottled background. 
Note that the spirals are all of the right-handed type. At the bottom of the 
figure small triangular markings can also be seen, x 140.
F i g . 8. A phase-contrast picture of a part of fig. 7 under higher power, showing 
a growth spiral, x 270.
F i g . 9. A phase-contrast picture of a portion of the bottom of fig. 7, showing the 
triangular markings under higher power, x 440.
F ig . 10. A  p h ase-con trast p icture o f  another part o f  th e  tetrahedral face o f  fig. 1, 
show ing a sy stem  o f both  left- and right-handed grow th  spirals togeth er  w ith  
th e  triangular m arkings on  th e  m ottled  background, x  1 0 0 .
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I. Polymorphism and polytypism in palmitic acid crystals
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Interferom etric and  X -ray  investigation of the growth of 
long-chain fatty  acid crystals 
I. Polym orphism  and  polytypism in palmitic acid crystals
B y  A j i t  R a m  V e b m a
Royal Holloway College (University of London), Englefield Green, Surrey
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[Plates 1 to 3]
Two polymorphic forms of palmitic acid crystals grown from dilute solutions at approxi­
mately 0°C have been observed. These polymorphs grow as small rhomboidal (or related 
hexagonal shaped) crystal plates parallel to the (0 0 1 ), the acute angle between the adjacent 
edges, which are parallel to (110) directions, being 74° for one polymorph and 56° for the 
other. Hexagonal plates corresponding to these rhomboidal plates are derived by cutting 
them with a pair of edges parallel to the a- or 6 - axis.
The lattice constants of these small single crystals, which are nearly 100/i in size and 
only a few microns thick, have been measured by the application of a fine focus X-ray tube 
of the Elirenberg-Spears type, and a specially designed oscillation cylindrical camera of 
1 cm radius. For the polymorph with edge angle 74° the constants are
a= 5-63Â , 6 =  7-39 Â, c sin/? =  40-20 A, y5 =  62°2',
the 6 -axis being a screw axis. For the other polymorph with the edge angle 56° the unit 
cell constants are
a =  9-68A, 6 =  5-05A, c sin/? =  36-43A, /? =  51°3',
the 6 -axis not being a screw axis. The dimensions of the basal planes of the two monoclinic 
forms can be derived from the rectangular prism of the orthorhombic paraffin crystals by 
taking oblique sections at the appropriate angle /?.
Palmitic acid crystals grow by the screw dislocation mechanism showing growth spirals.
The measurement of spiral heights by the application of multiple-beam internal inter­
ference fringes has been carried out for the polymorph with the edge angle 74°, and it is 
found that steps which are integral multiples (including unity) of the X-ray repeat distance 
for this polymorph are formed. In addition, steps which are half-integral multiples of this 
X-ray unit has been measured. The interlaced type of growth spiral has also been observed. 
These observations can be explained only by recognizing that in addition to polymorphism, 
these long-chain acids exhibit polytypism, which, however, has not yet been foimd by X-ray 
diffraction experiments.
Several cases of the formation of large dislocations, their movement, macroslips and 
cleavage of extremely thin crystals have been illustrated.
The birefringence of very thin crystals of the two polymorphs has been measured for 
different wave-lengths in the visible region by the use of multiple-beam fringes of equal 
chromatic order on doubly silvered crystals.
1. I n t r o d u c t io n
Long-chain organic compounds including the fa tty  acids form an im portant group 
of chemical compounds and have been the  subject of a large num ber of in ­
vestigations. Müller (1923, 1927, 1928), Piper, Malkin & Austin (1926), Francis, 
Piper & Malkin (1930), Francis, Collins & Piper (1937), Thibaud & Dupre La Tour
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(1930), Dupre La Tour (1936), Vand, Morley & Lomer (1951) and others have studied 
the structure of these compounds by using X -ray techniques. Recently the growth 
of these long-chain organic molecular crystals has stim ulated considerable interest. 
These crystals are found to grow by the spiral mechanism in accordance w ith the 
dislocation theory of crystal growth (Burton, Cabrera & Frank 1951). For these 
studies two techniques have been used: (a) the electron microscopic and (b) the 
optical and interferometric techniques. Using the electron microscope, Dawson 
& Vand (1951), Dawson (1952), and Anderson & Dawson (1953) have examined the 
long-chain paraffins %-hexatriacontane, CggH^ ,^ %-hectane, CiogH^og, %-nonatria- 
contane, CggRgg, and stearic acid, CHg(CH2)igC00H. Optical and interferometric 
techniques have been apphed by Verma & Reynolds (1953 a) for a similar study of 
the growth of crystals of stearic acid.
The electron microscopic and interferometric studies appear to differ in one 
im portant observation. Dawson & Vand and Dawson found th a t in the paraffins 
with an even number of carbon atoms (namely, CggH^  ^and C100H202) which have uni­
molecular units in solution and a unimolecular c-axial translation, the spiral growth 
steps are also of unimolecular height. Paraffins w ith an odd num ber of carbon 
atoms, which have a bimolecular c-axial translation but only a unimolecular unit 
in solution, were found to give only unimolecular spiral growth steps. In  stearic 
acid, because of the polar a ttraction  between the end carboxyl groups, both the 
unit in solution and the c-axial translation are bimolecular, and Anderson & 
Dawson reported only bimolecular spiral growth steps. Thus in the electron micro­
scopic studies the growth steps for all these substances were found to be equal to 
their molecular units in solution and no multimolecular growth steps were en­
countered. From  these observations Anderson & Dawson (1953) concluded th a t 
their observations are a t variance w ith F rank ’s generahzation ’ (Frank 1951) 
according to  which the growth steps are determined by the Burgers vector of the 
dislocation originally formed in the crystal; an observation which had been 
supported by the studies of growth spirals on SiC (Verma 1951, 1952), and CdIg 
(Forty 1952). However, in contrast to  the electron microscopic observation the 
interferometric studies by Verma & Reynolds (1953 a, 6) on stearic acid crystals 
suggested the existence of spiral growth steps which were integral and also half­
integral multiples of the X -ray unit cell param eter. I t  was therefore thought 
desirable to  see whether other long-chain organic crystals would also grow 
with multimolecular spiral growth steps. For this purpose, palmitic acid, 
CHg(Cn2)i4COOH, which is known to be dimeric in solution (Broughton 1934), 
was chosen.
The fa tty  acids are well known to exhibit polymorphism. Piper et al. observed 
th a t the different polymorphs differ in their long layer spacing. However, they 
carried out the X -ray studies on layers of acid obtained on a glass shde. ‘Single 
crystals of fa tty  acids have been rarely examined, and in spite of the large am ount 
of work th a t has been carried out on the long-chain fa tty  acids, the data  con­
cerning them continue to be confusing’ (Wyckoff 1953). Therefore in the present 
investigation of the growth of single crystals of palmitic acid, an X -ray study of 
their polymorphism was also undertaken, attention being specially directed to
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a consideration of the growth, optical and other properties in relation to  poly­
morphism.
I t  is hoped to  investigate later the detailed structure of the polymorphs of 
palmitic acid crystals.
2. E x p e r im e n t a l  
Preparation of crystals
Very pure samples of palmitic acid supphed by Messrs Price (Bromborough) 
L td and a sample of redistilled acid supphed by Dr R. C. M ehrotra were used. 
Crystals were grown from dilute solutions on cooled glass plates a t approxim ately 
0 ° C and were suitably enclosed during the growth. The step-height measurements 
are all upon crystals grown from a benzene solution. Crystals were also grown 
from an ethyl alcohol solution (figure 1 0 , plate 2 ) and CSg solution (e.g. figure 1 1 , 
plate 2 ). The crystals were highly perfect b u t usually occurred as smaU plates 
about 1 0 0  to 2 0 0 / 6  across and only a few microns thick. Such small crystals 
necessitated the use of special interferometric and X -ray techniques, described 
below.
X-ray techniques
The standard oscillation or ro tation cylindrical cameras of 3 cm radius with 
the usual X -ray tubes could no t be apphed for the  study of these m inute and thin 
crystals of palmitic acid. Professor J . D. Bernal suggested to  the author the use 
of a fine-focus tube of the  type developed a t Birkbeck Cohege by Ehrenberg & 
Spears (1 9 5 1 ). I t  was tried  and found quite suitable for these microcrystals. I ts  
particular advantage is th a t it  provides a very intense X -ray beam (the specific 
loading of the target is over 50 times th a t of a norm al tube) focused over a spot 
nearly 40/6 in size, giving a foreshortened w idth of only 4/6 a t 6 °. Because of the 
smah size of the focal spot high resolution can be obtained w ith smah cameras, 
but the geometrical, and therefore the mechanical, requirem ents are more strin ­
gent than  with norm al tubes, so th a t new designs of cameras are required. Jeffery 
(1 9 5 2 ) has described powder cameras suitable for such a tube. A specially designed 
oscillation camera also developed a t Birkbeck College was employed. This camera 
has a cylindrical film holder of 1 cm radius. Since the  source is a p a rt of the 
collimating system and the collimator hole is only about 1 0 0 /6, the camera is 
rigidly attached to the  tube after all the adjustm ents for colhmation have been 
done. The crystal can be m ounted on a standard  goniometer head. This was done 
by attaching, under a microscope, the  crystal to  the  end of a  th in  glass fibre with 
a trace of shellac. G reater convenience in the  adjustm ent of the crystal is obtained 
if a th in  lead wire ( 1  mm diameter) is used for supporting the glass fibre and 
crystal, since the wire m ay be readily bent and twisted. W ith C uX a radiation 
filtered through nickel foil this arrangem ent required an exposure tim e of only 
1 to 2 h for a 15° oscillation photograph, because of the small focus-window dis­
tance. No moving-film type of camera was used, since as yet no such camera has 
been produced for the  fine-focus X -ray tube.
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Optical and interferometric techniques
For the s tudy of the surface topography of the  crystals of palmitic acid, multiple- 
beam interference fringes (Tolansky 1948) were utihzed. The usual m ethod of 
producing these fringes by m atching the silvered crystal against a silvered optical 
flat could not be apphed to these m inute crystals which require a high power for 
their study. Therefore the  internal interference fringes, which were already found 
useful for the  study of stearic acid crystals (Verma & Reynolds 1953 a) were 
employed. This procedure consisted in growing the crystals on a glass cover-shp 
which has already been silvered. After growth had finished and the crystals had 
dried, their top surface was silvered in  situ, thus producing doubly silvered 
crystals, between the  end-faces of which multiple-beam internal interference fringes 
can be formed. These fringes were used for the m easurement of growth steps and 
the birefringence of the crystals, and have an additional advantage in so far as 
they  help to reveal the  edges of growth layers by the sensitive interference tin ts. 
Reflexion positive-phase contrast was also employed for the observation of 
surface features.
3. M o r p h o l o g y  a n d  X - r a y  s t u d y  o f  p o l y m o r p h is m
The shape of the  crystal plates of palmitic acid grown from solution a t once 
makes it  clear th a t palm itic acid occurs in a t least two polymorphs a t ordinary 
tem peratures. The crystals form rhomboidal or hexagonal plates, the  flat face 
being the basal plane, i.e. (001). A m easurement of the edge angles, i.e. the acute 
angle between the  adjacent edges of the crystal plates, showed th a t the  crystal 
could be divided into two types, though sometimes a small variation in the 
m agnitude of angles was observed. For one type the rhomboidal p late has the  
edge angle 56° (see figure 7, plate 1) and for the other 74° (see figures 8 or 11). 
The hexagonal plates are simply related to  these two rhomboidal plates. Only the 
first type (i.e. the 56° polymorph) has been observed by previous workers, while 
no hexagonal plates of palmitic acid have been reported.
Two modifications of palmitic acid called the  B  and G form by Piper et al. are 
known. An a ttem p t was made therefore to  see if the observed two types could be 
identified w ith the B  and G forms. This could not be done on the  known data, 
and it was only after an actual m easurement of the a, b axial dimensions and the 
long-layer spacing for the single crystals of the two types th a t it  was uniquely 
possible to  identify them .
The unit-cell dimensions for the polytnorph with edge angle 74°
The a- and 6-axes he in the plane of the crystal flake and are found to  be parallel 
to the bisectors of the edge angles. These directions therefore can conveniently 
be adjusted parahel to  the oscihation axis of the instrum ent. A series of 15° 
oscillation photographs about the a- and 6-axes was taken. Figure 2, plate 1 
(enlarged about 3 times in the  p rin t so as to  correspond to  the  usual B ernal chart), 
shows a 15° oscihation photograph about the  a-axis, the normal to  the crystal plate 
being inclined nearly 18° to the X -ray beam in the middle of the oscihation range.
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From the layer-line spacings of the oscillation photographs the ^ values and hence 
a and 6  axial dimensions were calculated and are
cb — 5-63Â ,  b =  7 39 A.
A rotation photograph about the a-axis (figure 1 , plate 1 ) shows only a few 
strong reflexions, the m ajority of other spots being relatively faint. Followmg 
Müller (1 9 2 7 ), a value of f  can be chosen so as to  give small indices to all the 
strongly reflecting planes. Taking the strong reflexions in the first layer line as 
1 1 0  and 1 1 1 , it  is easily calculated th a t
f  = 62° 2 '
(or 117° 58' in the usual convention). The strong reflexion on the zero layer of 
figure 1 is 020 and the reflexions on the zero layer of figure 2 are 020 and 040, 
showing th a t most hkely the 6 -axis is a screw axis.
For the  measurem ent of the long-layer spacing, i.e. c sin the special oscilla­
tion technique useful for crystals w ith large im it cells was employed. According to 
this the densest reciprocal lattice fine, i.e. the c*-axis, is initially placed normal to 
the X -ray beam. This can be easily done in practice for palmitic acid crystals, 
w ith a (or 6 ) as ocillation axis, by  adjusting the plane of the crystal flake parallel 
to the X -ray beam, since c* is perpendicular to the  basal plane. W hen the  crystal 
is allowed to  oscillate through 15° from this position, the  closely spaced reciprocal 
points along the c*-axis pass through the sphere of reflexion. These points project 
from the centre of the sphere on to  the film near the centre, and, because of the 
small distortion in this region, are recorded as a series of nearly equidistant spots. 
These reflexions are 001 reflexions. Owing to  the  great disparity between a  (or 6 ) 
and c sin /? the reflexions corresponding to  the  non-zero lattice rows, i.e. hOl 
(or Okl) reflexions, are farther away from the centre and no confusion arises in the  
indexing of the spots near the centre. In  figure 4, plate 1 , is illustrated such a 
15° oscillation photograph about the a-axis; the  c*-axis being perpendicular to 
the X -ray beam somewhere in the middle of the  oscillation range, giving rise to  
reflexions on both sides of the centre. From  these reflexions the position of the 
centre of the beam can be fixed very accurately. Because the crystal plate is 
only a few microns thick, these spots consist of extremely fine and sharp Lines— 
indeed, the spots are so sharp th a t the record on the front and back of the film can 
be resolved and the spots appear distinctly double when viewed obliquely. There­
fore the back of the film was scraped off and the distances of these spots from the 
centre were measured by using a Hilger measuring micrometer (type L 50) reading 
up to 0 - 0 0 0 1  cm. In  the calculation of g values from these spots, the thickness of 
the film and the black paper was taken  into account so th a t the  effective radius of 
the cylindrical camera is 0-992 + 0 - 0 0 2  cm. The accuracy in the values of c sin /? 
is nearly 0-3 %, neglecting the shrinkage factor of the  film. For taking the  mean 
value of c sin f  only higher order reflexions were considered, since for them  the 
error of measurement is proportionately smaller.
The long-layer spacing c sin /? was determined for six different crystals of which 
two are illustrated in figures 4 and 5 (enlarged nearly 8  times). Three results have
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been chosen and are given m table 1. The mean value for crystal no. 1 is 40*33 A, 
while for crystal no. 2 it  is 40*22 A. Crystal no. 3 (figure 5) was morphologically 
a polymorph with edge angle 74° bu t items 1, 3 ,6  and 9 of table 1 correspond to  
the spacing of table 2. I t  m ay be concluded from this relationship th a t another 
small crystal of the polymorph w ith edge angle 56° had grown in parallel orienta­
tion w ith it, showing th a t it is possible for the crystals of two polymorphs to grow 
in parallel orientation. The mean values for the other four crystals are
402  A, 40*0 A, 40*2 A, 41*7 A,
which agree closely with the values of the  crystals nos. 1 and 2 of table 1, except 
for the higher values of c sin /? for the last crystal, which has the same a and b
crystal no. 1
T a b l e  1 
crystal no. 2 crystal no. 3
item
no. reflexion
c sin P
(A) reflexion
c sin
(A) reflexion
c sin P
(A)
1 0*151 004 40*7 0*191 005 40*4 0 * 2 1 1 005 36*4
2 0*113 003 41*0 0*151 004 40*7 0*152 004 40*6
3 0*113 003 41*0 0 * 1 1 0 003 41*9 0*126 003 ' 36*8
4 0*152 004 40*4 0*152 004 40*6 0*113 003 41*0
5 0*190 005 40*5 0*191 005 40*4 0 * 1 1 2 003 41*3
6 0*267 007 40*3 0*269 007 40*1 0*127 003 36*4
7 0*281 unaccounted 0*307 008 40*1 0*151 004 40*7
8 0*305 008 40*3 0*383 0 0 1 0 40*2 0*190 005 40*5
9 0*345 009 40*2 0*459 0 0 1 2 40*3 0 * 2 1 2 005 36*3
1 0 0*380 0 0 1 0 40*5 — — — 0*240 unaccounted
1 1 0*460 0 0 1 2 40*2 — — — 0*267 007 40*3
1 2 — — — — — — 0*307 008 40*2
13 — — — — — — 0*344 009 40*2
14 — — — — — — 0*382 0 0 1 0 40*3
15 0*423 0 0 1 1 40*1
16 0*461 0 0 1 2 40*1
mean value 40*33 40*22 
standard deviation ±0*13 ±0*12
axial dimensions as the other crystals. This may be due
for 74° polymorph 
for 56° polymorph
to a small variation
40*24
±0*13
36*45
in the
chain length of carbon atoms or possibly a small variation in the tilt  of the  chains 
to  the  basal plane or to some imdetected experimental error. I t  m ay be recalled 
th a t Piper et al. (1930) also observed a polymorph called by them  the A  form which 
had a very similar long-layer spacing.
Unit-cell dimensions for the polymorph with edge angle 56°
By exactly similar methods a, b and f  have been found out for this polymorph
a =  9-68 A, 6 =  505  A, /7 = 51° 3'.and are
The g values for the different OOZ reflexions (illustrated in figure 6) are given in 
table 2. The long-layer spacing c sin f  for this polymorph has a mean value of 
36*43 4- 0*18 A.
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I t  may, however, be seen from figure 3 which is a 15° oscillation photograph 
about the a-axis th a t on the zero layer both 0 1 0  and 0 2 0  reflexions are present,
so th a t in this polymorph the  6 -axis is not a screw axis. Thus the two polymorphs
differ in their space group also.
This polymorph has been studied by Schoon (1938), who applied electron- 
diffraction methods for the  determ ination of a, 6 and and Müller spectrogram 
for the long-layer spacing measurement. His values are
a =  9-54Â, 6 =  4  99 A, c s in /? =  35-45 A, /? =  53-4°.
These m ay also be compared w ith the values
a =  9-41 A, 6 =  5 00 A, c sin/^ =  35*6 A, /?=  51° 1 0 '
for the so-called a-form  of palmitic acid (Dupre La Tour 1936).
T a b l e  2 . P o l y m o r p h  w it h  e d g e  a n g l e  56°
g  0 -2 9 8  0 -2 1 1  0 - 1 6 8  0 - 1 2 5  0 - 1 2 5  0 -2 1 1
 ^ reflexion 0 0 7  0 0 5  0 0 4  0 0 3  0 0 3  0 0 5
\ s i n / ? ( A )  3 6  2 3 6 -5  3 6 -7  3 6 -7  37 -1  36 6
Identification of the two polymorphs
The two polymorphs called by Piper et al. (1 9 2 6 ) and Francis et al. (1 9 3 7 ) the 
B  and C forms had long-layer spacings of 35*5 and 39-08 A respectively. I t  is 
therefore hkely th a t the crystal polymorphs w ith edge angles 56° and 74° are the 
B  and C forms. However, it  m ay be remembered th a t Piper et al. studied a layer 
of the acid obtained either by pressing a crystal on to  the  glass slide, allowing a 
solution to evaporate, or by melting the acid and letting it sohdify. The first two 
methods usually gave the B  spacing for even-numbered acids. B ut in the present
D e s c r ip t io n  o f  p l a t e  1
F igu re 1. R otation  photograph about the a-axis o f the polym orph o f palm itic acid w ith  
edge angle 74°. (Magn. x  3.)
F igu re 2. 15° oscillation photograph about the a-axis o f the crystal o f palm itic acid (poly­
morph w ith  edge angle 74°), the normal to  the crystal plate being inclined to  the X -ray  
beam  at 18° in the m iddle o f the oscillation range. (Magn. x 3.)
F igu re 3. 15° oscillation photograph about the a-axis o f the 56° polym orph w ith the 6-axis 
normal to  the X -ray beam  nearly in the m iddle o f the oscillation range.
F igu re 4. 15° oscillation photograph about the a-axis (crystal no. 1, table 1), 74° polym orph  
w ith the c*-axis nearly normal to  the X -ray beam  giving (OOZ) reflexions. The I values 
are marked. (Magn. x 8 .)
F igu re 5. Same as flgure 4 for the crystal no. 3, table 1.
F igu re 6 . 15° oscillation photograph for the palmitic acid crystal polymorph with edge 
angle 56°, showing (OOZ) reflexions.
F ig u r e  7. A  doubly silvered crystal plate of palm itic acid w ith the edge angle 56°, showing 
also a difference in shade on either side of the 6 -axis. (Magn. x 200.)
F ig u r e  8 . Internal interference fringes in a crystal plate o f which a triangular section has 
slipped out. (Magn. x 240.)
F igu re  9. A  phase contrast photomicrograph o f an extrem ely thm  crystal layer (doubly 
silvered) showing a perfect cleavage. (Magn. x 270.)
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D e s c r ip t io n  o f  p l a t e  2
F igu re 10. Phase contrast photomicrograph o f a silvered crystal of palm itic acid showing  
two growth spirals o f opposite hand interacting with each other, together with a fault 
line. (Magn. x 270.)
F igu re 11. Phase contrast photomicrograph showing a pair of non-intersecting growth  
spirals. (Magn. x 375.)
F igu re 12. A phase contrast photomicrograph of a crystal o f palm itic acid (silvered opaque) 
showing the dissociation o f steps along the diagonals. (Magn. x 190.)
F ig u re  13. Phase-contrast micrograph o f a silvered crystal plate showing growth steps equal 
to 1  ^ the bimolecular unit. (Magn. x 350.)
F ig u re  14. An internal interference photograph o f a doubly silvered crystal plate showing  
the Fizeau fringes contouring the growth steps. To bring out the edges o f growth steps 
the print has been overexposed. (Magn. x 200.)
V erma Proc. Roy. Soc. A , volume 228, plate  3
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study it was found th a t both the polymorphs grow simultaneously from solution 
a t approxim ately 0°C, though crystals of the 74° polymorph were better de­
veloped.
The shapes of the rhomboidal crystals and their related hexagonal plates can 
now be easily explained. The angle between [1 1 0 ] and [1 1 0 ] directions in the (0 0 1 ) 
plane is 2  tan~^ (6 /a). For a = 9*68 A, b = 5*05 A the value of 2  tan~^ (6 /a) % 5 5 ° 
and for a =  5*63 A and h =  7 39 A it is approxim ately equal to 74° 40'. The ob­
served hexagonal plates along with their interior angles can be derived from the 
two types of the rhomboidal plates by cutting them  with a pair of edges parallel 
to the a- and 6 -axes of the 74° and 56° polymorphs respectively.
The lattice constants of the two polymorphs of palmitic acid are collected in 
table 3, and for comparison the unit cell constants of stearic acid and the paraffin 
CggHgo crystals taken from Millier (1927, 1928) are also given.
T a b l e  3
substance
polymorph
edge
angle
a
(A)
b
(A)
c sin y
(A) h
c
(A)
ah sin y?
(A)
palmitic acid 74° 5 63 7-39 40-20 62° 2 ' 45-51 36-8
56° 9 6 8 5-05 36-43 51° 3' 46-86 38-0
stearic acid 74° 5-546 7-381 43-76 63° 38' 48-84 36-65
paraffin CgoHgo 4-97 7-45 77-2 90° 77-2 37-0
I t  is seen th a t the chain length in the two polymorphs of palmitic acid differ 
by T35 A, and th a t the carbon chain length 45*51 A for the 74° polymorph of 
palmitic acid is shorter by 3*33 A than  the chain length in the similar polymorph 
in stearic acid. As is to be expected the cross-section (a6  sin /?) of the  un it ceU is 
nearly the same for both the polymorphs and is equal to  the cross-section of the 
orthorhombic paraffin crystal. Further, the 6 -axial dimensions of the two poly­
morphs of palmitic acid are approxim ately equal to the a and 6  dimensions of the 
paraffin crystal. S tarting from an orthorhombic arrangem ent with the rectangular
D e s c r ip t io n  o f  p l a t e  3
F i g u r e  15. Internal interference fringes for A 5461 with a thin crystal layer lying on another 
crystal plate having growth edges. (Magn. x 310.)
F i g u r e  16. A  phase contrast micrograph o f the sam e crystal as figure 15 after resilvermg the  
top surface opaque. (Magn. x 250.)
F i g u r e  17. A  crystal plate o f palm itic acid w ith the internal interference fringes (for A4358) 
contouring the growth steps. The lower part o f the figure has been exposed slightly less 
in the print. (Magn. x 110.)
F i g u r e  18. A  phase contrast photograph which is an enlargem ent o f a part o f figure 17 
showing interlacing of steps. (Magn. x 250.)
F i g u r e  19. Fringes of equal chromatic order of a doubly silvered crystal o f palm itic acid  
w ith edge angle 74°, showing the birefringence o f this polymorph. (Magn. x 44.)
F i g u r e  20. Fringes o f equal chromatic order o f a doubly silvered crystal o f palm itic acid  
w ith the edge angle 56°, showing the birefringence of this polym orph. (Magn. x 44.)
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section having its edges equal to 5-0 and 7*4 Â, it  is therefore possible to  derive 
the two monoohnic polymorphs by tilting the carbon chains to  one of the two edges of 
the rectangle a t the appropriate angle while keeping it perpendicular to  the 
other edge. Thus the two sections of the  rectangular prism obtained by cutting it 
with a plane inclined to  the  axis of the prism a t the angle /? and parallel to one of 
the edges of the cross-section (figure 2 1 ) will yield the dimensions of the basal 
plane (i.e. a and h) of the polymorphs, within hm its of error of about 1 %.
/ /
74,A
7'4A
F igube 21. Two oblique sections, at the 
monoclinic angle /?, of the rectangular 
prism of the orthorhombic paraffin 
crystal, giving the basal planes of the 
two polymorphs of palmitic acid.
Schoon (1 9 3 8 ) has discussed the different possible values of on a similar model 
by starting from an orthorhombic cell and considering the displacement of the  
carbon chains in the c-direction, the ghde planes in the rectangular cell being either 
ac or be planes. On energy considerations it  should be expected th a t the displace­
m ent of the chains will be an integral multiple of the distance CH3—CHg along 
the c-axis. Therefore
C0tyg =  %(l'27)/do,
where is equal to  7*4 or 5*0 Â, depending upon whether the ghde plane is be 
or ae plane. From  the measured values of the  lattice constants of palmitic acid 
crystals it  m ay be calculated th a t the chains are displaced by 2-5 A, i.e. n = 2 iov  
the 74° polymorph, and for the 56° polymorph it is nearly 6  A, i.e. n  hes between 
4 and 5, indicating th a t this geometrical model is only an approxim ate one. 
The concept of slipping of carbon chains is used in the next section for the  creation 
of dislocations.
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4. O p t ic a l  a n d  in t e r f e r o m e t r ic  s t u d ie s  
Growth spirals and step heights
W hen the doubly silvered crystals of palmitic acid were examined with a phase- 
contrast microscope, growth spirals could be observed on the basal planes of some 
crystals. This indicates th a t palmitic acid crystals can grow by the dislocation 
mechanism (Burton et al. 1951). The conditions of growth were such th a t the 
m ajority  of large crystal plates with well-developed growth steps consisted of the 
polymorph with edge angle 74°; the study of spiral growth and step-height 
measurement was therefore confined to  this polymorph.
The height of spiral growth steps has been measured by the application of 
m ultiple-beam fringes formed by internal interference between the two silvered 
surfaces enclosing the crystal. A knowledge of the refractive index p  of the crystal 
is required. The value 1-52, the mean of T 533 and 1*508 reported by Thibaud &
item n A (Â)
direction of 
growth steps
T a b l e  4
step height
(A) multiple remarks
1 42 < n < 44 5461 [1 1 0 ] 42 + 2 1(42 ±2) —
2 3 1 < n < 3 3 5461 [1 1 0 ] and [1 0 0 ] 56 2 ± 1  8 H (37-5±l-2) figure 13
3 2 1 < n < 2 3 5461 [1 1 0 ] and [1 0 0 ] 82 + 4 2(42 ±2) items 3 and 4 refer to
4 17 < n <  18 4358 [1 1 0 ] and [1 0 0 ] 82 + 2-3 2(41 + 1-2)
the same specimen 
figure 17
5 1 8 ± i 5461 [1 1 0 ] 100+3 2^(40 ± 1 -2 ) figure 14
6 14<w <15 5461 [1 1 0 ] 129 + 9 3(43 ±3) —
7 1 5 ± i 5461 [1 1 0 ] and [1 0 0 ] 119-8±2 3(39-9±0-7) —
8 11  < w <  1 2 5461 [1 1 0 ] 156 + 6 4(39 ±1-5) —
9 9 < n <  10 5461 [1 1 0 ] 190±10 5(38 ±2) —
1 0 5461 [ 1 1 0 ] 327 ±15 8(40-9 + 2)
Dupre La Tour (1930), has been adopted. As discussed previously (Forty 1952; 
Verma & Reynolds 1953 a-) the  step height h is given by
h =  2ip7hy
where n  is the num ber of steps between two successive Fizeau fringes which 
contour the  growth edges, formed by monochromatic light of wave-length A. 
Here h is the  mean step height, assuming all the  steps between the  two successive 
Fizeau fringes to  be of the same height and th a t there is no growth structure on 
the back surface of the  crystal. The num ber n  is not necessarily an integer and for 
an accurate determ ination of step heights, the fractional p a rt should be found, 
especially when the steps are large multiples of the unit cell. Using two beam 
fringes, F orty  (1952) has calculated the  fractional p a rt graphically by measuring 
the photographic density of different steps. W ith multiple-beam fringes, for the  
same change in interferometric gap there is a considerably greater change in the 
photographic blackening over successive steps and a fraction less than  \  (pro­
bably J) can be judged visually; e.g. a fraction J will lead to two successive steps 
with the same intensity.
A large num ber of spiral step heights were measured. Step heights which are 
small multiples of the X -ray unit cell can be measured accurately and are given 
in table 4 together with the limiting error. Much higher steps were also observed.
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An analysis of the measured step heights shows th a t they  are multiples of a 
unit. This unit, within the errors of experimental observation, can be identified 
as 40*2 A, the long-layer spacing characteristic of the 74° polymorph. Thus it 
may be concluded th a t spiral growth steps which are multiples of the  X -ray unit 
cell occur frequently for the long-chain palmitic acid crystals also. This supports 
the hypothesis th a t the height of the growth step is determined by the Burgers 
vector of the dislocation originally formed in the crystal (Frank 1951). The 
observation th a t no multimolecular steps were encountered in the  electron- 
microscopic studies m ay be due to the fact th a t multimolecular steps usually 
occur on the large macroscopic crystals which would not normally be examined 
by the electron microscope. Alternatively, it  is possible th a t the multimolecular 
steps m ay consist of a group of closely piled up monomolecular steps unresolved 
by the optical microscope. Indeed, the edge of a multimolecular step is not 
expected to be close-packed (Franli 1951).
Item s nos. 2 and 5 of table 4 , illustrated in figures 13 and 14, plate 2, respec­
tively, are commented upon in the next section.
Shape of growth patterns : polytypism
Palm itic acid shows the same properties of growth steps (e.g. interaction of 
growth fronts originating from different dislocations) as SiC, Cdig and various 
other long-chain molecules. Figure 10, plate 2, shows two simple hexagonal 
growth spirals of opposite hand interacting with each other, together with a fault 
line. A pair of non-intersecting spirals origm ating from two close dislocations 
which appear to have different strengths is illustrated in figure 11. Many complex 
examples originating from a num ber of dislocations were also encountered.
A few cases of hexagonal spirals on palmitic acid crystals showed the cross­
laced type of growth pattern  exhibited so far only by SiC crystals (Verma 1951), 
Cdig (Forty 1952) and biotite (Amelinckx 1952). Figures 12, 17 and 18, plates 2 
and 3, show this pattern . In  figure 12 (the crystal opaquely silvered) this dis­
sociation and the  cross-lacing of steps is clearly illustrated where the steps break 
up into components along all the four corners marking the  [100] directions. 
Figure 17 shows the cross-lacing of steps along with the  internal interference 
fringes for A4358, which gives the step height to be 82 A, i.e. twice the  bimolecular 
value. A portion of figure 17 showing interlacing is shown enlarged in figure 18. 
These steps break into single bimolecular value over the cross-laced pa rt ; on either 
side of the  cross-laced region they  pile up again. The interlacing of growth steps 
arises if the relationship between the growth rates of the different monolayers 
th a t compose a step, varies in different orientations of the crystal.
These observations indicate th a t ‘polytypism ’ of the kind observed on SiC 
crystals (Baumhauer 1911, 1915 ; Thibault 1944) should be observed on palmitic 
acid crystals also. Polytypism  m ight be usefully redefined as the special case of 
polymorphism, in which the crystal lattices of different modifications differ only 
along one dimension (e.g. c-axis in SiC) and are obtained by stackings of layers 
of identical structure. As is known palmitic acid crystals (and also other long-
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chain acids) consist of zigzag chains of carbon atoms, with a carboxyl group a t 
the end, the forces between the C atoms being homopolar. The hydrogen bonding 
between the carboxyl groups leads to the  formation of a bimolecular unit due to 
the association of two such chains. The double chains pack as straight rods in 
layers w ith weak van der W aals forces between them . According to  the  ideas of 
F rank (1 9 5 1 ), a crystal plate grown initially w ithout dislocations by surface 
nucléation, m ay become self-stressed through non-uniform distribution of im ­
purities. U ltim ately, when the  stress reaches the yield stress, the crystal plate 
will buckle and shear, thereby raising term inated steps. Thus in a crystal plate of 
palm itic acid, dislocations can be created by the shp of the double chains in the 
[0 0 1 ] directions, the strength of the dislocations depending upon the am ount of 
shp. Shp in the  [0 0 1 ] direction will lead to  a num ber of positions a t which the 
energy wiU show subsidiary minima, of which two positions of low energy are of 
special interest and are discussed below.
(a) W hen the shp is an integral multiple of the double-chain length (it m ay be 
term ed an ‘even’ dislocation using the  terminology of F orty  (1 9 5 2 )), the energy 
minimum wiU be the same as the  absolute minimum characteristic of perfect 
crystal. F u rther growth on the exposed step due to  an even dislocation produces 
the norm al bimolecular layer structure of the crystal. (6 ) W hen the am ount of 
slip is equal to  a half-integral multiple of the  double-chain length, the dislocation 
created is an imperfect dislocation and the  crystal growing on this wül be a poly­
type of palmitic acid. Figure 2 2  shows diagram m aticahy a step 1 |- times the 
bimolecular unit, created on a crystal plate whose exposed surface has been taken 
as CHg end of the chain. The shp plane m arked PQ RS  in the figure is now a unique 
plane and is a misfit surface ; the C H g  ends of the chains on the left side of the shp 
plane he in the same level as the C O O H  groups on the right. Because of this 
misfit such dislocations should be expected to  occur less frequently, and experi­
m ental observation showed only two such cases out of nearly fifty measurements. 
W hen the crystal grows on this ledge it is easily seen th a t if the bottom  of the 
step is more favourable for deposition the to ta l step wiU separate into a layer of 
thickness equal to the height of the bimolecular unit which wiU grow quite fast 
(since bimolecular units exist in the solution), and a slowly growmg half-integral 
step. The faster moving integral step will advance round the dislocation point 
one complete tu rn  and overtake the  half-integral step, thereby re-creating the 
original ledge of IJ  times the unit cell, bu t the crystal will thicken by only one 
bimolecular unit every time. B ut spiral step heights (items 2  and 5, table 4) equal 
to  half-integral multiples of the bimolecular unit are actually formed so th a t it is 
concluded th a t the step formed by the imperfect dislocation is able to  advance 
on the initial surface as one unit. Two arrangem ents of the molecules for their 
deposition on to the crystal are possible. One grouping of each of these two 
arrangem ents, which may be called the A  and B  arrangements, is shown in the 
right-hand end of figure 2 2 . W hen the molecules are added in the A  arrangem ent 
along the ledge, they fit with the molecules in the exposed ledge, bu t misfit takes 
place with the chains of molecules beneath it. Therefore the arrangem ent leaves 
a fault line running from the edge of the crystal to  the centre, and as the crystal
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grows this fault hue sweeps a hehcal fault surface. The exposed surface of the 
growing crystal has everywhere the  C H g  end of the molecular chains. However, 
if the first row of molecules added along the ledge is in the B  arrangem ent (a m ixture 
of A  and B  arrangem ents along the ledge is left out), these fit w ith the chains 
beneath them  bu t misfit w ith the  chains on the ledge, i.e. along the sfip plane. 
W hen one layer has been laid down, the exposed surface of the crystal will have 
COOH groups on the  top. In  order to  m aintain the same type of fault, the next 
layer th a t will be laid down will be of the A  type and so on, and the fault surface 
wifi be a continuation of the original shp plane. The exposed surface of the
F i g u r e  22. Diagram m atic representation o f a crystal plate o f fa tty  acid w ith an imperfect 
dislocation exposing a term inated step equal to  1^ tim es the bimolecular unit. The 
zigzag chains CHg.CHg...CHg.COOH— COOH.CHg...CHg.CHg have been represented  
by  ^ and the t ilt  o f the chains to  the basal planes has been neglected for sim plicity. 
The slip plane is marked P Q R S  in the figure and is a surface o f m isfit.
successive loops of the  spiral will, however, have alternately C H g  and C O O H  
groups a t the  top. I t  is no t possible to  say w ith certain ty  which of these two 
processes of growth is favoured. An electron-diffraction study of such a surface 
may possibly settle this. The first process m ay be more likely, as it  creates a misfit 
along the length of bimolecular units, which should be easier to  create since 
lateral binding of chains appears to  be stronger, as is shown by the cleavage of 
crystal plates parallel to  the ah plane (see figure 9). In  any case the crystals 
growing on the  im perfect dislocations wifi differ only in the  c param eter and thus 
will be different poly types. I t  m ay be pointed out th a t the observed interlaced 
spiral has step height equal to twice the  bimolecular unit. Thus, all crystal plates 
of palmitic acid w ith half-integral steps are the different polytypes of palmitic
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acid. There are few other known examples of the growth of crystals on imperfect 
dislocations.
Though no such polytypism has yet been found by X -ray analysis, the measure­
m ent of step height and the  cross-laced patterns give the  first direct experimental 
indication of polytypism in palmitic acid crystals. Half-integral steps have also 
been measured on stearic acid crystals (Verma & Reynolds 1 9 5 3 a), and in general 
all long-chain molecules with an active group, e.g. carboxyl or hydroxyl group a t 
one end, m ay be expected to  show polytypism.
Slip  patterns
The formation of large steps and other patterns have already indicated th a t 
slip can take place comparatively easily in palmitic acid. The observation of growth 
patterns shows a variety  of such phenomena. In  addition to the simple un it shp, 
often macroslips are observed, the  simplest examples of which are discussed below.
Figure 8  shows a crystal plate in which a triangular sector w ith two of its edges 
parallel to the [1 1 0 ] directions and the th ird  to  an axial direction [1 0 0 ], has 
slipped out. The shift of the Fizeau fringes towards the peak of the growth pyram id 
shows th a t this triangular strip is lower by about 600 Â. Fringes of equal chromatic 
order have been utihzed to confirm this. Thus there is no possibihty of a triangular 
crystal plate having settled on it. Instead, slip along the two ghde planes parallel 
to [1 1 0 ] and [1 0 0 ] has raised two steps which term inate on the surface of the 
crystal, a t the  tip  of triangular sector. These are therefore macroscopic dislocations 
w ith shp steps having crystahographic orientation. On this triangular sector, 
growth steps are visible which follow the direction of growth steps on the rest 
of the crystal face. From  this it m ay be concluded th a t this catastrophic slip 
happened after the prim ary growth had taken place.
A different observation of shp is illustrated in the  interferometric picture 
(figure 15). The crystal on the  top right of the figure is a crystal layer showing 
uniform tin t, and over the p a rt where it hes on the  other crystal plate it  has taken  
up the contours of growth steps. B oth the growth steps and crystal layer are 
several hundred angstroms high. In  order to  make sure th a t we are not seeing 
through the layer, the top surface was resilvered opaque, and as the  micrograph 
(figure 16) shows the step structure is clearly im printed on the layer and a small 
crack can be seen a t the beginning of each step hue on the layer. The resultmg 
appearance of the composite crystal will be the  same w hether the  uniformly th ick  
crystal layer hes on the crystal plate or vice versa, since if shp takes place, in the 
second case i t  will be the shp along the edges of the  crystal layer buried under­
neath  the  crystal plate. Thus in either case the internal shp of layers takes place 
over fairly large thicknesses. In  a similar observation it was found to  extend to 
a thickness ^lOOOA (Verma 1 9 5 4 ).
U nit shp lines have been observed by F orty  & Frank  (1 9 5 3 ) on silver crystals 
and by Anderson & Dawson (1 9 5 3 ) on %-nonatriacontane crystals and have been 
explained as the movement of unit dislocations. These macroslips are evidence 
of the movement of large dislocation groups, which will play an im portant part 
in the mechanical properties of the crystal if they  can ghde easily.
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Figure 9 exemplifies a case of an extremely th in  crystal w ith a perfect cleavage 
and ghde along the basal plane. Here two crystal layers show uniform tin t (the 
crystals are doubly silvered) and are ro ta ted  w ith respect to  each other by about 
1 0 °. Since both the layers are identical in shape and size and possibly in th ick­
ness also, this could hardly have happened by the  formation of two separate layers 
which settle on each other a t th a t orientation. I t  appears th a t a single-crystal 
layer was formed which cleaved along the basal plane. The two cleaved parts are 
subsequently ro ta ted  shghtly w ith respect to  each other.
Birefringence
Multiple-beam fringes of equal chromatic order (Tolansky 1 9 4 8 ) formed by 
doubly silvered crystals were used for the  determ ination of the birefringence of 
the palmitic acid crystals in the (0 0 1 ) plane. As shown by Tolansky the bire­
fringence dp  is given by
dp  =  /tdA/A,
where dA is the  wave-length separation between the two polarized components 
of a fringe of the same order. Figures 19 and 2 0  illustrate this for the 74° and 56°
T a b l e  5
crystal polymorph with edge angle 74°
A (A) 5745 5543 5341 5171 5018 4868 4735 4601 4476
dA/A 0-0145 0-016 0-015 0-015 0-013 0-013 0-015 0-016 0-015
dp  0-022 0-024 0-023 0-023 0-020 0-020 0-0225 0-024 0-023
crystal polymorph with edge angle 56°
A (A) 5800 5535 5300 5067 4872 4687 4515
dA/A 0-013 0-015 0-015 0-013 0-0133 0 - 0 1 1  0 - 0 1 2
dp  0-019 0-022 0-022 0-019 0-020 0-016 0-018
polymorphs respectively where each fringe has split up into two components 
polarized in perpendicular planes. As is to  be expected the two polymorphs 
with edge angles 74° and 56° differ in their birefringence as well as in the direction 
of greater refractive index. The fractional birefringence (dA/A) and dp  for the  two 
polymorphs assuming p =  1*52 is given in table 5 for the different wave-lengths 
in the visible region.
Between a pair of crossed polaroids, when viewed perpendicular to  the  basal 
planes, both the polymorphs show m utually perpendicular extinctions parallel 
to  the bisectors of the edge angles. An apphcation of both the Fizeau fringes and 
fringes of equal chromatic order (Tolansky 1 9 4 8 ) showed th a t for the 56° poly­
morph, the vibration parallel to  the bisector of the obtuse edge angle has a smaller 
refractive index, while for the  74° polymorph it is the vibration parallel to  the 
bisector of the acute edge angle th a t has a smaller refractive index. These direc­
tions are parallel to the 6 -axis in both the polymorphs. This is to be expected 
since the  sym m etry axis 6  is perpendicular to  the chain length. A similar observa-
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tion was made on stearic acid (Verma & Reynolds 1 9 5 3 6 ). Indeed, the  direction 
of the sym m etry axis is often exhibited as a difference in shade of the two halves 
of the crystal with respect to the 6 -axis both for the  74° and 56° polymorphs ; an 
example for the la tte r is illustrated in figure 7. Since these observations are in te r­
ferometric, this difference in shade is due to the smaU change in thicknesses of 
the  two halves, which would no t normally be detected w ithout the  multiple-beam 
inferference tin ts  which provide a great sensitivity.
This birefringence of very th in  crystals measured interferometricaUy m ay be 
compared with the value (1-533 —T508 =  0-025) reported by Thibaud & Dupre 
La Tour (1 9 3 0 ) for the a  form (i.e. the 56° polymorph). This is no t one of the 
principal birefringences, since only one principal refractive index parallel to the  
sym m etry axis 6  lies in the (0 0 1 ) plane. I t  has, however, a practical value since 
the crystals form plates parallel to  (0 0 1 ).
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for his kind interest in the work and the facilities of the Birkbeck College Research 
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A number of silicon carbide crystals, some new poly types, have been studied. Phase- 
contrast microscopic and multiple-beam interferometric techniques have been used to study 
the growth spiral structure on (0001) and for the measurement of spiral step heights. X-ray 
methods gave the lattice constants. The various silicon carbide crystals can be divided into 
the following categories by expressing the relationship between the step height of the growth 
spirals on (0 0 0 1 ) and the measured height of the unit cell along the c axis:
(i) crystals in which there is direct correlation between the step height and the unit cell;
(ii) those in which the step height is a multiple or submultiple of the unit cell;
(iii) a very large unit cell size originating from a complicated growth pattern showing no 
direct correlation between the step height and the unit cell size;
(iv) crystals consisting of a mixture of polytypes and exhibiting an interlaced type of 
growth spiral;
(v) a gradual transition to crystals with unresolved structure and disordered types.
Rhombohedral silicon carbide crystals growing from two dislocations, one positive and the
other negative, are shown to lead to the creation of a positive and negative rhombohedron 
(i.e. obverse and reverse positions).
I n t r o d u c t io n
The phenomenon of polytypism  which was first pointed out by Baum hauer (1915) 
and Thibault (1944) to  occur in sihcon carbide crystals, has in the  last few years 
been shown to be a widely occurring property in crystals. Zinc sulphide, which 
has a sim ilarity w ith silicon carbide, has a t least three polytypes (Strock & Brophy 
1955; Buck & Strock 1955). From  the observation of growth patterns on the (001) 
faces of long-chain organic molecules, Amelinckx (1953) and Verma (1955) have 
concluded th a t these substances also are polytypic. However, no crystal appears 
to show such a large num ber of stable polytypies as silicon carbide. Up to  now over 
tw enty have been reported (Ramsdell & K ohn 1952; Mitchell 1954). Several of the 
polyt^qoes have exceptionally large unit cell size, e.g. one reported by Honjo, 
Miyake & Tom ita (1950) has 1500Â, consisting of 594 layers. The origin and 
cause of the stability of the  m any-layered structures is not fully clear yet. F rank  
(1951) has tried to explain the  origin of polytypism  in silicon carbide in term s of 
screw dislocations, since it has been established by interferometric studies th a t the 
spirals origmating from screw dislocations on sihcon carbide have growth steps 
which are simply related to  the size of the X -ray unit cell (V erma 1951 a, 6). Recently 
Jagodzinski (1954) has investigated the faulty order phenomenon in silicon carbide 
crystals and has p u t forward argum ents against F ran k ’s interpretation of poly­
typism, suggesting th a t the  cause of the stability  of the many-layered structures of 
long periods is to be found in the vibration entropy.
[ 462 ]
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In  the present work a large num ber of sihcon carbide crystals were selected which 
showed growth spiral patterns. They were examined by phase-contrast micro­
scopy, multiple-beam interferom etry (Tolansky 1 9 4 8 ), and X -ray diffraction. 
A combination of interferometric and X -ray methods has been found to  be very 
suitable for the study of polytypism. In  this paper is presented the synthesis 
between these two studies. A more exhaustive interferometric exam ination of 
sihcon carbide crystals was also undertaken, since the most direct evidence for dis­
locations is obtained by optical and interferometric techniques. This has enabled us 
to support the dislocation mechanism and also to suggest the  modifications needed 
in the theory.
P o l y t y p is m  i n  s il ic o n  c a r b id e  c r y s t a l s  a n d
SPIRAL GROWTH STEPS
I t  had already been reahzed th a t the step heights of the growth spirals which are 
observed on (0 0 0 1 ) of sihcon carbide, would be related to the c-lattice param eter. 
Since the different polytypes of sihcon carbide, though composed of identical layers, 
differ in the arrangem ent of these layers, the num ber of layers necessary for the  
arrangem ent to repeat itself determines the c param eter. In  a previous study 
(Verma 1 9 5 1 6 ) in which a relationship between the spiral growth steps and X -ray 
unit cell had been dem onstrated, the  identification of some of the polytypes with 
smah numbers of layers in the  un it cell was possible by the optical goniometric 
method of Thibault (1 9 4 4 ), bu t this has a hm ited value for polytypes w ith a large 
num ber of layers in the unit ceh. Hence X -ray diffraction is employed. I t  has now 
become possible to confirm the previous results and to extend them  to other 
polytypes.
D is l o c a t io n s  o f  u n i t  B u r g e r s  v e c t o r  a n d  t h e ir
SPIRAL GROWTH PATTERNS
The relationship between the growth spiral steps and the c param eter for silicon 
carbide is different for the  hexagonal and rhombohedral poly types. I t  has been 
shown (Verma 1 9 5 1 a) th a t the  growth steps of hexagonal crystals are equal to  the  
height of the un it cell along the c axis. For this purpose the most commonly occurring 
crystal denoted as 6 H  (Ramsdell’s (1 9 4 7 ) notation) had been chosen. The average 
step height h was found by interferom etric methods to be
6 - =  15 + 2Â.
The c-lattice param eter is 15-078 A. Thus such growth spirals originate from dis­
locations of unit Burgers vector. To find if this is true  for other hexagonal crystals 
w ith a larger num ber of layers, a  sihcon carbide crystal (serial no.* 33) showing 
a  growth spiral (figure If)  w ith step height 168 ± 5 A, as measured by multiple- 
beam fringes of equal chromatic order was chosen. A 15° X -ray oscillation photo­
graph about the c axis of this crystal (figure 2 ) exhibits a mirror plane perpendicular 
to  the  c axis ; thus it is a hexagonal crystal. There are eleven diffraction spots between 
the successive lOH spots of the  type. Hence the value of
c =  1 1  x 15-078 =  165-85 A,
* A  serial number has been given to the various crystals studied in the present investigation.
t  Figures 1 to 10 are on plate 14, facing p. 466, and figures 1 1  to 23 on plate 15.
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which is in agreement w ith the optical step height, w ithin experim ental errors. This 
result will therefore be generalized for all hexagonal crystals.
In  the case of silicon carbide crystals based on the  rhom bohedral unit cells, it  
has been found for the  polytype 15i? th a t the step height A is 1 2  ± 2 Â. As the unit 
cell height c =  37*7 A, the step height appears to  be only one-third the  height of the  
unit cell referred to  the  hexagonal axes. I t  is thus equal to  the side of the 
rhombohedral unit ceU and so corresponds to  the  num ber of layers in the Zhdanov 
(1 9 4 5 ) symbol, or Ram sdell’s (1 9 4 7 ) zigzag sequence.
This interesting result, the consequences of which are explained later, has now 
been confirmed on sihcon carbide crystals of type 33R. The step height h measured 
by interferom etry is
A = 27 + 3A.
The lattice constant is c =  82-9 A. A similar result has also been confirmed in poly­
type 2 1 1 ?. Thus again the step height is one-third the c param eter and is equal to 
the projection of on the trigonal axis.
Figure 3 is a phase-contrast micrograph of ( 0 0 0 1  ) of crystal no. 31. The two spirals, 
clockwise and anti-clockwise, originate from two dislocations of opposite hand, and 
equal strength, since the growth steps do not leave any fault surface when they fuse. 
For the measurement of step height both multiple-beam Fizeau fringes and fringes 
of equal chromatic order were employed, the la tte r being illustrated in figure 4. 
Fizeau fringes gave h = 109 ± 5  A, and fringes of equal chromatic order 103 A. 
A 15° X -ray oscillation about the c axis was taken to  record 1 0 1 ? row on a 3 cm and 
10 cm camera (figure 5), which shows th a t the crystal is based on a rhombohedral 
unit cell and c =  105*8x3 =  317-4A. The crystal therefore is a new polytype 
1261?, and does not belong to the [(33)^32]g series. This crystal establishes con­
clusively th a t the step height is one-third the  c spacing for the rhombohedral 
crystals.
G r o w t h  s p ir a l  w it h  s t e p  h e ig h t s  w h ic h  a r e  a  m u l t ip l e
OR SUBMULTIPLE OF THE BURGERS VECTOR
The first example is the silicon carbide crystal (serial no. 124), whose phase- 
contrast m icrophotograph (figure 6 ) shows a regularly developed single hexagonal 
spiral w ith a step height h =  88*7 A given by fringes of equal chromatic order 
(figure 7). A 15° single oscillation photograph (figure 8 ) shows the crystal to  be of 
6 H  type, which indicates th a t  the  step height is 6  x 15*078 A and is thus a multiple 
of the unit Burgers vector. A similar result was verified on a silicon carbide crystal 
(serial no. 137) w ith a much larger step height h — 610 ± 1 0  A. Several other such 
cases have now been confirmed. The above examples represent the  category in 
which the  step height has a fixed value w ithout any variation or dissociation, the  
structure consisting only of 6 H  type.
We consider next a  crystal belonging to  the type 6 JT bu t showing growth steps of 
different heights in different parts  of the crystal (serial no. 138). The step height was 
measured to  be 264 and 624 A a t two places, bu t an oscillation photograph gave 
spots corresponding to  6 fiT type only. I t  m ust therefore be interpreted th a t the 
structure of both the  growth steps is th a t of 6 Æ type.
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No case has been encountered so far in which the growth steps may be regarded 
to be multiples of the  Burgers vector for a polytype other than  QH.
Two cases have been noted in which the growth steps are a submultiple of the 
Burgers vector. Crystal serial 134 has a series of growth steps of height A =  68 A. 
A 15° oscillation photograph about the  c axis obtained from a small chip broken 
from this crystal is shown in figure 9. By taking the known QH reflexions 1 0 1 1  and 
1 0 l 2  as references, the size of the  unit cell has been determined to  be
9^x  15-08 =  140-75 A
( 3  times this value if it  is a rhombohedral crystal). W ithin experimental error the  
step height is half the  Burgers vector. However, when a 15° oscillation photograph 
was taken of the whole crystal, it  was noted th a t diffraction spots 4 f in num ber 
were also present between 1 0 1 1  and 1 0 1 2  reflexions of the  6 H  type. The unit cell 
size 4-| X 15-08 =  70-37 A is w ithin error in agreement w ith the  observed step height. 
These polytypes if they are rhombohedral will be 84i? and 1687?, and it is significant 
th a t two polytypes, one twice as big as the other, occur in the  same crystal block.
In  the second example (serial no. 139) the  growth steps are of height 62-6 A. 
A small chip broken from one corner gave a 15° oscillation photograph on a 1 0  cm 
camera shown in figure 1 0 . The unit ceU is exactly 9 times the 6 H  unit cell and 
c =  9  X 15-08 =  135-7 A. Thus the step height is one-half the  size of the unit cell. 
However, crystal chips broken from other parts  of the crystal gave only 6 H  diffrac­
tion spots, and thus only one p art of the  crystal appears to  be the above polytype.
M ix e d  o r d e r e d  a n d  d is o r d e r e d  c r y s t a l s , a n d  sy n t a c t ic
COALESCENCE OF DIFFERENT POLYTYPES
Crystal 135 shows a series of growth step (figure 1 1 ) of heights ranging from 18 to  
434 A with interm ediate steps of 40, 1 0 0 , 177 and 298 A, as shown by the multiple- 
beam Fizeau fringes (figure 1 2 ). A 15° oscillation photograph taken about the c axis 
on a 1 0  cm camera is shown in figure 13. Between the 1 0 1 1  and 1 0 1 2  reflexions for 
6 H  type, one can count 15 or 16 diffraction spots. B ut the spacing between succes­
sive spots is not constant, and it cannot be taken as a single polytype w ith a c p ara­
m eter some 16 times bigger th an  th a t of 6 H. I t  may be regarded as a m ixture of the 
possible polytypes corresponding to  the  heights of different growth steps of which 
one or two types are dom inant; this conclusion is supported by the growth features.
Other examples of gradually increasing disorder or unresolved structures are 
illustrated by the following three cases. Crystal 140 shows growth steps of height 
A =  414A. A 15° oscillation photograph about the c axis on a 1 0  cm camera (figure 
14) shows big and strong spots corresponding to  the 6 H  structure, b u t between the 
successive 6 H  spots are 8  to  9 fainter spots which are unevenly spaced. Crystal 136 
shows growth steps of height li =  185 A, and its corresponding 15° oscillation 
photograph about the  c axis (figure 15) shows extended 6 H  spots and a series of 
imperfectly resolved spots connected by a streak. Finally, the last stage is shown by 
crystal 32 which shows a rounded growth spiral^ on (0001). The growth steps do 
not remain single in different parts of the crystal, and the step heights measured a t 
two different parts were 268 and 305 A. The 15° oscillation photograph taken about
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the c axis (figure 16) shows strong 1 0 1 ? spots corresponding to the 6H  structure 
connected by continuous streaks w ithout any indication of its breaking into dis­
crete spots. The intensity of the  continuous steaks faUs gradually between the 
successive 6H  spots.
The case of m ixture of polytypes which are in syntactic coalescence is shown by 
crystal 1 2 0 . Figure 17 shows a 15° oscillation photograph about the  c axis on a 
3 cm camera. There are discrete spots corresponding to types QH, 157? and a new 
polytype which is 727?. A phase-contrast micrograph of the  (0 0 0 1 ) of this crystal 
(figure 18) shows a series of interlaced growth spiral patterns originating from two 
or three sources.
Another example of m ixture of poly types, crystal 37, shows on (0 0 0 1 ) two spirals 
of steps height 404 and 270 A respectively. A Weissenberg photograph taken from 
a small chip of tliis crystal confirms it to be a m ixture of the polytypes.
Co m p l ic a t e d  g e o m e t r ic a l  g r o w t h  p a t t e r n  a n d  a  l a r g e  p o l y t y p e
The (0 0 0 1 ) of crystal 141 shows the growth p a tte rn  illustrated in figure 19. An 
extremely th in  flake (thickness 0 05 mm) nearly parallel to  (0001) was taken  from 
this crystal, and a 15° oscillation photograph about the  c axis was taken on a 10 cm 
camera and is shown in flgure 2 0 , of which an enlarged region is given in flgure 2 1 . 
The unit cell has a c param eter which is a t least 26 x 15*08 =  392-0 A (3 tim es this 
value if it  is a rhom bohedral lattice). The flne spacing of the  spots is resolved only 
because of the thinness of the crystal. I t  m ay perhaps be emphasized th a t in order 
to have the successive 1 0 1 ? diffraction spots separately resolved, the  size of each 
individual spot should be less than  the distance between the  successive spots as 
determined by the length of the unit cell size. On a 3 cm camera the distance between 
1011 and 1 0 1 2  reflexions for QH is about 3 mm, and in order to  be able to  resolve 
diffraction spots from a unit cell 26 times bigger (e.g. crystal 141) the  size of the spot 
(considering it to  be the projected image of the  crystal and neglecting absorption, 
focusing effects, etc.) should be less than  mm, and thus for a crystal of thickness
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F i g u r e s  1 t o  10
F i g u r e  1 . Phase-contrast microphotograph o f (0001) o f silicon carbide crystal 33. x  60. 
F i g u r e  2. Enlargem ent o f a 15° oscillation photograph about c axis, 3 cm camera, o f crysta  
33 using unfiltered X -ray from copper target. I t  shows lOl? row.
F i g u r e  3. Phase-contrast m icrophotograph o f (0001) o f crystal 31 showing growth spirals 
from two dislocations o f opposite hand and o f equal strength, x 60.
F i g u r e  4. Fringes o f equal chrom atic order on growth steps o f crystal 31. x 20.
F i g u r e  5. 15° oscillation photograph about c axis, 10 cm camera o f crystal 31; Cu. K a .
I t  shows lOlZ row.
F i g u r e  6 . M icrophotograph o f (0001) o f crystal 124. x 60.
F i g u r e  7. Fringes o f equal chromatic order on growth steps o f crystal 124. x 20.
F i g u r e  8 . 15° oscillation photograph about c axis o f crystal 124; 3 cm camera ; Cu Ka, lines. 
F i g u r e  9. Enlargem ent o f a part o f 15° oscillation photograph about c axis (with super­
imposed Laue photograph) o f crystal 134; 3 cm camera.
F i g u r e  10. 15° oscillation photograph about c axis, crystal 139; 10 cm camera ; Cu X a  
I t  shows lOTZ row.
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much greater th an  0 * 1 mm, the spots corresponding to  this big unit cell could hardly 
be expected to  be resolved. I t  was actually verified th a t by taking another piece of 
the crystal of thickness shghtly greater than  0 * 1 mm from the same specimen, spots 
begin to  overlap and a crystal thicker still would make m atters worse because of 
absorption and other factors leading to the smearing between successive QH spots. 
Thus an unresolved spot structure of a crystal with a fairly long period would be 
partly  due to this cause, and it would be difficult to say th a t an unresolved structure 
of the streak similar to  th a t observed by Jagodzinski (1 9 5 4 ) is wholly due to  dis­
order unless sufficiently th in  and small crystals are used for X -ray diffraction.
D is c u s s io n
Origin of polytypism: Frank's theory and Jagodzinski’s comments
The correlation between the spiral growth steps and the measured c spacing for 
the different poly types lends support to F rank ’s (1 9 5 1 ) theory of the origin of 
polytypism  by a  dislocation mechanism. I f  we accept the  growth spiral as evidence 
of a screw dislocation, we find th a t the Burgers vector of the dislocation is equal to 
the  repeat period of the  polytype as determined by X-rays. The identity  period of 
the  crystal is then  a consequence of the dislocation whose pitch determines the 
repeat unit, and thus it provides us with a mechanism for the formation of the various 
polytypes including those with giant cells w ith periods far greater than  the range of 
any conventional atomic forces. However, one has to explain the formation of the 
initial crystal plate of the  size of (0 0 0 1 ) and the creation of dislocation by some
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F igu res 11 t o  23
F i g u r e  11. Phase-constrast microphotograph; crystal 135. x 60.
F igure 12. Fizeau fringes on growth steps; crystal 135. x 30.
F i g u r e  13. 15° oscillation photograph showing lOlZ row; 10 cm camera; about c axis; 
crystal 135; C u X a .
F i g u r e  14. 15° oscillation photograph showing lOlZ row; 10 cm camera; about c axis; 
crystal 140; Cu X a .
F i g u r e  15. 15° oscillation photograph showing lOlZ row; 10 cm camera about c axis o f crystal 
136; Cu K a .
F i g u r e  16. 15° oscillation photograph showing lOlZ row; 10 cm camera about c axis; crystal 
32; Cu K a .
F i g u r e  17. 15° oscillation photograph about c axis; crystal 120; 3 cm camera; Cu K a . 
F i g u r e  18. Phase-contrast microphotograph o f (0001) crystal 120, showing interlaced spiral 
from two sources, x 60.
F i g u r e  19. Phase-contrast microphotograph o f (0001) crystal 141. x 60.
F i g u r e  20. 15° oscillation photograph showing lOTZ row about c  axis; crystal 141 ; 10 cm  
camera ; unfiltered X -rays, copper target.
F i g u r e  21. Enlargem ent o f  a part o f figure 20.
F i g u r e  22. Laue photograph ; X -ray beam at right angles to the c axis; crystal no. 31. 
F i g u r e  23. Enlargem ent o f the extrem e left part o f figure 22, showing characteristic Laue 
spots.
Note. In  figures 2, 5, 1 0 , 13 to 16 and 20, an arrow has been drawn to indicate the zero layer. 
All the figures have been reduced f  on reproduction.
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mechanism. Assuming the initial crystal to  have QH structure and the slip to  be an 
integral multiple (i.e. a perfect dislocation), the  ledge exposed will have QH structure 
and the crystal growing on it will be of QH type. The growth steps which will be 
equal to the initial ledge will be a multiple of 15 A, thus accounting for the observa­
tion of growth spirals w ith steps which are a multiple of the unit Burgers vector. 
In  contrast w ith this, Cabrera (1 9 5 3 ) has concluded, from considerations of super­
saturation, th a t  the  macroscopic spirals observed on silicon carbide crystals show 
on rhombohedral type and not hexagonal.
I t  is easy to  explain the growth of hexagonal crystals on pure screw dislocations 
by the accretion of hexagonal units on the vertical ledge created by a slip. The growth 
of rhombohedral crystals, w ith spiral steps equal to one-third of the  repeat distance 
along the c axis, cannot be explained by the model of pure screw dislocations bu t 
can be satisfactorily explained by introducing inchned dislocations, i.e. a com­
bination of screw and edge dislocations.
I t  was pointed out by Jagodzinski th a t the Burgers vector of edge dislocations 
equal to \a  -{-16 (or its multiple) is only a fraction of the Burgers vector of the screw 
dislocation and hence edge dislocations are more favourable. Moreover, growth 
by screw dislocation should produce a crystal elongated along [0 0 0 1 ], bu t in prac­
tice crystals occur in tabu lar form. Thus the screw dislocations would appear to 
play a role in the  last stages of growth, the more because if their high energy of 
formation is to  be supplied by the lattice, this can only be possible when the  crystal 
has grown to considerable volume, by which tim e the crystal has already settled 
down to a certain structure. Hence Jagodzinski concludes th a t under these assum p­
tions the long-period structures can no longer be understood. According to him the 
cause of the  stability  of the m any-layered structures, in part, of the  long periods 
is to  be found in vibration entropy. He has investigated by X -ray diffraction 
methods 150 sihcon carbide crystals taken a t random  and found th a t some are 
ordered crystals whüe others are ‘faulty  ordered ’ or mis-ordered, the QH structure 
being commonest. All mis-ordered crystals of silicon carbide showed sharp X -ray 
diffraction spots superimposed on diffuse background. He noted th a t all long- 
period structures belong to  the mis-ordered type. This cannot be interpreted by 
screw dislocation growth because then  there should exist only sharply limited 
reflexions w ithout essential ‘sm ears’. Further, by considering the energy distribu­
tion of eigen-vibrations as a function of the state  of order, Jagodzinski has given 
a simple qualitative in terpretation of mis-order distribution in silicon carbide 
crystals. However, in the present investigation we have the following results which 
are a t variance w ith Jagodzinski’s.
Crystal 31 is a tabu lar crystal w ith a fairly weU-developed (0 0 0 1 ) of size nearly 
lOsq.mm. on which two growth spirals of opposite hand of step height 105 A 
appear. The crystal is of 1267? type. A 15° oscillation photograph was taken  from 
the entire crystal, showing th a t the whole crystal belongs to  the  type 1267? w ithout 
the commonest QH type occurring in syntactic coalescence. The creation of two 
dislocations of opposite sign b u t of equal strength, which is easily understandable 
on the dislocation mechanism, a t the two term inated ends of a slip line, would be 
difficult to  explain otherwise.
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Again crystal 141 gives sharp X -ray diffraction spots corresponding to  the  long- 
period structure, w ithout any streaks connecting them . Thus it is possible for a 
long-period structure to  exist w ithout any mis-order in it. However, it  remains to 
explain the relation between its growth p a tte rn  observed on (0 0 0 1 ) (figure 19) and 
its X -ray un it cell. The growth p a tte rn  consists of a group of dislocations arranged 
along a line giving a repeat pattern . Therefore, in this case the highly ordered poly­
type has resulted from a group of neighbouring dislocations and no t a single dis­
location of a large Burgers vector as one would have expected on F rank ’s ideas of 
the origin of polytypism on dislocation mechanism. In  addition, some evidence for 
the existence of the growth steps which are a submultiple of the  Burgers vector 
has also been given (crystals 134 and 139).
The observation of mixed order and increasing mis-ordered crystals (crystals 
140,136 and 32) can perhaps be understood by introducing edge dislocation which 
changes A , B  and C layers into one another, and the need for violating the strong 
covalent binding would not arise. I t  m ay be emphasized th a t in the  continuous 
streak observed in crystal 32 (figure 16) the intensity falls gradually between two 
successive QH spots. This will result when the main structure is of Z (33) type in 
Zhdanov symbols and the  contribution of layers decreases the  more they are 
removed from the Z (33) arrangem ent. W hen variation of polytypes can take place 
along a growth step, a m ixture of polytypes over a scale revealed only by a micro­
scope would take place. This wifi explain the observation of mixed ordered and mis- 
ordered crystals. According to Jagodzinski, crystals w ith high fault order have 
w ithout exception a tendency to grow mixed superperiods; where the structure of 
QH and 157? occur close together the two reflexions blur into one another. How­
ever, in constrast, crystal 120, which is a m ixture of QH, 157? and 727?, gave spots 
which were sharply defined. This may be regarded as a case of syntactic coalescence.
Positive and negative rhombohedra (obverse and reverse positions) 
as a result of dislocations of opposite hand
The diffraction spots from crystal 31 show some pecuHarities. In  a 15° oscillation 
photograph taken on a 3 cm camera, the  diffraction spots have a  criss-cross appear­
ance in the upper half and are tilted  in the lower half of the  figure. A similar 15° 
oscillation photograph on the 1 0  cm camera reveals th a t the  diffraction spots 
immediately on either side of the equatorial line consist of a more or less circular 
spot and a smaU tail tilted  to  the equatorial line by about 30°. H igher-order 
reflexions in the upper half show clearly th a t the reflexions consist of a diffuse spot 
with a sharp horizontal line a t its top bu t slightly separated from it. The 15° 
oscillation photograph from the entire crystal also clearly showed th a t the  diffrac­
tion spots are tilted, though the horizontal zero-layer fine indicated th a t the crystal 
was fairly well set with the  c axis parallel to  the oscillation axis. I t  was a t first 
attem pted  to explain the anomahes as arising from the hehcoidaUy arranged lattice 
due to  the  dislocation. The slope of the  spiral growth terraces on (0 0 0 1 ) of a  screw- 
dislocated crystal is equal to A/27T per radian, where h is the  step height, and is far 
less than  the  above tilt of the  diffraction spots, even for large Burgers vector. I t  is 
proposed th a t this crystal consists of a positive and negative rhombohedron (i.e.
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obverse and reverse positions) arising from two dislocations of opposite sign. Thus 
a crystal chip containing both the positive and negative rhombohedra will give in 
the lOlZ row two series of diffraction spots vertically displaced from each other by 
one-third the spacing of successive spots. W hen these two series of spots are dis­
placed sideways also and are not resolved, the  compound spot will appear as a 
tilted spot. The fact th a t this crystal does in fact consist of a positive and negative 
rhombohedron is clearly shown by the characteristic spots seen as a vertical row 
of spots in the Laue photograph (figure 2 2 , extreme left), w ith the X -ray beam 
perpendicular to  the  c axis. The relevant p a rt is shown enlarged in figure 23, which 
shows th a t there are two rows of double spots vertically displaced from each other 
by one-third of the  spacing. The doubhng of spots is due to  the  Cu Kcc^ and 
components. I t  is therefore inferred th a t this crystal consists of positive and 
negative rhombohedra, the simultaneous presence of which makes it possible to 
distinguish between them . Thus we conclude th a t a pair of positive and negative 
dislocations, the existence of which is shown conclusively by the  observation of 
growth spirals on (0 0 0 1 ), lead to  the  formation of a positive and negative rhom bo­
hedron for a silicon carbide crystal of rhom bohedral type. This is expHcable on 
dislocation mechanism since the lattice is helicoidaUy arranged, b u t will be difficult 
to understand on other mechanisms. I t  is interesting to  compare it w ith a similar 
result in quartz crystals in which the  right-handed and left-handed varieties result 
from the spirally arranged SiO^ te trahedra  in a right-handed or left-handed fashion. 
Willis (1 9 5 2 ) found th a t the  growth pyramides on the m ajor rhombohedron faces 
also reveal the  right- and left-handed character of quartz.
A notew orthy point which is observable from the oscillation photograph (figure 
17) of crystal 120 which consists of 15iZ and 72iZ types in syntactic coalescence 
is th a t the rows lOlZ (and also 202Z, etc.), both for 15iZ and 72iZ, have the refiexions 
of order 1, 4, 7, ..., etc. (or 2, 5, 8 , ..., etc.) on the  same side of the  equatorial line. 
This shows th a t in this crystal both  the  rhom bohedra are of the  same sign, i.e. both 
either in obverse or reverse positions. The observation on (0 0 0 1 ) of interlaced growth 
steps originating from two or three sources suggests th a t  the  interlacing of growth 
steps arises from the m ixture of different rhom bohedral and hexagonal structures 
when the m utual arrangem ent is such th a t both are either in obverse or reverse 
positions. This is further supported by the observation th a t  it  is possible to  analyze 
an interlaced spiral into a pair of growth spirals of similar hand. The original 
explanation for interlacing given by Frank  (1 9 5 1 ), made it obligatory for growth 
layers on crystals of 6 iZ type to  cross-lace. According to  him 6 JT type consisting of 
A B C A C B  structure in classical layer notation m ay be w ritten in N abarro-F rank  
notation (Frank 1 9 5 1 ) as AAA VVV. Since a A layer changes into a V layer by a 
rotation of 60°, w hatever monolayer in this stack of six layers is the  slowest growing 
in [1 0 1 0 ] orientation, the  monolayer three layers later is slowest in [0 1 Î 0 ] orienta­
tion. This alternation of slowest and fastest ra te  for a particular monolayer by change 
in orientation of 60° will lead to cross-lacing, which will be a  necessity for QH types 
and is also a possibihty for rhombohedral types. This conclusion is, however, not 
borne out by experimental observations, since crystals of QH type often show simple 
hexagonal spiral w ithout any interlacing. Similarly, growth spirals observed on
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obverse and reverse positions) arising from two dislocations of opposite sign. Thus 
a crystal chip containing both the positive and negative rhombohedra will give in 
the  1 0 1 Z row two series of diffraction spots vertically displaced from each other by 
one-third the spacing of successive spots. W hen these two series of spots are dis­
placed sideways also and are not resolved, the  compound spot will appear as a 
tilted  spot. The fact th a t this crystal does in fact consist of a positive and negative 
rhombohedron is clearly shown by the characteristic spots seen as a  vertical row 
of spots in the Laue photograph (figure 2 2 , extrem e left), w ith the X -ray beam 
perpendicular to the c axis. The relevant p a rt is shown enlarged in figure 23, which 
shows th a t there are two rows of double spots vertically displaced from each other 
by one-third of the spacing. The doubling of spots is due to  the  Cu and Kcx,^  
components. I t  is therefore inferred th a t this crystal consists of positive and 
negative rhombohedra, the simultaneous presence of which makes it possible to 
distinguish between them . Thus we conclude th a t a pair of positive and negative 
dislocations, the  existence of which is shown conclusively by the  observation of 
growth spirals on (0 0 0 1 ), lead to  the  form ation of a positive and negative rhom bo­
hedron for a sihcon carbide crystal of rhom bohedral type. This is explicable on 
dislocation mechanism since the lattice is helicoidaUy arranged, b u t wiU be difficult 
to understand on other mechanisms. I t  is interesting to  compare it  w ith a simUar 
result in quartz crystals in which the right-handed and left-handed varieties result 
from the spiraUy arranged 810^ te trahedra  in a right-handed or left-handed fashion. 
Willis (1 9 5 2 ) found th a t the  growth pyramides on the m ajor rhombohedron faces 
also reveal the right- and left-handed character of quartz.
A notew orthy point which is observable from the  osciUation photograph (figure 
17) of crystal 1 2 0  which consists of 6 Æ, 15iZ and 72i? types in syntactic coalescence 
is th a t the rows lOTZ (and also 202Z, etc.), both  for 15J? and 72iZ, have the refiexions 
of order 1, 4, 7, ..., etc. (or 2, 5, 8 , ..., etc.) on the same side of the  equatorial line. 
This shows th a t in this crystal both the  rhom bohedra are of the  same sign, i.e. both 
either in obverse or reverse positions. The observation on ( 0 0 0 1  ) of interlaced growth 
steps originating from two or three sources suggests th a t  the  interlacing of growth 
steps arises from the m ixture of different rhombohedral and hexagonal structures 
when the  m utual arrangem ent is such th a t both are either in obverse or reverse 
positions. This is further supported by the observation th a t i t  is possible to  analyze 
an interlaced spiral into a pair of growth spirals of similar hand. The original 
explanation for interlacing given by F rank  (1 9 5 1 ), made it obUgatory for growth 
layers on crystals of type to  cross-lace. According to him type consisting of 
A B C A C B  structure in classical layer notation m ay be w ritten in N abarro-F rank  
notation (Frank 1 9 5 1 ) as AAA VVV. Since a A layer changes into a V layer by a 
rotation of 60°, whatever monolayer in this stack of six layers is the  slowest growing 
in [1 0 1 0 ] orientation, the  monolayer three layers later is slowest in [0 1 1 0 ] orienta­
tion. This alternation of slowest and fastest ra te  for a particular monolayer by change 
in orientation of 60° wiU lead to  cross-lacing, which wiU be a  necessity for types 
and is also a possibihty for rhombohedral types. This conclusion is, however, not 
borne out by experim ental observations, since crystals of 6J7 type often show simple 
hexagonal spiral w ithout any interlacing. Similarly, growth spirals observed on
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crystals which have been identified to  be 15iZ and 33iZ and other polytypes with 
much bigger unit cells, e.g. silicon carbide crystal serial numbers 31 and 33 (figures 
3 and 1 ), do not show any interlacing.
T a b l e . S u m m a r y
serial 
no. of interferometric X-ray data:
crystal crystal type data: h (A) 0 (A)
Unit Burgers vector
remarks
1 2 677 15± 2 15*08 1
13 157? 1 2 ± 2 12*5 X 3 =  37*5 V Icnown polytypes
51 337? 27 ± 3 27*5x3 =  82*5 J
31 1267? 102*8, 109 ± 5 105*8x3 =  317*4 both positive and negative rhombohedra 
are present simultaneously in the 
crystal piece
33 1 1 x 6  =  6677 168 ± 3  15*08 X 11 =  165*88 
Multiple Burgei-s vector
124 677 88*8 15*08 example of fixed h and fixed c
138 677 624, 264 15*08 h varies in different parts of the growth 
spiral, but the polytype is fixed
134
139
141
1C8/2, 847? 
9 x 6  =  54H
68
Submultiple Burgers vector 
140*8, 70*4 the crystal contains two polytypes, 
one twice as big as the other 
63 135*7 only one part of the crystal showed
this c spacing
Complicated growth pattern and no correlation between Burgers vector and c spacing 
spiral group c>  390 x 3 =  1170 origin of dislocation uncertain
originating 
from a line
Mixture of polytypes
120 m ,  157?, 727?
37 —
135 —
140
136
32
shows an 
interlaced 
spiral 
7^  =  404 
7i2 =  270 
18, 40, 100, 
177, 298, 
434
both the rhombohedral crystals 157? and 
727? are of the same sign (i.e. both 
in obverse or reverse position) 
shows two growth spirals; h varies
h varies; it may be regarded as a 
mixtm e of polytypes ; one or two 
types being dominant
Unresolved structure or disordered types
— diffraction spots not well resolved and
unevenly spaced
— not well resolved diffraction spots
connected by streaks 
267, 305 — sharp 677 spots and a gradually
fading continuous streak joining 
them
414
185
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Auszug
D ie O berfiachenstruktur v o n  C arborund-K ristallen , darunter solchen , d ie  
aus zw ei oder m ehreren P o ly ty p en  au fgeb au t sind, w urde m itt els P hasen- 
kontrast-M ikroskopie und  ToLANSKY-Methode untersu ch t. D ie  B ew egun g v o n  
R iesen versetzu n gen  k on n te im  E ink lang  m it der B eob ach tu n g  v o n  m ultim ole-  
kularen  Spiralen n achgew iesen  w erden. E s ze ig te  sich , daB neben  der F r a n k - 
R e a d -V ersetzu n gsq u elle , d ie b ei SiC ebenfalls haufig au ftr itt, eine m odifizierte  
K egelq u elle  anzunehm en  ist. In  d iesem  Q uellentyp  rotiert d ie G leitflache der  
V ersetzung w ie d ie V ersetzungssp irale.
AuBer reinen Schraubenversetzungen  m it einem  zur W achstum sflache  
senkrechten  B u r g e r s -V ektor w urden V ersetzun gen  m it gen eig tem  V ektor beob- 
ach tet, d ie in  S tufen- und  S ch raubungs-K om ponenten  au fgelost w erden konnen . 
E in e M odifizierung der FRANKschen T heorie der P o ly ty p ie , w elche fa st alle  
rhom boedrischen  P o ly ty p e  ohne A nnahm e eines period ischen  Sprungs der  
Sch ichtfo lge erklart, w ird vorgesch lagen.
Abstract
T he surface structure o f  a  num ber o f  SiC crysta ls, som e o f  w h ich  h a v e  
b een  identified  b y  x -rays as a  m ix tu re o f  tw o  or m ore p o ly ty p es, h a v e  been  
stu d ied  w ith  p hase-con trast m icroscopy and  m u ltip le-b eam  interferom etry. 
In  ad d ition  to  th e  m o v em en t o f  u n it d islocation  causing  u n it slip , ev id en ce for  
th e  m o v em en t o f  g ia n t d islocations, in  k eep ing w ith  th e  ob servation  o f  m u lti-  
m olecular spirals, has b een  obta ined . T he exp erim en ta l ev id en ce for th e  opera­
tio n  o f  a  m odified  cone source as an  a ltern ative  to  th e  F r a n k - R e a d  source, 
w hich  is also com m on in  SiC, is revealed . In  th is  ty p e  o f source th e  slip  p lane  
o f  a sw eeping d islocation  ro ta tes as th e  d islocation  spirals.
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T his stu d y  has revealed  th e  nature o f d islocations jDresent in SiC. In  addition  
to  th e  pure screw  d islocation  w ith  B u r g e r s  vector perpendicular to  th e  grow ing  
surface, inclined  d islocations w hich  can be reso lved  into  edge and screw  com ­
ponents have been  observed. A  m odification  to  F r a n k ’s th eory  o f  p o ly typ ism  
is su ggested  w hich  exp lains th e  production  o f  a lm ost all th e  rhom bohedral 
p o ly typ es w ith ou t invok ing periodic breaks in th e  stack ing  sequence.
Introduction
A comparison^ of the crystal structure and the growth spirals 
observed on (0001) face of SiC suggested that the step height of the 
growth s]]iral is either equal to, or is a multiple of, the x-ray repeat 
distance along the c axis. The spiral growth patterns on SiC^ and on 
several other crystals ^  have been explained on the screw-dislocation 
theory of B u r t o n , Ca b r e r a  and F r a n k Since it is established that 
the centre of the spiral is the point of emergence of a dislocation, it  is 
now possible to identify various properties of individual dislocation.
Dislocations are known to play a significant part in the deformation 
of crystals by their movement. G r if f i n  ® has observed certain growth 
features on prism faces of beryl from wliich a movement of dislocation  
could be inferred. F r a n k  and F o r t y ® and A n d e r s o n  and D a w s o n  ^
have also observed similar changes in the growth patterns on crystals 
of silver and on crystals of %-nontriacontane respectively. In these 
cases, only unit slip has been inferred to have taken place. SiC ex ­
hibits a variety of spiral markings which are monomolecular as well
 ^ A . R . V e r m a , D islocation s in  silicon  carbide crysta ls: In terferom etric and  
x-ray  stu d y  o f p o ly typ ism . Proc. R o y . Soc. [L ondon] A  210 (1957) 462—472.
“ A . R . V e r m a , O bservations on  carborundum  o f  grow th spirals originating  
from  screw  d islocations. P h ilos. M ag. 42 (1951) 1005—1013. — Fm ’ther o b ­
servations o f grow th pattern s on silicon  carbide (SiC) crystals. P h ilos. Mag. 43 
(1952) 4 4 1 -4 4 6 .
3 A . J . F o r t y , D irect observations o f  d islocations in  crystals. A dvances in 
P h y sics 3 (1954) 1—25.
 ^ W . K . B u r t o n , N . Ca b r e r a  and F . C. F r a n k , A  th eory  o f  grow th o f  
real crystals. P h il. Trans. R o y . Soc. [L ondon] A  243 (1951) 299—358.
 ^ L. J . G r i f f i n , M icroscopic stu d ies on  beryl crysta ls I I . D islocation s and  
th e  grow th o f { lO l}  face. P h ilos. Mag. 42 (1951) 1337—1352; I I I .  T he m ovem en t 
o f d islocations. P h ilos. Mag. 43 (1952) 827—846.
® A . J . F o r t y  and F . C. F r a n k , G rowth and  slip patterns on th e  sui'faces o f  
crysta ls o f  silver. Proc. R o y . Soc. [L ondon] A  217 (1953) 262—270.
 ^ N . G. A n d e r s o n  and I. M. D a w s o n , T he stu d y  o f  crysta l grow^th w ith  th e  
electron  m icroscope. I I I .  G row th-step patterns and th e  relationship  o f grow th- 
step  h eigh t to  m olecular structure in  n -nonatriacontane and in stearic acid. 
Proc. R o y . Soc. [L ondon] A  218 (1953) 255—268.
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as multimolecular, circular as well as polygonal, interlaced and also 
with straight edges, and is thus em inently suited for the study of the  
m ovem ent of dislocations. This study which we have undertaken 
has revealed the nature of dislocations present in SiC and has also 
suggested that the concept of pure screw dislocation cannot explain  
all the growth features. B y  introducing a combination of screw and 
edge dislocation, it has been possible to %)rovide an explanation for 
some of the growth features. This idea has been used to explain the  
phenomena of polytypism  in terms of the dislocation theory of crystal 
growth.
Movement of dislocations
The dislocation theory of crystal growth®»® suggests that a growing 
crystal can only increase in thickness (except when the supersaturation  
is large) by the reasons of dislocations it contains. I f  a dislocation m oves 
across a crystal surface, a slip step 
will be raised. This would cause \  V,
\
F ig . 1 (60 X) F ig . 2 (45 X)
rearrangement of the growth steps in the form of kinks along the slip) step  
provided the structure of the growth step and the m oving dislocation  
are identical. An exam ple of such a mechanism operating in SiC is
® F . C. F r a n k , T he influence o f  d isloca tion s on  crysta l grow th. D isc . F arad ay  
Soc. 5 (1949) 4 8 -5 4 .
® F . C. F r a n k , The grow th  o f  carborundum : d islocations and  p o ly ty p ism . 
Philos. M ag. 42 (1951) 1 0 1 4 -1 0 2 1 .
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shown in Fig. 1. In view of the perfect kinking of the growth steps 
on one side of the slip step witli the neighbouring layer on the other 
side it appears that the slip step is equal to the growth step. Multiple 
beam F iz e a u  fringes passing over the crystal are shown in Fig. 2. 
The main step across which kinking takes place is 434 Â, although 
at certain places steps of 18, 40, 100 and 298 Â are recorded. I t  is
- y  %
' ^  ...........................
Fig. 3 (320 X)
thus clear that the slip step is 434 Â. This affords evidence of the 
m ovement of a giant dislocation in keeping with the observation 
of multimolecular spiral steps on SiC. Another example of the m ove­
ment of a dislocation causing kinks in the growth steps is shown in 
Fig. 3, the arrow indicating the direction of the slip step. In this case 
the dislocation taking part in the slip process has a B u r g e r s  vector 
equal to 75 A, five tim es the x-ray repeat distance. Numerous such 
cases, and also those involving unit dislocations, have been observed 
on crystals of SiC.
Movement of dislocation causing spiral growth
Various kinds of geometrical patterns may be expected on a growth 
surface after a dislocation has moved through the cr^^stal. A simple 
spiral of the kind shown in the Fig. 4 indicates that the dislocation 
is at its centre. I f  this dislocation moves, a slip step will be raised 
between the centre of the spiral and its new ]Dosition. The slip step 
would obviously follow the trace of the plane in which the dislocation 
moves and would have a lieight equal to the B u r g e r s  vector of the 
dislocation. From the micrograjih the slip step is not clearly visible,
Z. Kristallogr. Bd. I l l ,  2 1 0
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but the m ultiple beam F iz e a u  fringes (Fig. 5) show the existence o f  
the slip step over a short distance o f about 30 The slip vector is 
equal to the step height o f the spiral, 420 Â, and is therefore assum ed  
to  be due to the m ovem ent of 
the active dislocation at the  
centre of the spiral.
Fig. 4 (210 X ) Fig. 5 (140 X )
Movement of an inclined dislocation
111 the above case, the dislocation m oved in a plane perpendicular 
to the crystal surface and hence the slip took place in a plane normal
Fig. 6 (120 X )
to the growth surface. I t  can be inferred from this th at the dislocation  
which caused the slip step is purely screw. I f  the dislocation were 
one w ith its B u r g e r s  vector inclined to the growing face, the slip
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step caused by the movement of such a dislocation would also be in 
a plane similarly inclined to the crystal surface. Such a case is illus­
trated in Fig. 6 which shows multiple beam F iz e a u  fringes. The slip 
step indicated by the bend in the F iz e a u  fringes in the first loop of 
the spiral extends up to the second loop of the spiral. The fringes of 
equal chromatic order corresponding to a line section perpendicular 
to the trace of the slip plane on the (0001) face are shown in Fig. 7
7
7
red   ----------------  54-6 lX ------- ^
Fig. 7 (250 X )
from which the angle of inclination of the slip plane to the general 
level of (0001) face, and also the normal slip component can be cal­
culated. These correspond to 89°48' and 399 d: 2 Â respectively. I t  is 
of interest to note that the normal slip component is equal to the 
step height o f the spiral. This observation of an inclined slip step 
having a vertical component equal to the step height of the spiral 
suggests that it must have been caused by the m ovement of an in ­
clined dislocation. Such an inclined dislocation can be resolved into 
screw and edge components, and as discussed later, play an important 
part in the phenomena of polytypism.
Evidence for the operation of F r a n k -R e a d  source
Slip caused by the operation of a F r a n k -R e a d  source is common 
in SiC. In this process, it is assumed that a dislocation line is anchored 
at two points. Under a suitable stress, this line moves outwards in the 
slip plane to encompass a larger area and in doing so eventually  
touches itself and so creates a series of dislocation loops in a way  
similar to the behaviour of two dislocations of opposite hand. The 
operation of such a source in SiC is shown in Fig. 8 and 9. In the 
former, there are 13 dislocations of both signs while in the latter there 
are 14 pairs.
S. T o l a n s k y , Multiple beam interferometry. Clarendon Press Oxford
1 9 4 8 .
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Fig. 8  (530 X )
, ■
Fig. 9 (800 X
F ig .  10 (530  X
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T h e  in te ra c tio n  o f a  F r a n k -R e a d  source w ith  th e  e x is tin g  sy stem  
o f lay ers  is show n in  a  ty p ic a l case in  F ig . 10 w here  i t  is possib le  to  
tra c e  th e  k in k in g  o f s tep s , suggesting  th a t  th e  F r a n k - R e a d  source 
o p e ra te d  ju s t  before  o r soon a f te r  th e  cessa tion  o f g ro w th . T h e  p e rfe c t 
k in k in g  o f s tep s  o f 75 Â suggests t h a t  th e  sw eeping  d is lo ca tio n  w as 
a lso o f th e  sam e s tre n g th . T h is  slip line  m akes an  ang le  o f 120° w ith  
th e  edge o f  th e  c ry s ta l, a n d  th u s  lies in  th e  p rism  face  o f th is  h ex ag o n a l 
c ry s ta l. A n in te rfe rro g ra m  rev ea ls  a  s lig h t t i l t  o f 30 ' o f  a rc  b e tw een  
th e  tw o  p o rtio n s  o f th e  c ry s ta l on e ith e r  side o f th e  slip line.
Slip due to a cone source
O ur o b se rv a tio n s  p ro v id e  ev idence  fo r th e  o p e ra tio n  o f th e  cone 
source  su g g ested  b y  Co t t r e l l  a n d  B il b  y  as a n  a lte rn a tiv e  to  th e  
F r a n k - R e a d  source. Co t t r e l l  a n d  B il b y  p o in te d  o u t t h a t  th e  
m u ltip lic a tio n  m ech an ism  o u tlin e d  b y  F r a n k - R e a d  source is o n ly  one 
ex am p le  o f  a  top o lo g ica l 
p ro p e r ty  o f  a  d is lo ca tio n  
node. I n  th e  F r a n k - R e a d  
m ech an ism  th e  d is lo ca tio n  
sw eeps in  th e  sam e p lan e , 
e ach  re v o lu tio n  causing  u n i t  
slip . I f  th e  sw eep ing  d is ­
lo c a tio n  c lim bs as i t  ro ta te s , 
as  is en v isag ed  in  th e  
cone source, i t  w ill p ro d u ce  
a  m u ltip le  slip , b u t  th e  slip 
s tep  w ill n o t  be  in  th e  
sam e p lan e . S uch  a  slip  s tep  
Avill n o t  be p e rp e n d ic u la r  
to  th e  c ry s ta l su rface .
F ig . 11 is a  m u ltip le  b eam  in te rfe rro g ra m  o v e r a  c ry s ta l w h ich  
show s a  g ro w th  p a t te r n  w h ich  can  be e x p la in ed  on  th e  o p e ra tio n  
o f  a  m odified  cone source. B etw een  th e  loops o f th e  sp ira l (show n 
b y  d o tte d  lines) th e  c ry s ta l is n o t  m o lecu larly  f la t in  a  tr ia n g u la r  
reg ion  h a v in g  its  v e r te x  on  th e  d is lo ca tio n  line  a n d  its  b ase  on  th e  
edge o f th e  c ry s ta l, th e  ang le  b e tw een  its  a rm s being  n e a r ly  3 0 °. In  
a d d itio n  to  th e  sm all change  in  th e  su rface  level in  a  d ire c tio n  p e r ­
p e n d ic u la r  to  th e  ra d iu s  v e c to r  cau sed  b y  th e  slo%ie o f  th e  sp ira l o f
A. H. CoTTiiELL and B. A. B i l b y , Defects in crystalline solides. London 
Physic. Soc. Conference, 1954.
Fig. 11 (60 X
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step height 480Â, it can be seen from the bend in the F iz e a u  fringes that  
the portion of the crystal below 0  ^  is higher than the portion above 
O A .  This change in level takes place gradually in the triangular 
region and is, in a sense, opposite to the initial slip which developed  
into a spiral. This difference in level between tw o portions on either 
side o f the triangular region was determined along various sections 
w ith the help of fringes of equal chromatic order. Over all the sections, 
the difference in level was found to be the step height o f the spiral.
f L
Modified Cone Source
Fig. 1 2 Fig. 13
This triangular region could not have arisen through an external 
triangular plate settling on tliis crystal. This difference in level m ust 
have resulted because of the slip of one portion w ith respect to the  
other. The tw o facts viz., th at the normal slip com ponent is equal to  
the step height o f the spiral and that this slip is in a sense opposite 
to the initial slip which developed into a spiral, lead us to  beheve that  
it  is due the propagation to the upper surface o f the slip step left on 
the underside o f th is crystal. This propagation m ust have taken place 
after the growth of the spiral ceased since the step lines o f the spiral 
do not show any discontinuity.
The above triangular region could not have originated due to the  
propagation of the step in one plane, nor could it  have been caused  
by the dissociation o f a giant dislocation of B u r g e r s  vector 480 A. 
I t  can, however, be explained by a mechanism  similar to th at o f a 
cone source. The structure o f the triangular region is shown in Fig. 12. 
O P  is an axis o f  the spiral while O A  and O'B  mark the boundaries 
of the triangular region. The change in level between O A  and O'B
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along any section is constant. Such a slip can not be due to the opera­
tion of a F r a n k - R e a d  source nor could it be due to a pure cone 
source. If, however, the sweeping plane of the rotating dislocation  
rotates about the Une ALP as shown in the Fig. 13, the intersection  
of the sweeping plane, w ith the growing surface will successively take  
place along X Y ,  X ' Y \  X " Y "  etc. This would give rise to the type  
of slip observed in the present case. The rotation of the sweeping 
plane m ay arise out o f the spiraUing of the other dislocation in a plane 
parallel to the growing surface. AU that is necessary for the operation 
o f this modified cone source, as in the F r a n k - R e a d  mechanism or a 
C o t t r e l l - B i l b y  cone source, is adequate anchoring of the point A.
Polytypism in silicon carbide
Polytypism  can be explained as a special case of polymorphism  
in which crystal structures of different modifications differ along one 
direction, as for exam ple the c-axis in SiC, and are obtained by  
stacking of identical layers, sometimes referred to as A B C  close 
packing. The structures o f SiC can be broadly classified into three 
catagories (1) cubic, (2) hexagonal and (3) rhombohedral. Some o f the 
crystals in the rhombohedral class have very large repeat distances. 
F r a n k  ^  has tried to explain polytypism  in terms of the dislocation  
mechanism. The production of the rhombohedral class of crystals is 
explained on the basis o f uniform but abruptly terminated slip of the 
6 H  structure by nonintegral multiples o f the unit cell. Thus, for 
exam ple, starting w ith Z(33) structure (Z h d a n o v ’s  symboF^), a 
terminated sUj) o f five layers will give rise to a pure screw dislocation  
whose B u r g e r s  vector will be equal to the thickness of five layers. 
The crystal that will grow in the presence of such a dislocation wiU 
have a 15 R  structure. There are however various difficulties in ex­
plaining the rhombohedral structures on the above considerations, as 
pointed out by B h i d e  I t  was shown that, instead of pure screw  
dislocation, one will have an inchned dislocation made up of screw 
and edge components, but leading to the same screw vector as required 
for a particular crystal. These inclined dislocations ehminate the  
possibility o f a fault line emanating from the dislocation in all
G. S. S h d a n o v  and Z. V. M i n e r v i n a , Analysis of the crystal structiu’e 
SiC V (51-layered packing). Compt. rend. acad. sci. URSS 48 (1945) 182—184.
V. G. B h i d e , Polytypism and growth mechanism in zinc sulphide. Z. 
&istaUogr. 109 (1957) 81—86.
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rhombohedral polytypes which would be otherwise present had the  
dislocation been purely screw.
On the basis o f these inclined dislocation for which experimental 
evidence has been presented earlier, the production of all the rhom bo­
hedral polytypes o f SiC becomes comprehensible. Consider an exam ple 
of 15B.  In  the Z{33)  structure, the arrangement o f layers is A B G A  
G B . . .  . A term inated slip o f this structure by five layers in a plane 
normal to the basal plane will give rise to  a pure screw dislocation  
w ith an exposed ledge having the structure A B G A G .  The arrange­
m ent of layers in the slipped and the unslipped portions of the crystal 
is different and hence the system  is unstable. The top layers o f the 
slipped and the unslipped portions can be brought in register by a 
unit edge dislocation. Three such com ponents o f screw dislocation of 
B u r g e r s  vector of five layers and unit edge dislocation will cause the  
structure of the slipped portion to be similar to the original structure 
w ith top layers in perfect register. Such a dislocation will be inclined  
to the growing (0001) face. The ledge that will be exposed by such a 
dislocation will have a structure A B G A G B G A B A G A B G B A .  The 
crystal th at w ill grow in the presence o f such a dislocation will have 
a structure similar to that o f an exposed ledge and will therefore be 
15 i2. This m echanism  shows w hy layers in a 15 R  crystal can be 
grouped into three equal parts each one being represented by Z h d a ­
n o v ’s  sym bol which denotes the arrangement of layers in the unit 
cell. Similar considerations would show that Z  (43) or 21 jR is a possible 
poly type. In  this case the inclined dislocation is made uf) o f three 
com ponents o f screw dislocation o f B u r g e r s  vector of seven layers 
and a unit edge dislocation. The condition th at seems to emerge for 
the production of a particular polytype is 3 (number o f layers in­
dicated by Z h d a n o v ’s  symbol) +  3 =  6A^, where N  is an integer and 
6 is the number o f layers in the parent structure Z(33) .  In  addition  
to  the Z(32)  and Z (43) structures one can thus have Z  {(33)„ 32} and 
Z {(33)„ 43}. This accounts for the large number o f known polytypes  
15R,  3 3 R,  5 1 R,  S I R  etc. and 2 1 R,  5 7 R,  7 5 R  etc. The above con­
dition elim inates the possibility o f Z {(33),^ 31} and Z {(33),  ^ 35} and 
explains R a m s d e l l ’s  observation th at in the zigzag sequence 1 and 4 
normally do not occur. This m echanism  is based on the assum ption  
that 6 ^  is the parent structure while all the rhombohedral structures 
are its derivatives. This would involve a possib ility o f a m ixture of
L. S. R a m s d e d l , The crystal structure of alpha-SiC, type VI. Amer. 
Mineralogist 30 (1945) 519-525.
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polytypes which are in syntaxic coalescence. I t  is interesting to note 
that such a case is exemplified by crystal N o. 120 (see 1) which have 
three polytypes 6 AT, 15 jR and 72i? in syntaxic coalescence w ith spots 
0 Î QH prédominent. That rhombohedral polytypes are indeed the 
derivatives o f 6 AT is revealed by the fact that no multiple steps have 
been observed on rhombohedral crystals ; they  are only observed on 
crystals.
The concept of an inclined dislocation leading to rhombohedral
polytypes is also helpful in explaining the stacking o f rhombohedral
units to give a close packed structure. In hexagonal cr^^stals the unit
cell has the c axis perpendicular to  a and h. This unit cell can be
stacked on to a vertical ledge left behind by a pure screw dislocation.
In the case o f rhombohedral crystals, however, the unit cell is a
rhombohedron whose edges are equally inclined to each other and to
the triad axis. These units can be stacked on to an inclined step left
behind by an inclined dislocation. In a 15 R  crystal the edges o f the
rhombohedron make an angle o f about 9°30' w ith the vertical. The
ledge left behind by an inclined dislocation giving rise to a 15jR crystal
5 X 2 • 54is also inclined to the vertical by an angle tan~^ 9°30'.
In the case o f an inclined dislocation actually observed and described 
above, the step height and one third the c lattice parameter is 405 Â, 
and if  this is in accordance w ith the m echanism outlined above, the  
angle o f inclination of such an inclined dislocation should be tan~^
 ^(1^7) “  89°42'. I t  is stricking to note that the actual angle of
inclination is 89°48' which is in good agreement w ith the theory.
Further, as has been detailed in an earlier paper the concept 
of an inchned dislocation removes the necessity of postulating periodic 
breaks in the stacking sequence which is otherwise necessary I t  
m ay be pointed out that M i t c h e l l ®^ has also postulated inclined 
dislocations w ithout giving any experimental proof.
Our grateful thanks are due to Professor S. T o l a n s k y , F .R .S . for 
facilities o f work and kind encouragement.
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A 57-layered modification of silicon carbide, having rhombohedral sym m etry has been discovered. 
It  is shown to have the structure (33 33 34)a in Zhdanov’s notation. The close agreement of cal­
culated relative intensities of diffracted X-rays w ith those observed on a Weissenberg photograph 
establishes the postulated structure. Its  growth is discussed.
Introduction
The interesting property of polytypism  is prominently 
exhibited by silicon carbide, of which over 30 stable 
modifications have already been discovered, and there 
appears to be no upper lim it to their number. I t is 
still not fully understood how so many modifications 
form or grow. Explanations have been attem pted on 
the basis of
(i) The impurities present during the process of 
growth (Zhdanov & Minervina, 1945; Lund- 
qvist, 1948).
(ii) The accretion of polymers of SiC with a stacking 
reversal inherent in their structure and stability  
governed by temperature (Ramsdell & Kohn, 
1952).
(iii) The influence of a neighbouring crystal with an 
orientation different from that of the growing 
crystal (Zhdanov & Minervina, 1945).
(iv) Spiral growth from screw dislocations (Frank, 
1951).
(v) Layer transposition caused by vibration entropy 
(Jagodzinski, 1954).
None of these has been able to explain all the observed 
features.
The first three theories are unable to explain large 
polytypes like 141i?, 594.R, etc. The screw dislocation  
mechanism has received a lot of attention and a large 
amount of experimental work has been done to bring 
forth evidence in support of it. I t  easily explains the 
growth of the (0 0 0 1 ) face and the formation of poly­
types. Verma (1951,1952) photographed growth spirals 
on the (0 0 0 1 ) face of some SiC crystals by the use of 
phase contrast microscopy and measured their step  
heights by means of multiple-beam-interferometry. 
The growth steps were found to be simply related to 
the size of the X-ray unit cell. Though it is one of the 
important mechanisms causing growth, it has not yet 
been able to  explain several observed facts. Jagod­
zinski (1954) has questioned it while working out the 
thermodynamics of layer structures with one dimen­
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sional fault-order and has proposed the layer trans­
position mechanism caused by vibration entropy.
More experimental investigation of SiC structures 
is necessary to obtain a clear understanding of their 
growth. In the present work an extensive study was 
undertaken to  isolate SiC structures with large unit 
cells and study their growth in the light of the above 
theories. Of the various large polytypes discovered, 
the 57 layered modification was given particular 
attention in order to study the [(3 3 )n3 4 ] 3  series of 
structures of which only two other members, 21R  and 
39i?, are as yet known. W e have been able to deter­
mine the structure of this new polytype and place it 
as the largest known member of the [(3 3 )»3 4 ] 3  series. 
The growth of this structure is also discussed.
Experim ental details
The specimen in which the new polytype was dis­
covered is a small, light green crystal about 1 x 1 -5 x
0-5 mm., with a shining (0001) face which does not 
show any spiral markings.
Measurements made on a 15°-oscillation photograph 
taken on a 3 cm. cylindiical camera indicated a 57- 
layered unit cell with rhombohedral symmetry. Fig. 1  
shows the 1 , 0   ^ row of spots on a c-axis oscillation  
photograph taken with a camera of radius 11-48 cm. 
using a very narrow, collimated beam of Cu K  radia­
tion. The rhombohedral sym m etry was confirmed by  
taking an over-exposed oscillation photograph which 
showed the Laue streak along the zero layer line. The 
C values of the nearest 1 ,0 -( spots on either side of 
this streak are in the ratio of 1 :2 .
A weak, diffuse and continuous streak can be seen 
along the 1,0-Z row of spots. This streak could not be 
resolved into spots by increasing the camera radius or 
collimating the X-ray beam further. This indicates a 
certain random disorder of layers in the crystal. For 
the structure determination, discrete spots alone have 
been considered, disregarding the streak. Further, 
there are some diffuse spots on the streak that do not 
belong to the 51R  structure. No regularity was found  
in these spots, but they might well be the more 
intense spots of a very large polytype, the other
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unresolved spots of which give rise to the ‘continuous’ 
streak.
Fig. 2 shows a zero-layer Weissenberg photograph 
taken with the crystal rotated about the a-axis. The 
photograph has been indexed on hexagonal axes. The 
indices show the systematic absences of the space 
group
Structure of the unit cell
We shall assume, with Ramsdell (1944, 1945), Mitchell 
(1954), and others, that the structure consists of 
identical layers of atoms spaced successively at inter­
vals of 2-518 Â along the c-axis. This assumption is 
more than amply justified by:
(i) The close agreement of observed and calculated 
intensities for structures worked out on this basis.
(ii) The c-cimension of all unit cells being integral 
multiples of 2-518 Â* while the a and h dimen­
sions remain constant in all polytj’pes.
There are 2 ^ 8  possible ways of stacking the first 19 
layers on each other. The positions of the next 38 layers 
are determined by rhombohedral symmetry. To seek 
the correct structure from this formidable number by 
trial and error would be impossible. However, all 
structures known so far, with the exception of 2  H and 
cubic SiC, have only the numbers 2 , 3, and 4 in  
Ramsdell’s zig-zag sequence. Expecting this to hold 
for the present polytype also and using Zhdanov’s
notation the problem reduces to finding the ways in 
which the number 19 can be split into a sum of twos, 
threes and fours. Since the number of stacking 
reversals has to be even, the only ways are
(1) 4x O  +  3 x 3 - f -2 x 5
(2) 4 x 1  +  3 x 1 4 - 2 x 6
(3) 4 x l + 3 x 5  +  2 x 0
(4) 4 x 2  +  3 x 3  +  2 x l
(5) 4 x 3  +  3 x l + 2 x 2
Working out the various permutations possible 
under each of the above combinations 15 different 
51R  structures are obtained:
(1) (33322222)3
(4) (32322322)3
(7) (433333)8
(10) (433432)8
(13) (224434)8
(2) (33232222)8
(5) (43222222)8
(8 ) (443332)8
(1 1 ) (434323)8
(14) (244243)8
(3) (33223222)8
(6 ) (42232222)8
(9) (443323)3 f
(12) (224443)3 '
(10) (242434)3
* T h e  c - d im e n s io n  o f  2H,  w h ic h  h a s  b e e n  f o u n d  t o  b e  
5 U48 A s h o w s  a  s l i g h t  d e p a r tu r e  fr o m  t h i s  (M erz  & A d a m s k y ,  
1 9 5 9 ).
These can be easily transformed into the classical 
A B C  notation, or the interval sequence, or Nabarro- 
Franlc’s stacking operator-sequence.
The Weissenberg and oscillation photographs show 
that the spots lying nearest to the position of 6 H 
spots are very intense and their relative intensities 
are similar to those of 6 H. Of the structures listed  
above the 7th is nearest to the 6 H phase and was 
thus thought to be the most probable structure. It is 
(333334)8 and is thus a member of the [(33)n34]8 
series with n =  2. A  polytype with this structure was 
predicted by Ramsdell (1947). The interval sequence 
of the structure is
3242424424242333333
26000-
24000-
20000 -
16000-
12000 -
8000-
4000-
l
F i g .  3 . G r a p h  p lo t t in g  t h e  c a l c u la t e d  r e l a t iv e  in t e n s i t i e s  (1^) o f  s p o t s  in  t h e  1,0-1 r o w  a g a in s t  t h e ir  I v a lu e s ,  
r a n g in g  fr o m  — 4 7  t o  + 1 7 8  a t  s u c c e s s iv e  in t e r v a ls  o f  3 .
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Table 1
I h O b s e r v e d  in t e n s i t y I Ic O b s e r v e d  in t e n s i t y I Ic O b s e r v e d  in t e n s i t y
1 121 V. weak 79 5 5 V. V. weak 157 4 2 9 weak
4 163 V. weak 8 2 1 8 0 V. weak 1 6 0 1 ,3 5 9 strong
7 5 4 8 weak 85 1 1 ,0 9 0 V. strong 16 3 791 weak
10 1 1 ,7 0 0 V. strong 8 8 9 0 7 weak 1 6 6 69 a b s e n t
13 2 7 0 V. weak 91 5 2 7 weak 16 9 2 7 a b s e n t
16 91 V. V. weak 9 4 4 ,5 0 1 strong 1 7 2 2 2 a b s e n t
19 2 7 ,7 3 0 V. V. strong 97 1 ,0 2 4 weak 17 5 3 5 a b s e n t
2 2 93 V. V. weak 1 0 0 2 7 0 V. weak 1 7 8 3 9 5 N o t  r e c o r d e d
2 5 2 7 2 V. weak 10 3 6 8 7 weak
2 8 1 5 ,1 9 0 V. V. strong 106 3 2 2 V. weak
31 1 ,2 1 4 strong 1 0 9 2 4 a b s e n t - 2 16 9 V. weak
3 4 68 1 weak 11 2 8 a b s e n t - 5 4 0 6 weak
3 7 6 ,0 2 3 V. strong 1 15 9 a b s e n t - 8 4 ,4 6 6 V. strong
4 0 1 ,5 9 0 stroraj 11 8 8 a b sen t- -  11 7 ,0 2 5 V, strong
4 3 5 2 7 weak 121 31 a b s e n t -  14 2 ,0 0 7 strong
4 6 1 ,7 6 6 strong 1 2 4 7 9 7 weak - 1 7 4 ,4 6 0 V. strong
4 9 1 ,0 7 2 strong 1 2 7 2 3 a b s e n t - 2 0 1 8 ,2 9 0 V. V. strong
5 2 106 V. V. weak 1 3 0 10 a b s e n t - 2 3 1 ,3 5 4 strong
5 5 4 4 a b s e n t 133 4 ,2 3 1 V. strong - 2 6 1 ,6 2 7 strong
5 8 3 6 a b s e n t 13 6 2 0 a b s e n t - 2 9 1 4 ,3 2 0 V. V. strong
61 5 8 a b s e n t 13 9 77 V. V. weak - 3 2 1 7 0 V. weak
6 4 13 0 V. weak 14 2 5 ,8 3 9 V. strong - 3 5 41 V. V. weak
67 4 ,4 0 3 V. strong 14 5 5 7 9 weak - 3 8 9 ,3 0 3 V. strong
7 0 127 V. V. weak 14 8 4 2 8 weak - 4 1 2 6 a b s e n t
73 43 V. V. weak 151 4 ,5 6 6 V. strong - 4 4 7 9 V.  V.  weak
76 1 4 ,6 2 0 V. V. strong 154 1 ,3 0 1 strong - 4 7 2 ,9 4 1 strong
and the A BC  sequence is
A BC A BACBCABACBCABACBCABCBACABCB
A CA B C BA C A BC ACBABCACBABCACB  .
The variation in intensity of 1,0-Z spots is very 
characteristic, and over 75 such spots are recorded on 
the Weissenberg photograph. As previously established 
in SiC structure work, an agreement between the 
observed and calculated intensities for these spots 
alone suffices to determine the structure. Therefore 
the calculation of intensities has been done for spots 
in this row only.
Choosing the origin to lie on a Si atom, the ex­
pression for intensity of the l,(H  row of spots for the 
space group RSm may be written as
I  CC [{^ ’/si cos 2tzIz-\-^ fc cos 2jil{zAt)Y
+  {2 ' fc sin 27zI{z +  ^ )}2 ]
Z
where ^=1/76 is the distance at which C atoms are 
situated vertically above the Si atoms. The summa­
tions have to be done over the following nineteen 
2 -values as obtained readily from the A B C  sequence 
of layers :
1/57 X (0, 4, 6 , 10, 12, 16, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30,
33, 36, 39, 41 ,4 5 , 47, 51,53).
The intensity values calculated from this formula 
were multiplied by the Lorenz polarization factor 
( 1  +  cos2  2 0 )/sin 26.
Table 1 shows the values obtained for the 1,0 Z 
reflections from I = —47 to 1=178  and the intensity 
values are plotted to scale against I in Fig. 3. Com­
parison of the table or graph with the Weissenberg 
photograph reveals the remarkable extent to which 
the results match, proving the correctness of the 
proposed structure. As a check, the intensities for a 
few typical 1,0-Z spots were calculated for the other 
14 structures. They showed no agreement with ob­
served variations in intensity.
U nit cell d im en sion s and atom ic positions
On hexagonal axes
« =  3 078, 0=143 526 A; Z =  57 .
The hexagonal unit cell has
19 Si at 000, 0042, OO6 2 , 0 ,0 ,1 0 2 , 0 ,0 ,1 2 2 , 0 ,0 ,1 6 2 , 
0,0,182, 0,0,212, 0,0,242, 0,0,272, 0,0,302, 
0,0,332, 0,0,362, 0,0,392, 0,0,412, 0,0,452, 
0,0,472, 0,0,512, 0,0,532 ,
19 Si at I, I plus the above co-ordinates,
19 Si at I, I  plus the above co-ordinates,
where 2 = 1 / 5 7 , and
57 C, one above each Si, at a distance 
p =  1/76 having co-ordinates 
OOp plus the co-ordinates of the 57 Si atoms.
D iscu ssion  of resu lts : M ode of grow th
The fact that the arbitrary assumption of the zig-zag 
sequence not containing any numbers other than 2, 3 
or 4 yielded a successful determination of the structure 
adds further weight to this being a genuine limitation
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and not merely an accidental feature.* A theoretical 
explanation for this limitation ought to be provided 
by some theory of growth.
The formation of this crystal is easily understood, 
and in fact anticipated by Ramsdell & Kohn’s (1952) 
idea of accretion of polymers. Thus if growth occurred 
at a temperature at which the polymers 33 and 34 
coexist in the proportion of 2 : 1 , then the resulting 
structure would be (33 33 34)g. The continuous streak 
observed along the 1,0-Z row of spots would be ex­
plained by the random disorders introduced by the 
fluctuating conditions in the furnace. But so far, the 
existence of such polymers, as the theory assumes, 
has not been experimentally demonstrated.
On the screw dislocation mechanism it is easy to 
picture the growth of hexagonal structures from a 
pure screw dislocation. But for the growth of rhombo­
hedral structures a horizontal displacement has to be 
introduced. This was done by Mitchell (1957) and 
followed up by Bhide & Verma (1959) in their idea 
of an inclined dislocation. The mechanism causing this 
horizontal displacement is not yet understood. We wish 
to suggest a possible mechanism for the same.
The growth of any structure by the screw disloca­
tion mechanism is really the winding up of the ex­
posed ledge into a very flat spiral whose pitch is the 
same as the height of the ledge, thus producing a 
close-packed structure. Any one layer is not really in  
one plane, but is winding upwards very gradually, so 
that over fairly large areas (of several unit cell dimen­
sions) any layer might be taken to be in one plane. 
Hence the structure may also be described by the 
close packing of plane A, B, C layers, a model that has 
been used in determining the structure. Now when the 
first and last layers of an exposed ledge are in different 
orientations it is easy to picture its winding over itself 
in a close-packed mamier. But this will not be possible 
if the first and last layers of an exposed ledge are in 
identical orientation {A, B  or C)\ for then the first 
layer cannot grow over the last one without slipping 
the whole stack of layers. Frank (1951) has shown 
that the layers of the stack shall maintain their inter­
relationship undisturbed. Thus every time the stack  
moves through one pitch there would be a horizontal 
displacement or slip, shifting the layers of the stack  
in a cyclic manner {A B, B  -> C, G A  or vice 
versa). Three such shifts in the same direction would 
bring the stack back into an identical position, thus 
creating a structure with a unit cell thrice as high as 
the exposed ledge. This mechanism implies that 
rhombohedral structures grow only when the exposed 
ledge has the first and last layers in the same orienta­
tion.
It has been conclusively established (Verma, 1957) 
from observations of spiral step heights on the (0 0 0 1 ) 
face of 15R, 21^, 33-R and 126iZ that the Burgers
* T h e  o n ly  e x c e p t io n s  Icn o w n  t o  t h i s  r u le  a r e  2 H  a n d  c u b ic  
S iC  s t r u c tu r e s .
Vector of the dislocation for rhombohedral structures 
is only one-third the c-dimension of the X-ray unit 
cell. Thus the screw dislocation creating 57i? would 
have a Burgers Vector 19 layers high. There are 6  
different ways in which a 19-layered screw dis­
location ledge can be exposed in the 6  H  structure 
A B C A C B A B C A G B . . . ,  but in each case the first and 
last layers of the exposed ledge are in the same orien­
tation. Consider one such ledge A BC A C B A B C A G B  
A B C A C B  A.  When the first layer tries to grow on the 
last one it shall slip into a neighbouring site, say C, and 
the next 19 layers would be C A B C B AC A B CB A CA  
BCBAC;  and again since a C layer cannot grow on 
another C-layer, the stack shall slip as before and 
produce the structure B C A B A C B C A B A C B C A B A C B .  
This time the slip would bring back the ledge into its 
initial position, thus completing a unit cell with the  ^
structure
A B C A C B A B C A C B A B C A C B A
C A B C B A C A B C B A C A B C B A C
which has the Zhdanov symbol (33 33 34)a.
All rhombohedral structures can be similarly ex­
plained to have grown from a ledge, exposed in an 
initial structure (usually 6H, 4H  or 157?), with the 
first and last layers in the same orientation. A con­
sequence of this idea would be that polytypes be­
longing to the series (6 % +  l)H  would not be based on 
the QH phase since a ledge of (6 % + 1 ) layers in the QH 
structure would necessarily have the first and last 
layers in the same orientation. Indeed the only member 
of this series so far knoAvn is 19H, whose structure 
has been reported by Ramsdell & Mitchell (1953) to be 
(23232322), based on the 157? phase. Similarly poly­
types {4:71 A 1)H and (15% +  1)H cannot be based on 
the 4H  or 157? phase respectively. In general, a struc- é 
ture {pn +  l )H  could not have grown from an initial 
structure with a p-layered unit cell. No structures 
known so far contradict this.
The screw dislocation mechanism is unable to ex­
plain the continuous streak along the 1,0-Z row of 
spots or the random spots obtained in places on the 
streak. It also does not tell anything about the forma­
tion of the initial plate. Only a very few SiC crystals 
show the spiral markings and that too only on the 
(0001) face. A single dislocation would produce needle- 
shaped crystals whereas the observed crystals are 
usually flat platelets.
Edge dislocations need much less energy for their 
creation than screw dislocations and would destroy 
any order created by the screw dislocations (Jagod­
zinski, 1954). Also a screw dislocation can originate 
only when the crystal lattice is large enough to provide 
sufficient energy and so screw dislocations could only 
cause growth in the later stages. Jagodzinski therefore 
suggested the layer transposition mechanism caused 
by vibration entropy. This does explain the continuous
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streak so often observed. H e has also shown from 
potential energy considerations that the 157? structure 
is the most stable next to 6 H, but the question still 
remains how such extremely improbable structures 
with large identity periods grow into stable forms.
The present work has been condueted under a 
scheme sanctioned by the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research of India.
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Auszug
D ie berechneten In ten sita ten  der Interferenzen 1 0 -Z von  fü n f Gliedern  
217?, 39 7?, 57 7?, 75 7? und 1117? der SiC-Typen [(33)„34]a7? werden einer ver- 
gleichenden U ntersuchung im terzogen. Aus der In tensitatsverteilung in der 
Reihe der (lO-Z)-Refiexe lassen sich für die ganze Strukturserie M erkmale 
ableiten , die es erlauben, hohere Glieder direkt, ohne langwierige In tensitats- 
rechnungen, zu identifizieren. E s wurde ein neuer P o ly typ  1117? gefunden ; er 
h at die Struktur [(33)^34]^, die durch ausgezeichnete Ü bereinstim m ung der 
beobachteten  m it den berechneten In ten sita ten  b esta tig t wird. D ie E ntstehung  
und das W achstum  der Strukturen dieser Serie werden diskutiert.
Abstract
A  com parative stu d y  o f the calculated relative intensities o f 1 0  • Z reflections 
for the five m em bers 217?, 39 7?, 57 7?, 75 7? and 1117? o f the silicon carbide 
structure series [(33)„34]a7? (Zhdanov-R am sdell notation) has been m ade. 
Characteristics o f the in ten sity  distribution in the 1 0 -Z row line, for the entire 
series o f structures, have been derived, enabling a direct identification o f higher 
m em bers w ith ou t undergoing tedious in ten sity  calculations. A new  poly typ e  
1117? has been discovered and is shown to  have a structure [(33)g34]a. The 
structure is confirmed by  the excellent agreem ent betw een observed and cal­
culated  relative intensities o f diffracted x-rays. The origin and grow th o f th is  
series o f structures is discussed.
Iiitroduction
N um erous jjo ly typ ic  m odifications o f silicon carb ide hav e  so fa r been 
discovered, w ith  u n it  cell he igh ts rang ing  from ^ c =  5.048 Â, in  ty p e
* C .S .I.R . R esearch F ellow
1 R . F . A d a m s k y  and K . M . M e r z ,  Synthesis and crystallography o f the  
w urtzite form o f silicon carbide. Z. K ristallogr. I l l  (1959) 350—361.
Z. Kristallogr. Bd. 117, 1 1
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2 H  to^ c %  1 5 0 0  Â  in type 5 9 4  R  and to more in many of the un­
identified types.0TT3“®,RAMSDELL^ “i^and Zhdanov andMmERViNA^2-i4
w ere am ong th e  first to  in v estig a te  th e  de ta iled  a tom ic  s tru c tu re s  o f 
som e o f these . T h ey  d escribed  th e  s tru c tu re s  in  te rm s  o f th e  sequence 
o f c lose-packed lay ers  in  th e  u n it  cell. R a m s d e l l ®  first classified these  
s tru c tu re s  in to  s tru c tu re  series w hich  are  conven ien tly  described  in th e  
Z h d an o v -R am sd e ll notation®» Since th e n  th e  ex istence of th e  follow ­
ing s tru c tu re  series has been  estab lished  b y  d ifferen t w orkers :
Zhdanov symbol P o ly typ es  known to he members
1.  ( 3 3 ) „ 3 2  1 5 R « , \  3 3 R 1 1 ,  5 1 8 7  7?®, 1 4 1 7 ? i ? ,  3 9 3 7?i?
2 .  ( 3 3 ) „ 3 4  2 1 7 ? i « ,  3 9 7 ? i 8 ,  5 7  7?i®, 1 1 1 7 ?
3. (22)„23 157?, 2 7 7?2o,21^  517^20
4 .  ( 2 3 ) „ 2 2  4 7 7% 1 9 7 7 = 2 ,  £ 7  7?
5 .  ( 2 3 ) „ 3 2  1 5 7 ? ,  1 07 7 =% 9 0 7 ? i «
6. ( 2 3 ) „ 3 3  6  7 7 = » h  1 6 8 7 ? i %  2 7 3 7 ?  ( n o t  s u r e ) i L
= G. H o n j o ,  S. M iy a k e  and T . T o m ita , Silicon carbide o f 594 layers. A cta  
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= H . O t t ,  D ie G itterstruktur des K arborim ds (SiC)I. Z. K ristallogr. (>1 
(1925) 5 1 5 -5 3 1 .
H . O t t ,  D ie G itterstruktur des K arborunds (SiC). N aturw issenschaften  13 
(1925) 76.
“ H . O t t ,  D as G itter des K arborunds (SiC) II I . Z. K ristallogr. 63 (1926)
1 -1 8 .
G H . O t t ,  D as G itter des K arborunds (SiC) II . Z. K ristallogr. 62 (1925) 
2 0 1 -2 1 7 .
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(1925) 319.
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29  (1944) 4 3 1 -4 4 2 .
11 L. S. R a m s d e l l ,  The crystal structure o f a-SiC typ e V I. Amer. M ineralog.
30 (1945) 5 1 9 -5 2 5 .
1= G. S. Z h d a n o v  and Z. V. M in e r v in a ,  On the super-periodicity in car­
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F o r th e  rh o m b o h ed ra l ty p es  th e  sequence is rep ea ted  th rice  before 
com j)letm g a u n it  cell.
M any o th e r s tru c tu re  series are  expec ted  b u t  do n o t have  sufficient 
identified  m em bers as y e t. This is because th e  d e ta iled  s tru c tu re  o f 
only  a few polyty%)es has been  determ ined . T he s tru c tu re  analysis  
becom es increasing ly  m ore difficult for jDolytypes w ith  la rger n u m b er 
o f layers in  th e  u n it cell. The usual m eth o d  o f lis ting  th e  m ore p robab le  
s tru c tu re s  an d  d e term in ing  th e  co rrect one b y  tr ia l an d  e rro r becom es 
p ro h ib itiv e ly  ted ious. Such large polytyp>es are  qu ite  com m on a n d  th e ir  
s tru c tu re  a n d  g row th  can n o t be easily  analysed .
I t  has been  realized  by  R a m s d e l l ,^ M i t c h e l l  an d  o thers th a t  a 
classification o f all know n po ly  ty p es  in to  s tru c tu re  series a n d  a  s tu d y  
of th e ir  ch arac te ris tic  in te n s ity  d is trib u tio n  w ould  m ake i t  consider­
ab ly  easier to  analyse larger po ly types. T he s tru c tu re s  o f large p o ly ­
ty p es  can th e n  be p red ic ted , an d  conversely, large new  p o ly types can 
be s tu d ied  b y  fitting  th em  in to  one or o th e r o f th e  s tru c tu re  series, 
w ith o u t perform ing  a n y  in ten s ity  calcu lations. M i t c h e l l has 
in v estig a ted  th e  ch arac te ris tic  in te n s ity  d is trib u tio n  o f th e  [(33%^32]gj? 
series o f s tru c tu res , an d  has fram ed  em pirical ru les for th e  d irec t 
iden tifica tion  o f its  h igher m em bers. This series has so fa r th e  la rgest 
n u m b er o f know n m em bers.
The series [(3 3 )„3 4 ]3 i? had , till recen tly , only tw o know n m em bers, 
217? an d  397?, an d  hence a  com plete s tu d y  of th is  series was n o t possible.
This p olytype has been recently  analysed b y  us and has n ot y e t been  
reported.
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T he d iscovery  o f tw o  m ore m em bers o f th is  series, 577? an d  1117?, has 
enab led  ns to  m ake  a  d e ta iled  s tu d y  o f th is  series o f s tru c tu re s . I t  is 
th e  purpose  o f th e  p re sen t w ork  to  de term in e  th e  c lia rac te ris tics  o f 
in te n s ity  d is tr ib u tio n  in  th e  1 0  • ? row  line o f th is  series o f s tru c tu re s  an d  
to  fram e em pirica l ru les for th e  id en tifica tion  o f its  h igher m em bers. 
T he p ro b ab le  m ode o f g ro w th  o f th ese  s tru c tu re s  is also discussed.
T he de ta iled  a tom ic  s tru c tu re  o f th e  new  p o ly ty p e  1117? is re p o rte d  
an d  i t  is show n to  be th e  la rg est know n m em ber o f th e  [(3 3 ),^ 3 4 ]3 7 ? 
series o f s tru c tu re s . T he s tru c tu re  has been  confirm ed b y  com paring  th e  
calcu la ted  an d  observed  re la tiv e  in ten sitie s  o f th e  1 0  • ? refiections w hich, 
b y  now , is a s ta n d a rd  p rocedu re  in  silicon carb ide  s tru c tu re  w ork.
The origin and growth of various series of structures have been 
investigated by M i t c h e l l on the basis of F r a n k ’s screw dislocation 
theory of polytypism-^ and by R a m s d e l l  and K o h n  on their theory 
of the growth of silicon carbide by the accretion of polymers. In the 
present work the origin and growth of the [(33),^34]37? series of struc­
tures is discussed.
Discovery and structure of 111R
T he new  m odification  has been  d iscovered  in  th e  form  o f a  sm all, 
ligh t-g reen  c ry s ta l n ea rly  2 x  1 X  0.5 mm^ w ith  a  well developed  and  
sh in ing  (0 0 0 1 ) face. T he 1 0 *? row  o f spo ts, as reco rded  on an  oscillation  
p h o to g rap h  ta k e n  on a 3 cm  cam era  w ith  th e  c ry sta l o scillated  a b o u t 
th e  c axis, is rep ro d u ced  in  F ig . 1 . T he spo ts  a re  clearly  reso lved  an d  
well defined, w ith  no con tinuous s tre ak  connecting  th em . This shows 
a  h igh  degree o f o rder in th e  s tru c tu re , w hich is ra th e r  rem ark ab le  for 
a c ry s ta l w ith  such  a large u n it cell. T he u n sy m m etrica l a rra n g em en t 
o f sjDots a b o u t th e  zero lay e r line in d ica tes  a  rh o m b o h ed ra l la ttice . 
T he reflections 10-37 an d  1 0  • 74 o f th is  po ly  ty p e  coincide w ith  th e  1 0 - 2  
a n d  10-4 reflections o f ty p e  QH  respec tive ly . H ence th e  n u m b er o f 
layers in  th e  u n it cell is 74 -|- 37 =  1 1 1 . This w as fu r th e r  confirm ed from  
th e  zero-layer W eissenberg p h o to g rap h  ta k e n  w ith  th e  c ry s ta l ro ta te d  
a b o u t th e  a axis (Fig. 2 ). T he low est “ festoon” records th e  10-? row  
o f spots. T he p o ly ty p e  w as th u s  iden tified  as 1117? confirm ing th a t  
i t  belongs to  th e  space g roup  7?3m.
-'1 R . S. M i t c h e l l , A  correlation betw een  theoretical screw dislocations and  
the know n p o lytyp es o f silicon carbide. Z. K ristallogr. 109 (1957) 1—28.
25 F . C. F r a n k , The growth o f carborundum ; d islocations and p o lytyp ism . 
Phil. Mag. 42 (1951) 1 0 1 4 -1 0 2 1 .
25 L. S. R a m s d e l l  and J . A. K o h n , D evelopm ents in silicon carbide 
research. A cta  Crystallogr. 5 (1952) 215—224.
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F o r a  la rge  jio ly type  such  as th is  i t  becom es v e ry  laborious to  
follow  th e  u su a l m eth o d  o f w orking o u t all %]ossible s tru c tu re s  invo lv ing  
only  2, 3 a n d  4 in th e ir  zig-zag sequence an d  th e n  finding o u t th e  co rrect 
one b y  ca lcu la tin g  th e  1 0 -Z in tensities  for each o f them . M oreover th e  
assu m p tio n  th a t  th e  zig-zag sequence con tains only  2, 3 a n d  4 is no 
longer v a lid  a f te r  th e  discovery^ o f ty p e  2 I I  w ith  a  s tru c tu re  (11). 
T he s tru c tu re  w as a n tic ip a te d  as follows. T he spo ts ly ing  n ear 6H  posi­
tions are  m ore in tense  th a n  th e  res t, show ing th e  p o ly ty p e  is based  on
Fig. 1. 15° oscillation  photograph about c axis, taken  w ith  CxiKoc radiation.
Show s the 10 ? row o f  spots recorded on a cam era o f radius 3 cm  ( X 2.5)
th e  67/ phase. O f th e  s tru c tu re  series based  on th e  677 phase, 1117? could 
belong to  tlie  [(33)„34]g series w ith  n  =  5. To confirm  th is jio ss ib ility  it  
w as p roposed  to  e s tim a te  v isually  th e  re la tiv e  in tensities  o f th e  1 0 -Z 
reflections a n d  to  com pare th e  observed  in te n s ity  d is tr ib u tio n  w ith  
th a t  o f tlie  o th e r know n m em bers o f th e  series.
For the visual estimation a standard scale of relative intensities was 
prepared by selecting a single 10 -Z reflection and then recording it on 
different portions of the same Weissenberg film. The exposure time for
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successive recordings was measured in terms of complete oscillations 
of the crystal. For estimating the spots in different intensity ranges, 
Weissenberg films of different known exposures were used. For these 
films also the exposure time was reckoned by counting the number of 
complete oscillations of the crystal. The values obtained for the
.... /
Fig. 2. Zero-layer, a-axis W eissenberg photograph taken  w ith  unfiltered CuK  
radiation on a cam era o f diam eter 5 • 73 cm s. The lower ‘festoon ’ show s the  
1 0 -Z row o f spots. The eleven  faint spots near the m inim um  o f th e ‘festoon ’ are, 
from left to  right 10-14,  10• 11, . . .  10-2, 10-1 . .  . 10-13 and 10-16.  The I 
values o f successive spots differ by  3 ( X 1.5)
e stim ated  in te n s ity  o f d ifferen t 1 0 -Z s%Dots are  ta b u la te d  in T ab le  1 as 
percen tages o f th e  value  o b ta in ed  for th e  10-37  reflection, w hich is th e  
m ost in tense. W e fo u n d  th a t ,  for e s tim a tin g  in ten sitie s  over such  a 
large range  as th a t  o b ta in ed  on th e  W eissenberg p h o to g rap h  o f th is  
c ry sta l, th e  above m eth o d  y ielded  m ore co nsisten t resu lts  th a n  th e  
u su al m ultip le-film  m ethod .
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T a b le  1. Calculated and observed intensity values of different 10 ■ I spots
1 b a l e . bba . 1 b a le . ^oba. 1 b a l e . bba .
1 b a l e . b b a .
1 0.1 0 .0 58 2 .9 2 .0 -  2 0.1 0 .0 -  59 0 .9 0 .8
4 0,1 0 .0 61 0 .9 0 .7 -  5 0.1 0 .0 -  62 0 .2 0 .0
7 0.1 0 .0 64 0 .6 0 .7 -  8 0 .3 0 .2 -  65 0.1 0 .0
10 0 .2 0 .2 67 0 .7 0 .7 -  11 0 .5 0 .5 -  68 0 .0 5 0 .0
13 0.4 0.5 70 1.6 1.3 -  14 1 .7 2 .0 -  71 0 .0 0 .0
16 1.9 2 .0 73 21 .9 23 .0 -  17 18.3 20 .0 -  74 33.7 33.3
19 44 .9 43.0 76 5.6 5 .0 -  20 22 .5 23.0 -  77 0 .0 0 .0
22 0 .9 1.0 79 1.1 0 .9 -  23 3.7 3 .7 -  80 0 .0 0 .0
25 0 .3 0 .3 82 0 .6 0 .6 -  26 2.1 2 .3 -  83 0 .0 0 .0
28 0 .15 0 .0 85 0 . 6 0 .5 -  29 2 . 2 2 .3 -  86 o . r 0 .0
31 0.1 0 .0 88 0 . 9 0 .7 -  32 3 .8 4 .3 -  89 0 .2 0 .2
34 0.1 0 .0 91 5 .5 5.0 -  35 18.0 2 0 .0 -  92 11 .3 10.0
37 100.0 100 .0 94 4 .5 4 .0 -  38 63 .4 67 .0 -  95 0 .5 0 .3
40 0.1 0 .0 97 0 .4 0 .3 -  41 4 .0 4 .0 -  98 0.1 0 .0
43 0.1 0 .0 100 0.1 0 .0 -  44 1.9 2 .0 -101 0 .05 0 .0
46 0 .15 0 .0 103 0.1 0 .0 -  47 1.1 1 .3 -104 0 .0 0 .0
49 0 .3 0 .3 106 0 .0 0 .0 -  50 1 .9 1 .7 -107 0 .0 0 .0
52 1.1 1.0 109 0 .0 0 .0 -  53 3 .5 3 .7 -110 0 .0 0 .0
55 59 .0 53.0 -  56 57.5 53.0
F igu re  3 (/) p lo ts  th e  e s tim a te d  re la tiv e  in ten sitie s  o f d ifferen t spo ts 
in  th e  1 0 -Z row  ag a in st th e ir  Z-values. T his g rap h  w as com pared  w ith  
th e  in te n s ity  g rap h s o f 217?, 397?, 577? an d  757? [Figs. 3 (a, 6 , c, cZ)] 
a lread y  p re p a red  for a s tu d y  o f th is  series o f s tru c tu re s . T he in te n s ity  
d is tr ib u tio n  w as fo u n d  to  be v e ry  sim ilar, show ing th a t  1117? w as 
also a  m em ber o f th is  series. To confirm  th is  conclusion, d e ta iled  in te n ­
s ity  ca lcu la tions w ere m ad e  for th e  s tru c tu re  [(3 3 )5 3 4 ]g b y  th e  u sual 
m eth o d  o u tlin ed  b y  R a m s d e l l ®^. F o r estab lish ing  th e  s tru c tu re , i t  
m ore th a n  suffices to  com pare th e  in ten sitie s  o f 1 0  *Z reflections from  
1 0 - 1 1 0  to  1 0 - 1 1 1 . T he calcu lations h av e  been  done on ly  for spo ts ly ing  
in  th is  range. F ig u re  3 (e) p lo ts  th e  ca lcu la ted  re la tiv e  in ten sitie s  
ta b u la te d  in  T ab le  1 , ag a in s t Z. T he values a re  g iven  as p e rcen tages o f 
th e  value  o b ta in ed  for th e  m ost in tense  reflec tion  1 0  - 37. A  com parison  
o f th e  tw o  gra%]hs in  F igs. 3 (e) an d  3 (/), or o f th e  tab le s  g iv ing  th e  calcu ­
la te d  a n d  e s tim a ted  re la tiv e  in tensities, shows com plete  ag reem en t, 
th u s  estab lish ing  th e  p o s tu la te d  s tru c tu re  as correct. T he d e ta iled  
s tru c tu re  o f 1117? is therefo re  as follows:
Space g ro u p  : 7? 3 m 
Z h d an o v  sym bol : [(3 3 )5 3 4 ]g 
H R e s e q u e n c e  :
p .  K r i s h n a  a n d  A j i t  R am  V e r m a
In te rv a l sequence:
3333333333332424242424244242424242423 
R eferred  to  hexagonal axes
a =  3.078 Â, c =  279.5 Â .
a ) 2 1 R  (34)^
(fro m  R am sd ell)
b) 39 R (33 34)j 
(calculated)
c) 5 7 R [(33), 34], 
(calculated) .
I I I I
d) 75R[(33), 34], 
(calculated)
I . .  11
e) 111R [(33k 3 i] ,  
(calculated) .
f )  W R [(3 3 k  3 4 l  
(observed) .
9 ) 6H  (33) 
(calculated)
I I
J  L
F ig . 3. In ten sity  graphs for the com parative stu d y  o f the 1 0 -Z reflections o f  
different m em bers o f [(33)„34]3 series o f structures
A tom ic coo rd inates :
37 Si a t  OOZ w ith  t =  0, 4z, 6z, lOz, 12z, 16z, ISz, 22z, 24z, 28z, 30z, 34z,
36z, 39z, 42z, 45z, 48z, 51z, 54z, 57z, 60z, 63z, 6 6 z, 69z, 72z, 75z, 77z, 81z,
83z, 87z, 89z, 93z, 95z, 99z, lO lz, lOSz, 107z, w here  z =  1/111.
37 Si a t  J  J  J  p lus th e  above coord inates,
37 Si a t  J  I  f  fjlus th e  above coord inates, an d
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111 C: one above each Si at a distance y  =  1/148, having coordina­
tes
00^ plus the coordinates o f 111 Si atom s.
Characteristics of the [(33)n34]a series
The polytype 1117? is the sixth  member o f this series, the first five 
being 217?, 397?, 577?, 757? and 937? with % =  0 ,1 ,2 , 3 and 4 respectively. 
The types 757? and 937? of this series have not yet been discovered but 
are expected to  exist.
The positions o f 10* reflections, for the different polytypes xR  o f
this series, coincide, and this reflection is the m ost intense in  each  
polytype. They have been made arbitrarily equal in p lotting the graphs 
in Fig. 3. The I values for the different polytypes have been plotted  on 
the same reciprocal scale along the x axis. The values for 217? have  
been taken from R a m s d e l l The structure o f 397? was reported by  
G a s i l o v a  but all the intensity  values have not been given by her and  
were therefore calculated. The values for 577? are the same as those  
reported by  us^® in an earlier publication. In  addition calculations have  
been made for 757?, one o f the y et undiscovered types. Those for 937? 
were not considered very necessary. Figure 3 (g) p lots the relative inten­
sities o f 10 • Z reflections for 6R  as the lim iting member o f the series. The 
in tensity  of 10-2 reflection o f 6H has been made arbitrarily equal to that of
the 10' y  spots o f  the xR  types, since positions of the two coincide.
Calculations have been made in each case for all the spots lying between  
10*6 and 10*6 positions o f 6R. As is well known, the 10 -Z row lines of 
all the different polytypes o f silicon carbide coincide because the a 
axis has the sam e repeat unit =  3.078 Â in each polytype. Further, the  
range from 10-0 to  10 -a; for every xR  or xH  type is the same since it 
corresponds to the basic stacking unit =  2.518 Â. Therefore the range 
for any polytype xR  from 10•'i to 10-a; is the same as that for QH from  
10*6 to  10*6.
I t  is evident that for a polytype xR  to  belong to  this series x =  
3(6%-h 7). B ut all polytypes for which x =  3(6%-h 7) do not necessarily  
belong to this series, an exam ple being the 757? discovered by R a m s ­
d e l l  and K o h n  26 w ith a structure (2323233232)g. N ow  since a structure 
belonging to this series contains a large number o f 33 units, large blocks 
o f it have the QH structure, and hence its in tensity  distribution would  
resemble that for the 6R  structure. Thus the spots falling near 677 
positions would be more intense than the rest, except where the 6R
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sp o t itse lf  has zero in ten s ity . F o r  h igher m em bers th e  co n trib u tio n  to  
in te n s ity  from  th e  few  layers causing  d ev ia tio n  from  th e  6 R  s tru c tu re  
w ould  becom e increasing ly  negligible, till  for v e ry  large p o ly ty p es  o f 
th is  series on ly  th e  spo ts n ea r 677 positions w ould  be reco rdab le , th e  
re s t  being  v e ry  w eak. As a lre ad y  p o in te d  o u t b y  R a m s d e ll^ ,  th e  QH 
s tru c tu re  w ou ld  be a  lim itin g  case o f such  a  series.
As n o ticed  b y  M i t c h e l l  for th e  [(33),^ 32]3 series o f s tru c tu re s , 
th e  ra tio  o f in ten sitie s  o f th e  n ea res t ne ighbours on e ith e r side o f a  6 R  
p o sitio n  depends u p o n  th e ir  re la tiv e  p ro x im ity  to  th e  677 position , th e  
n ea re r ne ighbour being  m ore in ten se  th a n  th e  fa r th e r  one. T his re la tiv e  
in te n s ity  o f spo ts  a ro u n d  6 R  positions is ch a rac te ris tic  fo r th e  series. 
T he 1 0 -p  p o sition  o f 6 R  will lie a t  1 0 -g on th e  1 0 -Z rec ip rocal la ttic e
row  o f a  p o ly ty p e  x R  w here q =  . F o r  th e  [(33),^34]3 series o f s tru c ­
tu re s , x  =  3 (6?z +  7), a n d  hence q =  B earing  in  m in d  th a t  for
th e  1 0 -Z rec ip rocal la ttic e  row  o f a  rh o m b o h ed ra l la ttic e  on ly  th o se  
rec ip rocal la ttic e  p o in ts  are  p re sen t for w hich
Z =  3 r  +  1 w here =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . e tc.
th e  frac tio n a l d is tan ce  o f a n y  677 position  b e tw een  its  x R  ne ighbours 
can  be easily  w orked  ou t.
T he 10-0, 10-6 a n d  10 6 reflections o f 677 h av e  zero in te n s ity  an d  
hence th e  x R  n e ighbours o f th ese  positions a re  a ll v e ry  w eak. T he 
677 positions 10-1, 1 0 -3 , 10 3 a n d  10-5  lie be tw een  tw o  x R  reflections 
a t  a  p o in t -J- or |  th e  w ay  be tw een  th em . I n  each  case th e  n ea re r n e ig h ­
b o u r w ould  be m ore in tense  th a n  th e  fa r th e r  one b y  a  la rge  ra tio . T he 
677 positions 10-2 a n d  10-4  coincide w ith  x R  reflections a n d  hence these  
x R  reflections a re  s trong , w ith  v e ry  w eak  neighbours on e ith e r side o f 
th em . T he 677 positions 10-4  a n d  10-2  lie J  or |  th e  w ay  be tw een  tw o 
x R  reflections. T he n ea re r ne ighbour w ould  ag a in  be s tro n g e r th a n  th e  
fa r th e r  one b u t  b y  a  ra tio  sm aller th a n  th a t  fo r th e  n e ig hbours  o f 
1 0 -1, 1 0 -3 , 10-3  a n d  1 0 -5 . T he 677 positions 10• 5 a n d  10-1 lie m idw ay  
be tw een  tw o  x R  reflections a n d  hence th e  tw o  x R  reflections a re  o f 
n ea rly  equal in ten s ity . T he re su ltin g  ch arac te ris tic s  o f in te n s ity  d is tr i­
b u tio n  fo r spo ts n ea r 677 positions a re  ta b u la te d  in  T ab le  2. To illu s tra te  
th e  sam e b y  a  speciflc exam ple, th e  in ten sitie s  o f 1117? reflections ly ing  
n e a r 677 positions are  ta b u la te d  in  T ab le  3 w ith  o th e r re le v a n t d a ta .
T he w eaker reflections ly ing  fa r  from  677 positions m ay  now  be 
considered. I t  w ould  be n o ticed  from  F ig . 3 t h a t  th ese  fall in  c lusters  o f 
m o d era te  in te n s ity  a ro u n d  th e  677 positions 1 0 - 1, 1 0 -2 , 10-4  a n d  1 0 -5 .
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Table 2
11
QH
reflection
Neighbouring 
xR  reflections 
X =  3(6n -f- 7)
Fractional 
distance of 
6H  spot 
between its 
xR  
neighbours
Intensity 
of 677 
reflection
Characteristics of 
the intensity (I) of the 
neighbouring 
xR  reflections
1 0 - 0
1 0 - 2
1 0 - 1 t ' i 0
Both reflections very 
weak
1 0 - 1
1 0 -3 n +  1 
10-3n +  4 47.8 7l0-3n-f 4 >7lO-3n-M
1 0  2 1 0 -6 n + 7 Coincide 1 0 0
10-6?% +  7 most intense 
reflection. Neighbours 
very weak
10-3
1 0 -9 n +  10 
10-9?%+ 13 64.0
7l0-9n-M 0 > 7 l0 - 9 n - f l 3  
IlO-9n +  1 0 > 7 io - 3 n - f4  
f  10 - 9n-M3 >-IlO - 3n-fl
1 0  4 10-12?%+ 13 
1 0 -1 2 ?%+ 16 31.1
7lO - 12n-M3>-IlO - 12n-fl6  
7lO - 12n-1-13 < -f 10 • 3n 4-4
10-5 10-15?%+ 16 10-15?%+ 19 i ' i 13.0
7lO - 15n-f 16 ^  H o  - 15n-M9 
and < 7 i o - i 2 n - f i 3
1 0 - 6
10-18?%+ 19 
10-18?% +  2 2 u 0
Both reflections very 
weak
1 0 -Î
10-3?% +  2 
10-3?%+ 5
i - i 47.8
7lO-3n4-2'^7io-3n + 5 and 
>7io-15n-t-16 or 7 l0 -15n -f l9  
7 lO -3 n 4 -4 > H o -3 n -f2  
> 7 l 0 - 3 n - f l
1 0 - 2
10-6??, +  5 
1 0 -6 ?% +  8 1 0 0
7lO-6n + 8 ^ H o - 6 n  + 5 
> 7 l0 -1 2 n  +  16 
7 l0 -6n 4-7> 7 l0 -6n - i-8  
> 7 l0 - 1 2 n  +  13
10-3 10-9?% +  8  10-9?%+ 11 64.0
Il0'9n + n  ^Il0'9n+8
^Il0 '9 n  + 13
7lO - 9?i-t-ll ^  7lO • 9n-1-10
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Table 2. (Continued)
Ü
Iu
%o
Neighbouring 
xB  reflections 
a;= 3(6n+7)
Fractional 
distance of 
677 spot 
between its 
xR  
neighbours
Intensity  
of 677 
reflection
Characteristics of 
the intensity (7) of the 
neighbouring 
xR  reflections
10-4
10-5
10-6
10-12n +  14
1 0 -I5 n +  17 
10-15n +  20
1 0 - l 8 n +  2 0  
10-18n +  23
Coincides
i '
31.1
13.0 
0
Table 3
Neighbours of 10* 12n +  14 
very weak
7 i o  • 6m  +  7 > 7 i o  - 1 2 M 4- 14  
>  7 i o -12m4-13
7 i o -12m4-14 ^ 3 0 % o f  Ji0.6n4-7
7 lO  -1 5 m 4 -17 > 7 i o  . i5 ; i4 - 2 0
< 7 i o -16m4-16
7 lO  • 15n  4-19  < H o -Ï 5 M + Î 7
< 7 i o -3m4-4
Both reflections very 
weak
677
reflection
Neighbouring 
1117? reflections
Fractional distance 
of 677 spot 
between its 1117? 
neighbours
Intensity 
of 677 
reflection
Calculated 
intensities for 
the neighbours
1 0 - 0 1 0 - 2  —1 0 - 1 i - i 0 . 0 0 .1— 0 . 1
1 0 - 1 10-16 —10-19 47.8 1.9-44.9
1 0 - 2 10-37 Coincides 1 0 0 1 0 0
10-3 10-55 —10-58 64.0 5 9 .0 - 2.9
10-4 10-73 -1 0 -7 6 31.1 2 1 .9 - 5.6
10-5 10-91 -1 0 -9 4 13.0 5 .5 -  4.5
1 0 - 6 10-109-10-112 0 . 0 0 .0 — 0 . 0
1 0 -Ï 10-17 —10-M 47.8 18.3-22.5
1 0 - 2 10-35 - 1 0 - ^ 1 0 0 18.0-63.4
1 0 3 1 0 - ^  —1 0 -M 64.0 3.5-57.5
10-4 1 0 - ^ Coincides 31.1 33.7
1 0 -g 10-92 —10-95 13.0 11 .3- 0.5
1 0 - 6 10-TÎÜ-10-TI3 0 . 0 0 .0 — 0 . 0
These are regions where the 677 positions lie betw een tw o xR  reflections 
at J, J or f  the w ay between them . In  those regions where the 677 posi­
tion coincides w ith  an a;i? reflection, or lies J or f  the w ay betw een them .
A n  x - r a y  d if f r a c t io n  s t u d y  o f  s i l ic o n  c a r b id e  s t r u c tu r e  t y p e s  1 3
the reflections other than the closest neighbours are very weak. These 
observations are in accordance w ith those o f M i t c h e l l  for the  
[(33),^32]g series o f structures.
Thus it m ay be concluded that a polytype x R  belongs to this series 
of structures if—
(i) o ; =  3(671 +  7)
(ii) the spots near 677 positions are more intense than the rest and  
their relative intensities conform to those laid down in Table 2, and
(iii) the remaining weaker reflections fall in clusters o f moderate 
intensity around 6H  positions 10*1, 10*2, 10*4, 10*5.
Discussion: Origin and growth of the series
The formation of this series o f structures is expected both from  
R a im s d e l l  and K o h n ’s ®^ idea of the growth of silicon carbide by the  
accretion of polymers as well as F r a n k ’s  2® dislocation theory of poly­
typism.
Thus when groAvth occurs in a temperature range in which the  
polymers 33 and 34 exist in different proportions, it would give rise to  
different structures o f this series. B ut it would be expected, especially 
for structures w ith large unit cells, that there would be some amount 
of random disorder introduced by the fluctuating conditions in the fur­
nace. This would produce, on the oscillation and W eissenberg photo­
graphs, a diffuse but continuous streak joining the discrete x-ray  
diffraction spots. Many large polytypes o f silicon carbide do exhibit such 
a streak; but the polytype 11 li?  discovered by us has a magniflcently 
ordered structure in spite o f having such a large unit cell. I t  appears 
improbable that thousands o f unit cells, each of 111 layers, should be 
formed by the accretion of small polymers under the fluctuating condi­
tions o f the furnace w ith such a high degree of order. Even highly 
overexposed photographs have not revealed any disorder of layers. 
Moreover, the existence o f such polymers has yet to be experim entally  
demonstrated.
The growth of this series of structures can be quite well understood  
on the screw-dislocation mechanism. V e r m a 2  ^has demonstrated experi­
m entally that the spiral step height, and therefore the B u r g e r ’s  vector 
of the screw dislocation, is one third the height of the unit cell for 
rhombohedral polytypes. Therefore the growth of rhombohedral 
polytypes is not possible on a pure screw dislocation. M i t c h e l l  2^ 
introduced the idea of a horizontal displacement coupled w ith a screw 
dislocation for the generation of such structures. In  a previous paper
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we have suggested a possible mechanism causing this slip. I t  requires 
the first and last layers of the exposed ledge to be in the same orienta­
tion (A, B  OT G) for the growth of rhombohedral poly types. This fits in 
excellently for the [(33)^34]3 series of structures as the screw dislocation  
ledge for these necessarily has the first and last layers in the same 
orientation. For, the exposed ledge in any member xR  o f this series, 
X = 3  (6% +  7), would consist of (6?i +  7) layers, and a ledge of  
(6?i +  7) layers exposed in any manner in a 677 structure w^ould neces­
sarily have the first and last layers in the same orientation. The growth 
of this series o f structures is thus very much to be expected on the 
screw-dislocation theory. I t  follows as a corollary that a hexagonal 
structure of the type (6% + 1)77 cannot grow from the 677 phase, and 
any polytype with 3(6% +  7) layers, based on the 6 77 phase, m ust 
belong to this series of structures. The existence of 19R  w ith a struc­
ture [(23)g22] 22 and of 757? with a structure [(23)g3232]26 is in accord­
ance with this.
The screw-dislocation mechanism is not able to explain the existence 
of random disorder of layers observed in m any silicon carbide structures 
( J a g o d z i n s k i 2®). I t  is, however, found (V e r m a 27) that often what 
appears initially to be a streak gets resolved into a large number of 
spots on employing techniques that provide higher resolution. In such 
cases the streak is not due to a random disorder of layers in the struc­
ture but due to a very large periodicity. As discussed in the earlier 
sections, a very high member of the above series o f structures would 
give intense spots near the 6Æ positions but very weak and closely 
spaced spots in between. These, if  um esolved, would produce a weak 
continuous streak joining dark spots near 677 positions. This streak 
can be distinguished from that due to a random disorder of layers as 
it will be darker round those 677 positions which fall J, J or |  the w ay  
between two reflections of the polytype, and very faint or absent around 
677 positions which coincide w ith a reflection of the poly type or are  ^
or I  the way between two of them. X -ray diffraction photographs show­
ing dark spots in 677 positions connected by a continuous streak are 
quite common. The absence of any streak connecting the reflections 
from l l l i ?  favours its growth by the dislocation mechanism and points 
to the purity of its structure.
27 A. R. V e r m a , Dislocations in silicon carbide crystals. Interferometric and 
x-ray study of polytypism. Proc. Roy. Soc. [London] A 240 (1957) 462—472.
28 H. J a g o d z in s k i , Fehlordnungserscheinungen und ihr Zusammenhang m it 
der Polytypic des SiC. Neues Jahrb. Miner., Monatsh. 1964, 49—65.
A n  x - r a y  d if f r a c t io n  s t u d y  o f  s i l ic o n  c a r b id e  s t r u c tu r e  t y p e s  1 5
J a g o d z i n s k i 2 6 - 3 1  has studied, theoretically, the phenomenon of 
one-dimensional fault order in crystals. H e has applied this to the case 
of silicon carbide 2® and suggested a layer-transposition mechanism  
based on the vibration entropy of the structure. H e has been able to  
account for the presence o f random disorder of layers in the structure 
but has not explained the origin and growth o f structure series in  
silicon carbide. Indeed no single theory has been able to account for all 
the observed facts.
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A combined optical and X-ray diffraction study has been undertaken of the phenomenon of poly­
typism in cadmium iodide crystals, which grow by a dislocation mechanism. 8 8  Cdig crystals have 
been investigated to study Frank’s ideas of a ‘buckle followed by slip’ mechanism in the creation of 
dislocations and subsequently of poly types. A correlation between the spiral step height and X-ray 
unit cell is found for a few 2H and 4H structure types. However, for polytypes with larger unit 
cells no such correlation was observed. This is at variance with previous observations and with 
Frank’s theory and cannot yet be fully explained. Some X-ray diffraction photographs show 
‘diffuse background’ and ‘smearing of diffraction spots’, with spots elongated along streaks, similar 
to Jagodzinski’s observations on silicon carbide crystals. 13 (possibly 18) new polytypes of Cdig 
are described. In addition, several crystals resembling 2H and 4H types, but having either intensity 
differences or conspicuous absences of certain reflections, have been found.
1. Introduction
It is now well established that polytypism is a widely 
occurring phenomenon in crystals. Silicon carbide 
(Verma, 1953), cadmium iodide (Mitchell, 1955), cad­
mium bromide (Mitchell, 1958), zmc sulphide (Buck & 
Strock, 1955; Strock & Brophy, 1955), etc., are known 
to be polytypic. These polytypic crystals, especially 
SiC and GdL, often exliibit growth spirals on their 
faces. This observation led Frank (1951) to explain 
polytypism in terms of dislocations. However, Jagod­
zinski (1954) has advanced an alternative theory of 
polytypism based on the vibration entropy of crystals. 
Mitchell (1956), by combining his X-ray diffraction 
results on Cdlg crystals with the measurements of 
step heights of growth spirals previously published by 
Forty (1952), has supported Frank’s ‘buckle followed 
by slip’ mechanism for the creation of dislocations. 
However, for an unequivocal verification of Frank’s 
theory it is essential to perform the interferometric 
and X-ray diffraction studies upon the same crystals, 
as was done by Verma (1957) for silicon carbide. In 
the present investigation we have carried out tliis 
combined optical and X-ray study on cadmium iodide 
to study its polytypism. For measurement of step 
height, we need crystals with well-developed growth 
spiials, and a simple method of growing such crystals 
was followed. These crystals were isolated for X-ray 
diffraction work. A preliminary study on a few crystals 
has been reported earlier (Trigunayat, 1959). A de­
tailed study on 88 crystals has now been completed. 
These results are reported in the present paper and 
are discussed in relation to the ideas of Frank & 
Jagodzinski. This investigation has further resulted
in the discovery of 13 (possibly 18) new polytypes in 
addition to those already found by Mitchell (1956).
2. E xperim ental m ethods
Details of the various experimental techniques em­
ployed in this investigation have been described earlier 
(Trigunayat, 1959). Briefly they consist of the follow­
ing:
(i) Crystal growth
A drop of aqueous solution of Gdls satmated at 
about 90 °C. was placed on a cooled glass slide. 
Nucléation of several small crystal platelets took place 
immediately due to the sudden change of temperature 
and consequent high supersaturation. The drop was 
then suitably enclosed and crystals allowed to grow 
at reduced temperature till they dried out in about 
10-12 hr. Crystals exceeding 0 1 mm. across and a 
few microns thick were formed. The few crystals 
showing well-developed growth sphals on their (0001) 
faces were selected for investigation.
(ii) Microscopic examination
The crystals were studied both by transmitted and 
reflected light employing bright field illumination 
using a narrow pencil, a procedure which considerably 
improves the visibility of growth steps as demonstrated 
by Griffin (1951).
(iii) Interferometric measurement of step height
For step height measurement, the fi’inge methods 
used by Forty (1952) and by Verma & Reynolds
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(1953), which involve the interference of light between 
the two basal surfaces of the crystal platelet, were 
utilized. These fringes contour the growth steps and 
can be observed simultaneously with them in the field 
of view of the microscope when using a monochromatic 
light source. In order to distinguish between two 
successive polytypes it is necessary to measure the step 
height, h, to within \M ,  where iU =  6-84 Â is the 
thickness of the basic layer or ‘minimal sandwich’ as 
referred to by Forty (1952). Since these two-beam  
fringes are much broader than the inultiple-beam  
fringes. Forty’s microphotometric method of ‘succes­
sive differences of photographic density’, which leads 
to considerable accuracy, was employed. To be con­
servative the errors in step height measurements, 
quoted in Table 1, have been taken to be four times 
as much as calculated mathematically by Forty, in  
order to take account of the presence of dust particles 
and other impurities on the surface which might cause 
irregularities in the microphotometric records.
(iv) X -ray diffraction methods 
Taking advantage of the findings of Mitchell (1956) 
that practically all Cdig polytypes are hexagonal with 
polytypes differing only in c-spacing, a simplified 
diffraction method was evolved. This enabled identifi­
cation of the crystal type, unique indexing of most 
of the diffraction spots, and evaluation of the unit-cell 
dimensions from one 15°-oscillation, a-axis photo­
graph by preselecting the range. In fact by a suitable 
choice of the range of oscillation, a series of ten 
consecutive (lOlZ) spots, which were taken by Mitchell 
for the determination of the stacking sequence of 
various polytypes, could be obtained on the zero layer- 
line for a type 4H crystal (c=  13-67 Â, see Fig. 9). 
All the X-ray photographs reproduced are 15°-oscilla- 
tion, a-axis photographs using Cu Koc radiation.
3. Experimental results
Upon (0001) a wide range of growth patterns of 
familiar shapes was observed. Thus single spirals with 
hexagonal, trigonal or circular symmetry, spirals due 
to cooperating dislocations, cross-laced spirals, closed 
loops due to dislocations of opposite hands, etc., 
have all been photographed. These patterns are 
familiar and will not be discussed here. Only certain 
representative examples relevant to polytypism will 
be described, along with their corresponding X-ray 
diffraction patterns.
Fig. 1 shows a single hexagonal spiral on the surface 
of a crystal (Table 1, No. 47) with clear internal 
interference fringes contouring the step structure. 
Fig. 2 is the corresponding 15°-oscillation photograph, 
in which the diffraction spots resemble those of type 
2H but are not identical with them. In this and other 
similar cases there are either conspicuous absences of 
certain reflections or there exist intensity differences.
This crystal has therefore been classified as ‘resembling 
2H ’.
Fig. 3 shows a typical case (Table 1, No. 46) of one 
crystal lying over the other, each with its own growth 
spiral. Both series of growth steps, wliich are not 
visible in the figure, are of similar magnitude in height, 
and only their fringes can be observed. The corre­
sponding X-ray photograph (Fig. 4) shows diffraction 
spots due only to one type, namely lOHfa) (see 
Section 5), and thus both crystallites have the same 
structure.
Fig. 5 exhibits as many as eight rounded growth 
spirals with at least three different step heights 
(Table 1, No. 26). The corresponding X-ray photo­
graph (Fig. 6) shows spots similar to those of 4H  
and has been classified as ‘resembling 4H ’. Thus it 
is a case of interacting spirals having different step 
heights but with the crystal structures being the same.
Fig. 8 illustrates the spiral steps and the contouring 
fringes due to a number of cooperating dislocations 
upon crystal No. 51. The central part is shown enlarged 
in Fig. 7. The 15°-oscillation photograph corresponding 
to tliis is given in Fig. 9, which shows it to be clearly 
of type 4H without any deviation. This is to be 
expected, since a number of dislocations lying close to, 
and cooperating with, one another will naturally be 
elementary dislocations.
Two separate crystal platelets lying adjacent to each 
other are shown in Fig. 10. The crystal on the left 
(Table 1, No. 55) has a thickness of nearly 15 microns 
and exhibits a hexagonal spiral which acquires in­
creasing circular symmetry on going away from the 
centre. The crystal on the right (Table 1, No. 56) has 
a thickness of nearly 20 microns and shows a spiral 
with trigonal symmetry upon its surface. As seen in 
Table 1 and indeed revealed by the contouring fringes 
the step heights for the two crystals are widely 
different. The correspondmg X-ray photographs (Figs. 
11 and 12) show the crystals to be of type 38H(6) and 
16H, respectively.
Fig. 13 is the X-ray photograph of a crystal (Table 1, 
No. 59) wliich had a growth pattern of closed hex­
agonal loops due to dislocations of opposite hand on 
its surface. It shows a confused series of diffraction 
spots due perhaps to a coalescence of crystals which 
cannot be identified.
The growth sequence of crystal No. 85 was watched 
throughout its growth. Its 15°-oscillation photograph, 
shown in Fig. 14 consists of two series of diffraction 
spots, one due to 4H and the other to 6H. This 
case may therefore be classified as coalescence of two 
identified types.
Fig. 15 shows the micrograph of crystal No. 43 
whose steps, on going away from the centre, begin 
to dissociate and interlace with one another in certain 
orientations. Its X-ray photograph (Fig. 16) shows it 
to be of type 4H but the spots are elongated along 
powder pattern arcs.
A close examination of the X-ray diffraction photo-
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F ig .  I. M ic r o g r a p h  o f  (0 0 0 1 )  w ith  t h e  in t e r fe r e n c e  fr in g e s  
c o n t o u r in g  th e  s t e p - s t r u c t u r e  o f  c r y s ta l  N o .  4 7 . M a g . x  3 2 0 .
i ¥ .
F ig .  5 . M ic r o g r a p h  o f  (0 0 0 1  ) w i t h  in t e r fe r e n c e  fr in g e s  on  c r y s t a l  
N o .  2 6 . M a g . x  3 2 0 .
■
F ig .  2 . 15° X - r a y  o s c i l la t io n  p h o to g r a p h  a b o u  tn  a x is ,  s h o w in g  
t h e  z e r o  la y e r - l in e  w it h  lO lf  d if f r a c t io n  s p o t s ,  a lo n g  w it h  
t h e  f ir s t  la y e r  l in e s  (3  c m . c a m e r a , C u  Koc). C r y s ta l  N o .  4 7 .  
M a g . X 1.
i
F ig .  3 . M ic r o g r a p h  o f  (0 0 0 1 )  w it h  c o n t o u r in g  fr in g e s  o f  c r y s t a l  
N o .  4 6 . M a g . x  110 .
F ig .  6 . 1 5 ° -o s c i l la t io n  p h o t o g r a p h  a b o u t  a a x i s  o f  c r y s ta l  
N o .  2 6  (C u  K oi,  3 c m . c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  1.
F ig .  4 . 1 5 ° -o s c i l la t io n  p h o to g r a p h  a b o u t  a a x i s  o f  c r y s t a l  F ig .  7 . M ic r o g r a p h  o f  (0 0 0 1 )  w i t h  in t e r fe r e n c e  fr in g e s  o f  c r y s ta l  
N o .  4 6  (C u  K(x.  3 c m . c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  1. N o .  5 1 . M a g . x  3 2 0 .
['J'o face p. ;j(X)
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F ig .  8 . M ic r o g r a p h  o f  t h e  e n t ir e  c r y s t a l  N o .  5 1 . M a g . x  16 2 .
F ig .  12 . 15 ° - o s c i l la t io n  p h o t o  a b o u t  a  a x i s  o f  c r y s t a l  N o .  5 6  
(C u  /iToc, 3 c m . c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  1.
F ig .  13. 1 5 ° -o s c i l la t io n  p h o t o  a b o u t  a  a x i s  o f  c r y s t a l  N o .  5 9  
(C u K a ,  3 c m . c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  1.
F ig .  9 . 15 ° - o s c i l la t io n  p h o t o  a b o u t  a a x i s  o f  c r y s t a l  N o .  51  
(C u  K(x,  3 c m .  c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  I.
F ig .  14. 1 5 ° .o s c i l la t io n  p h o t o  a b o u t  a a x i s  o f  c r y s t a l  N o .  8 5  
(C u  K(X, 3 c m . c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  1.
F ig .  10 . C o m b in e d  m ic r o g r a p h s  o f  c r y s t a l s  N o .  5 5  a n d  5 6  
w it h  t h e  c o n t o u r in g  in t e r fe r e n c e  fr in g e s  v i s ib le  o n  (0 0 0 1 ) .  
M a g . X 9 0 .
F ig .  15 . M ic r o g r a p h  o f  c r y s t a l  N o .  4 3 . M a g . x  4 0 0 .
F ig .  11 . 1 5 ° -o s c i l la t io n  p h o t o  a b o u t  a  a x i s  o f  c r y s t a l  N o .  5 5  F ig .  16 . 1 5 ° - o s c i l la t io n  p h o t o  a b o u t  a  a x i s  o f  c r y s t a l  N o .  4 3  
(C u  K(x,  3 c m . c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  1. (C u  K a ,  3 c m . c a m e r a ) .  M a g . x  1.
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graphs reveals that, besides showing the various 
polytypes through appropriate spacing of spots, these 
photographs also differ in their fine details and char­
acteristics and may be classified in the following 
categories :
(i) The diffraction photographs show clear X-ray 
reflections, so that the corresponding polytypes can 
be identified without ambiguity, e.g.. Figs. 4 and 9.
(ii) The distribution of diffraction spots is similar 
to that of a particular type, e.g., 2H, 4H or 8H, 
but there exist either conspicuous absences of certain 
reflections or intensity differences. These have been 
classified as ‘resembling 2H, 4H or 8H ’ ; an example 
is Fig. 2.
(iii) The diffraction spots can be resolved into series 
of spots, each of which can be identified separately 
with a particular polytype. Such have been designated 
as ‘coalescence identified’, an illustration of which is 
given in Fig. 14.
(iv) The photographs show a confused series of dif­
fraction spots, in which separate constituent types 
are indistinguishable, and have been classified as 
‘coalescence unidentified’. An example of this is shown 
in Fig. 13.
(v) A random distribution of diffraction spots 
appears. These have been classified as ‘unidentified’.
(vi) Lastly, on many oscillation photographs dif­
fraction spots on the zero and other layer-lines are 
connected by horizontal streaks (e.g., Figs. 2 and 14). 
These are not Laue streaks and are similar to the 
‘diffuse background’ observed by Jagodzinski in silicon 
carbide along row lines for oscillation about the c axis. 
The ‘smearing’ of diffraction spots described by 
Jagodzinski (1954) has also been observed here and 
is illustrated by Figs. 2, 6, and 12. Apart from these 
two effects an unusual phenomenon has been found 
to occur on a large number of photographs in which 
the X-ray reflections are drawn into small arcs of a 
circle which do not lie along lines of constant ^-value 
in the Bernal chart, but along powder lines of the
 ^ substance, e.g., Figs. 2, 6, and 16. This would indicate 
that successive layers of the crystal plate are randomly 
oriented about the c axis through a certain range. 
Sometimes the arcs are clearly split into a string of 
two or more spots (e.g.. Fig. 14), showing that the 
crystal is made up of two or more groups of layers 
rotated slightly with respect to each other about the 
c axis. The ‘powder effect’ might be due partly to 
strain, but in several cases it was certainly not so; 
some of the crystal plates appeared perfect under 
polarized light. Thus it is significant to note that 
during growth, successive layers of the crystal plate 
could be rotated through a small range with respect 
to one another, and there must be several stable 
positions of the stacking of the thin layers on each 
other. The elongation of the spots, however, did not 
present any difficulty in the identification of the 
crystal.
The X-ray and optical measurements are collected
in Table 1. Step height measurements have been 
expressed in Angstrom units and also as multiples 
of ikf =  6*84 A; fractional parts of M  are indicated 
only where it has been possible to measure the height 
to within \M ,  i.e., nearly 3 A. The c dimension, as 
found by X-ray diffraction has been shown as the 
nearest integral multiple of J f  =  6 84 A, the observed 
differences being very small. The symbols used for 
denoting the various polytypes are in accordance with 
the general scheme introduced by Ramsdell (1947) 
and Ramsdell & Kohn (1952). The polytypes having 
the same number of layers but differing in their 
arrangement have been distinguished by a subscript, 
e.g., H(a), H(b). Whether or not the step height, h, 
has a direct correlation with the X-ray unit cell 
height (the c dimension), i.e., h is either equal to or an 
integral multiple of c, has been indicated in Table 1 
under ‘remarks’. The proportional numbers of the 
various categories of crystals mentioned above are 
listed in Table 2.
4. Discussion
From the examples given in Table 1, it is evident that 
in Gdig crystals it is not always possible to find a 
correlation between the step height of the growth 
spiral and the X-ray unit cell. This is at variance with 
the observations of Verma (1957) on silicon carbide 
and with the ideas of Franlr (1951). According to the 
latter, a dislocation would be created in the silicon 
carbide crystal plate, which may have initially grown 
by a nucléation mechanism, when it becomes self 
stressed, through non-uniform distribution of im­
purities or thermal stresses, up to its theoretical yield 
stress ; it will then buckle and shear, exposing a ledge. 
The dislocations created in this process will be of 
different strengths, and since the crystal subsequently 
growing on these dislocations will necessarily have the 
structure of the ledge, it will lead to the formation of 
different polytypes. Forty (1952) extended these ideas 
to GdIg crystals by taking the basic structure to be 4H, 
which has a structural sequence of layers (22) in 
Ramsdell’s notation or {{AyB){C(xB)\ in the classical 
A BC  notation, where the Roman letters represent 
iodine ions and the Greek letters represent cadmium 
ions. The creation of an ‘even’ dislocation of any 
strength in the ‘ideal’ structure during the early 
stages of growth leaves the layers in perfect fit with 
each other, i.e., in a stable configuration, so that the 
same 4H structure is retained throughout the sub­
sequent growth. This explains the growth steps ob­
served on crystals of type 4H being an integral 
multiple of its c parameter. However ‘odd’ dislocations 
of various strengths leave a misfit in the structure 
at the initial step, so that the subsequent growth leads 
to formation of various polytypes of the (22)„11 series. 
A method for the creation of polytypes m th a stacking 
sequence of layers differing from (22)„11 has been 
suggested by Mitchell (1956), who postulated a com­
bination of dislocations close enough to cooperate.
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Table 1 . X-ray and optical data
C r y s ta l  n o .
1.
2.
3 .
4 .
5 .
S t e p  h e ig h t  {h) 
in A
h  e x p r e s s e d  in  
m u lt ip l e s  o f  M
C r y s ta l  t y p e  d e t e r m in e d  
b y  X - r a y s R e m a r k s
5 0 0  o r  g r e a t e r
6 . 2 3 5 -2  ± 1-6
7. 2 2 1 - 2 ± 1-4
8. 2 0 5 -0  + 6 -0
9 . 1 8 9 -7  + 1-0
10 . 1 3 4 -3  ± 3 -7
11. 2 9 5 -4  + 9 -0
1 2 . 3 0 3 -1  + 2 -4
13 . 3 2 4 -2  ± 4 -0
14 . 2 7 0 - 0 ± 2 5 -0
15 . 1 8 4 -7  ± 5 -8
16. 1 7 0 -2  + 3 -0
17 . 1 2 3 -2  + 3 -4
18 . 3 5 7 -9  + 2 -8
19 . 2 4 6 -3  ± 5 -9
2 0 . 1 6 4 -6  ± 9 -2
2 1 . 1 9 0 -8  + 6 -2
2 2 . 1 2 4 -1  + 4 -3
2 3 . 8 2 -3  + 4 -6
2 4 . 1 3 2 -2  + 1-8
2 5 . 2 6 0 -9  ± 7 -8
2 6 . /q =  2 9 6 -1  ± 1 4 -8
h. =  1 7 6 - 9 ± 0 -9
h. = n e a r ly  2 1 0
2 7 . 2 3 4 -3  + 1 1 -9
2 8 . 1 5 5 -5  + 2 -7
2 9 . 1 7 5 - 8 ± 1-6
3 0 . 4 2 9 -2  ± 4 -8
3 1 . 2 6 1 -6  + 1 5 -4
3 2 . 2 1 4 - 3 ± 2 -4
3 3 . K =  2 2 8 -1  + 2 -7
h. =  1 5 1 -8  + 3 -4
3 4 . 1 6 4 -3  + 1-4
3 5 . 8 2 -1  + 1-5
3 6 . 9 2 -4  + 2 -9
3 7 . 8 9 -6  + 1 -8
3 8 . 1 8 4 -8  + 5 -8
3 9 . 4 0 5 -0  ± 3 -3
4 0 . 2 4 6 -6  + 1 0 -3
4 1 . 4 1 0 -1  + 1-1
4 2 . 9 3 -8  + 1 -5
4 3 . 3 5 8 -7  ± 1-7
4 4 . 2 6 6 -3  + 0 -9
4 5 . 3 6 9 -3  + 7 -7
4 6 . 2 4 7 -9  + 2 0 -7
4 7 . 1 1 6 - 3 ± 0 -4
4 8 . 1 6 3 -6  + 1 -4
4 9 . 2 0 5 -2  + 0 -8
5 0 . 1 9 8 -8  ± 1-1
5 1 . 2 4 6 -3  ± 6 -9
5 2 . 2 6 3 -7  ± 3 -6
5 3 . K =  1 6 9 - 7 ± 4 -2
h. = ' —' 5 0 0
5 4 . 1 6 0 - 0 ± 1-3
5 5 . 2 4 5 -6  ± 3-1
5 6 . 7 0 -4  ± 1-7
5 7 . 1 6 4 -6  + 3 -8
5 8 . 3 7 1 - 1 ± 2 -0
5 9 . 1 8 4 -7  ± 2 -9
6 0 . 3 2 3 -8  + 3 -0
6 1 . 3 3 3 -3  + 2 -0
6 2 . 1 2 4 -4  + 0 -8
3 4 -3 8  ± 0 - 2 3
3 2 -3 2  ± 0 - 2 0  
^  3 0
2 7 - 7 5 ± 0 - 1 5  
~ 2 0  
~  4 3  
4 4 -3 6  ± 0 - 3 4  
~  4 7  
~ 4 0  
^27
2 4 -8 8  +  0 -4 5  
1 7 -2 0  +  0 -4 9  
5 2 -3 3  ± 0 - 4 0
~  3 6  
^  2 4  
~28 
18  
^  12 
1 9 -3 3  ± 0 - 2 6  
~  3 8  
^ 4 3
2 5 - 8 6 ± 0 - 1 3  
~30
^  3 4  
2 2 -7 3  ± 0 - 3 9  
2 5 -6 9  ± 0 - 2 3  
~  6 3  
~  3 8  
3 1 - 3 3 ± 0 - 3 5
3 3 -3 4  ± 0 - 3 8
2 2 - 1 9 ± 0 - 4 9  
2 4 -0 2  ± 0 - 2 0  
12-0 0 ± 0-22 
1 3 -5 1  ± 0 - 4 2  
1 3 -0 9  ± 0 - 2 6
27
5 9 -2 1  ± 0 - 4 8  
3 6
5 9 - 9 4 ± 0 - 1 6  
1 3 -7 1  ± 0 - 2 2  
5 2 -4 3  ±  0 -2 5  
3 8 - 9 2 ± 0 - 1 4  
- ^ 5 4  
~  3 6  
1 7 -0 1  ± 0 - 0 5
2 3 -9 2  ± 0 - 2 0  
3 0 -0 2  ± 0 - 1 1  
2 9 - 0 6 ± 0 - 1 6
~36 
~  3 9  
^25
2 3 - 3 8 ± 0 - 1 9  
3 5 -9 0  ± 0 - 4 6
1 0 -2 9  ± 0 - 2 5
^24  
5 4 -2 3  ± 0 - 2 8
2 7 -0 1  ± 0 - 4 2
4 7 - 3 4 ± 0 - 4 3
4 8 -2 7  ± 0 - 3 0  
1 8 -1 9  +  0 -1 2
18H(a)
4 H  
4 H  
2 H  
4 H
r e s e m b le s  4  H
2 H  
4 H  
4 H  
4 H
c o a le s c e n c e  ( id e n t i f i e d  2 H  +  lO H )  
r e s e m b le s  4 H
r e s e m b le s  4 H
2 H
u n id e n t i f i e d
r e s e m b le s  
r e s e m b le s
34H(a)
4 H
4 H
c o a le s c e n c e  ( u n id e n t i f i e d )  
r e s e m b le s  4 H
r e s e m b le s
r e s e m b le s
r e s e m b le s
r e s e m b le s
u n id e n t i f i e d
r e s e m b le s
u n id e n t i f i e d
r e s e m b le s
r e s e m b le s
r e s e m b le s
u n id e n t i f i e d
r e s e m b le s
u n id e n t i f i e d
4 H
4 H
1 8 H
4 H
2 H
4 H
4 H
4 H
4 H
2 H
4 H
4 I I
lOH(ft) 
r e s e m b le s  2  H
r e s e m b le s  2  H
r e s e m b le s  4  H
r e s e m b le s  4 H
4 H
r e s e m b le s  4  H
6 H(o)
10H(a. 
r e s e m b le s  2  H
3 6 H
r e s e m b le s  2  H
38H(a,
4 H
c o a le s c e n c e  ( u n id e n t i f i e d )  
u n id e n t i f i e d
34H(b)
38H(ft)
1 6 H
4 H
38H(c)
c o a le s c e n c e  ( u n id e n t i f i e d )  
r e s e m b le s  2 H
r e s e m b le s  2 H
c o a le s c e n c e  ( id e n t i f i e d  2 H +  1 4 H )
S t e p  h e ig h t  e s t im a t e d  
fr o m  v i s i b i l i t y  o f  s t e p s
c o r r e la t io n  e x i s t s
c =  1 1 6 -3  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
c  =  6 1 -5  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n  
c = 1 3 - 7  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
F i g .  5
c = 7 5 - 2  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
c =  3 4 -2  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
c o r r e la t io n  e x i s t s ;  F i g .  15
F i g .  3 
F i g .  I
c =  1 2 3 -1  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
c =  1 2 9 -9  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n  
F i g .  8
0 = 116-2  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n  
0 = 1 2 9 - 9  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n ;  
F i g .  10
0 = 5 4 - 7  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n ;  
F i g .  1 0
0 = 1 2 9 - 9  A 
n o  c o r r e la t io n
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Table 1 {cont.)
Crystal no.
S t e p  h e ig h t  (h) 
in  Â
h e x p r e s s e d  in  
m u lt ip l e s  o f  M
C r y s ta l  t y p e  d e t e r m in e d  
b y  X - r a y s Remarks
6 3 . 1 5 6 -0  ±  2 -7 2 2  8 2  +  0 -3 9 4 H
6 4 . 3 9 3 -9  ±  6 -5 ~  5 8 r e s e m b le s 4 H
6 5 . 1 2 9 - 6 +  2 -2 1 8 -9 4  +  0 -3 2 r e s e m b le s 8 H
6 6 . 1 0 7 - 1 +  1-6 1 5 -6 6  +  0 -2 3 2 2 H (6 )
6 7 . 2 7 8 -0  +  1 7 -3 < ^ 4 1 4 H
6 8 . 7q =  1 2 3 - 2 +  2 -6  
/ < 2 = 1 1 1 - 5 ±  2-1
1 8 -0 0  +  0 -3 7  \  
1 6 - 3 0 ± 0 - 3 1  /
r e s e m b le s 4 H
6 9 . n e a r ly  1 4 0  A — u n id e n t i f ie d
7 0 . n e a r ly  2 4 0  A — r e s e m b le s 4 H
7 1 . 2 5 2 - 2 +  1-6 3 6 -8 5  ± 0 - 2 3 2 H
7 2 . 2 8 8 - 9 +  0 -8 4 2 -2 4  +  0 -1 2 5 2  H
7 3 . 2 0 2 - 8 +  4 -0 ~ 3 0 r e s e m b le s 2 H
7 4 . 1 8 4 -9  ±  7 -7 ^  2 7 u n id e n t i f i e d
7 5 . 2 9 6 -1  ± 1 4 - 8 ~ 4 3 c o a le s c e n c e  (u n id e n t i f ie d )
7 6 . =  3 6 9 - 8 +  1 5 -4  
/< 2 =  8 7 -2  ±  5 -1
' - ^ 5 4  )  
- 1 3 /
2 0 H
77. 2 6 0 -9  ±  7 -8 —  3 8
7 8 . 2 4 6 -9  +  13 -8 —  3 6 3 2 H
7 9 . 2 3 1 - 8 ±  1-3 3 8 -8 9  ± 0 - 1 5 5 0 H
8 0 . 4 H
8 1 . c o a le s c e n c e  ( id e n t i f i e d  2 H  +  4 H )
8 2 . 4 H
8 3 . 4 H
8 4 . '-^ 5 0 0  A o r  g i-o a ter — 4 H
8 5 . c o a le s c e n c e  ( id e n t i f i e d  6  H  +  4 H )
8 6 . 4 H
8 7 . u n d e c id e d
8 8 . 4 H
c = 1 3 - 7  A; no correlation
c = 7 5 - 2  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
From energy considerations ‘even’ dislocations are 
more likely, which explains the abundant occurrence 
of type 4H.
According to the above one should therefore expect 
a direct correlation between the spiral step height and 
the unit cell height. However, from the examples in 
Table 1 it is seen that such a correlation exists only 
for all the cases of 2H and two cases of 4H types 
(Nos. 9 and 43). This relationship could be tested in 
18 more cases with larger unit cells (Nos. 16, 23, 24, 
29, 38, 48, 50, 54, 55, 56, 58, 63, 66, 72, 76, 77, 78, 
and 79); in the rest of the cases either the polytype 
is not exactly identified or the error in the measure­
ment is too large. It is observed that in all these 18 
cases no such correlation has been found to exist. 
It is easy to explain the correlation for the 2H and 
4H types. Every step height should be a multiple 
of the 2H unit cell, since type 2H corresponds to 
the ‘minimal sandwich’ of cadmium iodide ; correlation 
in this case is thus natural and expected. In the case 
of type 4H it can be understood on the grounds that 
type 4H happens to be a very common polytype of 
Cdlg. However, to account for the non-correlation, 
it may be thought, as was done by Forty to explain 
the formation of polytypes deviating from a (22)„11 
structure, that a crystal plate already containing a 
polytypic variant in its structiu'e may later acquire 
a slip. If this slip happened to take place in the con­
cluding stages of gro^vth, a non-correlation between  
the step-height and the c dimension will be explicable 
because, then, the measured height of the growth 
steps upon the end surface will not be a true represen­
c= 177-SA; no correlation
c = 6 8 - 4  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
c = 4 1 - 0  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n  
c =  1 0 9 -4  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n  
c =  1 7 1 -0  A; n o  c o r r e la t io n
S t e p  h e ig h t s  e s t im a t e d  
f r o m  v i s i b i h t y  o f  s t e p s
tative of the structure of the main bulk of the crystal. 
The last dislocation will have helped the crystal to 
grow in thickness inappreciably, so that it  will be the 
structure of the main body of the crystal alone that 
will dominate the X-ray photograph.
I t  was therefore decided to study the growth se­
quence of crystals by observing them continuously 
during growth. Nine crystals (Table 1, Nos. 80 to 88) 
were subjected to this examination. The step heights 
given in Table 1 for these crystals are those corre­
sponding to the first of the several spirals originating 
upon their surface and were estimated from visibility. 
Consider the example of crystal No. 85. It started 
growing in thickness by the operation of a growth 
spiral with a step height greater than 500 Â. Within 
a few minutes the crystal had grown to  a thickness 
of nearly 15 microns ; then two more growth spirals 
appeared with step heights 500 and 100 Â, respec­
tively, which completely overshadowed the previous 
one and thickened the crystal to about 25 microns in 
about an hour. At this stage, growth started by the 
advancement of certain long ‘steps’ and ‘blocks’ of 
trigonal and hexagonal shapes, which appeared on the 
crystal surface such that the existing growth spirals, 
although visible till the end, were rendered absolutely 
inactive. This mode of growth is very much similar 
to the one described by Williams (1957) on lead nitrate 
crystals and by Reynolds & Greene (1958) on cadmium 
sulphide, and most likely the occasional mode of 
growth observed by Tolansky & Emara (1955) is also 
similar. The crystal went on to grow to a thickness 
of nearly 50 microns till it  dried out, when its X-ray
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examination showed it to be a combination of types 
4H and 6H. At no stage in the gi’owth were the 
elementary growth spirals of step heights 13-7 and 
18-5 Â, corresponding to types 4H  and 6H, observed. 
These small steps would not be visible under the 
microscope but would have been noted by their 
contouring fringes. Only multiple steps were observed. 
Now multiple steps corresponding to the 4H  struc­
ture are easily explained on the basis of Frank’s ideas. 
An ‘odd’ dislocation and then a further slip in this 
polytype would be needed to explain the observation 
for type 6H. I t is likely that the non-correlation 
between the step height and X-ray unit cell height 
in CdIg crystals in contrast to silicon carbide may 
be due to the non-stability of the dislocation group, 
which then easily breaks up and recombines to bring 
about a change in the polytype during growth. 
However, this observation of non-correlation is not 
fully explained as yet.
Table 2 .
4 H 18
2 H 5
R a r e  t y p e s  (o t h e r  p o ly t y p e s ) 19
R e s e m b l in g  4 H 20
R e s e m b l in g  2 H 8
R e s e m b l in g  8 H 1
C o a le s c e n c e ,  id e n t i f i e d 4
C o a le s c e n c e ,  u n id e n t i f i e d 4
U n id e n t i f i e d 8
U n d e c id e d 1
T o t a l  8 8
Jagodzinski (1954), who has examined fault-order 
phenomena in 150 silicon carbide crystals, has ad­
vanced another theory of polytypism based on vibra­
tion entropy of crystals. The ‘diffuse background’ and 
the ‘smearing’ of diffraction spots, which are the 
essentials of Jagodzinski’s theory, have been observed 
on several X-ray photographs in the present work 
(examples have already been given). Moreover, the 
observation of eight ‘unidentified’ types (see Tables 
1 and 2), which had a random distribution of spots 
due most likely to high disorder (the crystals were 
perfect optically), shows that fault-order of high 
degree postulated by Jagodzinski does occur in Cdig 
crystals. Thus, it appears highly desirable to extend  
the experimental verification of his theory to the case 
of Cdig crystals by evaluating the fault-order degree 
of every crystal by his method and then analyzing 
the statistics.
5. New poly types
This study has resulted in the finding of 13 new  
polytypes. All the polytypes of Cdig are composed of 
identical layers but differ only in their arrangement
and in the number composing the unit cell. Using 
Ramsdell’s notation, the new polytypes found in 
addition to the 29 reported by Mitchell (1956) and one 
reported by Pinsker (1941) are 6H(c), lOH(b), 12H(d>, 
ISH(a), 22H(a), 22H(6), 34H(a), 34H(6), 36H, 38H(o), 
38H(6), 38H(c), and 52 H, after excluding types 2H 
and 4H . As noted earlier, when several varieties of 
a particular type are found in which there is the same 
number of layers in the unit cell but a difference in 
their arrangement, we have differentiated them by 
attaching a small letter as subscript, e.g., 38H(o), 
38H(6) and 38H(c). We have found five polytypes 
with the same number of layers in the unit cell as 
found by Mitchell, but these have not been differen­
tiated by a subscript letter though they may differ 
by virtue of their arrangement. However, two poly­
types of 18 H  were encountered as against one by 
Mitchell, and the new one has been labelled 18H(o). 
Similarly, two type 10 H  crystals were encountered, 
one of which had the same stacking sequence as found f  
by Mitchell ; accordingly this has been designated  
lOH(a) and the other 1 0 H(b;. The polytypes 16H, 
18H, 20 H, 32 H, and 50 H  have ambiguous identity.
This work has been carried out with assistance from 
the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research of 
India.
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Abstract. A direct determination of the metrical thickness of mono- and multi- 
molecular films of barium stearate has been carried out with the use of multiple 
beam interferometry. The thickness of the unimolecular film, as obtained from 
measurements on a four-layer film, is 25-7 ±0-3 Â which is in excellent agreement 
with the length of the molecular chain of barium stearate ( =25-75 ± 0  25 Â) as 
obtained from Fankuchen’s x-ray data. The technique employed eliminates 
differential phase change effects and does not involve the refractive index of the 
films. The result confirms the monomolecular spreading of stearic acid on a water 
surface.
§ 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
Ba r i u m  stearate films of mono- and multi-molecular thicknesses can be built up by the Blodgett and Langmuir technique (Blodgett 1935, Blodgett and Langmuir 
1937). It has been shown by them that these films consist of superposed sheets of 
oriented molecules and form a positive uniaxial crystal with the optic axis at right angles 
to the plane of the film. Electron diffraction studies have further shown that these 
films actually form hexagonal crystals with the symmetry axis perpendicular to the plane 
of the film (Germer and Storks 1938). The films deposited may be of X or Y type 
depending upon the orientation of adjacent layers. X-ray diffraction investigations 
indicate that the lattice spacing is independent of the type of film deposited (Holley 
1937, Fankuchen 1938). According to Fankuchen, the lattice spacing of barium stearate 
film is 51 *5 + 0*5 A and hence the length of the molecular chain is 25-75 ± 0-25 Â.
Several attempts have been made to estimate the thickness of barium stearate films. 
Interference of monochromatic light reflected by the film has generally been used for 
this determination (Blodgett 1935, Blodgett and Langmuir 1937, Blodgett 1937). In 
another method a Michelson interferometer was utilized (Holley 1937). More recently 
an interference reflector of barium stearate itself was used (Mattuck 1956) to determine 
the thickness by Hartman’s method (Hartman 1954), utilizing white light interference 
fringes. These interference methods essentially yield the optical thickness. For an exact 
correlation with x-ray data an accurate knowledge of the refractive index of the molecular 
films is therefore required, apart from the elimination of the spurious effects due to 
differential phase changes. A direct determination of the actual metrical thickness of 
barium stearate film has not yet been reported. In the present work the standard thin 
film multiple beam interferometric technique (Tolansky 1948) has been used to deter­
mine accurately the thickness of mono- and multimolecular barium stearate films. As 
is well known, the method is independent of the optical properties of the film and since 
differential phase changes have been eliminated, as described later, it yields the true 
metrical thickness.
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§2. E X P E R I M E N T A L
2.1. ‘Building up' of Films
Using the Blodgett and Langmuir technique, films were built up by depositing 
successive monolayers of barium stearate on suitably conditioned glass slides. A mono­
layer of stearic acid dissolved in benzene (concentration commonly 3 x 1 0 "^ by weight) 
was spread on the surface of doubly distilled water (in a Langmuir Perspex trough 
heavily waxed from inside) containing 0*3 x lO"'  ^M BaClg, the pH of the solution having 
been held at about 7-0 by adding a small concentration (4-Ox IQ-^M) of potassium 
bicarbonate. The layer was transferred from the water surface to the slide by a continu­
ous dipping and withdrawal process, the stearic acid film being kept under suitable 
two-dimensional pressure, with oleic acid as the ‘piston oil’. Under these conditions a 
layer is transferred every time the slide is dipped or withdrawn, and the built-up film 
is expected to be Y type in which the molecules in adjacent layers in the crystal lattice 
are oppositely oriented.
2.2. Interferometric Technique
It has been found that uniform and well-adhering films of barium stearate can be 
deposited better on silvered microscope slides than on the glass surface itself. There­
fore, on a clean glass slide, first a thin layer of silver is deposited in vacuum by thermal 
evaporation. Then over the entire surface of this silvered glass slide, a suitable number 
of barium stearate layers, say twenty, are deposited to form the base film. Over a part 
of this slide is deposited a film of the required number of barium stearate layers, the 
thickness of which is to be measured. This forms a sharp step the height of which is 
obviously the film thickness to be measured. The base film provides the same material 
structure on both sides of the step and thus avoids any differential phase changes in 
reflection from the two sides of the step. For the standard method of multiple beam 
interferometry an almost opaque coating (reflectivity > 90%) of spectroscopically pure 
silver is then deposited, by thermal evaporation in vacuum (better than 10~  ^cmHg), 
over an area including the step. This silvered film is now matched, at a small angle, 
against a reference optical flat which is silvered with a low absorption coating of about 
80 % reflectivity. This leads to fringes with good contrast. The interference system is 
illuminated with normally incident, collimated, white light to obtain fringes of equal 
chromatic order (called in abbreviation FECO) which were observed in reflection by 
the usual method (Tolansky 1948, Scott et al. 1950). With proper manipulation of the 
system in a suitably constructed jig, the image of the step is projected on the slit of a 
spectrograph so that the slit crosses the image of the step perpendicularly. This results 
in discontinuities in the FECO, corresponding to the step height or film thickness. To 
obtain higher sensitivity and precision, low-order fringes are studied by reducing the 
optical gap.
For the measurement of film thickness the FECO have been preferred to the Fizeau 
fringes since, as is well known, any effects due to irregularities of reference flats over 
small areas are considerably reduced. This is because the slit of the spectrograph selects 
a very narrow area of the interference plates, particularly at high microscopic magnifi­
cations. Indeed, in place of a reference optical flat one can use, with advantage, micro­
scope slides which, having been rolled or fire polished, have local areas much smoother 
than those of optical flats polished by an abrasive (Tolansky 1955). Comparatively 
smoother areas can be chosen with reference to FECO which, in these areas, would be 
straight and practically smooth.
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The step height or film thickness h is given by
AA
h = At = 11----
2
where AA is the discontinuous shift in wavelength due to the step, for a fringe of order 
n. The order is given by
n =
Aw+i
in which A% and A^+i are the wavelengths corresponding to fringes of order n and w + 1  
respectively on the same side of the discontinuity.
§3. R ESU LTS  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
Steps were formed on different microscope slides by depositing one, two or more 
layers of barium stearate, by the method described. The fringes of equal chromatic 
order corresponding to these steps were produced and their step heights measured. 
The measured thickness of the one-layer film is 31-3 Â and 35-2 Â corresponding to 
fringes (FECO) of order number 12 and 13 respectively. With the two-layer film the 
thickness obtained is 58*3 Â and 46*1 Â corresponding to fringes (FECO) of order 
number 14 and 15 respectively. Owing to wriggle in these fringes, high accuracy could 
not be attained. However, a more accurate measurement was possible with a four- 
layer barium stearate film, the FECO for which are illustrated in the figure, which
D=22 77=23 77=26
(X2-13)
77=18 77=19■\ )|D=2Û
/
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Fringes of equal chromatic order (FECO) in reflection, with superposed mercury 
spectrum. The discontinuities correspond to the thickness of a four-layer barium
stearate film.
shows successive orders 18, 19, 20, 21 . . . etc. The values of the wavelengths at the 
shifts at these orders are respectively 6332-06 Â and 6320-57 Â (AA = 11-49 Â), 
6001-44 Â and 5990-58 A (AA =  10-86 A), 5700-20 A and 5689-90 A (AA = 10-30 A), 
5429-69 A and 5419-95 A (AA =  9-74 A). The thickness of the film, as measured from 
the successive orders 18, 19, 20 and 21, is 103-4 A, 103-2 A, 103-0 A and 102-3 A respec­
tively. The mean value is therefore 102-9 ±1 A. The thickness of the unimolecular 
film (i.e. one fourth of the thickness of a 4-layer film) is therefore 25*7 ±0-3 A. This 
result is in excellent agreement with the length of the molecular chain of barium stearate, 
which is 25-75 ± 0-25 A as obtained from Fankuchen’s x-ray data (Fankuchen 1938).
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Such an agreement is, in fact, to be expected in view of the direct nature of the inter­
ferometric method yielding the true metrical thickness. Incidentally this agreement 
confirms the exact contouring properties of the evaporated silver coatings. From the 
result it can also be inferred that molecules in the transferred layers are oriented with 
their hydrocarbon chains almost at right angles to the substrate.
Comparison of the above measured metrical thickness of a unimolecular film of 
barium stearate with the length of the molecular chain of stearic acid ( =  24*42 Â, 
Müller 1927) leads to direct and independent evidence in favour of the hypothesis of 
monomolecular spreading of stearic acid on aqueous substrates. Indeed the aqueous 
substrate does not seem to produce any long-range surface effects bringing about the 
attachment and orientation of polymolecular chains.
Similar conclusions were drawn by Courtney-Pratt (1950, 1952), who first applied 
multiple beam interference technique to molecular films and studied the molecules of 
fatty acids spread by the droplet retraction technique on mica cleavage surfaces. How­
ever, the method of measurement with doubly-silvered mica, forming the interference 
system, does not directly yield the metrical thickness since it requires a knowledge of 
the refractive index of the film. Moreover, the differential phase changes upon reflections 
at mica-silver and monolayer-silver interfaces are involved, which are not unambigu­
ously known, leading to a slight variation in his result. Also, fairly low orders are not 
conveniently obtained with such an interference system. All these limitations have been 
overcome by the method employed in the present work.
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Frank’s dislocation theory of the origin of polytypism received direct experimental support 
from the observation of a correlation between the step height of growth spirals on silicon 
carbide polytypes and the heights of their X-ray unit cells (Verma 1 9 5 2 , 1 9 5 7 ). A detailed 
X-ray diffraction and microscopic investigation of silicon carbide structures has revealed 
anomalies that cannot be explained on the dislocation theory.
Three new unusual polytypes 36Hg, 36Hj, and 90i? are described in detail. The structures 
36Hg and 36H^  ^ were found in a siugle crystal piece and have identical lattices with 
0  = 6 =  3*078 Â and c =  90*65 A. Both structures belong to the space group P3m. The 
polytype 90P belongs to the space group RZm with hexagonal unit cell dimensions 
a =  b =  3*078 A, c =  226*6 A. The detailed atomic structure of type dOR has been worked 
out and has a Zhdanov symbol [(23h3322h. It is shown that the polytypes 367?  ^ a^ nd 367?  ^
are based on the QH phase while type OOP is based on the 15P phase.
The creation of such polytypes requires a screw dislocation with a Burgers vector which is 
an integral multiple of the c spacing of the basic structure, and is therefore not understood on 
Frank’s theory. A surface examination of the faces of these crystals does not reveal any 
growth spirals, showing that they have not grown by the dislocation mechanism. The 
growth of the different polytypes of silicon carbide is discussed and it appears that screw 
dislocations determine the surface structure but not the contents of the unit cell and there­
fore the cause of polytypism needs to be reconsidered.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Among the various theories pu t forward to explain the phenomenon of polytypism 
(Lundqvist 1948; F rank 1951; Ramsdell & K ohn 1952; Jagodzinski 1954) our 
attention has mainly been directed towards F rank ’s dislocation theory. I t  pro­
vides a simple explanation of polytypism in silicon carbide, in support of which 
experimental evidence was pu t forth in a previous publication (Verma 1957). The 
direct correlation observed between the step height of growth spirals on silicon 
carbide, and the height of the X -ray un it cell (Verma 1952, 1957) left little doubt 
about the vahdity  of the theory. The theory was able to  explain the origin of 
structure series in sihcon carbide and it was, therefore, felt th a t the phenomenon of 
polytypism had been satisfactorily explained.
However, doubts have been expressed by different workers regarding some 
aspects of the dislocation theory (Buckley 1952; Jagodzinski 1954). According to 
Jagodzinski the structure of a poly type is determined by thermodynamic con­
siderations. He has suggested a layer transposition mechanism based on the vibra­
tion entropy of the structure. Recently Trigunayat & Verma (1962) have reported, 
from their interferometric and X -ray diffraction study of cadmium iodide poly­
types, a non-correlation between the step height of the observed growth spiral and 
the height of the X -ray unit cell. I t  has thus become increasingly evident th a t 
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the screw dislocation mechanism does not fully explain the form ation of all the 
different poly types. Other mechanisms suggested for silicon carbide have also not 
been able to explain all the observed facts.
We have, therefore, carried the investigation a stage further by working out the 
detailed atomic structure of different sihcon carbide polytypes, to  examine if the 
structure conforms w ith the dislocation theory. A large num ber of sihcon carbide 
single crystals were examined by X -ray diffraction and microscopic techniques. 
Three new polytypes of special m terest, 367/^, 36E^ and 90i^, are described in 
detail. The atomic structure of type 90i? has been worked out. I t  is shown th a t the 
structure of these and some other polytypes have anomalies th a t cannot be 
explained on the dislocation theory. A critical review of the growth of the different 
poly types of sihcon carbide is given along w ith the existing experimental evidence.
N e w  a n d  t jn u su a e  p o l y t y p e s
Of the m any new polytypes discovered in the course of the present investigation, 
special a tten tion  was given to  two unusual structures. Figure 1 , plate 15, shows 
the c-axis osciUation photograph taken from a parent single-crystal piece of 
sihcon carbide, grown commercially. The 1 0 .Z row of spots alone is shown in 
figure 2 , plate 15, as magnified from figure 1 . The polytype was identified by usual 
methods (Krishna & Verma 1 9 6 2 a, h) to be 36H. The crystal piece had a well- 
developed smooth shining (0 0 0 1 ) face, which when examined under a Vicker’s 
projection phase-contrast microscope revealed no spiral markings.
The photographs in figures 1 and 2  show spots -with two different shapes. The 
spots of one kind have the shape of a thick hne while the others have a composite 
shape consisting of a rounded spot w ith a hne touching it. The shape of the  la tte r 
agrees w ith th a t of the projected image of the crystal b u t the cause of the fine spots 
was not understood, to  begm with. In  an a ttem p t to  break a small fragm ent off 
the crystal, for finer X -ray diffraction study, the crystal piece spht into two big 
pieces along a plane nearly parallel to  the (0 0 0 1 ) face, though sihcon carbide has no 
cleavage parallel to (0 0 0 1 ). The plate containing the shining (0 0 0 1 ) face gave 
X -ray diffraction spots with intensities completely different from those of the 
remaining piece, while their spacings showed both pieces to be 36H. To differentiate 
between the two structures the upper plate containing the (0 0 0 1 ) face would be 
designated as 36 /^  and the remaining lower portion as 367%. In  figure 2  the spots 
w ith a hne shape are due to  36ZZ^  while the rounded spots are due to 36B^. The 
composite spots result from the superimposition of the reflexions from the two 
structures, and wherever the reflexions of 36/ZJ, are absent the spot reduces to a 
hne.
Figm’es 3 and 4, plate 15, show the 1 0 .Z row of spots recorded on c-axis oscilla­
tion photographs obtained from small fragments of 367% and 36^4, respectively. 
They reveal the markedly different intensity distribution along the 10 .Z row of the 
two structures. The c-axis rotation photographs of 367% and 36^4 shown in 
figures 5 and 6 , plate 16, respectively, and confirm th a t both structures have 
hexagonal lattices w ith the same unit cell dimensions a  = h = 3 078 A, c =  90*65 A.
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The space group for both the structures is P3m. This is an unusual instance wherein 
there has occurred, during growth, a change in the structure, from one region of a 
crystal piece to another, w ithout a change of space group or of the dimensions of 
the unit cell. This is similar to the observations of Edwards & Lipson (1 9 4 2 ) and 
Wilson (1 9 4 2 ) in cobalt where, ‘The structure possesses a lattice in which the unit 
cells are all of the same size and shape bu t the distribution of atoms within the 
unit cell varies throughout the crystal’, with the difference th a t the distribution 
of atoms in tliis case appears to have changed more or less abruptly, across a 
certain (0 0 0 1 ) plane.
The X-ray diffraction photographs taken from different fragments of 36^4 
showed slightly different relative intensities, indicating th a t they have different 
proportions of 367% mixed with them. On account of the uncertainty of isolating 
a pure 36 /4  crystal its structure will not be discussed here. Moreover, it  is the 
poly type 367% th a t held our interest on account of the numerous and striking 
structural extinctions it displays on its X -ray diffraction photographs. In  addition 
to the structural extinctions inherent in all silicon carbide poly types, type 367% 
has the 1 0 .Z reflexions missing when
Z =  36%, 6 % ± 2 , 36%+ 6 , where ±% = 0 , 1 , 2 , ....
These extinctions show th a t the crystal piece has no 36 /4  structure mixed in it. 
The possibihty of a coalescence with 6/7, which would otherwise be difficult to 
determine, is also ruled out by the absence of the reflexions 10.(36%-1-6). This 
crystal piece is therefore a pure 367% structure.
The structure of tliis polytype was first attem pted by the usual methods em­
ployed in sihcon carbide structure work (Ramsdell 1 9 4 4 , 1 9 4 7 ; Zhdanov & 
Minervina 1 9 4 5  ; K rishna & Verma 1 9 6 2  a, h). Almost all silicon carbide structures 
known so far have a zigzag sequence consisting of a series of 23, 33 or 22 units 
w ith faults a t the end (Mitchell 1 9 5 7 ). I t  is evident from the photographs shown 
in figures 4 and 6  th a t the structure 36/4 is based on the 6/7 phase, since it gives 
intense X -ray diffraction spots in most of the 6/7 positions. Assuming, therefore, 
th a t the structure has m any 33 units in its zigzag sequence and th a t the la tte r is 
restricted to the numbers 2, 3 and 4, over 30 probable structures were postulated 
from usual considerations. However, m any of these were discarded outright since 
the absence of the 10.36% reflexions requires, as shown later, th a t the num ber of 
sihcon (or carbon) atoms onAiOOz,  and C : § ^ z] axes be equal. In tensity
calculations were performed for the following probable structures conforming with 
the above condition :
(1) (33)43432 (2) (33)g242424 (3) (33)g322344
(4) (33)g234432 (5) (33)g234234 (6) (33^,423423
(7) (33)g432234 (8) (33)g323334.
The calculated intensities for none of them  m atched with the observed intensity 
distribution. The failm’e of these attem pts made it evident th a t this structure was 
not of the usual type and would not be based on any of the existing structure 
series.
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F i g u r e  1. A 15°, c a x i s ,  o s c i l l a t i o n  p h o t o g r a p h  o f  t h e  p a r e n t  36/7 c r y s t a l ,  r e c o r d e d  o n  a  3 c m
camera with Cu/va radiation. (Magn. x I.)
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F i g u r e  2. The lO.Z row of spots magnified from the oscillation photograph shown in figure 1 . 
(Magn. X 3.)
F i g u r e  3. The 1 0 .1 row of spots, as recorded on a 15° c axis oscillation photograph o f type  
36/7g, taken on a 3 cm camera with Cii/Ca radiation. (Magn. x 3.)
F i g u r e  4. The 1 0 .1 row of spots, as recorded on a 15° c axis oscillation photograph o f type  
ZOHjy, by means o f a 3 cm camera and unfiltered CuK radiation. (Magn. x 3.)
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F i g u r e  5. The c axis rotation photograph o f type SOH„. Camera radius 3 cm; Cu/va
radiation. (Magn. x 1.)
F i g u r e  0 . The c axis rotation photograph of type S6H,,. Camera radius 3 cm;
CuXa radiation. (Magn. x 1.)
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F i g u r e  7. The 10.Z row of spots, as recorded on a 15° c axis oscillation photograph of type 
90if. Camera radius 3 cm; CwKa radiation. (Magn. x 3.)
F i g u r e s  10 a n d  11. The 10. Z rows of two disordered poly types as recorded on 15°, c axis 
oscillation photographs, taken on a 11*46 cm camera with unfiltered CuX radiation 
(Magn. X 1.)
F i g u r e  12. Enlargement of a part of figure 11.
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F i g u r e  8 . Zero-layer, a axis, Weissenberg photograph of type 90i?, taken with unfiltered 
CwK radiation, on a camera of diameter 5-73 cm. The lowest ‘festoon’ records the 10.Z 
row of spots. The ten faint spots near the minimum of the festoon are, from left to right, 
10.19, 10.16, ..., 10.8, 10.11. The Z-values of successive spots differ by 3. (Magn. x 1*5.)
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I t  was then felt th a t a clue to  the structure m ight be found from the structural 
extinctions. Now, the intensity of a 1 0 .Z reflexion from any sihcon carbide poly­
type nH  or nR  m ay be w ritten down as
-^io.i“ ( / l i + / c  +  2/ s i /c  c o s  27t«î )) ( 4 | i +  £ | i) (1 )
with Agi =  S  cos 2ttIz 4- S  cos 2tt(Iz 4- J) 4 - S  cos 2tt(Iz — | )  (2 )
ZA ZB zc
and Rgj =  S s in  2ttIz 4- S  sin 2tt(Iz 4- ^ ) 4 - 2  sin 2tt{Iz — | ) ,  (3)
where z^, Zg and Zg denote the z co-ordinates of sihcon atoms on the A : 0  0  z,
B :  ^  ^  z and C: § ^ z sym m etry axes, respectively, and p  =  |% is the height of 
each carbon above a sihcon. Therefore, for the intensity to  be zero we m ust have
Agi =  75gi =  0 .
Since the reflexions 10 .36m ( ± m =  0 , 1 , 2 , ...) are absent we have from (2 ) and (3)
=  0
and sin ftt — Uq sin §% =  0,
or = riQ, (4)
where and denote the num ber of atoms on A , B  and C sym m etry axes.
The structure therefore has 1 2  sihcon and 1 2  carbon atoms on each of the  sym­
m etry  axes, in the un it ceh. Now since the reflexions 1 0 . (6 m ± 2 ) are absent 
( ± m  =  0, 1, 2, ...) we have, from (2) and (3), the following series of equations to  
which the structure m ust conform
2  cos 27r{(6m ± 2)z} 4- S  cos 27r{(6m ± 2) z 4--J} 4- E  cos 277-{(6m ± 2) z — =  0,
(5)
E  sin 27r{(6m ± 2) z} 4 - E  sin 277-{(6m + 2) z 4- J} 4 - E  sm 27r{(6m ± 2 ) z  — \ )  =  0.
(6 )
We have actually succeeded in determining the detailed atomic structure of type 
36/%, by solving the above equations in a novel manner. The structure is shown to 
have a Zhdanov symbol (3 3 )g3 4 (3 3 )2 3 2 . Details of the structure determ ination are 
being reported in another paper (Krishna & Verma 1 9 6 3 ). The fact th a t  the 
polytypes 36/7„ and 36/^ are based on the 6/7 phase and have a un it ceh exactly 
6  times as high as th a t of 6/7 is significant and is discussed later.
The 1 0 .Z row of the other new polytype 90/7, as recorded on a c-axis osciUation 
photograph, is shown in figure 7, plate 17. The non-symmetrical arrangem ent of 
spots about the zero layer hne mdicates rhombohedral symmetry. The num ber of 
layers in the un it ceh was determined, first approximately, by m easurem ent on the 
osciUation photograph. The exact num ber of layers was determ m ed from the 
Weissenberg photograph (figure 8 , p late 18) by counting the num ber of spacings in 
the 1 0 .Z row, after which the sequence of relative intensities begins to  repeat. For 
any polytype nH  or nR  the sequence of intensities of 1 0 . Z reflexions is similar after 
every change of n  in the Z value, i.e. the sequence of the relative intensity  of spots
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1 0 . (Z + %), 1 0 . (Z + 71+ 1 ), ..., etc., is similar to th a t of the spots 1 0 .Z, 1 0 . (Z+ 1 ), ..., 
etc. This is because the values of Agi and Rg  ^in the expression (1 ), for the relative 
intensity of a 1 0 .Z reflexion from any sihcon carbide poly type, are the same for the 
reflexions 1 0 .Z and 1 0 . (Z + %). The difference in the intensity of these spots is due 
to a change in the factor ( f i i+ fc  + ^ fs ifc  cos 2 ttIp ). B ut since/g^ a n d v a r y  
monotonously with 0 and the atomic scattering factor for sihcon is much greater 
than  th a t for carbon (/gj % 3/q), the variation in cos 2ttIp does not have much 
effect, and the sequence of relative intensities of 1 0 . Z spots is similar after a change 
of n in the Z value. This repetition of relative intensities was fii’st noticed by 
Ramsdell (1 9 4 4 ) in type 21R and provides a simple method of determining the exact 
num ber of layers in the unit ceh. I t  is particularly useful for large poly types for 
which measurements on the oscillation and Weissenberg photographs provide only 
an approximate value of the repeat period. I t, however, requires th a t the 1 0 .Z spots 
be both present and well resolved in the entire range of counting. In  order th a t the 
w idth of successive 1 0 .Z spots be less than  the distance between their centres, it  is 
imperative to choose extremely smah crystal pieces for X -ray diffraction. The 
photographs shown in figures 3 to 8  were taken with crystal pieces having dimen­
sions of the order of 0 1  mm.
In  the Weissenberg photograph of type 9077 (figure 8 ), taken about the a axis, 
the relative intensities of lO.Z reflexions are similar after every 30 spacings. Since 
the structure is rhombohedral, every spacing corresponds to a change of 3 in the 
Z-value and hence the poly type is (30 x 3)77. Tliis method was also used for the 
identification of types 3677,12677, 6677,11177, etc., where the relative intensities are 
similar after 36, 42, 6 6  and 37 spacings, respectively.
The polytype 9077 gives very well defined, sharp X -ray reflexions without any 
diffuse streaks connecting them. This indicates the high degree of order present in 
the  structure. This polytype, hke 3677, is also of special interest as it  is found to be 
based on the 1577 phase and has therefore a unit cell which is an integral number of 
times as high as the unit cell of the basic structure. Moreover, not m any structures 
based on the 1577 phase are known and hence this poly type adds to a comparatively 
rare group of crystals.
S t r u c t u r e  o f  t y p e  9077
To estabhsh the structure of this polytype, a list of probable structures was 
worked out in a manner similar to th a t employed for type 5777 (Krishna & Verma 
1 9 6 2  a). Since X -ray diffraction spots near the position of 1577 spots are distinctly 
more intense than  the rest, the structure m ust contain a large num ber of ‘23’ units 
in its zigzag sequence. As observed by Ramsdell (1 9 4 7 ) and others, the zigzag 
sequence usually consists of twos, threes, and occasionally fours. The only excep­
tions to this are (i) cubic or y7-SiC with Zhdanov symbol ( 0 0 ) ; (ii) type 277 with the 
Zhdanov symbol (1 1 ) (Adamsky & Merz 1 9 5 9 ) ; and (iii) type 17477 with a structure 
[(33)g6(33)g4]g (Tomita i 9 6 0 ). Of these, the polytype 277 does not occur in com­
mercial samples and has been grown by the method of gaseous cracking, while 
y7-SiC is known to be a low-temperature modification distinct from the rest. I t  was 
therefore assumed th a t type 9077 would also, most probably, have only the
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numbers 2, 3 and 4 in its zigzag sequence. Further, zigzag sequences reverse of 
each other were treated  as identical, though in one the carbon atoms would be a t 
a distance of 1*9 A above each sihcon and in the other below. Thus the sequences 
(2 3 ) 5 3 2  and 2 3 (3 2 ) 5  have been regarded as identical as they are indistinguishable 
for X -ray diffraction purposes, on account of Friedel’s law. The following is the 
list of probable structures in the order of decreasing probabihty :
(a) W ith five ‘ 23 ’ units
(i) [(23)532]g.
(h) W ith four ‘23’ units
(h) [(23)43322]g, (iii) [(23),3232]g,
(iv) [(23),2242]g, (V) [(23),4222]g.
(c) W ith three ‘ 23 ’ units and no fours
(vi) [(23)g332232]g, (vii) [(23)g323322]g,
(viii) [(23)g333222]g, (ix) [(23)g223332]g,
(x) [(23)g332322]g, (xi) [(23)g322233]g,
(xii) [(23)g322332]g.
For a rhombohedral polytype of sihcon carbide (space group 773?%), the expres­
sion (1) for the relative intensity of 10.Z reflexions reduces to
Iio.i “ (/Ii + /c  +  2 /s i  / c  cos iTTlp) {(2 COS i n l z f  +  ( S  sin 2tiIzY} .
^A
The calculated relative intensities for the first structure gave a fairly good 
quahtative m atch w ith observed intensities and therefore it was initially thought 
to  be the correct structure and was mentioned in an earlier pubhcation (ICrishna & 
Verma 1 9 6 2 6 ). Subsequently the intensities for other structures were worked out 
to  confirm th a t none other fits in. Surprisingly, we found th a t the second structm ’e 
listed above gave a better fit than  the first one. The rest of the structures gave no 
fit a t all. Figure 9 plots the calculated relative intensities for the two structures 
along w ith the estim ated value for the observed intensities. The visual estim ation 
was done by the method described in an earher publication for 11177 (Krishna & 
Verma 1 9 6 2 6 ). Table 1 gives the estim ated intensities as percentages of the most 
intense reflexion 10.43, together w ith the calculated relative intensities for the two 
structures. A comparison of the observed and calculated values shows th a t the 
correct structure is [(23)43322]g. The corresponding A B C  sequence of layers is
A B C B A C A B A C B C A C B A B C B A C A B C B A C A B A ,  
CABAG BG ACBABCBAG ABACBG ABACBG AG ,  
BG AG BABG BAG ABAG BGAG BABG AG BABG B  
and the interval sequence is
422434242222434224244342243334.
The atomic co-ordinates can easily be worked out from these.
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The above mstance shows th a t it is not quite correct to accept a structure of 
silicon carbide from a mere qualitative fit. A quantitative estimation of observed 
intensities m ust be carried out and the intensities for a number of probable 
structures calculated, before a structure can be definitely accepted ; especially 
when two or more structures give fairly similar intensity distributions.
T a b l e  1 . T h e  r e l a t iv e  in t e n s it y  (7) o p  1 0 .Z r e f l e x io n s  f o r  t y p e  9077
I I  (calc.) I  (calc.) I I  (calc.) /  (calc.)
I (obs.) [(23)43322], [(23),32], I (obs.) [(23)43322], [(23)532].
1 1-3 1-26 1-26 2 1 - 0 1-08 1-48
4 7-0 6 - 6 6 4-46 5 2 - 0 2-32 0-50
7 1 0 0 6-08 14-48 8 2 - 2 2-42 1 - 0 2
1 0 2-4 2-24 1-81 1 1 2 0 - 0 16-91 34-04
13 2 * 6 2-38 1-98 I4 26-0 28-16 18-69
16 3 0 2-54 3-00 17 7-0 6 - 8 8 5-77
19 8 - 0 6-56 7-46 2 0 2 - 0 1-44 4-12
2 2 380 36-48 32-84 23 1 - 8 1-03 2-78
25 900 78-88 10-84 2 6 5-6 5-21 6-76
28 7-0 6-74 5-38 29 50-00 56-76 62-26
31 5-0 6-32 1-74 32 1 2 - 0 13-46 12-89
34 4-4 4-42 1-70 35 3-0 3-40 3-04
37 1 - 8 1-40 3-72 38 1 - 1 0-79 2-50
40 1 2  0 10-24 23-82 41 0 - 8 0-34 3-33
43 1 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 - 0 0 99-56 44 5-0 4-98 7-24
46 4-4 4-68 6-58 47 80-0 85-44 84-72
49 0 - 6 0-16 2-32 50 6-7 6 - 6 8 15-54
52 0-5 0-43 1-38 53 0-7 0-72 1-25
55 1 - 0 1-50 1-32 56 0-9 1-78 0-67
58 4-8 4-94 4-74 59 1 - 0 2-24 0-62
61 13-5 18-96 19-71 6 2 1 - 6 2-08 1-70
64 1 - 0 1-48 1-92 65 17-0 18-20 29-48
67 0-3 0-28 1 - 1 2 6 8 8 - 0 9-44 4-41
70 0-4 0-36 1-04. 71 1-3 1-24 2 - 0 0
73 1 - 2 1-70 1-43 74 0 - 6 0-56 0 - 8 6
76 6 - 0 7-03 3-84 77 0 - 6 0-60 0-51
79 4-0 4-20 8-70 80 0 - 6 0-58 0-47
82 0 - 6 0-64 0-25 83 2 - 0 1-62 3-31
85 0 - 6 0-64 0-14 8 6 1-7 1 - 8 6 1-24
8 8 0-3 0-30 0 - 2 0 33 0-3 0-36 0-36
D is o r d e r e d  s t r u c t u r e s
In  contrast with the long-period ordered structures hke 11177, 3677 and 9077 
sihcon carbide also forms crystals w ith considerable one-dimensional disorder. 
Figures 1 0  and 1 1  show the 1 0 .Z row of spots, as recorded on c-axis oscillation 
photographs, from two such crystals (r =  11-46 cm, Gu7T radiation). The more 
intense spots in figure 1 0  correspond to 677 reflexions and in figure 11 to 1577 
reflexions.
Though the continuous diffuse streak along the row indicates a random 
disorder of layers in the structure, there can be noticed a tendency towards long- 
range order. Thus between the 1 0 . 1  and 10.4, 677 positions in figure 1 0 , there can 
be seen closely spaced spots corresponding to a periodicity about 15 times greater
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than  th a t of OH (45 times, if i t  is a rhombohedral structure). Similarly in figure 11, 
the region between the 10.2 and 10.8 reflexions of 15R shows a series of finely 
resolved spots. This is clearer in the enlargement shown in figure 1 2 . There are 
about 33 spacings between successive 15R reflexions, corresponding, roughly, to 
a periodicity of (33 x 0)H or (33 x 15)R.
I .. 1, III l i
30-
20 -
10-  
■ ■ I I I J_L
calculated
[(23)532],
I jli-L
30-
20 -
10-
II I I I
observed
1 1 1 . u
30-
20 -
10-  
I I ■
calculated
[(23)43322]
8 6  71 56 41 26 11 0 10 25 40 55 70 85
F i g u r e  9. Graphs plotting the relative intensity of 10 .Z reflexions against their Z-values.
Intensity values of different spots are plotted as percentages of the value of 10*43.
Dashed lines indicate very high intensities plotted to one-third the scale.
However, even where the spots appear resolved, the diffuse streak persists, 
though it is definitely fainter. This indicates th a t the diffuse streak is no t entirely 
due to  a lack of resolution of spots corresponding to  a very large periodicity, as 
suggested earher (Verma 1 9 5 7 ). A m ethod for distmguishing between streaks due 
to a lack of resolution and those due to a random  disorder of layers has been 
discussed elsewhere (Krishna & Verma 1 9 6 2 6 ). There is a definite evidence of a 
random  disorder superposed over the order in some silicon carbide crystals. The 
significance of this observation is discussed later.
D i s c u s s i o n : G r o w t h  o f  p o l y t y p e s
According to  F rank ’s dislocation theory, the different polytypes of sihcon 
carbide grow from basic structures hke OH, 15R and 4H, by  the creation of a screw 
dislocation w ith a Burgers vector which is a non-integral multiple of the height 
of the parent un it cell. W hen the Burgers vector is an integral multiple of the
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height of the parent unit cell, then the resulting structure is the same as the basic 
structure. I t  follows from these considerations th a t:
(1 ) crystal faces should exhibit growth spirals whose step-height is directly 
related to the height of the unit cell of the structure ;
(2 ) the large polytypes should have a structure based on one or other of the 
basic structures, i.e. a m ajor portion of the unit cell of large polytypes should have 
the same structure as one of the basic structures, so th a t the Zhdanov symbol is 
made up of a num ber of 33, 23 or 22 units with faults a t the end of the sequence ;
(3) the Burgers vector of the screw dislocation ( = c for hexagonal poly types 
and Ic for rhombohedral ones) should be a non-integral multiple of the repeat unit 
of the basic structure, along c ; and
(4) the resulting polytype should have a completely ordered structure.
The experimental evidence, both against and in favour of each of these is discussed 
below.
Most of the crystals examined dm ing the present investigation were flat plates 
with well-developed faces. As pointed out by Vand (1 9 5 1 ) such crystals would 
require, for their growth, three non-coplanar screw dislocations. However, growth 
spirals are observed only on the (0 0 0 1 ) face of some sihcon carbide crystals, while 
most of the crystals show no spiral markings a t all. Moreover, a single screw 
dislocation would form needle-shaped crystals. The step height of growth spirals 
observed on the (0 0 0 1 ) face is found to be directly related to the height of the 
X -ray unit cell, being equal to it  for hexagonal types and one-third of it  for 
rhombohedral ones (Verma 1 9 5 7 ); bu t a similar study of cadmium iodide, by 
Trigunayat & Verma (1 9 6 2 ) has revealed the absence of such a correlation in this 
substance.
Most of the large polytypes of sihcon carbide, so far discovered, are found to be 
based on one of the basic structures, and have a zigzag sequence consisting of a 
number of 33, 23 or 2 2  units w ith faults a t the end. They therefore have an intensity 
maxima distribution similar to th a t of the basic structure. However, the intensity 
distribution in the 10 .1 row of a polytype 126R, discovered by Verma (1 9 5 7 ), shows 
th a t its structure is not based on any smaller type. The more intense spots do not 
he around positions corresponding to any basic structure. All the same the crystal 
126jR shows a growth spiral w ith a step 42 layers high (Verma 1 9 5 7 ) and is thus 
expected to have grown by the screw dislocation mechanism. The structure and 
spiral are thus a t variance, and the former does not appear to have resulted from 
the latter. Similarly the polytypes 174R, w ith a structure [(3 3 )g6 (3 3 )g4 ] 3  (Tomita 
i 9 6 0 ), and 36R^, with a structure [(3 3 )2 3 4 (3 3 )^ 3 2 ] (Krishna & Verma 1 9 6 2 c), 
though based on the OH phase, have stacking faults in the middle of a sequence of 
33’s. Such structures cannot result from a single screw dislocation created in the 
OH structure. There are, a t the same time, structures like 57R [(3 3 )2 3 4 ]^  and 
l l l R  [(33)g34]g (Krishna & Verma 1 9 6 2 a, 6 ), which are most readily understood as 
resulting from screw dislocations in the OH structure, bu t an examination of their 
surfaces shows no spirals.
Generally a poly type based on a certain ideal structure (OH, 15R or Œ )  has a 
repeat unit along c which is a non-integral multiple of the corresponding repeat
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unit of the basic structure; b u t we have isolated a num ber of polytypes w ith 
contra-indications including the three new types reported in this paper. Thus 
types 36/r^, 36i%, and also the types 54 and OOH reported by Verma (1 9 5 7 ), give 
intense V -ray diffraction spots in OH positions, showing th a t their structure is 
based on the OH phase. The growth of these polytypes could not have taken place 
by the creation of a screw dislocation in the OH structure since the Burgers vector 
of such a dislocation would be an integral multiple of the c spacing of OH. A screw 
dislocation step of 36, 54 or 6 6  layers, formed in a OH structure, could result only in 
further growth of the OH structure itself. All the same, crystals of 54R and OOH 
show spirals on their (0 0 0 1 ) faces w ith a step height simply related to the height 
of the un it cell (Verma 1 9 5 7 ). Similarly the poly type 9 OR with a structure 
[(23)^3322]g is definitely based on the 15R phase, b u t its growth is not possible from 
a screw dislocation in 15R, since a ledge of 30 layers exposed in the 15R structure 
would only cause fm ther growth of 15R itself. I t  would, perhaps, be possible to 
explain the growth of these structures from two or more suitably ‘co-operating’ 
dislocations, bu t such explanations appear far-fetched in the  absence of any 
surface-evidence to this effect. There is no evidence of co-operating dislocations 
on the surfaces of 36R, 54R, OOH or 90R. On the other hand, there is definite 
evidence of single dislocations in 54R and OOH while 36R and 90R show no spiral 
markings. Moreover, i t  is difficult to understand how a system of dislocations 
generating the 36/% structm e could, a t a la ter stage, generate a different structure 
36R„.
While very large polytypes of silicon carbide have been observed w ith a high 
degree of order in their structure, e.g. l l lR ,  90R, 36R, etc., i t  is also no t uncom­
mon to find polytypes w ith considerable one-dimensional disorder. Exam ples of 
two such crystals were shown in figures 1 0  and 1 1 , plate 17. The growth of such 
structures, w ith a random  disorder of layers, cannot be explained on the disloca­
tion theory. The present position of observations regarding the growth of sihcon 
carbide polytypes from screw dislocations is summarized in table 2 , in the light 
of the above discussion.
I t  is evident from the above discussion th a t though the spiral step height on 
silicon carbide is simply related to the c dimension of the lattice, the contents of 
the un it cell do not necessarily result from screw dislocations in one of the basic 
structures. I t  therefore appears th a t screw dislocations determine only the surface 
structure bu t not the structure of the unit cell. Jagodzinski (1 9 5 4 ) has arrived a t 
a similar conclusion from thermodynamic considerations. According to liim, the 
high energy required for the creation of a screw dislocation can come from the 
lattice only after the crystal has acquired a considerable volume, by which tim e the 
structure of the crystal has already been determined. Therefore, screw dislocations 
could cause growth only in the later stages, thereby creating spirals on the surface. 
Once a polytype is formed the Burgers vector of a screw dislocation in it would be 
related to its lattice dimension so th a t there m ay be no misfit across the shp plane. 
This would explain the correlation observation between spiral step height and the 
height of the X -ray un it cell.
According to Jagodzinski & Arnold (i960) silicon carbide should normally have
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T a b l e  2
polytype
57R
111/2
structure o f 
unit cell
surface
structure remarks
polytypes conforming with the dislocation theory
QH 33 show spirals correlated growth com pletely
15/2 (23), with the unit cell explained in terms of
2 1 / 2 (34), (Verma 1 9 5 7 ) screw dislocations
33/2 (3332),]
structures expected on dislocatio7is but not showing growth spirals
show no spirals[(33)234hl
[(33)534]/
structures not expected on dislocations
126/2
36RA 
64R  \
66H  J
90/2
3 6 //.
174/2
dis-ordered 
polytypes  
(figures 1 0  
and 1 1 )
not based on any smaller 
type
based on 6H  ; unit cells 
integral m ultiples of 
the unit cell o f 6H
[(23)43322],
unit cell 6  tim es that o f  
15/2
[(33),34(33)232],
c dimension six tim es 
that o f QH
[(3 3 ) ,6 (3 3 )5 4], no data
(Tomita i 9 6 0 )
X -ray diffraction photo- no data 
graphs show continuous 
streaks along 1 0 .Z row
show spirals w ith corre­
lation (Verma 1 9 5 7 )
3 6 // no spiral.
5 4 //, 6 6 / /  show spirals 
with correlation 
(Verma 1 9 5 7 )
shows no spiral
shows no spiral
structure readily ex ­
plained on dislocation  
theory, but no surface 
evidence o f dislocation
surface evidence of  
dislocation; structure 
at variance 
structure not accounted  
on dislocation theory; 
evidence of single screw  
dislocations in 5 4 //  
and 6 6 / /  
structure based on 15/2, 
but growth not possible 
from screw dislocation  
in 15/2 
structures have stacldng  
faults in the middle o f  
a sequence o f 33’s
not explained on 
dislocations
Note (1 ) The poly types 51/2^ (Thibault 1 9 4 4 ; Zhdanov & Minervina 1 9 4 5 ), 87/2 (Ramsdell 
1 9 4 7 ), 27/2, and 51/2^ (Ramsdell & K ohn 1 9 5 2 ), 1 9 // (Ramsdell & M itchell 1 9 5 3 ), 
141/2 and 393/2 (Mitchell 1 9 5 4 ), and 1 6 // (Gasilova 1 9 5 5 ) have structures that con­
form w ith the dislocation theory, but evidence of their growth from screw disloca­
tions is incomplete since no data regarding their surface structure has been reported.
(2) The polytypes 1 0 // (Ramsdell & Kohn 1 9 5 1 ), 75/2 and 84/2 (Ramsdell & K ohn 1 9 5 2 ), 
and 1 8 // (Gliky 1 9 5 4 ) have structures that cannot originate from single screw 
dislocations in any o f the basic structures, but m ay be thought o f as resulting from  
two or more suitably ‘ co-operating ’ dislocations (Mitchell 1 9 5 7 ). No surface evidence 
has, however, been put forth.
(3) The polytypes 2H  (Adamsky & Merz 1 9 5 9 ) and 8H  (Ramsdell & K ohn 1 9 5 2 ) appear 
to  be definite phases o f silicon carbide, but no structures based on these are, as yet, 
known.
(4) Though cubic or /?-SiC (Hull 1 9 1 9 , 1 9 2 0 ) can be easily derived from a screw disloca­
tion in any o f the basic structures, it does not form in this w ay since it is, unlike 
a-SiC, a low-temperature modification.
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a completely disordered structure since the different possible configurations have 
very nearly the same potential energy. I t  is the vibration entropy of the structure 
th a t is responsible for creating the observed order. Jagodzinski’s calculations have 
borne out the fact th a t 15R is the next commonest structure, after OH. The 
coexistence of order and disorder in the same crystal piece is expected on his 
theory, and therefore poly types like 57R (Krishna & Verma 1 9 6 2  a) and the two 
disordered crystals discussed in this paper are very much in accordance w ith his 
ideas. However, completely ordered structures w ith a large periodicity are highly 
improbable according to Jagodzinski’s theory, and therefore the absence of any 
disorder, even in large polytypes like 90R, 36J7, l l lR ,  and 126R, is difficult to 
understand. Moreover, this theory has not, so far, accounted for the existence of 
structure series in sihcon carbide. Schneer (1 9 5 5 ) considers the phenomenon of 
polytypism to be analogous to th a t of order-disorder in alloys and has shown, 
along these lines, th a t the long period polytypes represent potential minima.
Lundqvist (1 9 4 8 ) and Hayashi ( i 9 6 0 ) have estabhshed a correlation between the 
structure type and the content of aluminium (as im purity), for the types OH, 15R 
and Œ .  The role of the im purity in determining the structure type is no t known 
and no such data  is available for the other poly types. I t  appears unlikely th a t the 
form ation of the larger poly types is also determined by the presence of impurities.
Ramsdell & K ohn (1 9 5 2 ) have p u t forth a quahtative explanation for the creation 
of the different sihcon carbide polytypes by the accretion of polymers. This has 
predicted the structure of several new polytypes and directly accounted for the 
existence of structure series; b u t polytypes hke 174R, 90R and 36H^, w ith three 
polymer units in their structure, are not in accordance w ith this theory. Moreover, 
the existence of such polymers as the theory assumes has yet to  be experim entahy 
demonstrated.
I t  would thus be seen th a t none of the existing theories of polytypism has been 
able to  give a satisfactory explanation of all the observed facts. The cause of so 
m any different modifications, some w ith un it cell heights much larger than  the 
range of any known atomic forces has, therefore, to  be reconsidered.
One of us (P. K) is grateful to the University G rants Commission of India for the 
g rant of a research fellowship during the tenure of this work.
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This paper describes an unusual silicon carbide crystal of special crystallographic interest. During 
the growth of this crystal there has occurred a change in the structure, from one region of the crystal 
to another, without a change of space group (PSm) or of the dimensions of the unit cell. The crystal 
has been identified as type 36// (Ramsdell notation) and its two structures, designated as 36//& 
and 36Hb, form respectively the upper and lower portions of a single crystal piece.
In addition to the usual extinctions inherent in all silicon carbide structures, the X-ray diffraction 
photographs of 36//& show striking structural extinctions. In the 10.Z row the reflexions l = Qn±2  
{n any positive or negative integer) have zero intensity ; this imposes on the structure, the conditions
A" exp \2ni{Qn ± 2)z] =  ^  exp [2m(6n ± 2)z] =  ^  exp [2m(6n ± 2)z] = 0 .
«A «0
From these, by working backwards in a novel way, the structure has been uniquely determined.
The polytype has an unexpected structure with the Zhdanov symbol (333334333332), which has 
been confirmed by the excellent agreement between the observed and calculated relative intensities 
of X-ray reflexions. The growth of this structure is discussed on the existing theories of polytypism, 
and it is concluded that none of them is able to provide a completely satisfactory explanation for 
the growth of the crystal.
Introduction
1 1 1  a previous paper (Krishna & Verma, 1963) we 
reported on a group of silicon carbide structures 
which show anomalies that camiot be explained on 
Frank’s screw dislocation theory of polytypism  
(Frank, 1951). One of the new polytypes discussed 
therein was 36/Z; it was apparent that the structure 
of this poly type would have considerable significance 
on account of the fact that its unit cell is an integral 
multiple of the unit cell of the QH structure on which 
it is based. However, no structure based on the usual 
considerations employed in silicon carbide structure 
work could account for the intensity distribution 
observed on the X-ray diffraction photographs of 
this crystal. Unlike other known structures of silicon 
carbide, this polytype does not fit into any of the 
expected structure series.
In addition, the crystal showed several features of 
special crystallographic interest. It was discovered
* U .G .C . S e n io r  R e s e a r c h  F e llo w .
that in the same parent single-crystal piece there 
coexist two different structures having the same space 
group and unit cell dimensions. Further, one of these 
structures revealed numerous and striking structural 
extinctions on its X-ray diffraction photographs. 
It was therefore considered that a clue to this structure 
might lie in these extinctions. We have succeeded in 
determining the structure by a novel method employ­
ing the structural extinctions. This is perhaps a 
unique case where the structure of a crystal has been 
worked out almost entirely from a consideration of 
the structural extinctions observed on its X-ray 
diffraction photographs. The structure so determined 
has been confirmed by comparing calculated relative 
intensities of X-ray reflexions with those observed on 
Weissenberg photographs. The structure and growth 
of this polyt}q)e are discussed below.
Experimental observations
The poly type 36/Z was discovered in a mass of com­
mercial silicon carbide, as a single-crystal piece with
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a well-developed shining (0001) face about 1 0  x 0 5 
mm2  in size. The upper and lower parts of this crystal 
piece were found to have different structures. The 
1 0 .Z row of spots as recorded on c-axis oscillation 
photographs taken from (1) the composite 3G// crystal, 
(2) the upper part ZQHa, and (3) the lower part 36//& 
are reproduced in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively and 
reveal the existence of two different structures within 
the same single-crystal piece without a change in 
the periodicity of the lattice. The shape of the spots 
obtained is discussed in a previous paper (Krishna 
& Verma, 1963) where it was shown that the two 
structures, designated 36//„ and ZQHb, belong to the 
trigonal system with a space group P3m and have 
the same unit cell dimensions
a =  6 =  3'078 Â, c =  90 65 A .
Figs. 4 and 5 show the complete 10.Z, 2 0 .Z and 3 0 .Z 
rows of spots as recorded on the zero-layer, a axis, 
Weissenberg photographs of 36//» and ZQHb respec­
tively. The number of layers of structure in the unit 
cell of each type can be confirmed by counting the 
number of spacings after which the sequence of 
relative intensities begins to repeat in the 1 0 .Z row. 
It is, of course, necessary to take into account the 
absent reflexions as well. Details of this method have 
been described in the previous publication.
The oscillation and Weissenberg photographs of 
ZQHb show very unusual and interesting structural 
extinctions. Thus from the Weissenberg photograph 
of ZQHb (Fig. 5), considering the left side of the 10.Z 
festoon to correspond to Z positive, we have the follow­
ing extinctions for the 1 0 .Z reflexions
Z =  36w, 6 %+ 2 and 36% 4 - 6
where ±% =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  .
The same m ay also be confirmed from the 01 .Z 
row recorded on the first-layer equi-inclination Weis­
senberg photograph (Fig. 6 ) where the spots are 
better resolved. The intensities /jo.z a^ nd /q u  are 
identical for a SiC polytype.
D eterm in ation  of stru ctu re
The structure factor 
Assuming Ott’s binary tetrahedral model of silicon 
carbide (Ott, 1925), the carbon atoms in all silicon 
carbide polytypes are displaced relative to the silicon 
atoms through OOp, where p =  3/4% for a polytype 
nH or nR. For such a close-packed structure all the 
Si and C atoms lie on the three symmetry axes 
A:  [OOz], B:  [OOzJL -  & and C: [OOzJ-^ i  (Niggli’s 
notation). Consequently, the structure factor F  for 
any SiC poly type nH  or nR is given by
F  =  [ /s i 4 -/c exp (2%ZpZ)][f-l-Q exp {27ii\{h — k))
4 -iZ exp (-27cZ^-(/i —/))] (1 )
where
P  =  ^  exp {2mlzAln), Q =  exp (27rZZzg/?t), 
i /  =  A'exp {2mlzcln)
and ZA/n, zs/n, zc/n are z coordinates of Si atoms 
along A, B, and G respectively.
It can be readily seen that when
then
h — k — 3r, {r any integer) (2 )
F =  [fsi + /c  exp {2mpl)] y, exp {2jtilzln) 
.8 =  0
= 0
except when 1 =  0, n, 2n, . .  . etc. Hence the reflexions
0 0 .Z, 11 .Z, 30.Z etc., satisfying the conditions (2 ) would 
be absent except when 1 =  0, n, 2n, . . .  etc. These 
structural extinctions are, therefore, inherent in all 
silicon carbide structures and can be observed on the 
Weissenberg photographs of ZOHa and 36//^ also 
(Figs. 4, 5 and 6 ). The extinctions observed along 
the 10. Z row of type 36H& do not belong to this class 
and are peculiar to this polytype alone. It would also 
be noticed that the exponential part of F  is the same 
for the reflexions 1 0 .Z, 2 0 .Z, 2 1 .Z etc., for the same 
value of Z (positive as well as negative). The only 
difference in the intensity of these spots would be 
due to a variation in / s i  and / c .  It follows that the 
relative intensities along these rows would be very 
similar. It would, therefore, suffice to compare the 
calculated and relative intensities of 1 0 .Z reflexions 
alone, to determine the validity of a proposed struc­
ture. This was first pointed out for a rhombohedral 
polytype, 2\R,  by Ramsdell (1944).
The structure factor for the 10 .Z row of spots is 
given by
F i o . i  =  ifs i+ fc  exp {2mpl))[P +  Q exp (2m/3)
-fiZ exp ( —2%Z/3)] . (3)
It has been shoAvn (Krishna & Verma, 1963) that 
the sequence of relative intensities of 1 0 .Z reflexions 
for a polytype nH or nR is similar after a change of 
n in the Z value. For this reason, and on account of 
the characteristic intensity variations in the 10 .Z row 
of a polytype, it suffices to compare the calculated 
and observed relative intensities of spots from 1 0 . 0  
to 10.% alone. However, some of the spots in the 
larger 0 range may not be recorded on the photographs 
owing to the small value of /s i and /c ; hence it is 
advisable to compare the calculated and observed 
intensities of spots from 1 0 . 0  to 1 0 .% as well.
Derivation of probable structures
The polytype ZOHa appears to have a proportion 
of 36Hb mixed in it since X-ray diffraction photographs 
taken from different fragments of 36/Za show slightly 
different relative intensities. The structure of 36H« 
is therefore not discussed here. The poly type 36/Zb 
held our interest on account of the unusual structural 
extinctions it displays. These extinctions show that
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the polytype 36//b is a pure structure free from any 
36Ha. The absence of the reflexions 36% + G eliminates 
any possibility of a coalescence with 6 H  which would 
otherwise have been difficult to detect. The absence 
of any diffuse streak along the 1 0 .Z row of spots 
indicates the high degree of order present in this 
crystal.
The structure of this polytype was first attempted 
by the usual methods employed in silicon carbide 
structure work (Ramsdell, 1947 ; Zhdanov & Miner­
vina, 1945; Krishna & Verma, 1962a, 6 ). Almost all 
the known SiC structures have a Zhdanov symbol 
(Zhdanov, 1945) consisting of a number 33, 22 or 23 
units with faults at the end. Considering that the 
X-ray diffraction photographs obtained from 36/7^ 
(Figs. 3, 5 and 6 ) reveal intense reflexions in most 
QH positions, a large number of structures based on 
the QH phase, like (33)43432, (33)s242424, (33)s322344, 
etc., were tried. None of these could account for the 
intensity-distribution observed along the 1 0 .Z row 
of type 3QHb. It thus became evident that the struc­
ture does not belong to any of the usual structure 
series. Attempts were therefore made to find a clue 
to the structure from the observed extinctions.
It is evident from (3) that for a 1 0 .Z reflexion to 
be absent
P  +  Q exp {27zij3)+R  exp { — 2m/3) =  i)
whence, equating real and imaginary parts to zero,
P  =  Q =  R .  (4)
The extinction of 10. Z reflexions, when Z =  36m requires
nA =  nB =  nc (5)
where ua , nn and nc  denote the number of atoms on 
A, B  and G respectively. Hence the structure has 
1 2  silicon and 1 2  carbon atoms on each of the sym­
metry axes.
Now since the reflexions 10 .( 6 ?%±2 ) are absent, 
we have from (4) by writing 6m ± 2  =  g;
But
{P)l=q — {Q)l=q — {R)i=„ — \  {P Q + R)i=q •
35
{P +  Q +  R ) i ^ q =  2 e^xp {2niqzl3Q) =  Q since q^3Qn  .
2 = 0
Hence
21 exp (2mgZyi/36) =  2" exp {2mqznlSQ)
=  2  exp {2mqzcl3Q) =  0 . (6 )
The problem of determining the structure, therefore, 
reduces to that of selecting three sets, zb and zc 
of 12 numbers each, from the 36 numbers 0 ,1,2, . .  .,35 
such that condition (6 ) is satisfied. For this, za, zb 
and Zc must be arranged in a partial periodic way ; 
thus each must be given by a series of the kind
Zr, Zr + m, Zr +  2m, . . ., Zr+Vom .
Then the term {P)i=q may be represented as follows:
VO
[P)i^q =  2  exp {2mqzrlSQ) ^  exp [2 7 z i vm {^ n ± ^ ) ]  =  0 .
r v=0
This will be true for all values of n only if it is 
independent of n. For this we must have
whence
m =  Qt (Z =  integer)
2  exp ( + 2mvt]3) =  0 .
v=0
This has two solutions*
(1) t =  l, vo =  2; (2 ) Z =  2 , vo =  2 .
The second one would require every layer to repeat 
after 12 layer spacings and, since 1 2 x 3  =  36, this 
would reduce the z period of the lattice by a factor 
of It, therefore, affords no solution. The first one 
requires three layers at Zi,Zi +  Q, and Zf+  12. This is 
quite possible and means that each set za, zb and zc 
consists of 12 numbers of the kind oi, y, ô, oc-\-Q,
+  6 , y +  6 , (5 +  6 , <x +  12, ^ +  12, y +  12 and d +  12; 
where a, y and ô are different for the three sets.
We shall now assume the following limitations 
commonly used in silicon carbide structure work:
(i) That the interval between successive Si (or C) 
atoms along any of the three symmetry axes A, B or C 
is limited to 2 , 3 or 4 layer spacings only (Ramsdell, 
1945). This would mean that if the numbers in each 
set Za, Zb or zc are arranged in increasing order, 
no two consecutive numbers will differ by anything 
other than 2 , 3 or 4. No structures of SiC so far known 
contradict this condition though no theoretical reason 
has yet been assigned for this limitation.
(ii) That the zigzag sequence, or Zhdanov symbol, 
does not contain the number 1. All structures so far 
known agree with this except type 2H  with a sequence 
(1 1 ). But type 2H  is not found in commercial silicon  
carbide ancl has been synthesized only by the method 
of gaseous cracking (Adamsky & Merz, 1959). Since 
the present crystal under investigation was found in 
a commercial sample it is reasonable to apply the 
above limitation.
Now the unit cell of type 3QHb is made up of 36 
unit layers of structure, each layer occupying one of 
the three possible positions A, B ot C, analogous to 
close-packed layers of spheres (Zhdanov & Minervina, 
1945). Let the origin be chosen on a silicon atom at
* W e  a r e  g r a t e f u l  t o  D r  B e h a r i  S h a r a n  w h o  s h o w e d  t h a t  
w it h  0 „  =  2 j r ( 6 ? i± 2 ) r „ /3 6
3 3
X  COS dfi =  2  s in  =  0  , 
n = l  n = l
if ^3-^2 = ^ 2 - ^ 1  = 6 ,
w h ic h  s u g g e s t e d  t h e  p r o o f  g iv e n  h e r e .  D r  S h a r a n ’s  p r o o f  is  
g iv e n  in  th e  A p p e n d ix .
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which there is a ‘stacking reversal’, so that the 
sequence of layers A, B  and C changes from anti cyclic 
to cyclic. Then since the smallest number in the 
Zhdanov sequence is 2, the 34th, 35th, 0th, 1st and 
2 nd layers in the unit cell may be written down 
as C, B, A, B, and C respectively. It is evident that 
the condition on the sets za, zb and zc, as derived 
from (6 ), would require the first 18 layers in the unit 
cell to be represented by a thrice repeated sequence 
of 6  letters starting with ABC. Similarly the next 
18 layers would be represented by another sequence 
of 6  letters repeated three times.
To derive the possible ABC  sequences for the first 
18 layers, consider Table 1, which tabulates the 
numbers 0, 1, 2, . . ., 17 along 3 rows and 6  columns. 
Each column is to be assigned one of the three letters 
A, B OY C, subject to the conditions (i) and (ii) stated 
above. As discussed earlier the choice of origin assigns 
to the first three columns the letters A, B  and C 
respectively. Since a letter cannot follow itself column 
VI cannot be A  and column IV must be either A  or B.
Table 1. Possible ABC sequences : first 18 layers 
C o lu m n
Table 2. Possible ABC sequences: second 18 layers
C o lu m n
( а )
(б ) 
(c)
T I I I I I I V V V I
0 1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17
A B G A B G
A B C A G B
A B G B A G
P o s s ib le
s e q u e n c e s
If it is A  then two possibilities result: [a) and (&). 
If column IV is B  then column V must be A  since 
two A ’s cannot be separated by more than 4 layer 
spacings. Column VI then cannot be B  as this would 
involve a number 1  in the zigzag sequence. Of the 
three possibilities {a), {b) and (c), the first one would 
cause the Zhdanov symbol to have a number 17 or 
more, and is, therefore, highly improbable. Thus only 
two possible arrangements for the first 18 layers 
need to be considered:
1 . {ABCACB)^ and 2. {ABCBAC)^ .
Now consider the next 18 layers in the unit cell. 
To derive the possible ABC  sequences for these the 
numbers 18, 19, 20, . . ., 35 are tabulated in Table 2, 
in a manner similar to Table 1. In the first 18 layers 
there are 6  A ’s, 6  R ’s and 6  C’s and, therefore, from 
equation (5) we have that the next 18 layers must 
also consist of 6  A ’s, 6  B ’s and 6  C’s. It follows that 
the six columns in Table 2 have to be filled with 
2  A ’s, 2  B ’s and 2  C’s. As discussed earlier, with the 
present choice of origin the 34th and 35th layers in 
the unit cell are C and B. Columns V and VI are 
filled accordingly. Proceeding in a manner similar to 
that in Table 1, only four different possibilities are 
obtained, (a), (6 ), (c) and {d), subject to the conditions
I I I I I I I V V V I
18 19 2 0 21 2 2 2 3
2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2 8 2 9
3 0 31 3 2 33 3 4 3 5
(a) A G A B G B A
(b) G A B A G B A
(c) A G B A G B A
id) A B G A G B A
P o s s ib le
s e q u e n c e s
(i) and (ii) cited earlier (see Table 2). Of these, (c) is 
highly improbable since it would involve a number 18 
in the Zhdanov symbol. We are therefore left with 
the following probable sequences for the last 18 layers 
in the unit cell :
1. {ACABCB)z. 2. {CABACB)^. 3. {ABCACB)^.
To obtain the probable sequences for the whole 
unit cell, each of these has to be coupled with the 
two sequences derived for the first 18 layers. One ( 
obtains five possible combinations :
1 . {ABCACBUACABCB)2.
2 . {ABCACB)2{CABACB)2 .
3. {ABCACBUABCACB)^.
4. {ABCBACUAGABCB)^.
5. (ARCRAC)3(ARCACR)3 .
Of these, (3) represents merely the Q H  structure and
(4) involves a number 1 in the zigzag sequence. 
Both these are therefore ruled out. The other three 
sequences have the Zhdanov symbols:
(1) 333334333332 ,
(2) 333332333334 and (3) 233333433333 .
It will be seen that all the three represent the same 
structure and differ only because of a shift of origin. 
There is thus only one probable structure for 3 Q H b ,  
namely, 333334 333332.
Calculation of intensities
The ABC  sequence of the postulated structure is
I
A CABCBACABCBACABCB
and it shows a centre of symmetry for the silicon 
atoms, at the atom marked by an arrow. Shifting 
the origin to this atom one obtains the sequence of 
layers in the new unit cell as
A B A C B C A B A C B C A B A C B C ,
for which
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za =  0, 4, 6 , 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26, 30, 32
zb =  1, 3, 7, 9, 13, 15, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34
zc =  2, 5, 8 , 11, 14, 17, 21, 23, 27, 29, 33, 35
The intensity formula for a 10 J  reflexion then
simplifies to
11 0 . 1 (/|i+ /o  +  2 /s i/c  cos 2jclp)
1  +  cos lji +  2 ^  cos +  22J cos ^  {Izb + 1 2 )
ZA>0 36
The intensity values obtained from this were 
multiplied by the Lorenz - polarization factor 
(1+  cos2 20/sin 20) where 0 is the Bragg angle.
The relative intensities so obtained are tabulated 
in Table 3 together with the visually estimated values.
Table 3. Calculated and observed relative intensities 
{I) of \0.1 reflexions
I Ic l o I Ic l o
1 2 0 2 Î 1-6 1-5
2 0 0 2 0 0
3 4  9 5 3 2-6 2 -5
4 0 0 4 0 0
5 5 1 7 6 0 5 17-1 18
6 0 0 6 1 17-6 1 1 0
7 85  5 8 6 7 15-3 16
8 0 0 8 0 0
9 2 6  8 3 0 9 1-9 2
10 0 0 10 0 0
11 1 0 7 -4 9 5 Î Î 1-0 1
12 75  1 7 0 12 3 0 0 -0 3 0 0
13 87  6 8 0 13 1-0 1
14 0 0 14 0 0
15 15 2 14 15 2-0 2
16 0 0 16 0 0
17 3 4  3 32 17 18-6 2 0
18 158-7 140 18 158-7 15 0
19 14-9 15 19 27 -5 3 0
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
21 1-1 1 21 8-1 8
2 2 0 0 22 0 0
23 0-4 0 -5 23 33 -9 35
2 4 100-7 90 2 4 2 5 -2 2 5
25 0-3 0 2 5 3 2 -5 35
2 6 0 0 26 0 0
27 0-5 0 -5 27 7-1 7
28 0 0 28 0 0
29 3-9 4 29 2 1 -8 2 5
30 2 9 -5 2 5 30 0 0
31 4-3 4 31 13-1 14
32 0 0 32 0 0
33 0-7 0-5 33 1-3 1
3 4 0 0 3 4 0 0
35 0-5 0-5 35 0-6 0 -5
36 0 0 36 0 0
The quantitative estimation of observed intensities 
was done from Weissenberg photographs, by the 
method described in an earlier publication (Khishna 
& Verma, 19620). The excellent agreement between 
the calculated and observed relative intensities 
establishes the postulated structure.
Atom ic coordinates
The coordinates of atoms in the unit cell of the 
polytype 36JTb are as follows:
1 2  Si at 0 , 0 , (/36 where
t =  0, 4, 6 , 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26, 30, 32
1 2  Si at I, (/36 where
t =  l,  3, 7, 9, 13, 15, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34
12 Si at I, I, tjSQ where
t =  2, 5, 8 , 11, 14, 17, 21, 23, 27, 29, 33, 35
36 C at 0 , 0, ^  plus the coordinates of the 36 Si atoms.
D iscussion
The polytype 36H is a unique crystal within which 
there has occurred a transition in the structure 
without affecting the periodicity of the lattice. This 
is similar to the observations of Edwards & Lipson 
(1942) and Wilson (1942) in cobalt, where ‘the structure 
possesses a lattice in which the unit cells are all of 
the same size and shape but the distribution of atoms 
within the unit cell varies throughout the crystal,’ 
with the difference that the distribution of atoms in 
this case appears to have changed more or less 
abruptly, across a certain (0001) plane. Any theory 
of growth must not only account separately for the 
groAvth of the two structures SQHa and 36H& but 
also for the transition from the one to the other.
The structure of type 36Hb differs from the other 
known structures of silicon carbide in many important 
respects and this is perhaps the first instance where 
a structure could be determined almost entirely from 
a consideration of the structural extinctions noticed 
in its X-ray diffraction photographs. The structure 
(333334333332) does not fit into any of the silicon 
carbide structure series formulated by Ramsdell (1947), 
Mitchell (1957) and others. Almost all the silicon 
carbide structures known so far have a zigzag sequence 
consisting of a series of 33, 23 or 22 units with faults 
at the end of the sequence. The discovery of this 
structure with a sequence (333334333332) shows that 
faults may occur in the middle of a sequence as well, 
resulting in a series of structures of the type 
[(33)n34(33)m32J. Tomita (1960) has reported a poly­
type 174jR with a structure [(3 3 )2 3 6 (3 3 )5 4 3 ] which 
also has faults in the middle of a 33 sequence. This 
increases considerably the configurations possible in 
silicon carbide and structure work in future should 
take these into consideration.
According to the polymer theory of the gro’wth of 
silicon carbide polytypes (Ramsdell & Kohn, 1952) 
only two polymers can coexist at a time in a certain 
temperature range. The structure [(33)o34(33)232] 
includes three different polymers 33, 34 and 32 and 
is thus at variance with the above theory. None of 
the silicon carbide structures determined so far has 
all the three numbers 2, 3 and 4 in its zigzag sequence ; 
the discovery of the structure 36Hb shows that such
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structures, though rare, are actually possible. The 
zigzag sequence of the structure is, however, limited 
to 2, 3 and 4, like most other poly types.
The X-ray diffraction photographs of S6Hb do not 
reveal any diffuse streak connecting the 1 0 . Z row of 
spots, indicating a high degree of order in the crystal. 
According to the disorder theory of polytypism  
(Jagodzinski, 1954) it is increasingly improbable for 
polytypes of larger periodicity to have a completely 
ordered structure. The larger the periodicity, the 
smaller is the contribution of the vibration entropy 
to the total entropy of the structure and the greater 
is the probability of random faults. Indeed as we 
have discussed in an earlier paper (Krishna & Verma, 
1963), the creation of large polytypes like S6H, 54J7, 
6 6 ^ , 1261%, 1111?, 901?, etc., with a completely ordered 
structure is, therefore, contrary to the expectations 
of the disorder theory of polytypism.
Since the polytypes 3 6 ^  give intense X-ray dif­
fraction spots at the 6H  positions they were believed 
to be based on the 6 ^  phase. This has been confirmed 
by the predominance of the 33 group in the structure 
of 36^b. For the growth of a 36H structure from a 
single screw dislocation, according to the ideas of 
Franli (1951), the exposed ledge should consist of 
36 layers; but a ledge of 36 layers, exposed in a QH 
structure, would necessarily cause further growth of 
type 6H  itself, the Burgers vector being an integral 
multiple of the basic unit. However, the structure 
(333334333332) can be considered to result from the 
cooperation of two sufficiently close screw disloca­
tions, one with a Burgers vector 19 layers high 
and the other with a Burgers vector 17 layers high. 
The exposed ledges of the two dislocations should 
have the sequences 333334 and 333332 which by 
themselves would have created the already discovered 
types 577? (Krishna & Verma, 1962a) and 517? 
(Zhdanov & Minervina, 1945) respectively. But it is 
difficult to understand how such a system of cooperat­
ing dislocations could in the later stages generate a 
different structure, 36Ha. Moreover, the (0001) face 
of 3QH would be expected to show a growth spiral 
with a step height of the order of 90 Â, which ought 
to be easily observable; but a careful examination 
of the smooth, shining, plane (0 0 0 1 ) face of this 
crystal under the Vicker’s projection phase-contrast 
microscope failed to reveal any spiral markings on 
the surface. We are thus led to conclude that this 
crystal has not grown by the screw dislocation 
mechanism. None of the existing theories of poly­
typism is thus able to provide a completely satis­
factory explanation for the growth of this crystal.
A PPE N D IX
B y  B e h a r i  S h a r a n  
Let the conditions
sin (27r/36)(/r« =  0 (712)
n = l
be simultaneously true for a set of 3 integers, ri, y3 , 
and T3 . It is required to find a relation between 
n , T2 and rs. Let
ri =  oc, T2 =  (X + a n d  7’3 =  oc +  ^2 .
Then writing 27t/36 =  10°, we get from (Al)
cos lOg^x-fcos 1 0 g ( a  +  /9i) +  cos 1 0 g ( a 4 - / ? 2) =  0  (A3)
or
2  cos 1 0 g(a-f/? 2 / 2 ) cos 1 0 g/?2 / 2  +  cos 1 0 </(a +/?i) =  0  .
(A4)
Similarly from the equation (A2)
2  sin 1 0 g (a  +  /?2 / 2 ) cos 1 0 <7 /?2 / 2  +  sin I0q{(x +  .
(A5)
If the expressions on the left hand sides of (A4) and 
(A5) have a common factor which is zero, they would 
both vanish. They would have a common factor if, say, j
2^1 = ^2 = 2^ .
For then (A4) and ( A5) may be written respectively as
cos lOg((X +  /0){l +  2 cos 10g/9} =  0 (A6 )
and
whence
or
2 ' cos {2jil36)qrn =  0
n = l
(Al)
sin 10g(a + /7)|l +  2 cos 10g/9} = 0 (A7)
1 -Î- 2  cos 10g/7 = 0
q x  ^  =  2 x 6 ,  4 x 6 ,  8 x 6 , . . .  etc.
= {Qn ± 2) X 6  .
If q =  6n±2 then /7 =  6  and relations (Al) and (A2) 
would be satisfied by a set of three numbers
7'i =  oc, r2  =  (X +  6 , and i’3 =  (x +  \2  
where a may be any integer.
Our thanks are due to Dr Behari Sharan for 
the above proof and to Prof. Jagodzinski for 
valuable comments on the paper. One of us (P. K.) 
is grateful to the University Grants Commission for 
the award of a Senior Research Fellowship.
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Auszug
Es wurde ein neuer Polytyp von Cadmimnjodid, 227? ,^ aus 22 Cd-J-Schich- 
ten, gefunden; die Gitterkonstanten sind a =  4,24 Â, c =  75,18 Â. Eine ein- 
gehende Untersuchung ergab, dab der neue Polytyp sich auf einer idealen 
27ï-Struktur aufbaut. E r ist der grofite Cadiniumjodid-Polytyp, dessen S truktur 
bisher erm ittelt wurde. Sein W achstum wird auf der Grundlage der Theorie 
der Schraubenversetzung diskutiert ; es wird auf dabei auftretende Schwierig- 
keiten hingewiesen.
Abstract
A 22-layered new polytype of cadmium iodide, designated as 2277'c with 
unit cell dimensions a =  4.24 A, c =  75.18 Â has been discovered. The detailed 
structure of the polytype has been worked out. I t  is shown th a t this polytype 
is based on a 2H ideal structure. The polytype 22H^ is so far the largest of the 
cadmium iodide polytypes whose detailed structure is known. The growth of 
the polytype has been discussed in terms of screw-dislocation theory and the 
difficulties which arise in this are pointed out.
Introduction
Several crystals including silicon carbide cadmium iodide 
cadmium b r o m i d e z i n c  sulphide^»® etc. are now known to exhibit
* C.S.I.R. Research Fellow.
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polytypism. Various theories have been put forward to explain the 
formation of such a large variety of polytypes, including some with  
very large unit cells. In silicon carbide the phenomenon of polytypism  
has been mainly explained on the screw dislocation theory®. Other 
theories such as polymer theory vibration entropy — layer transpo­
sition theory®"^®, impurity-content t h e o r y h a v e  also been 
advanced to account for polytypism in silicon carbide. However for 
cadmium iodide the only prominent theory is the dislocation theory 
which was a direct outcome of the observation of growth spirals on 
cadmium iodide crystals In fact F o r t y  predicted the exist-
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ence of polytypism  in cadmium iodide. MitcheltH®~2o verified 
F o r t y ’s  prediction by reporting more than thirty polytypes of cad­
mium iodide. All the polytypes discovered by him in his x-ray diffrac­
tion study of the compound are of hexagonal type. However, for an 
unequivocal verification of F r a n k ’s  screw-dislocation theory in case 
of cadmium iodide T r i g u n a y a t  and V e r m a  performed x-ray dif­
fraction and interferometric study upon the same crystals. Surpri­
singly they found that a correlation between spiral step height and 
x-ray unit cell does not exist. Since the growth-spiral step height is 
directly related with the B u r g e r ’s  vector of screw dislocation, a 
non-correlation would mean that the unit cell and B u r g e r ’s  vector 
are different. Thus it is not understood as to how screw dislocation 
could create various poly types in cadmium iodide.
The present work was undertaken to work out the detailed struc­
ture of different cadmium-iodide polytypes, with a view to see if  the 
detailed structure could be explained as having originated by screw- 
dislocation mechanism. A large number of different cadmium-iodide 
polytypes were isolated, but the ty%)e with a 22-layered unit cell was 
found to be of particular interest. The detailed structure of this poly­
type is reported below and its growth is discussed. It is now the largest 
tadmium-iodide poly type with a known structure.
Experimental details
Crystals were grown from aqueous solution by a method similar 
to that used by M i t c h e l l  perfection of crystals was verified
by observing them under the polarising microscope. It was found that 
a-axis oscillation photographs give discrete sharp spots whereas in 
c-axis photographs the spots show arcing and streaking effect.
Hence, for purposes of identification and also for detailed structure 
analysis, a-axis oscillation and Weissenberg photographs were taken. 
The identification of the crystal type by an a-axis oscillation 
photograph has been discussed by Trigunayat^^ .
R .  s .  M i t c h e l l , Screw d islocations and p o ly ty p ism  o f  cadm ium  iodide. 
Philos. Mag. 40 (1955) 1141—1146.
20 R . S. M i t c h e l l , P o ly ty p ism  o f  cadm ium  iodide and its relationsh ip  to screw  
dislocations. I. C adm ium  iodide p oly  typ es. Z. K ristallogr. 108 (1956) 296—315.
21 G .  C. T r i g u n a y a t  and A. R . V e r m a , Interferom etric and x-ray  in v e sti­
ga tion  o f p o ly typ ism  in cadm ium  iodide crystals in relation  to  crysta l grow th. 
A cta  Crystallogr. (In press).
22 G .  C. T r i g u n a y a t , P o ly ty p ism  in cadm ium  iodide crystals. B ull, on  
C rystal P h ysics Sym posium , N at. In st. Sci. In d ia  14 (1959) 109—115.
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S tructu re  of polytype 22//c
Figure 1 shows an a-axis oscillation photograph of the crystal 
taken with GuKoc radiation. Measurements made with the Bernal 
chart on this revealed that the c  dimension of present type is 7 5 . 2  A. 
Since the c  dimension of type 2H is 6.885  the present type is 22H. 
On the Weissenberg photograph (Fig. 2) there are eleven reflections of 
equal spacings between two consecutive spots of polytype 2H. This 
confirms the present type as (2 x  11) =  22H. Two polytypes with
F ig. 1. 15° a-axis oscillation photograph, taken  w ith  CuKol radiation, on a
cam era o f radius 3 cm
this number of layers have been reported by T r i g u n a y a t  and V e r iv ia ^ i.  
However, they did not determine the structure of these poly types. A 
comparison of intensity distribution on x-ray photographs of the 
present polytype and the other two polytypes revealed that the 
present polytype has a completely different intensity distribution. 
Thus the present polytype has a different arrangement of layers and 
may be designated as 22H^.
The structure determination of the present polytype appeared 
to be difficult since there are a large number of possible arrangements 
for the ions in the unit cell that will give a 22-layered polytype. 
However, nearly all structures reported by M i t c h e l l  Pave only 
numbers 1 and 2 in zig-zag sequence representing the sequence of
22 G. C. T r i g u n a y a t ,  A  coordinated optical, interferom etric and x-ray  d if­
fraction stu d y  o f the phenom enon o f poly typ ism  in cadm ium  iodide crystals in  
relation to  crystal grow th. Ph. D. Thesis, U n iversity  o f D elhi, 1960.
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iod ine ions in  th e  (1 1 2 0 ) cross se c tio n '^^25 T h u s  it  m a y  be assum ed  
th a t  in  th e  case o f p o ly  ty p e  22H^ also o n ly  th ese  n u m b ers  occur in 
th e  iodine zig-zag sequence. E v e n  w hen  such  is th e  case, th e re  a re  a  
la rge  n u m b e r o f  w ays in  w iiich th e se  n u m b ers  m a y  be com bined  a n d  
p e rm u te d  to  g ive a  2 2 -layered  u n it  cell. F u r th e r  sim plifica tion  is th u s
/  /
F ig . 2. Zero-layer a -ax is W eissenberg photograph tak en  w ith  Cu/va radiation  
on a cam era o f  d iam eter 5 .7 3 cm . T he low est festoon  show s th e  10 • Z row  o f  
spots. The sp ots on th e  festoon  w ere indexed  w ith  th e heljD o f  a  W eissenberg  
lDhotogra%3h o f  a 2H  jDolytyiie as w ell as w ith  th e  W eissenberg chart. T he series 
o f  v isib le  sp ots h ave Z va lues ranging from  Z =  44 to  Z =  8 8 . T he first, second  
and th ird  m ost intense spots correspond to  Z values 55, 6 6  and 77 resp ectively
needed . Close in sp ec tio n  o f in te n s ity  d is tr ib u tio n  on  W eissenberg  film 
rev ea led  th e  follow ing s trik in g  fe a tu re s  :
(а) T he  m o st in ten se  reflections fell a t  p o sitio n s  occupied  b y  2H  
reflections. T h is in d ica ted  th e  p resence  o f m a n y  (11) u n its  in  th e  iod ine 
zig-zag sequence  o f th e  u n it  cell o f th e  22H^ p o ly ty p e .
(б ) T he reflections w hich  w ere o f n e x t co nsiderab le  in te n s ity  fell 
a ro u n d  p o in ts  a t  d is tan ces  o f  1/3 a n d  2/3 th e  w ay  b e tw een  th e  tw o  
m o st in te n se  2H  reflections. T hese positio n s  a re  re p re se n ta tiv e  o f a  
QH p o ly ty p e . T he o n ly  Q>H p o ly ty p e  as re p o r te d  b y  M i t c h e l l  
h as  a  s tru c tu re  ref)resen ted  b y  iod ine zig-zag sequence (2 2 1 1 ). T h u s
2  ^ G. S. Zh d a n o v , The num erical sym b ol o f  close p ack in g  o f  spheres and its  
apiolication in th e  th eory  o f  close pack ings. C. R . A cad. Sci. U R S S  48 (1945) 43.
2 2  L. S. R a m s d e l l , Studies on silicon  carbide. Am er. M ineralog. 32 (1947) 
6 4 -8 2 .
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(2 2 1 1 ) u n its  m u s t be p resen t in th e  iodine zig-zag sequence o f th e  
p resen t p o ly ty p e . H ow ever, P insker^® "^ ’^ , in  his e lec tron  d iffraction  
s tu d y  o f cadm ium  iodide, has rep o rted  an o th er QiH p o ly ty p e  hav ing  
s tru c tu re  (33). Since such  a  p o ly ty p e  has n e ith e r been  observed  b y  
M i t c h e l l  o th e r w orkers, no r in th e  p re sen t investiga tion ,
we have ru led  o u t th e  possib ility  o f presence o f a n y  (33) u n its  in th e  
iodine zig-zag sequence o f p resen t po ly  type .
L ed  by  these  charac te ris tic s  o f in te n s ity  d is trib u tio n , s tru c tu re s  
w ith  th e  following iodine zig-zag sequences w ere th o u g h t o f as p robab le  
s tru c tu re s
{i) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1  (w ith one g roup  of 2 2 1 1 )
(ii) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1  (w ith  tw o groups o f 2 2 1 1 )
(in)  1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1  (w ith  th ree  g roups o f 2 2 1 1 )
These can be easily  tran sfo rm ed  in to  classical A B C  n o ta tio n . F o r 
exam ple th e  A B C  sequence for th e  iodine zig-zag sequence rep resen ted  
b y  (ii) is
A  B A  B A  B A  B A  B A  B C B A  B A  B C B A  B
B o z o r t h ^® was th e  first to  de term ine  th e  s tru c tu re  o f th e  basic 
lay er o f cadm ium  iodide. The sam e has been described  b y  W e l l s  
an d  M i t c h e l l  d e term ined  b y  B o z o r t h  th e  basic po lyatom ic
layer o f cadm ium  iodide consists o f tw o layers o f hexagonal close- 
packed  iodine ions w ith  sm all cadm ium  ions n ested  betw een  th em . 
The v e rtic a l I —I  d is tance  is 3.41^ A an d  th e  v e rtica l Cd—I  d istance  is 
n ea rly  h a lf  o f th is  d istance . The th ickness o f th e  basic  lay er is 6 . 8 3 5  
T hus if  we rep re sen t th e  iodine ions by  R o m an  le tte rs  an d  cadm ium
2 ® Z. G. PiNSKER, E lectronographic investigation  o f the structure o f cadm ium  
iodide. Zhur. F iz. K him . 15 (1941) 559—576 (in R ussian) ; sam e paper : E lektro- 
nographische U ntersuchung der Struktur des Cadmium j odids. A cta  P h ysico ­
chim . U S S R  14 (1941) 5 0 3 -5 3 0 .
2'^  Z. G. PiNSKER, Structure o f  sim ple layer lattices. U spekhi K him . 12 (1943) 
396—405 (in R ussian).
2 2  R . M. B o zorth , The crystal structure o f cadm ium  iodide. J . Amer. Chem. 
Soc. 44 (1922) 2 2 3 2 -2 2 3 6 .
22 A. F . W e l l s ,  Structural inorganic chem istry. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1945.
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ions b y  G reek le tte rs , as has been  done b y  Hagg®®, P in s k e r^ ^  a n d  
M i t c h e l l  t P e  s tru c tu re  o f 22H^ po ly  ty p e  co rrespond ing  to  an
iodine zig-zag sequence
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1  
m ay  be rep re se n te d  in  th e  A B C  n o ta tio n  as follow ing:
(A y  B)  ( A y B )  (A y  B)  (A y  B)  (A y  B)  (A y  B)  (C oc B)  (A y  B )
(A y  B)  (C oc B)  (A y  B)
F o r s tru c tu re  d e te rm in a tio n , as is now  well know n, it  suffices to  
com pare  th e  ca lcu la ted  a n d  o bserved  in ten s itie s  o f lOT/ row  o f spo ts  
a lone. T he space g ro u p  o f p o ly ty p e  22//^. is P 3 m l.  T he in ten s itie s  o f 
th e  101Z row  o f sp o ts  fo r th e  above space g ro u p  in  th e  case o f cad m iu m  
iod ide is w ritte n  as
loc
12
I H  /i.cd cos 2 7 tlz+  1  fj ca cos 27t ilz  -  y )  +  2 " /i,ci COS ( Zz +
. ' ^C.r I
+  ( 2  /i,cd sin  2 jr Zz +  2  /i,cd sin 2jr (Zz -  y j  +  2  /i,cd sin  2 Ji (Zz +  y ) 1 '
^0,Y J
where denotes the z coordinates of I atoms at A  sites and Cd 
atoms at a sites; similarly for Zj^  ^ and z^^.
Intensities for 10 important reflections were calculated for each 
of the structures proposed by the above iodine zig-zag sequences. The 
intensity values calculated from the above formula were multiplied 
by Lorentz-polarisation factor (1 +  cos^20)/sin20. Table 1 compares 
the calculated and observed intensities for the arrangement (ii). In  
Fig. 3 the calculated relative intensities are plotted against I values 
for arrangements (i) and (Hi). Fig. 4 represents such a plot for 
arrangement (ii). A  comparison of graph with the Weissenberg photo­
graph shows that arrangement (i) and (Hi) show marked discrepancies 
between observed and calculated intensities, while arrangement (ii) 
shows excellent agreement. Arrangement (ii) is thus accepted as 
correct one. For this arrangement intensities for complete 44 reflec­
tions have been calculated. In Fig. 4, intensity values have not been 
plotted for intense reflections corresponding to Z =  11, 22 and 33 
because the heights would be beyond the limits of the graph ; instead  
arrows indicating large intensity values have been shown for the
G. H a g g , Some notes on MXg layer lattices with close packed X  atoms. 
Ark. Kem. Mineralog. Geol. [B] 16 (1943) 3.
Z. G. P i N S K E R ,  Electron diffraction (in Russian) ; translated in English 
by J . A. Spink and E. Feigl, Butterworths Publications, London, 1953.
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Table 1
I Calculatedintensity
Relative
intensity
Observed
intensity I
Calculated
intensity
Relative
intensity
Observed
intensity
0 3781 1 a 23 92 848 25 w
1 1640 0.4 a 24 4383 2 vvw
2 292 0.07 a 25 131111 35 mw
3 14189 4 vvw 26 155772 40 mw
4 28921 8 vvw 27 28452 8 vvw
5 8 956 2 a 28 24481 7 vvw
6 12595 3 vvw 29 118231 31 mw
7 78264 20 w 30 86324 23 w
8 75164 20 w 31 939 0.3 a
9 1528 0.4 a 32 30 733 9 vw
10 66187 18 w 33 1854980 480 vvs
11 1036 360 278 vs 34 18693 4 vvw
12 85408 21 w 35 1 8738 2 vv^v
13 4415 2 vvw 36 22054 5 vvw
14 169929 48 mw 37 21258 5 vvw
15 218214 57 m 38 3083 0.9 a
16 43449 11 vw 39 1264 0.3 a
17 ' 39078 10 vw 40 7272 1 a
18 221363 59 m 41 10011 2 vvw
19 216958 57 m 42 858 0.2 a
20 4614 2 w w 43 308 0.09 a
21 97 762 25 w 44 1609 0.4 a
22 678400 179 s
50
(1)
(Hi)
50
I
Fig. 3. Calculated relative intensity against I values for arrangements (i) (above)
and {Hi) (below)
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above three reflections. However, as can be seen from Table 1, these 
three reflections show agreement between their observed and calculated 
intensities. No corrections for absorption were made since suitable 
absorption factors for a thin crystal are not available. However, it is 
the change in absorption as one goes from one reflection to the other
50
50
I
50
50
37 36 39 40 47 42 42 44
rTiHilJlL
25 26 27  28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35  36
74 75 16 17 18 19 20  21 22 23 24
1
\ X 1 k
0 1 2  3  4  5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
 ►/
Fig. 4. Calculated relative intensity against I values for arrangement {ii)
which is o f importance. In present case it is thought that the change in 
absorption is not o f considerable magnitude and hence observed 
intensities m ay be accepted as correct for a relative comparison. The 
observed intensities are actually taken from the series 1 0 • 44 through 
1 0 • 88. This series has the same intensity sequence as 10 • 0 through 
1 0 • 44 which is not clearly visible on the W eissenberg photograph 
because of absorption caused by the non-equidimensional crystal plate.
The coordinates o f the iodine and cadmium ions are not listed  
since these can easily be derived from the above A B C  sequence.
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Discussion of results — mode of growth
E ighty crystals were analysed in the present investigation. All 
were found to have a hexagonal lattice. This is in agreement with  
M i t c h e l l ’ s  ^^ “20 observation that cadmium iodide does not display any  
rhombohedral polytypes This should be expected theoretically  
since, as suggested by K j u s h n a  and V e r m a  the rhombohedral 
polytypes would grow when the ledge exposed by the dislocation has 
the first and the last layer in the same orientation, i. e. either A  ov B  
or G. Any ledge exposed in the 2H, 4cH or 6H cadmium iodide struc­
tures, and consisting of an integral number o f minimal sandwiches, 
necessarily has the first and last layer in a different orientation and 
would not lead to the generation of a rhombohedral polytype. This 
conclusion is borne out by observation.
Of the 80 crystals examined so far by x-ray diffraction techniques 
tw enty were found to belong to type 2H  while th irty were of type Œ .  
This is at variance with the observation b y  M i t c h e l l  
reported nearly 50%  crystals o f type 4H  but only 4 %  of type 2H. 
In fact, in the present work, in some batches o f crystals, type 2H  was 
found to be the most abundant type. T r i g u n a y a t ^2, in his combined 
interferometric and x-ray diffraction study of cadmium iodide, has 
drawn a similar conclusion. The polytype 22H^ was isolated from a 
group o f crystals having an abundance of type 2H.
Thus if  in addition to 4H, type 2H  is also regarded as an ideal 
structure, then polytypic series based on the 2H  structure would also 
be expected to exist. Polytypes belonging to this series would have 
an intensity-m axim a distribution resembling that o f 2H.  In the  
present investigation such crystals have been encountered; type 22H^ 
is an example. Many of the photographs obtained by T r i g u n a y a t 23 
exhibit this feature. Thus, contrary to M i t c h e l l ’s  suggestion, 
structures based on type 2H  should not be regarded as improbable. 
However, as described below, screw-dislocation theory is unable to  
provide a satisfactory explanation for the formation o f polytypes  
based on type 2H,
T he o n ly  ex cep tio n  being 24 R , ab ou t th e  ex isten ce o f  w h ich  M i t c h e l l  
has expressed  doubt.
P . Kj r i s h n a  and A . R . V e r m a , A  new  p o ly ty p e  o f  silicon  carbide, 51R . 
I ts  structure and grow th. A cta  Crystallogr. 15 (1962) 383—387.
R . S. M i t c h e l l , P o ly ty p ism  o f  cadm ium  iodide and its  relationsh ip  to  
screw  d islocations. I I . E xp lan ation  o f  th e  form ation  o f  p o ly ty p es o f  cadm ium  
iodide. Z. K ristaUogr. 108 (1956) 3 4 1 -3 5 8 .
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According to Frank® a higher polytype results from the creation 
of a screw dislocation in a basic structure of non-integral B u r g e r ’s  
vector. Since the step exposed in cadmium iodide invariably con­
sists of an integral number of minimal sandwiches, it follows that a 
screw dislocation in a 2H  structure would generate the 2H  structure 
itself. Such a difficulty is not unique to cadmium iodide. In the case 
of lead iodide, which has 2H  as the only ideal structure, other poly­
types, according to screw-dislocation theory, should not exist. However, 
P iN S K E R , T a t a r i n o v a  and N o v ik o v a ® ®  have showed the existence of 
other polytypes. Thus the present polytype 22H^, which appears to  
be based on 2H  structure because of presence of many (11) units in 
its iodine zig-zag sequence, does not appear to have grown from a 
dislocation mechanism.
However, one m ay assume that, in an initial Œ  structure, first 
a 2H  step with iodine zig-zag sequence (11) was formed having a 
B u r g e r ’s  vector equal to half of the c value of 4H,  and then a 6H  step, 
(2211), was formed in the same initial 4H  structure with a B u r g e r ’s  
vector equal to 1J the c value of 4H. Further, if  both steps were close 
enough to cooperate in such a manner as to form a final step having 
structure 111111111122112211, the growth of polytype 22H^ can 
perhaps be explained in terms o f dislocation theory. The above 
explanation of the growth of polytype 22H^ by screw-dislocation  
mechanism is far fetched and it appears more reasonable to believe 
that polytype 22Hç does not grow by a dislocation mechanism but 
from some other mechanism. In fact T r i g u n a y a t  and V e r m a have 
concluded from their observation of non-correlation between, spiral 
step height and the c dimension of the unit cell that the dislocation 
mechanism does not explain the phenomenon of polytypism  in 
cadmium iodide.
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Fig. 1. The 10.Z row of spots as recorded on a 15° c-axis oscillation photograph of the lOo/? crystal,
on a camera of radius 11-48 cm, ( x 1).
Fig. 2. Zero-layer a-axis Weissenberg photograph taken with unfiltered CuKoc radiation on a camera of diameter 5-73 cm. ( x 1-5).
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The Structure of a N ew  S ilicon  Carbide Polytype 105R
B y  G o v i n d  S i n g h *  a n d  A j i t  R a m  V e r m a  
Department of Physics, Banaras H indu University, Varanasi, India
{Received 26 June 1962 a7id in  revised form  19 March 1963)
A 105-layered rhombohedral polytype of silicon carbide has been discovered with unit-cell dimen­
sions a = 6 =  3 078 and c =  264-39 A as referred to hexagonal axes. B y comparing the calculated 
relative intensities of 10 .Z reflexions with those observed on Weissenberg photographs, its structure 
has been confirmed to be (333333333332)g in Zhdanov’s notation. This polytype thus belongs to the 
[(33)re 32]g series of structures whose existence is expected on the dislocation theory.
In tro d u ctio n
Over 40 different polytypes of silicon carbide have 
been discovered, and their number is continually 
increasing. To understand how such a large number 
of modifications of the same substance occur the 
theories advanced are (a) the impurity theory 
(Zhdanov & Minervina, 1945a, Lundqvist, 1948), 
{b) screw dislocation theory (Frank, 1951), (c) polymer 
theory (Ramsdell & Kohn, 1952) and {d )  thermo­
dynamical theory (Jagodzinski, 1954). But because of 
the complicated nature of growth none of these 
attem pts has been completely successful. Attempts are 
being made here to study the nature of growth of these 
polytypes and for this purpose we are searching for 
new polytypes and studying their detailed structure 
by X-ray diffraction to ascertain whether the data 
collected in relation to them can be explained on the 
basis of the above theories. During the course of 
above study a new 105-layered polytype was dis­
covered, and we describe below its detailed structure.
S tru c tu re  o f th e  u n it ce ll
The crystal under investigation was a small dark 
crystal of dimensions 1  x 0-5 x 0-5 mm^. From a 15° 
oscillation photograph about the c axis taken on 
a camera of radius 11 48 cm, the rhombohedral 
symmetry of the crystal was confirmed since the 
nearest spots (of the 1 0 .Z row) on either side of the 
zero-layer Lane streak were in the ratio of 1:2. The 
number of layers in the unit cell was approximately 
determined from the measured  ^ value from Fig. 1. 
The number of layers was accurately determined on 
a zero-layer Weissenberg photograph taken about 
the a axis by the method of Krishna & Verma (19626) 
where the exact number of layers is obtained by 
counting the number of spacings after which the 
intensity sequence begins to repeat in the 1 0 . Z row. 
Fig. 2 shows this Weissenberg photograph in which 
the above number of spacings was 35. Because of the
* C .S .I .R .  R e s e a r c h  F e l lo w .
rhombohedral symmetry the unit cell contains 
35 X 3 =  105 layers.
The number of layers in the unit cell of the poly­
type 10572 fits in the series of silicon carbide poly types 
in the Ramsdell zigzag sequence [(33)« 32]s. Indeed 
10572 was an undiscovered member of this series, 
the known members being 157?, 33jR, 5172, 8772, 14172 
and 39372. It was therefore suspected that the structure 
of 10572 was [(3 3 ) 5  32]3 (Zhdanov notation). This was 
further confirmed by comparing the characteristics of 
intensity in the 1 0 .Z row with an intensity plot given  
by Mitchell (1954) for five other members of this series. 
The structure [(33)s 3 2 ] 3  in the A B C  notation is
A B C A C B A B C A C B AB G A C B AB G A C BA B C AC B
I
G ABAG BG ABAGBGABAGABGBAGABGBAGAB
GBAGABGBAGABGBAGABGB
which has a centre of symmetry for the silicon atoms 
at the atom marked by an arrow. Choosing the origin 
on this atom the interval sequence (Ott, 1925a, h) is
24242424242433333333333424242424242;
because of the centre of symmetry the intensity  
calculations are very much simplified. As is generally 
done in silicon carbide to establish the structure, it is 
sufficient to show an agreement between the calculated 
and observed relative intensities in the 1 0 . Z row up 
to Z=105 on the positive as well as the negative side 
(Ramsdell, 1944). The intensities of these 1 0 .Z reflec­
tions were calculated in the usual manner (Ramsdell, 
1944) and multiplied by the Lorenz polarization factor.
For the estimation of observed intensities following 
Krishna & Verma (1962a, h), zero-layer Weissenberg 
photographs were taken for 10, 25, 50, and 100 
oscillations of the crystal. A standard intensity scale 
was prepared by exposing a particular intense spot 
for 1, 2, . . 1 0 0  oscillations of the crystal. All these 
films were processed under identical circumstances. 
Hence the intensity estimations were done with enough
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Calculated
Lxj
186 7165 53\ 35 J j 7  '5
89 50 20
Observed
10119 341 52 70
16 37
/86 7165 531 
89 50
35 JÎ7
20
i l l
101191 34 43 52 
16 25 37
70 88
F ig .  3 . G r a p h s  o f  r e l a t iv e  i n t e n s i t y  o f  1 0 . Z r e f le x io n s  a g a in s t  
t h e ir  Z v a lu e s .  I n t e n s i t y  v a lu e s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  s p o t s  a r e  p lo t t e d  
a s  p e r c e n t a g e s  o f  t h e  v a lu e  fo r  1 0 .3 5 .  D o t t e d  l in e s  in d ic a t e  
v e r y  h ig h  in t e n s i t i e s  p l o t t e d  t o  h a l f  t h e  s c a le .
accuracy. F ig. 3 is the graph showing the calculated  
and observed relative intensities of th e  1 0 . Z reflexions. 
The observed and calculated in tensities for the 1 0 . Z
Table 1. Intensities of 1 0 .1 reflexions
1 I I I
z o b s . c a lc . Z o b s . c a lc .
1 0  0 0 -1 9 2 0 -0 0 -1 5
4 0  0 0 -3 4 5 0 -5 3 -6 0
7 0  0 0 -3 2 8 0 -0 0 -2 0
10 0  7 0 -6 2 11 0 -0 0 -3 7
13 1 9 1 -8 0 14 1-1 1 -1 0
16 2 0  0 1 9 -7 8 17 5 3 -3 5 1 -2 0
19 2 6  6 2 5 -6 0 2 0 2 0 -8 1 9 -5 0
2 2 3-9 3 -9 3 2 3 0 -0 0 -4 0
2 5 2 -8 2 -5 2 2 6 0 -0 0 -2 0
2 8 3-1 2 -9 9 29 0 -0 0 -1 0
31 5 -6 5 -8 4 3 2 0 -0 0 -1 0
3 4 8 0 -0 8 3 -2 2 3 5 1 0 0 -0 1 0 0 -0 0
3 7 16 -7 1 7 -6 0 3 8 • 0 -0 0 -1 0
4 0 3-1 4 -5 4 41 0 -0 0 -1 3
4 3 1-7 1 -5 4 4 4 0 -0 0 -2 0
4 6 1-4 1-41 4 7 0 -0 0 -5 0
4 9 2 -8 2 -5 0 5 0 2 5 -0 2 4 -0 0
5 2 7 3 -3 7 3 -2 0 5 3 7 3 -3 7 1 -5 0
5 5 1-9 2 -0 0 5 6 1-9 1 -9 4
5 8 0 -0 0 -2 9 5 9 1-0 0 -9 0
61 0 -0 0 -1 1 6 2 0 -8 0 -8 0
6 4 0 -0 0 -1 9 6 5 1-3 1 -3 0
67 0 -0 0 -0 4 6 8 6-7 6 -5 0
7 0 3 3 -3 3 3 -5 0 71 2 3 -3 2 4 -1 0
7 3 0 -0 0 -0 3 7 4 1-7 1 -7 0
7 6 0 -0 0 -0 2 7 7 0 -6 0 -7 0
79 0 -0 0 -0 3 8 0 0 -6 0 -7 0
8 2 0 -0 0 -1 2 8 3 1-1 1 -1 0
8 5 0 -0 0 -4 3 8 6 6-7 6 -5 0
88 1 3 -3 1 2 -6 0 8 9 6-1 5 -1 0
91 0 -0 0 -3 0 9 2 0 -0 0 -5 0
9 4 0 -0 0 -0 9 9 5 0 -0 0 -2 0
9 7 0 -0 0 -0 8 9 8 0 -0 0 -1 0
1 0 0 0 -0 0 -0 4 101 0 -0 0 -0 5
1 0 3 0 -0 0 -0 9 1 0 4 0 -0 0 -0 2
row are listed in Table 1. The close agreement between 
these establishes the postulated structure. The 
reliability factor is found to be 0 14.
Unit-cell dimensions and atomic positions
The space group of 10572 is 723m with its cell dimen­
sions based on hexagonal axes:
a =  3-078, c =  264-39 Â .
The zigzag sequence given above results in the 
following atomic positions in the hexagonal unit cell: 
35 silicon atoms at OOZ, where
t =  0, 2z, 6z, 8 z, 12%, 14%, 18%, 20%, 24%, 26%, 30%, 32%,
36%, 39%, 42%, 45%, 48%, 51%, 54%, 57%, 60%, 63%, 6 6 %,
69%, 73%, 75%, 79%, 81%, 85%, 87%, 91%, 93%, 97%, 99%,
103%
where % =  1/105
35 silicon atoms at f ,   ^ plus the above coordinates  ^
35 silicon atoms at f ,  f  plus the above coordinates; 
105 carbon atoms one above each silicon atom at OOp 
plus the coordinates of the 105 silicon atoms
where p =  1/140.
Discussion
The growth of 10572 is expected on dislocation theory. 
As suggested by Krishna & Verma (1962a, 6 ), rhombo­
hedral polytypes grow only when the first and last 
layer of the exposed ledge is in the same orientation 
{ A ,  B  or G ) .  Consider a screw dislocation ledge of 35 
layers exposed in the basic 6 H  structure, A B G A G B ,  
A B G A G B ,  . . ., with an arrangement
B G A G B A B G A G B A B G A G B A
B G A G B A B G A G B A B G A G B .
As growth proceeds, this would wind up spirally, 
creating a structure
B G A G B A B G A G B A B G A G B A B G A G B A B G A G B A  
B G A G B A B G B A G A B G B A G A B G B A G A B G B A G  
A B G B A G A B G B A G A B A G B G A B A G B G A B A G B G  
A B A G B G A B A G B G A B A G .
Confirmation of the structure of 10572 as [(33)s32]3 
(Zhdanov notation) shows the u tility  of Mitchell’s 
method (1954) for detecting directly the structure of 
unknown polytypes of silicon carbide belonging to 
[(33)«32]3 series. A similar intensity plot was made by  
Ki'ishna & Verma (1962a, h) for the direct determina­
tion of structures of the unknown members of the 
series [(3 3 )n3 4 ]3 . These suggestions have simplified 
the structure work in silicon carbide to a large extent. 
Similar attem pts can be made for other series also.
The above work was conducted under a scheme 
sanctioned by the Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research of India.
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X-Ray Investigation o f  Long Period Structures o f  Silicon 
Carbide and the ir  G row th  from Imperfections
P . KRISHNAf AND A j IT R am  V e EMA
Department of Physics, Banaras Hindu University, India
ABSTRACT
The determination of the structure of a silicon carbide poly type becomes difficult 
when it has a very large periodicity. Since silicon carbide crystallizes into in­
numerable modified types with unit cell heights ranging from 5-048 Â in type 2H 
to nearly 1500 Â in tj’p© 594R (and to more in many of the unidentified types), it 
is necessary to suitably modify the X-ray diffraction methods for their investi­
gation. By these methods, a detailed analysis of the structure of some of the large 
polytypes has been carried out. The growth of these structures, with a periodicity 
much larger than the range of any known atomic forces, is discussed on the 
dislocation theory.
1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n
Silicon carbide is kno^vn to crystallize into several modified types, all 
of which have the same a and b dimensions of the unit cell (a =  b =  3-078 
A) but differ along c. The unit cell consists of layers of structure stacked 
along c at constant intervals of 2-518 A, in a close-packed manner. The 
repeat period along c varies from 5-048 A in type 2H (Adamsky and Merz, 
1959) to nearly 1500 A in type 594 R (Honjo etal.,  1950), and to more in 
m any of the unidentified types. A simple explanation of the origin and 
growth of so many different modified types can be found in terms of the 
screw dislocation theory of crystal groAvth (Frank, 1951). The direct 
correlation observed between the step-height o f growth spirals and the 
height of the X-ray unit cell, in different polytypes (Verma, 1952, 1957) 
left little doubt about the validity of this theory. Using the theory it was 
possible to  explain the origin of the structure series in silicon carbide and 
it was, therefore, felt that the phenomenon of polytypism  had been 
satisfactorily explained.
However, doubts have been expressed by Jagodzinski (1954) according 
to whom the structure of a polytype is determined by thermodynamic 
considerations and screw dislocations play a role only in the later stages 
of growth. Recently Trigunayat and Verma (1962) have reported a 
non-correlation between the step-height of growth spirals on cadmium
t  U.G.C. Research Fellow.
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iodide polytypes and the height o f their X -ray unit cells. This has further 
enhanced the doubts expressed by Jagodzinski regarding the origin of  
polytypes from screw dislocations.
W e, therefore, undertook to  isolate a number of silicon carbide poly­
types and determine their detailed atom ic structure w ith a view  to  
exam ine whether the structure conforms w ith the dislocation theory. 
This paper describes the experim ental m ethods used for this investi­
gation. The results obtained are discussed on the dislocation theory.
2 . E x p e r i m e n t a l  M e t h o d s  
A. Determination of the unit cell
Since successive unit layers o f structure, in silicon carbide, are spaced  
at intervals o f 2-518 A along the c-axis, it  is possible to  calculate the  
number of layers in the unit cell by determining the c-parameter from  
the oscillation and W eissenberg photographs. The m ethod works quite 
well w ith small polytypes like 4H , 6H and 15R, but for larger polytypes  
the results obtained become ambiguous on account of the lim ited experi­
m ental accuracy of determining c. Honjo et al. (1950), as well as Mitchell 
(1954), identified large polytypes by counting the number of spacings 
between tw o known 6H spots. H owever, this was possible because these 
polytypes had typ e 6H in syntactic coalescence.
A simple m ethod of counting the exact number of layers in the unit cell 
has been used by us in our investigations. I t  requires only an approximate 
idea of the number of layers in the unit cell, which can often be had by a 
comparison of the c-axis oscillation photograph with that o f type 6H. 
The number of layers 'in the unit cell is obtained from the number of 
spacings after which the sequence o f relative intensities begins to repeat 
in the 10. Z row. The intensity o f a 10. Z refiection from a silicon carbide 
polytype %H or %R is given by
with
and
(fix + /c  +  2 /gi/c cos 2ttIj))(A%^ -f B h )
■Si =  2  cos 27tIz 4- 2  cos 27r(Zz 4-^) 4 -2  cos 27t{Iz — J)
ZA 2(7
•^si =  2  sin 2ttIz 4- 2  sin 2irflz 4- J) 4- 2  sin 2tt{Iz — \ )
Z a  Z b  Z c
where z^ and Zç, denote the z-co-ordinates of silicon atoms on the  
A  : OOz, B  ; Jfz and C : f  Jz axes respectively, and p  =  3/4% is the displace­
m ent of the carbon atoms above the silicon, along c. Now, since z =  r/%, 
r being an integer, the values o f Agi and Rgi Q'l'c the same for the refiections 
1 0 .Z and 10. (Z +  %). The difference in intensity o f these spots is due to the
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change in the factor + /c  +  ^fsifc cos 2ttIp). But, since/gi an d /c  change 
monotonously w ith 6 and /gj % 3/c, the variation in cos 2ttIp  does not 
affect the intensity much and the sequence of relative intensities of 10. Z 
spots is similar after a change of n  in the Z-value. Thus the sequence of the 
intensity of spots 10.(Z +  %), 1 0 . (Z +  %4-1), . . .  etc., would be similar to  
that of the spots 10 .Z, lO.(Z-fl), . . .  etc. This repetition of relative 
intensities was first noticed by RamsdeU (1944) in type 21R and applied 
by us to identify the polytype 90R (Krishna and Verma, 1962c). Thus 
if  the sequence of relative intensities of 10. Z spots, recorded on a W eissen­
berg or oscillation photograph repeats after q spacings (counting the 
absent refiections also), the polytype has q layers in its smallest hexagonal 
unit cell.
Figure 1 shows the c-axis oscillation photograph of a large polytype of 
silicon carbide, as recorded on a 3 cm camera. The non-symmetrical 
arrangement of spots about the zero layer line indicates rhombohedral 
symmmetry. I t  can be noticed that the sequence of relative intensities 
along the 10. Z row is similar after every 37 spacings. Since each spacing 
corresponds to a change of 3 in the Z-value, the polytype is 37 x 3 =  11IR.  
The number of layers can also be determined, with advantage, from the 
a-axis Weissenberg photographs (Figs. 3 and 4) by observing the above 
repetition of intensities in the lowest “ festoon” of spots. Figure 3 shows 
the a-axis first layer equi-inclination Weissenberg photograph of type  
l l l R ,  while Fig. 4 is the a-axis zero layer Weissenberg photograph of a 
IDolytype 90R. The relative intensities o f 10. Z spots in Fig. 4 repeat after 
every 30 spacings.
This method of identifying a polytype, however, requires that the 
10. Z row of spots be both present and well-resolved in the entire range of 
counting. I t  can be seen in Figs. 1, 3 and 4 that the first layer equi-in­
clination Weissenberg photograph provides a much greater resolution 
than the oscillation or zero-layer Weissenberg. W e have obtained still 
greater resolution by using an oscillation camera of 11-46 cm radius and 
coUimating the X-ray beam further. It is, however, imperative to choose 
extrem ely small crystal pieces for taking the X -ray diffraction photo­
graphs, so that the width of successive 1 0 .Z spots m ay be less than the 
distance between their centres. Thus a somewhat bigger crystal piece 
would have produced continuous streaks along the Bernal row lines in 
Fig. 1, which could be incorrectly taken to have resulted from a random  
disorder in the structure. The choice of a small crystal piece also reduces 
errors in the intensity work, due to variable absorption and secondary 
extinction, the corrections for which are difficult to evaluate. W e there­
fore employed crystal pieces w ith dimensions of the order of 0-1 mm. 
Such m inute crystal pieces often exhibit no natural faces and, therefore, 
present some difficulty in setting in a crystaUographic direction. In such
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cases one can adopt the procedure described by Jeffrey (1949) ; but the  
peculiarity o f the structure o f silicon carbide affords a much simpler 
method. The reciprocal lattice rows parallel to  c are densely crowded 
w ith reciprocal lattice points. These rows therefore record as a line of  
closely spaced spots, which are easily recognized even when the crystal 
is oscillating about a random direction. For adjusting the rotated crystal 
about [001], these rows were made parallel to  the rotation axis, and for 
adjusting about [100] or [210] th ey  were m ade perpendicular to the 
latter.
H aving determined the number o f layers in the unit cell o f a poly type, 
their probable stacking sequences can be worked out by the m ethods ^  
em ployed by Ram sdell (1944, 1947), Zhdanov and Minervina (1945) and^  
K rishna and Verma (1962a, 6, c). To determine the correct structure 
from the probable ones so worked out, it suffices to  calculate the relative 
in tensity  o f 1 0 .Z reflections and compare these w ith those observed on 
W eissenberg photographs (Ramsdell, 1944). I t  is usually not necessary 
to perform a quantitative estim ation of the observed intensities since the  
large number o f 1 0 .Z reflections recorded, them selves, form a scale o f 
relative intensities, whose self-consistency is enough evidence of the  
correctness o f a proposed structure. However, when there are two or 
more probable structures giving a fairly good qualitative fit w ith observed 
intensities it  is essential to perform a quantitative estim ation. This 
presents some difficulty on account o f the proxim ity o f successive 10. Z 
refiections on the W eissenberg photograph of large polytypes. I t  is not 
possible to  use W eissenberg photographs of the integrating typ e since 
the spots would overlap. I t  is also difficult to isolate each spot for photo­
m etric estim ation of relative intensities. W e, therefore, em ployed the  
following m ethod :
A standard scale o f relative intensities was prepared by selecting a 
single 1 0 .Z refiection and then recording it  on different portions of the  ^
same W eissenberg film. The exposure tim e for successive recordings was  ^
measured in terms of com plete oscillations of the crystal. For estim ating  
the spots in different intensity ranges, W eissenberg films of different 
known exposures were used. For these films also the exposure tim e was 
reckoned by counting the number o f com plete oscillations of the crystal. 
The different W eissenberg films, as well as the one recording the standard 
scale were processed under identical conditions. W e found that for esti­
m ating intensities over such a large range, as that obtained on the  
W eissenberg photographs of these poly types, the above m ethod yielded  
more consistent results than the usual multiple-film method. The excel­
lent agreement obtained between calculated and observed intensities 
for various structures has confirmed the suitability o f the above m ethod  
(Krishna and Verma, 19626).
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3. R esults of the Investigation
Of the many large polytypes discovered during the course of the 
present investigation special attention was given to the following 
polytypes o f interest :
(i) Type 57R: This crystal is based on the 6H phase with a structure 
[(33)234]g (Krishna and Verma, 1962a).
(ii) Type l l l R :  The oscillation and Weissenberg photographs ob­
tained from this polytype are shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The poly type has 
been shown to have a structure [(33)534]g and has enabled a detailed 
study of the [(33),^34]g series of structures (Krishna and Verma, 19626).
(iii) Type 90R : A Weissenberg photograph obtained from this crystal 
is shown in Fig. 4. This polytype was found to have a structure based on 
the 15R phase with a Zhdanov symbol [(23)^3322]g (Krishna and Verma, 
1963a).
(iv) Type 36H: This is a unique polytype within which there has 
occurred a change in the structure without a change of space group or 
of the periodicity of the lattice. The two structures have been designated 
as 36Hfl and 36H^ and were found in a single crystal piece. Figure 2 (a), (b) 
and (c) show the 10. Z row of spots recorded on c-axis oscillation photo­
graphs taken from (a) the composite parent 36H crystal, (b) the upper 
portion, 36Hg, and (c) the lower part, 36H(,, respectively.
The lower part 36H(, reveals striking structural extinctions on its 
X-ray diffraction photographs. Thus the 10. Z reflections are absent when
Z =  36%, 36%4- 6 and 6%±2, where + =  0, 1, 2  Tliis polytype has an
unusual structure which could not be determined by the usual methods 
employed for other poly types. The structure has been determined in a 
novel manner from the conditions
2  cos 2%Zz =  2  cos 2%Zz =  2  cos 2 ttIz =  0
(Z =  6% ± 2 )
2  sin 2ttIz =  2  sin 2ttIz =  2  sin 27tIz =  0
Za Zb zq
imposed on the structure by the extinctions. The structure so worked out 
has a Zhdanov symbol [(33)o34(33)232] (Krislma and Verma, 19636).
(v) Disordered Poly types : In addition to the ordered structures like 
90R, l l l R  and 126R, silicon carbide also forms polytypes with con­
siderable one-dimensional disorder. Fig. 2 (d) shows the 10 .Z row of  
spots recorded on a c-axis oscillation photograph of one such crystal. 
The continuous streak along the row line indicates a random disorder 
superimposed over the order in the crystal. A tendency towards long- 
range order can, however, be seen. Figure 2 (e) is the enlargement of a 
part of Fig. 2 (d) and reveals very closely spaced spots corresponding to
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a periodicity o f about (33 x 5)H or (33 x 15)R. The “ continuous ” streak 
along the row lines therefore appears to be partly due to a lack o f reso­
lution o f spots corresponding to a very high periodicity and partly due 
to a random disorder in the structure.
4. D i s c u s s i o n  o f  R e s u l t s — G r o w t h  o f  P o l y t y p e s
According to Frank’s dislocation theory, the different polytypes o f  
silicon carbide grow from basic structures like 6H, 15R and 4H, by  the  
creation of a screw dislocation w ith a Burgers vector which is a non­
integral m ultiple o f the height o f the parent unit cell. W hen the Burgers 
vector is an integral m ultiple o f the height o f the parent unit cell the  
resulting structure is the same as the basic structure. I t  has been experi­
m entally dem onstrated th at the Burgers vector, which is the step- 
height o f the growth spiral, is equal to c for hexagonal polytypes and c/3 
for the rhombohedral ones (Verma, 1957). It follows, therefore, that the 
value o f c for hexagonal polytypes and c/3 for rhomobohedral ones should 
be a non-integral m ultiple o f the c-spacing o f the basic structure. H ow­
ever, we have isolated a number of polytypes w ith contra-indications, 
including the types 36H^ and 9OR described in this paper.
The polytypes 36Hg and 36Hj, as also the types 54H and 66H reported 
by Verma (1957), give intense X-ray diffraction spots in the 6H positions 
showing that their structure is based on the 6H phase. The growth of 
these polytypes could not have taken place by the creation of a screw 
dislocation in the 6H structure since the Burgers vector of such a dis­
location would be an integral multiple of the c-spacing of 6H. A screw 
dislocation step of 36, 54 or 66 layers, formed in the 6H structure could 
result only in further growth of the 6H structure itself. All the same the 
crystals of 54H and 66H shows spirals on their (0001) faces, with a step- 
height simply related to the height of the unit cell (Verma, 1957).
Similarly, the polytype 90R with a structure [(23)^3322]g is definitely 
based on the 15R phase but its growth is not possible from a single screw 
dislocation in 15R, since a ledge of 30 layers exposed in the 15R structure 
would result in further growth of 15R itself. It  would perhaps be possible 
to explain the growth of these structures from two or more suitably 
“ co-operating” dislocations, but such explanations appear far-fetched 
in the absence of any surface evidence to this effect. There is no evidence 
of co-operating dislocations on the surfaces of 36H, 54H, 66H or 90R. 
On the other hand there is definite evidence of single dislocations in 54H  
and 66H, while 36H and 90R show no spiral markings. A growth spiral 
on the surface of 36H would be expected to have a step-height of over 
90 A, which ought to be easily visible under a phase-contrast microscope. 
Moreover, it is difficult to understand how a system of co-operating
F i g . 1. A 15° c-axis oscillation photograph of SiC type 11IR (r =  3 cm,
A= 1 54 A).
#
f
(a) ( b ) (c)
Fig. 2. The 10 Z row of different SiC poly types, as recorded on 15° c-axis oscillation 
photographs: (a) 3 CH parent crystal (r =  3 cm, A = 1 -5 4  A, mag. x 3). 
(b) Type 36H„ (r = 3  cm, X =  1-54 A, mag. x 3). (c) Type 36Hj (r =  3 cm, 
Cu K  radiation, mag. x 3). (d) Disordered polytype (r =  11-46 cm, Cu K  
radiation, mag. x 1). (e) Enlargement of a part of Fig. 2 (d).
F ig . 3. First layer, «-axis, equi-inclination Weissenberg photograph of SiC type 
I H R  (r =  2-86 cm, X =  1*54 A). The eleven consecutive faint spots near 
the minimum of the lowest festoon are, from left to right, OTTO, 01-T3, 
. . . ,  0 1  T, 0 1  2 , . . . 0 1  1 1  and 0T14. The Z-values of successive spots differ by 
3 (mag. X 1).
F ig.. 4. Zero-layer, «-axis Weissenberg photograph of SiC type 90R (r =  2-86 cm, 
Cu K  radiation). The lowest festoon records the 10 .Z row of spots. The ten  
faint spots near the minimum of the festoon are, from left to right, 10*19, 
10-16 . . . ,  10*8, 1 0 *TT. The Z-values of successive spots differ by 3 (mag. x 1 ).
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dislocations, creating the structure could at a later stage generate
a different structure 36Hg.
Polytypic structures originating from a single screw dislocation ought 
to have a number of 33, 23 or 22 units in their zigzag sequence, with  
faults at the end. However, the X-ray diffraction photographs of type 
126R show an intensity maxima distribution unhke that of any smaller 
polytype. This polytype is therefore not based on any smaller structure 
and could not have grown from a single screw dislocation. All the same 
it shows a growth spiral with a step 42 layers high (Verma, 1957). The 
structure, therefore, does not appear to have resulted from the growth 
of the spiral. Similarly the polytypes 174R with a structure [(33)g6(33)54]g 
(Tomita, 1960), and 36H^„ with a structure [(33)g34(33)232] (Krishna 
and Verma, 19636) have stacking faults in the middle of a sequence of 
33’s. They cannot, therefore, result from single screw dislocations in 
the basic structures. There are, at the same time, structures hke 57R and 
11IR (Krishna, and Verma, 1962a, 6), which are most readily understood 
as originating from single screw dislocations in the 6H structure, but an 
exam ination of their surfaces shows no spirals. The existence of random  
disorder in some SiC crystals (see Fig. 2 (d) and (e)) also cannot be 
explained on the screw dislocation theory. Table I summarizes the 
present position of observations regarding the growth of silicon carbide 
polytypes from screw dislocations, in the hght of the above discussion.
T a b l e  I. Summary of observations on silicon carbide polytypes 
Polytype Structure of unit cell Surface structure Remarks
Polytypes conforming with the dislocation theory 
6H 33 1 ou ' • 1 Growth completely
< ?> ;■  .  Z d T t h Z m i i
: :  i : k , .  j
Structures expected on dislocations hut not showing growth spirals
57R [(33)234], 1 ou • i Structure readily
u r n  ;  Show no spirals explained on k -
location theory, 
but no surface evi­
dence of dislocation
Structures not expected on dislocations 
126R Not based on any Shows spirals with Surface evidence of
smaller type • correlation (Verma, dislocation. Struc-
1957) ture a t variance
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Table I — continued
Polytype Structure of unit cell Surface structure
V
Hemarks
36H,
54H
66H
Based on 6H. Unit 36H No spiral. 54H, Structure not
cells integral 66H show spirals accounted on dis­
multiples of the with correlation location theory.
unit cell of 6H (Verma, 1957) Evidence of single 
screw dislocations 
in 54H and 66H
90R [(23)^3322^. U nit cell 
6 times th a t of 15R
Shows no spiral Structure based on 
15R, bu t growth 
not possible from 
screw dislocation 
in 15R
36H, [(33)234(33)232]. Shows no spiral Structures havec-dimension six 
times th a t of 6H
No data
stacldng faults in 
the middle of a174R [(33)36(33),4]3 
(Tomita, 1960) sequence of 33’s.
Disordered X -ray diffraction No data
polytypes photographs show Not explained on
continuous streaks dislocations
along 10.Z row
1. The polytypes SIR^ (Thibault 1944; Zhdanov and Minervina, 1945), 87R (Ramsdell, 
1947), 27R, and 51Rj (Ramsdell and Kohn, 1952), 19H (Ramsdell and Mitchell, 1953), 
141R and 393R (Mitchell, 1954), and 16H (Gasilova, 1955) have structures that conform  
with the dislocation theory, but evidence of their growth from screw dislocations is 
incomplete since no data regarding their surface structure has been reported.
2. The polytypes lOH (Ramsdell and Kohn, 1951), 75R and 84R (Ramsdell and Kohn, 
1952), and 18H (Gliky, 1954) have structures that cannot originate from single screw 
dislocations in any of the basic structures, but m ay be thought of as resulting from two or 
more suitably "co-operating” dislocations (Mitchell, 1957). No surface evidence has 
however, been put forth.
3. The polytypes 2H (Adamsky and Merz, 1959) and 8 H  (Ramsdell and Kohn, 1952) 
appear to be definite phases of silicon carbide, but no structures based on these are, as 
yet, known.
4. Though jS-SiC (Hull, 1919, 1920), which is cubic, can be easily derived from a screw 
dislocation in any of the basic structures, it does not form in this way since it is, unlike 
a-SiC, a low-temperature modification.
5. Co n c l u s i o n
I t  is evident from the above discussion that though the spiral step- 
height on silicon carbide is sim ply related to the c-dimension o f the 
lattice, the contents o f the unit cell do not necessarily result from a 
screw dislocation in one of the basic structures. I t  appears, therefore, that 
screw dislocations determine the surface structure but not the structure
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of the unit cell. Jagodzinski (1954) has arrived at a similar conclusion 
from thermodynamic considerations. According to him the energy 
required for the creation of a screw dislocation can come from the lattice 
only after the crystal has acquired a considerable volume, by which tim e 
the structure of the crystal has already been determined. Therefore, 
screw dislocations could cause growth only in the later stages, thereby 
creating spirals on the surface. Once a polytype is formed the Burgers 
vector of a screw dislocation in it would be related to its lattice dimension 
so that there m ay be no misfit across the shp plane. This would explain 
the correlation observed between the spiral step-height and the height 
of the X-ray unit cell ; but the structure o f different polytypes cannot be 
understood on the dislocation theory and the cause of so many different 
modifications of silicon carbide, especially those with unit cell heights 
much larger than the range of any known atomic forces, has to  be 
reconsidered.
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Dislocations & Polytypism in Silicon Carbide*
A JIT RAM VERMA & P. K RISH N A  
Department of Physics, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi
SILICON carbide is known to crystallize into several polytypic modifications, all of which have the same a and h dimensions of the unit 
cell {a — b =  3-078 A.), but differ along the c 
dimension. The unit cell consists of layers of struc­
ture, stacked along the c dimension at constant 
intervals of 2-518 A. in a close-packed manner. 
Already over 30 different modifications have been 
reported, with unit cell heights ranging from  ^
c =  5-048 A. in type 2H to- c % 1500 A. in type 
594R and there appears to be no upper limit to 
the number of modifications that exist. Ott^‘®, 
RamsdelF'^^ and Zhdanov and Minervina^-' '^  ^ were 
among the first to investigate the detailed atomic 
structure of some of these modifications. Ott 
showed that all these structures had the same basic 
tetrahedral arrangement of silicon and carbon atoms, 
while Zhdanov and Minervina were the first to 
describe the structures in terms of the sequence of 
close-packed silicon-carbon layers in the unit cell. 
RamsdelF classified these structures into structure 
series which are conveniently described in the 
Zhdanov-Ramsdell notation^’^ ®. Since then, the 
existence of the following structure series has been 
established by different workers :
Zhdanov^^ Polytypes known to be members 
symbol
1 .  ( 3 3 ) n 3 2  1 5 R ,  3 3 R ,  5 1 R a ,  8 7 R ,  1 0 5 R ,  1 4 1 R ,
393R
2 .  ( 3 3 ) „ 3 4  2 1 R ,  3 9 R ,  5 7 R ,  l l l R
3. (32)n23 15R, 27R, 51Rb
4. ( 2 3 ) n 2 2  4H, 19H, 2 7 R
5 .  ( 2 3 ) n 3 2  1 5 R ,  l O H
6 . (23)a33 6 H, 168R, 273R
For the rhombohedral types the sequence is repeated 
thrice before completing the unit cell.
Formation and Growth of Polytypes
Attempts to explain the formation and growth of 
so many different modifications of silicon carbide 
have been made on the basis of : (1 ) the impurities 
present during the process of growtlP®; (2 ) spiral 
growth from screw dislocations^^; (3) the accre­
tion of polymers of silicon carbide with a stacking
reversal inherent in their structure and stability 
governed by temperature^®; and (4) layer trans­
positions based on the vibration entropy of the 
structure^®.
Of these, it is the screw dislocation mechanism 
that has received considerable attention, since it 
provides a very simple and direct explanation of the 
phenomenon of polytypism in T^upport of which 
considerable experimental evidence has been put 
forth. According to this theory, the different poly­
* B a se d  o n  a  p a p er  p r e se n ted  b y  A j it  R a m  V erm a a t  th e  
S y m p o siu m  on  L a tt ic e  D e fe c ts  a n d  L a tt ic e  D y n a m ic s , h e ld  
a t  th e  N a tio n a l P h y s ic a l L a b o ra to r y , N e w  D e lh i, d u rin g  
O c to b e r  1962.
types of silicon carbide grow from basic structures 
like 6 H, 15R and 4H by the creation of screw dis­
locations of different Burgers vectors. A new poly­
type Would result when the Burgers vector of the 
screw dislocation is a non-integral multiple of the 
c dimension of the basic structure. The observation 
of growth spirals2«'2i on the (0 0 0 1 ) face of silicon car­
bide crystals and of a direct correlation between the 
step-height of these spirals and the height of the 
X-ray unit cell-°-^- left little doubt about the valid­
ity  of the theory. The theory was able to explain 
the origin of all the different structure series dis­
covered in silicon carbide and it was, therefore, felt 
that the phenomenon of polytypism had been satis­
factorily explained.
However, doubts have been expressed by different 
workers regarding some aspects of the dislocation 
theoryi^'-®. According to Jagodzinski, the structure 
of a poly type is determined by thermodynamic 
considerations. He has, accordingly, suggested a 
layer transposition mechanism based on the vibration, 
entropy of the structure. Recently, Trigunayat and 
Verma^'\ from their interferometric and X-ray 
diffraction study of cadmium iodide polytypes, have 
reported a non-correlation between the step-height 
.of the observed growth spiral and the height of the 
X-ray unit cell. It has thus become increasingly 
evident that the screw dislocation mechanism does 
not fully explain the formation of all the different 
poly types. Other mechanisms suggested for silicon 
carbide have also not been able to explain all the 
observed facts.
We have, therefore, extended the investigation 
further, by working out the detailed atomic structure 
of different silicon carbide polytypes with a view to  
studying their growth in the light of the existing 
theories of polytypism. In particular, it was pro­
posed to examine whether the structure of different 
polytypes conforms with the dislocation theory. The 
results are summarized in Table 1.
Interpretation of Polytypes on the 
Dislocation Theory
According to Frank’s dislocation theory, the 
different polytypes of silicon carbide grow from basic 
structures like 6 H, 15R and 4H, by the creation of 
a screw dislocation with a Burgers vector which is 
a non-integral multiple of the height of the parent 
unit cell. When the Burgers vector is an integral 
multiple of the height of the parent unit cell, the 
resulting structure is the same as the basic structure. 
It follows from these considerations that :
1. Crystal faces should exhibit growth spirals whose 
step-height is directly related to the height of 
the unit cell of the structure.
2. The large polytypes should have a structure 
based on one or other of the basic structures^ 
i.e. a major portion of the unit cell of large 
polyt}'pes should h a \e  the same structure
1
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Table 1 — Structure and Growth of D ifferent Silicon Carbide Polytypes
Structure of unit cell Surface structure Remarks
Polytypes conforming with the dislocation theory
Polytype
6H  
15R 
21R 
33R
57R
l l l R
126R
36Ha
54PI
66H
90R
36Hb
174R
Disordered
p o ly t y p e s
33 (Ott=)
(23), (O tf)
(34)3 (R a m sd e lP c)  
(3332)3 (R a m s d e ll" )
I Show spirals correlated w ith the  
f  unit celp2
G r o w th  c o m p le te ly  e x p la in e d  in  
te r m s  o f  s cr e w  d is lo c a t io n s
Structures expected on dislocations but not showing growth spirals
[(33),34]3
[(33)5?4]3 ^  Show no spirals
Structures not expected on dislocations
Not based on any sm aller type
Based on 6H. U nit cells integral 
m ultiples of the unit cell of 6H
[(23)4 332 2 )3. Unit cell six tim es 
that of 15R
(33)234(33)a32. c dimension six  
tim es that of 6H  
[(33),6(33h4]a (Tom ita")
X -ray diffraction photographs 
show continuous streaks along 
10./ row
Shows spirals with correlation^^
36Ha shows no spiral. 54H and 
66H show spirals with correla­
tion^-
Shows no spiral
Shows no spiral
N o data  
No data
Structure readily explained on 
dislocation theory, but no sur­
face evidence of dislocation
Structure at variance with that 
indicated by surface evidence of 
dislocation
Structure not accounted on dis­
location theory. Evidence of 
single-screw dislocations in 54H  
and 6 6 H
Structure based on 15R, but 
growth not possible from screw  
dislocation in 15R 
~] Structures have stacking faults 
Y in the middle of a sequence of
J 33'.s .
N ot explained on dislocations
as one of the basic structures, so that the 
Zhdanov symbol is made up of a number oh 
33, 23 or 22 units with faults at the end of the 
sequence.
3. The Burgers vector of the screw dislocation 
(=  c for hexagonal polytypes and c/3 for 
rhombohedral ones) should be a non-integral 
multiple of the repeat unit of the basic structure, 
along the c dimension.
4. The resulting polytype should have a completely 
ordered structure.
Experimental evidence for and against the dislocation 
theory — The experimental evidence both against and 
in favour of each of these is discussed below. Most 
of the crystals examined during the present investiga­
tion were flat plates wdth well-developed faces. As 
pointed out by Vand^®, such crystals would require 
for their growth three non-coplanar screw disloca­
tions. However, growth spirals are observed only 
on the (0001) face of some silicon carbide crystals, 
while most of the crystals show no spiral markings at 
all. Moreover, a single-screw dislocation would form 
needle-shaped crystals. The step-height of growth 
spirals observed on the (0001) face is found to be 
directly related to the height of the X-ray unit cell, 
being equal to it for hexagonal types and one-third- 
of it for rhombohedral ones^^; a similar study on 
cadmium iodide, by Trigunayat and Verma^^, has 
revealed the absence of such a correlation in this 
substance.
Most of the large polytypes of silicon carbide, so 
far discovered, are found to be based on one of the 
basic structures, and have a zigzag sequence consist­
ing of a number of 33, 23 or 22 units with faults at 
the end. They, therefore, have an intensity maxima
distribution similar to, that of the basic structure. 
However, the intensity distribution in the 10.Z row 
of a polytype 126R, discovered by Verma--, shows 
that its structure is not based on any smaller type. 
The more intense spots do not lie around positions 
corresponding to any basic structure. Nevertheless, 
the crystal 126R shows a growth spiral with a step 
42 layers high^  ^ and is thus expected to have grown 
by the screw dislocation mechanism. The structure 
and spiral are thus at variance, and the former does 
not appear to have resulted from the latter. Similarly 
the polytypes 174R, with a structure^® [(33)g6(33)54]3, 
and 36Hy, with a structure-’’ [(33)234(33)232], though 
based on the 6H phase, have stacking faults in 
the middle of a sequence of 33's. Such structures 
cannot result from a single-screw dislocation 
created in the 6H structure. There are, at the 
same time, structures'®’^ » ppg 57R [(33)234]g and 
l l l R  [(3 3 )5 3 4 )3 , which are most readily understood 
as resulting from screw dislocations in the 6H struc­
ture, but an examination of their surfaces shows 
no spirals.
Generally, a poly type based on a certain ideal 
structure (6H, 15R or 4H) has a repeat unit along 
the c dimension which is a non-integral multiple of 
the corresponding repeat unit of the basic structure ; 
but we have isolated a number of polytypes with 
contra-indications. Thus types 36Ha, 36H,„ and 
also the types 54H and 66H reported by Verma-^, 
give intense X-ray diffraction spots in 6H posi­
tions, showing that their structure is based on the 
6H phase. The growth of these polytypes could 
not have taken place by the creation of a screw 
dislocation in the 6H structure, since the Burgers 
vector of such a dislocation would be an integral
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multiple of the c spacing of 6 H. A screw disloca­
tion step of 36, 54 or 6 6  layers, formed in a 6 H 
structure, could result only in further growth of the 
6 H structure itself. At the same time, crystals 
of 54H and 6 6 H show spirals on their (0001) faces 
with a step-height related in a simple way to the 
height of the unit celF^ Similarly, the polytype 
90R with a structure®® [(23)43322]a is definitely based 
on the 15R phase, but its growth is not possible from 
a screw dislocation in 15R, since a ledge of 30 layers 
exposed in the 15R structure would only cause further 
growth of 15R itself. It would, perhaps, be possible 
to explain the growth of these structures from two or 
more suitably ‘ cooperating ’ dislocations, but such 
explanations appear -unconvincing in the absence of 
any surface-evidence to this effect. There is no 
evidence of cooperating dislocations on the surfaces 
of 36H, 54H, 6 6 H or 90R. On the other hand, 
there is definite evidence of single dislocations in 
54H and 6 6 H, while 36H and 90R show no spiral 
markings.
While very large polytypes of silicon carbide have 
been observed with a high degree of order in their 
structure, e.g. 11 IR, 90R, 36H, etc., it is also not 
uncommon to find polytypes with considerable one­
dimensional disorder. The growth of such struc­
tures, with a random disorder of layers, cannot be 
explained on the dislocation theory.
It is evident from the above discussion that though 
the spiral step-height on silicon carbide bears a simple 
relation to the c dimension of the lattice, the contents 
of the unit cell do not necessarily result from screw 
dislocations in one of the basic structures. It, there­
fore, appears that screw dislocations determine only 
the surface structure but not the structure of the 
unit cell. Jagodzinskff® arrived at a similar con­
clusion from thermodynamic considerations. Accord­
ing to him, the high energy required for the creation 
of a screw dislocation can come from the lattice 
only after the crystal has acquired a considerable 
volume, by which time the structure of the crystal 
hqs already been deteiTnined. Therefore, screw dis­
locations could cause growth only in the later stages, 
thereby creating spirals on the surface. Once a poly­
type is formed, the Burgers vector of a screw dis­
location in it would be related to its lattice dimension 
so that there may be no misfit across the slip plane. 
This would explain the correlation observation 
between spiral step-height and the height of the 
X-ray unit cell.
Other Proposed Theories
According to Jagodzinski and Arnold® ,^ silicon 
carbide should normally have a completely disordered 
structure since the different possible configurations 
have very nearly the same potential energy. It 
is the vibration entropy of the structure that is 
responsible for creating the observed order. Jagod­
zinski’s calculations have borne out the fact that 
15R is the next commonest structure after 6 H. The 
•coexistence of order and disorder sometimes observed 
in the same crystal piece is expected according to 
his theory. However, completely ordered structures 
with a large perioclicity are highly improbable 
according to Jagodzinski's theory, and, therefore, the 
absence of any disorder, even in large polytypes
like 90R, 36H, 11 IR and 126R, is difficult to
understand. Moreover, this theory has not so far
accounted for the existence of structure series in 
silicon carbide. Schneer®® considers the phenomenon 
of polytypism to be analogous to that of order- 
disorder in alloys and has shown, along these lines, 
that the long-period polytypes represent potential 
minima.
Lundqvist^® and Hayashi®® established a correlation 
between the structure type and the content of
aluminium (as impurity) for the types 6H, 15R 
and 4H. The role of the impurity in determining 
the structure type is not known and no such 
data are available for the other polytypes. It 
appears unlikely that the formation of the larger 
polytypes is also determined by the presence of
impurities.
Ramsdell and Kohiff® put forth a qualitative 
theory which explains the creation of the different 
silicon carbide polytypes by the accretion of polymers. 
This theory has predicted the structure of several 
new polytypes and directly accounted for the exis­
tence of structure series; but polytypes like 174R, 
90R and 36Hj,, with three polymer units in their 
structure, are not in accordance with this theory. 
IMoreover, the existence of such polymers as the 
theory assumes has vet to be experimentally demon­
strated.
Conclusion
It would thus be seen that none of the exist­
ing theories of polytypism has been able to give a 
satisfactory explanation of all the observed facts. 
The cause of so many different modifications, some 
with unit cell heights much larger than the range 
of any known atomic forces, has, therefore, to be 
reconsidered.
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A twenty-eight layered new polytype of cadmium iodide, designated 28Hc, with unit-cell dimensions 
« = 4 24, c =  95-69 A, is described. The detailed atomic structure has been worked out and its zigzag 
sequence is found to be 2222222222221111. The growth of the polytype is examined in the light of 
the screw dislocation theory of polytypism. The screw dislocation theory is not able to explain 
y fully the growth of this poly type. The polytype 28Hc is so far the largest cadmium iodide polytype
with a knovm atomic structure.
Introduction
Polytypism, first observed in silicon carbide, found a 
simple explanation in terms of the screw dislocation 
theory of crystal growth (Frank, 1951), The theory 
gives a pictorial representation of the formation of 
various polytypes — and direct experimental evi­
dence in support of it came from the observation of a 
correlation between the step-heights of growth spirals 
on silicon carbide polytypes and the heights of their 
X-ray unit cells (Verma, 1957). No such extensive 
and conclusive experimental support has yet been 
given for other existing theories of the origin of poly­
typism such as the polymer theory (Ramsdell & 
Kohn, 1952), vibration entropy — layer transposi­
tion theory (Jagodzinski, 1949; Jagodzinski & Arnold, 
1960), and the impurity content theory (Lundqvist, 
1948; Hayashi, 1960).
The main aim of the present work has been to carry 
the investigation further by testing the validity of 
the dislocation theory among other known polytypic 
substances. The substance chosen for the present work 
was cadmium iodide. From an interferometric and 
microscopic study of cadmium iodide crystals Forty 
(1952) predicted polytypism in this compound. Mit­
chell (1956) carried out an extensive X-ray diffraction 
study of cadmium iodide crystals and correlated the 
unit-cell dimensions with the step-heights measured 
by Forty (1952). However, for an unequivocal verifi­
cation of Franlt’s dislocation theory of polytypism in 
the case of cadmium iodide, Trigunayat & Verma 
(1962) tried to find a correlation between the spiral 
step-height and the height of the unit cells by per­
forming both the X-ray diffraction and the interfero­
metric studies upon the same crystals. They found 
that no such correlation exists. Thus it is not com­
pletely understood why, even when a crystal shows a 
growth spiral and thus appears to have grown by the
* C .S.I.R . R esearch Fellow.
dislocation mechanism, there should not be a direct 
correlation between the spiral step-height and the 
X-ray unit cell.
We have examined numerous cadmium iodide crys­
tals by X-ray methods and have isolated several long- 
period polytypes. Since only little work has been 
done on the structural analysis of cadmium iodide 
polytypes, we have directed our attention towards 
the structure determination of these long-period poly­
types, to see whether these can be explained in terms 
of screw dislocation theory.
Generally, a cadmium iodide polytype is based on a 
certain ideal structure {2H or 4H) and has a repeat 
unit along c which is a non-integral multiple of the 
corresponding repeat unit of the basic structure. The 
formation of such poljdypes is easily understood on 
the screw dislocation theory. However, we have iso­
lated three polytypes, namely 22H, 26H  and 2SH, 
which are in contradiction to the above. The first 
two polytypes have c spacings respectively eleven 
times and thirteen times the c spacing of their basic 
2H  structure; and the third has a c spacing seven 
times the c spacing of its basic 4H  structure. These 
polytypes are unusual since their creation requires a 
screw dislocation whose Burgers vector is an integral 
multiple of the c spacing of the basic structure. Their 
growth is not directly understood on the dislocation 
theory since such a screw dislocation could only cause 
further growth of the basic structure itself. Hence it 
was aimed to work out the detailed atomic structures 
of these polytypes, to see whether the structure could 
be explained on screw dislocation theory.
The results obtained on the 22H  polytype have al­
ready been reported (Srivastava & Verma, 1963). This 
paper describes the detailed atomic structure of the 
polytype 2SH. This polytype is of special interest 
since, as shown later, the observations obtained on it 
furnish evidence both for and against the screw dis­
location theory. Moreover, this is the first among the
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known polytypes which gives evidence as to what 
happens in the initial and final stages of growth of 
any poly type. This is now the longest cadmium iodide 
polytype with a known atomic structure.
E xperim ental
Crystals of cadmium iodide used in the present inves­
tigation were grown from aqueous solution at room 
temperature. The method is similar to that used by 
Mitchell (1957). The crystals were observed under a 
polarizing microscope and only those which showed 
uniform extinction were subjected to X-ray examina­
tion. The c-axis oscillation photographs generally 
showed smearing and streaking of diffraction spots 
and were found unsuitable either for identification of 
the polytype or for structure determination, while 
«-axis oscillation photographs showed discrete sharp 
spots. Therefore, «-axis oscillation photographs were 
taken for an oscillation range starting from the posi­
tion when the c-axis (perpendicular to the crystal 
platelet) made an angle 25° with the incident X-ray 
beam, and was carried on to the position (25-|-15) =  
40°. This range was found most convenient for the 
identification of a polytype since it records a large 
number of 10 .Z spots. For the structure determination 
«-axis Weissenberg photographs recording either the 
0 1 .Z or 1 0 .Z row were taken.
Fig. 1 reproduces a 15° «-axis oscillation photograph 
of the crystal, recorded on a 3 cm camera with Cu K(x 
radiation. Fig. 2 shows the «-axis oscillation photo­
graph of the crystal taken after it was rotated tlirough 
180° from the position for Fig. 1 . Similarly Figs. 3 and 
4 show the first layer «-axis equi-inclination Weissen­
berg photographs taken from the two sides of the 
crystal platelet, on a camera of diameter 5 73 cm with 
Qn K  tx radiation.
As is evident from Figs. 1  and 3, the present poly­
type is 28H since there are seven equal spacings 
between two consecutive 4H  reflexions. However, 
Figs. 2  and 4, which represent photographs taken from 
the other side of the crystal, show it to be the ideal 
4H  structure. Thus there is a surprising situation in 
which one side of the crystal piece is the 4H  ideal 
structure while the other side of the same piece is the 
polytypic 28H structure. By taking Laue photo­
graphs of different regions of the same face of the 
crystal it has been concluded that a single face con­
tains a single polytype only. It has been possible to 
detect the presence of the two polytypes within the 
single crystal piece, because of the high absorbing 
property of both cadmium and iodine ions. The high 
absorption does not allow the weak diffracted beams 
from the polytypic structure 2SH to be recorded on 
the film when this is facing the incident beam. When 
the crystal side containing polytypic structure 28H 
is away from the incident beam, evidently the poly­
typic spots of 28H are recorded since they have not 
to travel the whole thickness of the crystal.
Structure of 2 8 //
The new modification exists in the form of a hexa­
gonal platelet with a well developed and shining 
(0001) face. The c dimension evaluated from Fig. 1  is 
95 7 Â .  The known c dimension of the type 4H  is 
13*67 Â .  The present polytype is thus 28JÏ. This is 
confirmed because of the presence of six diffraction 
spots between two consecutive intense 4H  spots. Mit­
chell (1956) has reported two other 28-layered poly­
types 28Ha and 28Hb. In the absence of any structural 
data published by him and in view of the fact that 
in cadmium iodide almost all the polytypes with the 
same number of layers have different stacking se­
quence, the present polytype is designated 28Hc.
For a large polytype such as this it is not possible 
to decide the correct structure by following the usual 
method of working out all possible structures involv­
ing Zhdanov (1946) numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., in their 
Ramsdell’s (1944) zigzag sequence. Since almost air  
the polytypes of cadmium iodide have only the num­
bers 1  and 2  in their zigzag sequence, we shall also 
restrict ourselves to these numbers alone. Thus the 
problem of determining the probable structures re­
duces to arranging the numbers 1  and 2  in different 
ways so as to give a 28-layered unit cell and trying 
each structure separately. The number of such ar­
rangements w^ould be enormous because of the pres­
ence of number 1  and structure determination would 
become formidable. The correct structure was there­
fore anticipated as follows:
The diffraction spots which coincide in position 
with the spots of the 4H  polytype are distinctively 
more intense than the rest of the spots. The unit cell 
of the polytype then must contain many (2 2 )-units.
The following possible structures are thus formulated 
with decreasing number of (2 2 ) units:
(i) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1
which for brevity can be written as (2 2 )g^  1 1  0 k
(ii) (22)g^  2
(iii) (2 2 ) 6  1 1 1 1
(iv) (2 2 ) 6  2  2
(v) (2 2 ) 5  1  1  2  2  1  1
(vi) (2 2 ) 5  1 2  1 1 2  1
(vii) (2 2 )5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(viii) (2 2 )4  ^ 2  1 1 1 1 1 1 2
(ix) (2 2 )4  ^ 1 1 2  1 1 2  1 1
(x) (2 2 )4  ^ 2  1 2  2  1 2
(xi) (2 2 )4  ^ 1  2  2  2  2  1
We cannot further decrease the number of (22) units 
since then the structure would not be based on a 4 / /  
ideal structure. As shown previously (Srivastava & 
Verma, 1963) all the polytypes of cadmium iodide 
necessarily have the hexagonal lattice. The above ar­
rangements involving (2 2 )g^  and (2 2 )4  ^ do not repre-
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sent a hexagonal lattice as for example the ABC 
sequence corresponding to first structure is
AB OB AB CB AB CB AB CB 
AB CB AB CB AB CB C
In the above the number of A ’s (reversal in one 
direction) is 15 and number of V ’s (reversal in other 
direction) is 13. For an arrangement representing a 
hexagonal lattice the number of A ’s and V ’s should 
either be equal or should differ by a multiple of 3. 
Thus the arrangements (i), (viii), (ix), (x) and (xi) do 
not represent hexagonal structure and are, therefore, 
discarded. Structures (ii) and (iv), which are equiva­
lent, are also disregarded since they represent the 
structure itself. To decide the correct structure, in­
tensities for six important Ol.Z reflexions were calcu­
lated for each of the remaining structures.
, The intensity formula for Ol.Z reflexions for the 
space group P 3w l to which the polytype belongs is:
I  oc [ { ^ /i .c d  COS 2 n lz+  y^fi,cà.cos —
z A , o t  z B , p
+ ^ /i,cd  COS 2n{lz + \)Y  
z C , y
+  { 2^fi, Cd sin 2tiIz +  ^ / i ,  cd sin 2ti{Iz —
z A , a  z B , P
+  Z f i .  Cd sin 27i{lz +  J)}2] 
z C , Y
Table I. Comparison of calculated and observed
inte'usities
C a lc . O b s .* C a lc . O b s .*
I in t e n s i t y i n t e n s i t y I i n t e n s i t y in t e n s i t y
0 1-07 a 2 9 5-01 a
1 0 -0 8 a 3 0 5 -1 2 w w
2 0 -0 9 a 31 5-0 1 w w
3 0 -4 7 a 3 2 4 -7 9 a
4 1-41 a 3 3 4 -1 3 a
5 1-66 3 4 1-00 a
6 1-23 a 3 5 2 7 3 -5 4 s
7 4 0 -1 4 ?n 3 6 4 -8 0 a
^  8 4 -4 6 w w 37 4 -8 6 a
 ^ 9 5 -0 0 w w 3 8 3-71 a
10 4 -8 0 w w 3 9 4 -1 2 a
11 6 -1 6 vw 4 0 4 -1 0 a
12 6 -2 3 vw 41 3-61 a
13 7 -1 8 vw 4 2 2 6 2 -5 7 s
1 4 1000 w s 4 3 1 7 4 a
15 6 -7 3 vw 4 4 2 -4 0 a
16 6 -8 3 vw 4 5 2 -4 0 a
17 8 -2 3 vw 4 6 1-70 a
18 7-81 vw 4 7 1-4 0 a
19 8 -8 3 vw 4 8 2 -6 0 a
20 6 -2 3 vw 4 9 5 0 -5 2 m
21 6 6 7 -4 3 vs 5 0 3 -2 9 a
22 8-41 vw 51 1 -8 4 a
2 3 7-81 vw 5 2 3 -0 8 a
2 4 7-61 vw 5 3 1-1 4 a
2 5 7 -5 2 vw 5 4 1-21 a
2 6 8-00 vw 5 5 1-36 a
2 7 7 -3 2 vw 5 6 4-51 w w
2 8 1 4 9 -2 0 m s
where 21 denotes the summation over the z coordi-
zA,oc.
nates of I atoms at A  sites and Cd atoms at tx sites ; 
similarly for 2  and 2 -
z B , p  z C , y
Here z represents the z coordinates of ions on the 
three vertical symmetry axes A , B  and C passing 
through 0  0 z, f  ^  z and ^§z respectively. Roman letters 
represent the iodine ions and Greek letters the cad­
mium ions. In cadmium iodide the basic polyatomic 
layer consists of two layers of hexagonal close-packed 
iodine ions with the small cadmium ions nested be-" 
tween them. The vertical I -I  distance is 3-4175 A  and 
the vertical Cd-I distance is nearly half of this dis­
tance. The cadmium layer is thus midway between 
two iodine layers.
The intensity values obtained from the above for­
mula were multiplied by the Lorenz polarization fac­
tor (1-j-cos2  20)/sin 20. Fig. 9 shows plots of the cal-
60-
ë  40- 
Ç 30- 
20 -  
10 -
I
5
Sv 40 /
* T h e  o b s e r v e d  in t e n s i t i e s  w e r e  t a k e n  fr o m  t h e  s e r ie s  1 0 -5 6  
t h r o u g h  1 0 -1 1 2 . T h is  s e r ie s  h a s  t h e  s a m e  in t e n s i t y  s e q u e n c e  
a s  1 0 -0  th r o u g h  1 0 -5 6  w h ic h  is  n o t  v i s ib l e  o n  t h e  f i lm  b e c a u s e  
o f  a b s o r p t io n  c a u s e d  b y  t h e  n o n - e q u id im e n s io n a l  c r y s t a l  p la t e .
15 16 17 18 19 20
I --------------------►
F ig .  9 . C a lc u la te d  r e l a t iv e  i n t e n s i t y  g r a p h  fo r  
p o s s ib le  a r r a n g e m e n ts .
culated relative intensities for the 6  possible struc­
tures. A comparison of the calculated intensities with 
those observed on a Weissenberg photograph makes it 
evident that only the structure (iii) gives the right fit. 
For an unequivocal verification of the structure of an
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nH polytype in cadmium iodide it is necessary to 
calculate intensities of reflexions l =  0 , \ , 2 ,  . . .  , 2n  
after which the intensities repeat themselves. Hence 
for structure (iii) the intensities for the complete 
range of fifty-six Ol.Z reflexions were calculated. 
Comparison of these with those observed on a Weissen­
berg photograph shows excellent agreement between 
calculated and observed intensities (Table I). Owing 
to non-availability of suitable absorption factors for a 
thin platelet it was not possible to correct the inten­
sities for absorption. However, it is the change in 
absorption which is of primary importance and this 
is not thought to be so abrupt as to cause appreci­
able difference in observed relative intensities within 
a small range.
The detailed structure of 28//c is, therefore, as 
follows :
Space group P 3w l
Zhdanov symbol 2222222222221111 
ABC  sequence 
{AyB) {CocB) {AyB) {CocB) (AyB) {CocB) (AyB)  
(CoiB) {AyB) {CocB) {AyB) {CocB) {AyB) {AyB)  
a =  4-24 A c =  95-69 A
Atomic coordinates
8  iodine at 0  0  Zi 
Zi =  0, 8 z, 16z, 24z, 32z, 40z, 48z, 52z,
14 iodine at §  ^Zg 
Zg =  2z, 6 z, lOz, 14z, 18z, 22z, 26z, 30z, 34z, 38z, 42z,
46z, 50z, 54z 
6  iodine at  ^ f  Z3  
Z3  =  4z, 12z, 20z, 28z, 36z, 44z 
6  cadmium at 0  0  Z4  
U =  5z, 13z, 21z, 29z, 37z, 45z 
8  cadmium at  ^ f  Z5  
h =  z, 9z, 17z, 25z, 33z, 41z, 49z, 53z where z =  1/56
D iscussion
According to Frank’s (1951) screw dislocation theory, 
the crystals initially grow into thin plates of uniform 
thickness by a surface nucléation mechanism, as the 
supersaturation at the beginning is highest. Thus in 
cadmium iodide, regarding 4 P  as the ideal structure, 
this structure itself grows in the initial stages. Through 
non-uniform distribution of impurities the platelet 
containing the 4 P  ideal structure becomes self stressed 
and is, therefore, buckled. This buckling is relieved by 
slips of various magnitudes in the crystal platelet, 
resulting in the creation of one or more dislocations 
of various strengths. These very dislocations are re­
sponsible for the final creation of the polytype. The 
growth of polytype 2 8 P c  is examined below in the 
light of these considerations.
The crystal platelet of the present polytype as 
shown previously has a 4 P  structure on one face and 
a 28P  structure on the opposite face. This may be 
taken to furnish evidence that an initial 4 P  platelet
has finally grown into a 28P  polytype. Similarly the 
presence of the basic and polytypic structure within 
the same single-crystal piece has been detected in 
other cadmium iodide crystals also.
The polytype 2 8 P c  is based on an ideal 4 P  struc­
ture. According to the screw dislocation theory the 
growth of a polytype from a single screw dislocation 
in an ideal 4 P  structure may result only if the Burgers 
vector of such a dislocation is a non-integral multiple 
of the c spacing of 4 P .  In the present case, since the 
Burgers vector of screw dislocation which will create 
a polytype 2 8 P c  will have to be a seven times integral 
multiple of the c spacing of 4 P ,  the growth cannot 
result by a single dislocation. A step of 2 4  layers 
formed in a 4 P  structure could only result in the 
further growth of 4 P .
To explain the growth of polytypes which cannot 
result from a single screw dislocation one may pos- 
tulate two or more cooperating dislocations as was 
done by Mitchell (1956). Below it is shown how the 
growth of 2 8 P c  can be visualized in terms of such an 
idea.
A single screw dislocation in a 4 P  ideal structure 
can easily create a step corresponding to the structure 
(22)6 11. Let there be another step corresponding to 
the structure 11 (obtained from 2 P )  in the vicinity 
of the above. If the above two steps are close enough 
to cooperate in such a manner as to form a final step 
having the structure ( 2 2 ) 6  1111, the growth of 2 8 P c  
can then take place. But if such is the case the surface 
observations must conform with the above.
At tliis stage, therefore, it was thought desirable 
to examine the crystal surface for growth features. 
However, there were difficulties. The crystal had 
been mounted on a glass fibre for X-ray diffraction 
studies, and had also been exposed to atmospheric 
moisture. Such exposure is known (Trigunayat, 1962) 
to be likely to blur the surface features. Secondly 
(Trigunayat, 1962), cadmium iodide crystals, be­
cause of their chemical reactivity with silver and 4 ^  
other substances, camiot easily be coated to increase 
the reflectivity. Thus we were able only to get two- 
beam internal interference fringes and not multiple 
beam fringes which are much sharper. No attempt 
was made to dismount the crystal from the glass 
fibre because of the possibility of deformation. A 
micrograph of the (0001) face (mag. X  30) using bright 
field illumination is shown in Fig. 5. The phase con­
trast illumination did not show any improvement.
The central part, shown enlarged in Fig. 6  (mag.
X  120), illustrates the growth spiral observed on that 
face of the crystal which exhibited 28P  polytypic 
structure. No spiral was observed on the opposite face 
of the crystal. This is a broken spiral, of symmetry 
intermediate between hexagonal and circular s^onme- 
tries, with no clear evidence of cooperation of two 
dislocations. According to the screw dislocation theory 
of polytypism as shown above, the crystal should have 
exhibited two cooperating spirals of heights 89 A and
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7 Â respectively with a resultant spiral step-height of 
96 Â for a direct correlation to exist between spiral 
step-height and c dimension of the unit cell. Fig. 7 
shows the two-beam internal interferogram of the 
crystal obtained with green monochromatic light of 
mercury (A =  5461 Â) (mag. X  30). An enlargement of 
the corresponding central part of Fig. 7 is shown in 
Fig. 8  (mag. X  120). The mean value of the spiral step  
height (h), measured by counting the number of steps 
(%) and the member of fringes (m) between two points, 
by superimposing Figs. 6  and 8 , is nearly 2580 ± 7 0  A  
taking ju =  l'S  for cadmium iodide from h={^m)l{2fin). 
Thus it is evident that there is no direct correlation 
between the spiral step-height and the c dimension of 
the unit cell. However, it can be argued that the above 
large step-height results from multiple dislocation in 
the polytype 2SH itself. This w ill require that at first 
the polytype 28H  grows by the postulated coopera­
tion of two dislocations; then that a further disloca­
tion occurs in 28H, which now acts as a basic struc­
ture to give a spiral step-height of 26 times the size 
of the unit cell of 2SH. Here we have assumed that 
the observed spiral step-height is an integral multiple 
of the c dimension of 28H, but on account of the lim i­
tations of experimental techniques it has not been 
possible to determine the step-height very accurately. 
The matter will be still more complicated if the spiral 
step-height is a non-integral multiple of the c dimen­
sion of 28H. However, even if the spiral step-height 
is an integral multiple of c of 28Hc, the above ex­
planation is far fetched. The surface spiral step-height 
does not seem to be in accordance with the screw 
dislocation theory of the growth of the polytype.
Jagodzinski & Arnold (1960) after examining fault- 
order phenomena in crystals of silicon carbide have 
postulated another theory of polytypism based on the 
vibration entropy of crystals. The essential features 
of Jagodzinski’s theory are the ‘diffuse’ background
  and ‘smearing’ of diffraction spots. Trigunayat &
' Verma (1962) have observed high disorder and smear­
ing phenomena on some crystals of cadmium iodide. 
They have indeed given evidence in favour of Jagod­
zinski’s theory. However, as is evident from Figs. 1  
to 4, the polytype 28Hc shows absence of any dis­
order. Thus it appears difficult to understand the 
growth of polytype 28Hc by Jagodzinski’s theory.
I t may be concluded that the growth of polytype 
28Hc shows some evidence in favour of the screw 
dislocation theory, only as far as the initial growth, 
the dependence on 4=H structure and the resulting 
order are concerned. However, the large spiral step- 
height, the kind of spiral observed on the surface, 
the integral m ultiplicity of the Burgers vector, and 
the repeat unit of the basic structure along c, are at 
variance with the screw dislocation theory of poly­
typism. In fact Trigunayat & Verma (1962) have 
concluded that the screw dislocation theory does not 
provide a satisfactory explanation for the growdh of 
different polytypes of the compound. More recently 
Krishna & Verma (1962) have shown that the screw 
dislocation theory is also not able to explain fully 
the creation of all the polytypes in silicon carbide. 
Indeed no single theory is able to explain all the ob­
served facts for any of the known polytypic substances.
The present work has been conducted under a 
scheme of the Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research of India.
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Auszug
M it c h e l l  hat die S iC -Polytypen, die aus den Phasen 6 LT, und 15 R 
durch Schraubungsversetzungen entstehen  konnen, au f Grund des Spiraleii- 
wachstum s-M echanism us von  F r a n k  abgeleitet. Er nahm  dabei an, daB zur 
Zeit der E ntsteh u ng  einer Schraubungsversetzung der w a’chsende K ristall 
durch vollstandige E lem entarzellen begrenzt wird und dab die V ersetzungsstufe  
wahrend des folgenden Spiralw achstum s sich ohne R ücksicht au f ihre eigene 
Struktur als d ichteste K ugelpackung uni die V ersetzungsrichtung w eiterw indet. 
E s wird gezeigt, dab die beiden einschrankenden A nnahm en n icht berechtigt 
sind und dab die A nw endung von Zdanow -Sym bolen zu fehlerhaften Ergebnissen  
fiihrt.
D ie m oglichen P o ly typ en  werden unter B eriicksichtigung der Struktur der 
Stufe und der Schichtenfolge beim  Spiralwachstum  neu abgeleitet. D as Ergebnis 
unterscheidet sich von  dem  M it c h e l l s  vor allem  dadurch deutlich , als eine v iel 
grobere A nzahl von P olytyp en  m oglich wird.
Abstract
M it c h e l l  has deduced the po ly typ ic structures th a t would arise from  
theoretical screw dislocations in the QH, 4tH and 15i? phases o f  silicon carbide, 
b y th e spiral-growth m echanism  o f F r a n k , and com pared these w ith  the  
structures actually  observed. In  doing so, he assum ed th a t a t th e instant o f 
the creation o f  a screw dislocation, the in itia l p latelet consists o f  a  com pleted  
num ber o f unit cells and th at the exposed ledge, irrespective o f  its own structure, 
can w ind over itse lf  in a close-packed m anner, thereby repeating its ow n zig-zag  
sequence indefinitely during the subsequent spiral grow th. I t  is show n th at 
b oth  these assum ptions are n ot justified and th a t the use o f Zhdanov sym bols 
alone leads to  incorrect results. The possible p o ly typ ic  structures th a t can be 
derived from theoretical screw dislocations o f different Burgers vectors are 
rededuced w ith corrected assum ptions, b y  considering the different possible  
structures o f  th e exposed  ledge in term s o f A B C  layers and investigatin g  the
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stacking o f these layers during th e subsequent spiral grow th o f the ledge. The 
results so obtained differ m arkedly from those o f M it c h e l l . In  particular 
a m uch larger num ber o f structure series are show n to  be actually  possible. 
The results are com pared w ith  th e p o ly typ ic  structures reported so far.
Introduction
Several different explanations have been put forth to account for 
the phenomenon of polytypism in silicon carbide. Besides the early 
attempts at trying to correlate the structure type with the colour or 
the content of impurities^, the following theories have so far been 
advanced :
i) The screw-dislocation theory of polytypism^.
ii) The ‘polymer’ theory^.
iii) The theory of layer displacements based on the vibration 
entropy of the structure
iv) Polytypism as second-order transformation®.
v) Polytypism  due to the influence of lattice vibrations on the 
growth front, during crystallization ^ .
None of the above theories is able to account for all the observed 
facts, but the screw-dislocation theory of polytypism has, so far, 
proved to be the most successful. In spite of the anomalies dis­
cussed in earlier papers®*®, it remains the only theory that explains 
the existence of structure series in polytypic crystals as well as the
1 D ic k  L u n d q v is t , On th e  crystal structure o f silicon carbide and its  
content o f im purities. A cta  Physicochim . U R SS 20 (1945) 386—394.
2 F. C. F r a n k , The grow th o f carborundum  ; dislocations and polytypism . 
Phil. Mag. 42 (1951) 1014—1021.
 ^ L. S. R a m sd e l l  and J . A. K o h n , D evelopm ents in silicon carbide re­
search. A cta  Crystallogr. 5 (1952) 215—224.
 ^ H . J a g o d z in sk i, Fehlordnungserscheinungen im d ihr Zusam m enhang m it  
der P o ly typ ie  des SiC. N eues Jb . Miner., Mb., 3 (1954) 49—65.
® H . J a g o d z in sk i , P oly typ ism  in SiC crystals. A cta Crystallogr. 7 (1954) 300.
® Cec il  J. S c h n e e r , Pobm iorphism  in one dim ension. A cta Crystallogi'. 8  
(1955) 2 7 9 -2 8 5 .
’ H . P e ib s t , tib er  den EinfluB der G itterschw ingungen au f das K rista ll- 
w achstum  und die E ntstehung von  P olytyp en . Z. physik . Chemie 228 (1963) 
193—199.
® P. K r is h n a  and A jit  R am  V e r m a , A nom alies in  silicon carbide p o ly ­
types. Proc. R oy. Soc. [London] A  272 (1963) 490—502.
® P. K r is h n a  and A j it  R am  V e r m a , A  novel determ ination o f the struc­
ture o f an anom alous p o ly typ e o f silicon carbide. A cta  Crystallogr. 17 (1964) 
51—57.
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formation of ordered long-period polytypes—both of which are pro­
minent facts among polytypic substances.
The screw-dislocation theory of polytypism was first put forward 
by F ra n k  2 to explain the formation of silicon-carbide polytypes in 
terms of the regular spiral growth of the (0001) face of the crystals. 
H e was able to account for the [(33)^^32]g7? series of structures as origi­
nating from screw dislocations in the basic 6 Æ (3 3 ) structure, with  
a Burgers vector which is a non-integral multiple of the c dimension 
of type 6H. Direct experimental evidence in support of the theory 
came from the observation of growth spirals on silicon-carbide poly­
types and the measurement of their ste]) heights It was found 
that the spiral step height and therefore, the Burgers vector of the 
screw dislocation is equal to the height of the x-ray unit cell for 
hexagonal polytypes and one-third of it for the rhombohedral ones^^.
The application of F r a n k ’s idea was extended by M i t c h e l l  i®, 
who considered all theoretically possible screw dislocations in three 
basic phases of silicon carbide, namely, QH, 15B and 4H, and 
attem pted to explain from them not only the formation of all known 
sihcoii-carbide polytypes but also the absence of certain series of 
structures, which was an anomaly to F r a n k . These deductions met 
with considerable success in that a fairly complete correlation was 
found between the theoretically possible structures and those actually 
observed. A similar study of cadmium-iodide and lead-iodide poly­
types was also reported and it was concluded from these that 
polytypism  in all these compounds results from screw dislocations.
A j it  R am  V e r m a , O bservations on carborundum o f grow th spirals 
originating from screw dislocations. Phil. Mag. 42 (1951) 1005—1013.
A j it  R am  V e r m a , Further observations o f grow th patterns on silicon  
carbide (SiC) crystals. Phil. Mag. 43 (1952) 441—446.
2^ A j it  R am  V e r m a , D islocations in silicon carbide crystals: In terfero­
m etric and x-ray  stu d y  o f p olytyp ism . Proc. R oy . Soc. [London] A  240 (1957) 
462—472.
R ic h a r d  S. M it c h e l l , A  correlation betw een  theoretical screw disloca­
tions and th e Imown p o ly typ es o f  silicon carbide. Z. K ristallogr. 109 (1957) 1—28.
I t  should be noted  th a t these are n ot therm odynam ic phases o f the  
com pound. The word phase is used here on ly  in th e  sense th a t these are the  
m ore com m on m odifications on w hich th e others appear to  be based.
R ic h a r d  S. M it c h e l l , P oly typ ism  o f  cadm ium  iodide and its  relation ­
ship to  screw dislocations, II . E xplan ation  o f  th e form ation o f  p o ly types o f  
cadm ium  iodide.* Z. K ristallogr. 108 (1957) 341—358.
R ic h a r d  S. M it c h e l l , Structural p o ly typ ism  o f  lead iodide and its  
relationship to  screw dislocations. Z. K ristallogr. I l l  (1959) 372—384.
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In this paper it is attem pted to show that M i t c h e l l ’s  deduction 
of SIC polytypes is based on certain assumptions which are not 
wholly justified but which considerably influence the results. The 
results obtained by starting with corrected assumptions are tabulated. 
These differ considerably from the results of M i t c h e l l  and are com­
pared with the observed data.
Mitchell’s deduction and its assumptions
Since all the atoms of a silicon-carbide structure lie on the (1120) 
planes, M i t c h e l l  considered the atomic configm’ations resulting 
from possible screw dislocations, on these planes. I t  is well known 
that the silicon and carbon atoms in this plane lie on zig-zag chains, 
by describing the sequence of which, R a m s d e l l represented the 
structure. The numerical symbol describing the zig-zag sequence 
of a structure is the same as the Zhdanov symboP®. Figure 1 shows the 
atomic configurations on the (1120) plane resulting from possible 
screw dislocations of different Burgers vector strengths created in the 
6 //  phase (as plotted by M i t c h e l l  ^ ®). These figures contain, in 
addition to the vertical shift parallel to [0001], a small horizontal dis­
placement of the atoms in the substrate, assumed in order to ensme 
lattice continuity between the generated structure and the horizontal 
and vertical portions of the exposed dislocation step. Thus in Fig. lA ,  
which shows a dislocation with unit (or one-layer) Burgers vector, 
the portion of the structure under the line CD  has been dislocated 
relative to that under A B  that CD  lies one layer of atoms below  
A B  and, in addition, the atoms under CD  have a horizontal displace­
ment of one spacing to the right (equal to one third the spacing 
between A  and B). Although there is no direct evidence of such 
a horizontal displacement, this assumption is justified since an absence 
of such a displacement would cause a discontinuity at the surface 
and would imply a closer approach of the atoms than appears possible. 
I t  would be noted that this horizontal displacement does not in any 
way alter the structure of the exposed step or that of the resulting 
polytype.
T he a to m ic  configurations resu ltin g  from  screw  dislocations of 
1,2,3 ,4 ,5,6 a n d  11-layered  B urgers  vecto rs  in  th e  QH ph ase  are  show n
L e w i s  S. R a im s d e l l , Studies on silicon  carbide. A iner. M ineralogist 32 
(1947) 6 4 -8 2 .
G. S. Z h d a n o v , The num erical sym bol o f  close-packing o f  spheres and  
its  application  in  th e theory  o f close packing. C. R . Acad. Sci. U R SS  48 (1945) 43.
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in A,B,C,D,E,F,  and G respectively and include suitable ho­
rizontal displacements of atoms whenever required for continuity a t  
the step. The dislocations cause gaps in the substratum labelled in
0
C
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o
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o
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Fig. 1. (1 1 -0 )  cross sections o f  various screw  dislocations in silicon  carbide  
QH. S ilicon atom s are represented by  circles and carbon atom s are represented  
b y  black  dots. A tom s and unit-cell d im ensions are draw n to  scale re la tive  to
each other (After Mitchelli )^
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the Figure as T, S ,^ N  and respectively. These are the
only six different kinds of gaps that can result from screw dislocations 
in the 6i ?  structure. M i t c h e l l  postulated that the gaps 8 -^ , T  and 8 2  
are unstable and therefore structures resulting from corresponding 
dislocations are not to be expected. The atomic configurations resulting 
from similar dislocations of different Burgers vectors in the Œ  and 
15R phase were also investigated by IVIi t c h e l l . The different kinds 
of gaps that result in the Œ  and 15i? phases respectively, from screw 
dislocations of various Burgers-vector strengths were studied by him. 
The gaps V in 4Æ and X , Y  in 15i? (see Figs. 2 and 3 of M i t c h e l l  
were postulated to be too large to be stable.
On the basis of the above considerations M i t c h e l l  deduced all 
the theoretically possible structures and established an excellent 
correlation with the observed types. However, these deductions 
suffer from three assumptions which do not appear to be justified.
(i) T he basic  phases in  w hich  th e  screw  dislocations are  g en era ted  
are  considered  to  consist o f a  com pleted  n u m b er o f u n it  cells. T hus 
th e  zig-zag sequence o f th e  la s t 6 layers  in  6Æ is assum ed to  be 33 , 
o f th e  la s t 5 layers  in  157? to  be 23 , a n d  of th e  la s t 4 layers in  Œ  to  
be 22, w hich  is n o t necessarily  tru e .
(ii) A ll th e  deductions o f M i t c h e l l  w ere based  on  Z h d anov  sym bols 
an d  i t  w as assum ed  th a t  th e  sp ira l g ro w th  of a  screw -dislocation  ledge 
w ould  cause its  ow n zig-zag sequence to  re p e a t indefin ite ly . H e  d id  
n o t ta k e  in to  acco u n t th e  A B C  sequence o f th e  exposed  ledge an d  
th is  som etim es leads to  in co rrec t deductions. F o r  exam ple, in  F ig . IE  
th e  exposed  ledge has a  lay er sequence CAO BA,  a n d  i t  is logical to  
suppose th a t  d u rin g  sp ira l g ro w th  each  o f th ese  layers w ould  ex ten d  
h o rizo n ta lly  in  th e  sam e o rien ta tio n  (A as A , ^  as B, a n d  C 
as C), T he re su ltin g  s tru c tu re  w ould  be CACBA, G A C  BA ,  . . . etc., 
w hich  is a  p o ly ty p e  5Æ w ith  a  Z h d an o v  sequence ( 14). M it c h e l l  
how ever a rrives a t  a  s tru c tu re  (23), co rresponding  to  th e  zig-zag 
sequence o f th e  layers  in  th e  ledge. One m u st, therefo re , deduce 
th e  s tru c tu re  in  te rm s o f th e  a c tu a l A B C  sequence o f layers  in  th e  
ledge ra th e r  th a n  of th e ir  in te r-re la tio n sh ip s  as expressed  b y  th e  
Z h d anov  sym bol.
(iii) I t  was assumed in M i t c h e l l ’s  deductions that whatever the 
structure of the screw-dislocation ledge, it would be able to wind itself 
during the subsequent growth, so as to repeat its own zig-zag sequence. 
As shown later this may not be %)ermïtted in some cases because of 
the requirements of close-packing.
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Corrected assumptions for the deduction of possible polytypes
(i) Though not much is known about the creation of the basic 
initial platelet and its surface layers, there is no reason to think that, 
at the instant when a screw dislocation arises, the initial platelet 
is composed of a completed number of unit cells. When a screw dis­
location arises in the 6H  phase the zig-zag sequence of the last 6 layers 
may well be 132 or 231. Similarly in the 157? phase it may be 122 or 
221 and in the 4H  phase, 121.
While this would in no way affect the stability of the dislocation 
gaps (and therefore that of the dislocation system) in the basic struc­
ture, it would affect the structure of the exposed screw-dislocation 
step, which in turn determines the structure of the polytype to be 
generated. In general, therefore one must consider that, during 
crystallization, the basic structure might consist of an uncompleted 
number of unit cells at the time of the origin o f a screw dis­
location.
(ii) The growth of any polytype by screw-dislocation mechanism  
may also be considered in terms of the A B C  layers. This is because 
the exposed ledge winds itself into a very flat spiral whose pitch is 
the same as the height of the ledge, thus producing a close-packed 
structure. Any one layer is not really in one plane but is winding 
upwards, very gradually, so that over fairly large areas (of several 
unit-cell dimensions) any layer might be taken to be in one plane. 
Hence the structure can be also be described by the closepacking of 
plane A,B,C  layers, a model repeatedly employed in structure deter­
minations. When the first and last layers of an exposed screw-disloca­
tion ledge are in different orientations it is easy to picture its winding 
over itself in a close-packed mamier. The structure so resulting would 
in this case have a periodicity along c equal to the height of the 
exposed ledge and the lattice would be hexagonal. But, this will 
not be possible if the first and last layers of the exposed ledge are in 
the same orientation ( A , B  or C) for then the laws of close packing 
would not permit the first layer to grow over the last one without 
slipping the whole stack of layers.
I t was suggested by K r i s h n a  and V e r m a  that rhombohedral 
polytypes result when the first and last layers of an exposed ledge 
are in the same orientation. Thus every time the stack of layers moves 
through one pitch there would be a horizontal displacement or slip
P. K r i s h n a  and A j i t  R a m  V e r m a , A  new  p olytyp e o f silicon carbide, 
57B : I ts  structure and grow th. A cta  Crystallogr. 15 (1962) 383—387.
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shifting the layers of the stack in a cyclic or anticyclic manner 
{ A or vice versa). I t  is of little consequence whether 
the slip occurs in the cyclic or anticyclic direction, though this might 
affect the structure of the resulting polytype. W hat is of greater 
importance is that whatever forces cause it to occur in any particular 
direction, would cause it to occur in the same direction every time 
the stack moves through one pitch, since it comes back to an identical 
situation. Three such shifts in the same direction would bring back 
the stack into its original position completing one repeat period. 
It is easy to see that the resulting structure would have a rhombohe- 
di’al lattice.
Presumably, therefore, it is this factor which decides whether an 
%-layered screw-dislocation ledge would generate a polytype nH  or 
(Zn)R. This was overlooked by M i t c h e l l  because he used Zhdanov 
symbols in his deductions.
The deduction of possible polytypic structures
In the light of the above considerations, we shall now deduce the 
polytypic structures that would result from the theoretical screw 
dislocations in the 6Æ, 4Æ and 157? phases of silicon carbide. The 
study can be extended to other polytypic substances such as Cdig, 
Pbig, ZnS, etc., with advantage.
a) Polytypes based on the 6 H  phase. There are six different ways 
in which a screw-dislocation ledge m ay be exposed in the structme 
depending upon the six possibilities that exist for the end smfface 
of the initial crystal platelet. Thus the crystal platelet may have any 
one of the following structures :
i) A B G AC B (ABCACB  .
ii) BC A C B  [ABCACB  .
iii) CACB [ABCACB  .
iv) A C B  [ABCACB  .
v) CB [ABCACB  .
vi) B  [ABCACB  .
The first letters in these sequences represent the top layer and the 
group of letters outside the brackets represent the incomplete unit 
cell. The sequence of layers of the exposed ledge when a dislocation 
of 1,2,3,4,5 . . . n layers is created in (i) will be respectively A , AB,  
ABC, A B C A , A B C  AC, A B C A C B A B C  . . .  n terms. All these dis­
locations will be referred to a step structure (i). Similarly for the
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other crystal platelets in the above serial order the ste%) structure for 
dislocations are:
(ii) B C A G B  (iii) C A G B A  (iv) A G B A B ____
(v) G B A B G  (vi) B A B G A ____
where the number of terms in each will be equal to the strength of 
the dislocation.
In any one of the above structm es when a ledge consisting of 6m 
layers (m being an integer) is created, the same structure repeats 
itself in growth and the structure of the added crystal continues to  
be 6i / .  There is no fault across the slip plane, the layers being identical 
on both sides of it. However, if  ledges of 1,2 ,3,4,5, 7,8, . . . number 
of layers are created, the resulting structure is not 6Æ. We now  
consider dislocations of different heights in the above six eases.
First consider a ledge of one layer. In all the six cases this would 
produce a situation in which the top and the bottom  of the ledges are 
in the same orientation so that an A  (B or G) layer will have to s%)read 
on an A (B  or G) layer itself, which will violate the close packing. As 
explained earlier, by a cyclic slipping of the layer this will lead to  
A B G AB G  . . . which is the cubic arrangement.
A ledge of two layers would produce a structure (i) A B  . . . .
(ii) B G  (iii) C A  (iv) A G  (y ) GB  (vi) B A  in
the above six cases. All these are type 2 H  w ith Zhdanov symbol (11). 
The corresponding dislocation gap is which is unstable and hence 
such a step is not expected to form.
The sequence of layers in the above cases when a ledge of three 
layers is created will be (i) A B G . . . . (ii) BGA  . . . .  (iii) GAG . . . .  
(iv) AG B  . . . . (v) GBA  . . . .  (vi) B A B .  Cases (i) and (iv), (ii) and (v), 
and (iii) and (vi) can be made to coincide with one another by a 
rotation of 60° about [0001] at A  sites and, therefore, only (i), (ii) 
and (iii) need be considered. Now (i) and (ii) would give rise to cubic 
structure AB G  AB G  . . . but arrangement (iii) has the first and last 
layers in the same orientation G and will, therefore, give rise to a 
structure
\C"A'G^A^B~A^B^G~B^\ 0 . . .  =  11 21 211 =  (21)3 =  9Æ
or
\C^A~G ~'C~B~A^B~A~\ 0  . . .  == ( 12)3 =
according as the stack slips in the cyclic or anticyclic direction. 
In the Zhdanov symbol the first number represents the number of
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layers in the positive sequence and successive numbers give alter­
nately the number of positive and negative layers. It may be 
noted that the two structures (21)g and (12)g are identical, the one 
being related to the other by a rotation of 60° about [0001] and a shift 
of origin. These are, however, not expected to form because the dis­
location gap T  is unstable (Fig. 1C).
A ledge of 4 layers will have the structure (i) A B C  A  . . . .
(ii) B C A G   (iii) G A G B   (iv) A G B A   (v) G B A B ___
(vi) BA BG  . . . .  As explained earlier only the first three need be 
considered. The resulting structures in the three cases may be deduced 
as follows:
i) First and last layers in the same orientation:
a) Cyclic slip
=  o o  =  30
b) Anticyclic slip
\ A ^ B * O ^ A ~ C ^ A ^ B ^ C ~ B * C ^ A ^ B ~ \  =  (31), =  12iî
ii) First and last layers in different orientations :
No horizontal slip
\B^C^ A^G~\B'^&"A~C~ =  22 =
iii) First and last layers in different orientations :
No horizontal slip
\C ^A ~G ~B ^\G '^A ~G ~B ^  =  121 =  22 =  4 H .
These structures again are, however, not expected to form because 
the associated dislocation gap is unstable (Fig. ID).
Now consider a ledge of five layers. It may have the structure 
(i) ABGAG  (ii) BGAGB  (iii) GAGBA  (iv) A G B A B  (v) GBABG
(vi) B A B G A . Again only the first three need be considered since ledges
(iv), (v) and (vi) are the same as (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively except 
for a rotation through 60° about [0001]. It may easily be shown that
(i) and (iii) will lead to the formation of 6 H  structm e with a 
Zhdanov symbol (41) and the associated dislocation gap will be i? 2 - 
Thus this structm e is not expected to form. The ledge (ii) BGAGB  
will lead to a rhombohedial arrangement since the first and last layers 
are in the same orientation. Depending upon whether the slip is 
cyclic or anticyclic, it will form the polytype 15i? with the Zhdanov 
symbol 32 or 23 respectively.
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T able 1. Structures resulting from dislocations of 6 H  (33)
B urgers- 
vector  
stren gth
D islo ca ­
tion
gap
Structure  
o f  step
H orizon ta l 
slip , i f  a n y
R esu ltin g
structure
P o ly ty p e
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 ■Ri (i),(H ),(iii) Cyclic or 00 SO
a n ticyclic
(2) K ) (i) ,(ii) ,( iii) N o (11) ( 2 # )
(3) (T) (i),(ii) N o ( 00) (3C)
(iii) Cyclic (21)1
A n ticyc lic (12)1
\ O l l )
(4) K ) (i) Cyclic (C50) (3C)
A n ticyclic (31) {12R)
(ii),(iii) N o (22) (4H )
5 n . (i) N o 41 5H
(ii) Cyclic 321
A n ticyc lic 2 3 }
1 o i l
(iii) N o 14 5 H
6 N (i) ,(ii) ,( iii) N o 33 m
7 R . (i) Cyclic 431
2 1 7 ?
A n ticyclic 3 4 1  ^I I I  a
(ii) Cyclic 43 2 1 a .
A n ticyc lic 2311 21i?,
(iii) Cyclic 43 21i?a
A n ticyc lic 1321 2 i a \
(8) (Ri) (i) N o (3311) (8H J
(ii) N o (2321) (8H&)
(iii) N o (1331) (8H.)
(9) (R) (i),(ii) N o (63) ( 9 # )
(iii) Cyclic (2331) [21R)
A n ticyclic (1332) {21R)
(10) (R2) (i) Cyclic (73) (307gJ
A n ticyclic (3331) (30#&)
(ii),(iii) N o (2332) (lOH)
11 s . (i) N o 4331 I I H
(ii) Cyclic 3332 SSR
A n ticyclic 2333 SSR
(iii) N o 1334 1 1 #
12 N (i) ,(ii) ,( iii) N o 33 6 #
13 R i (i) Cyclic 4333 39i?„
A n ticy lic 333 4 3 %
(ii) Cyclic 4333 3 9 a ,
A n ticyclic 233311 S9R,
(iii) Cyclic 4333 397^
A n ticy c lic 133321 3 9 7 4
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B urgers- 
vector  
strength
D isloca ­
tion
gap
Structure  
o f step
H orizontal 
slip, i f  any
R esu lting
structure
P o ly ty p e
1 2 3 4 5 6
(14) K ) (i) No (333311) (1 4 # J
(ii) N o (233321) (1 4 # ,)
(iii) N o (133331) (14#a)
(15) (T) (i),(ii) N o (6333) (1 5 # )
(iii) Cyclic (233331) (457?)
A nticyclic (133332) (457?)
(16) (i) Cyclic (7333) (487?)
A nticyclic (333331) (487?)
(ii),(iii) N o (233332) (1 6 # )
17 A (i) N o 433331 1 7 #
(ii) Cyclic 3333321 517?
A nticyclic 233333 j
(iii) N o 133334 1 7 #
18 N (i),(ii),(iii) N o 33 6 #
etc.
In the same way the possible structures resulting from screw- 
dislocation ledges of different Burgers-vector strengths must be worked 
out. Table 1 lists the results obtained from such an analysis for Burgers- 
vector strengths of 1 to 18 layers. The structures corresponding to 
unstable dislocation gaps are put in parenthesis. It may be remarked 
here that a structure (abed) is identically the same as (bcda) or (cdab) 
but it is not identically same as (dcba). The silicon atoms in (abed) 
can be made to coincide with the silicon atoms in (dcba) but the carbon 
atoms in one would lie above the silicon and in the other below it. 
However, two such structures are indistinguishable by x-ray methods 
due to  F r i e d e l ’s  law and are, therefore, regarded as the same for 
the present discussion.
A study of Table 1 reveals that the dislocation gaps have various 
structural series associated with them, as follows :
Gap Series
N (33)„ =  6H
R , {33)„34, (33)„3211
(33)„11, (33),, 2123
T (33)„36, (33)„21
(33)„37, (33)„31, (33)„22
R î (33)„32, (33)„41
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I f  o n e  a s s u m e s ,  w i t h  M i t c h e l l , t h a t  t h e  g a p s  S ,^ S 2 an d  T  ar e  u n ­
s t a b l e  t h e n  s t r u c t u r e s  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h e  (33)^, (33),^34, (33),,3211, (33),,32
a n d  (33)„41 s e r i e s  a l o n e  a r e  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  e x p e c t e d  t o  e x i s t .
Polytypes based on the 4 / f  phase 
There are four different ways in which a screw-dislocation ledge 
can be exposed in the 4 #  structure, one beginning with each layer in 
the unit cell:
(i) A B C B A   (ii) B C B A B ____
(iii) C B A B C   (iv) B A B C B ____
Of these (iii) and (iv) are identical with (i) and (ii) respectively, 
except for a rotation through 60° about an axis parallel to [00.1] and 
passing through f  J 0. Hence only two possibilités (i) and (ii) need 
be considered.
The structures that can result from screw dislocations of different 
Burgers-vector strengths can be deduced as for the case of type 6 H. 
For example consider a screw-dislocation step of 9 layers. It can have 
two different structures
(i) A B C B A B C B A  or (ii) B C B A B C B A B
In both cases the first and last layers are in the same orientations, 
so that the resulting poly types would be 2 1 E. Their structures can 
be worked out as follows :
(i) (a) Slip clockwise
\à ^b ^c ''b ~à ^b ^c ~b ~à ^b ^c ^ a ~g ~b ^ c ^ a ~ c ~b * c ^a * b ~a ~ g "'
A^ B~ A~G*\ =  2222322232221 =  (3222), =  27R„
(b) Slip antielockwise
\A^B*C~B~ A * B*G~B~ A~G ^A^B~A~G * A * B~ A " G~B^G^ A " G^B^
A'^G~B~\ =  (2223), =  27
(ii) (a) Slip cloekwise :
\B^G~B~ A * B^G~B~ A^ B^'C^ A~G"B^G'^ A~G~B^G^ A * B~ A~C^ A^
B~ A~C^ A^\ =  (3222), =  2 1 R^
(b) Slip anticlockwise:
\B^G~ B" A^ B*G~ B'' a "" B~ A^ B~ A~G'^ A^ B~ A" A~ G* A~ G'  ^B^
=  (122211) ,  =  27Ej,.
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The results of a similar analysis for screw dislocations with Burgers- 
vector strengths from 1 to 12 layers are listed in Table 2. Structures 
corresponding to unstable dislocation gaps are put in parenthesis. 
A study of Table 2 reveals that the various dislocation groups are 
associated with the following structure series:
Gap Structure series
N (22)„ =  4H
U, (22),.23, (22),. 2111
V (22)„11
U, (22)„21, (22), 25.
T able 2. Sti'uctures resulting fro?n dislocations of 4 # (2 2 )
Burgers-
vector
strength
D isloca­
tion
gap
Structure  
o f step
H orizontal 
slip, i f  an y
R esu ltin g
structure
P o ly typ e
1 u . (i)d ii) Cyclic or 
anticylic
oo 3C
(2) (11 (i)d ii) No (11) (2#)
3 U, (i) N o cx> SC
(ii) Cyclic 21 j QR
A nticyclic 12 J
4 N (i),(ii) N o 22 4 #
5 u . (i) Cyclic
A nticyclic
321 
23 J 15Ra
(ii) Cyclic
A nticyclic
32
1211
15Ra
16R,
( 0 ) (11 (i) N o (2 2 1 1 ) 1 (6 # )
(ii) N o (1221)1
7 U, (i) N o 52 I H
(ii) Cyclic 22211 217?
A nticyclic 1222 J
8 N (i),(ii) N o 22 477
9 (i) Cyclic
A nticyclic
32221 
2223 J 277?.
(ii) Cyclic
A nticyclic
3222
122211
277?.
277?,
(10) (11 (i) N o (222211)1 (1077)
(ii) N o ( 1 2 2 2 2 1 ) J
11 U, (i) N o 5222 1177
(ii) Cyclic 222221 1 337?
A nticyclic 122222J
12 N (i),(ii) N o 22 477
etc.
Z. Kristallogr. Bd. 121, 1
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I f  it is assumed that the gap V is unstable then structures belonging 
to the (22),(22),^23, (22)„2111, (22)„21 and (22),,25 series alone are 
theoretically expected to exist.
Poly types based on the 15/? phase
Type 157? (23) has a structure lA B C B A C A B A C B C A C B jA  . . . 
and though there would be 15 possible types of ledges, one starting 
from each layer in the unit cell, only the first five need be considered 
since the other ten are related to these by a cyclic shift in A, B  and C. 
The structure 157? (32) is the same as the structure 157? (23), the two 
being related by a rotation of the entire structure through 60° about 
[00.1] and a shift of origin. Thus a 60° rotation of the (23) structure 
about [00.1] would transfer A t o  A ,B  t o C , and C i o B  giving a sequence 
\A C B G A B A C A B C B {A )B C \A  . . .  in which if the origin is chosen 
on the atom marked by parenthesis the unit cell would have a structure 
A B G A G B G A B A G A B G B  =  (32)^. Therefore, dislocation ledges in the 
(32) structure would yield no new results and only the following five 
types of ledges need to be considered :
(i) . . . (ii) 7?C#AC . . .
(iii) C7?AG^ . . . (iv) 7?ACv4# . . .
(v) . . .
The polytypic structures that would result from screw dislocations 
of different Burgers-vector strengths m ay be deduced from these as 
for the 67/ and 477 jjhases. For example a four-layered ledge would 
create a 47? (22) poly type except when it is exposed in manner (iii) when 
it will generate either a 127? or a 3(7 poly type. The structures that 
would result from dislocations with Burgers-vector strengths from  
1 to 15 layers are listed in Table 3. Structures corresponding to un­
stable dislocation gaps are put in parenthesis.
A study of Table 3 reveals that the various dislocation gaps are 
associated with the following structure series:
Gap Structure series
A  (23),,, (23)„32, (23),,14, (23),, 2111
IF (23)„33, (23)„24, (23)„3111, (23),,2211
A  (23)„34, (23),,11, (23),,25, (23)„2212
y  (23)„35, (23)„21, (23)„12, (23),,26
Z (23)„22, (23)„13, (23)„27, (23)„2133
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T able 3. Structures resulting from dislocations of 157? phase
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Burgers-
vector
strength
D isloca­
tion
gap
Structure  
o f step
H orizontal 
slip, if  any
R esu lting
structure P olytyp e
1 W ( i)to (v ) E ither oo 3C
(2 ) (X) ( i)to (v ) N o ( 1 1 ) (277)
(3) {Y ) N o ( o o ) (3C)
(H),(v) Cyclic (21)1 Q T?
A nticyclic (12) j u-K
4 Z (i) ,(H ),(M ,(v ) N o 2 2 477
(iii) Cyclic 13 127?
A nticyclic oo 3C
5 N (i),(iv) Cyclic 321
A nticyclic 23 j 157?.
(ii),(iii) N o 14 577
(v) Cyclic 1 2 1 1 157?,
A nticyclic 23 157?.
6 W (i),(fi),(m) N o 33 677.
(iv ),(v ) N o 2 2 1 1 677,
(7) (A) (i)d ii) Cyclic (43) (217?.)
A nticyclic (2311) (217?,)
(iii),( iv ) ,(v ) N o (25) (777)
(8 ) (Y ) (i),(fi),(v) N o (2321) (877)
(iii),(iv ) Cyclic (2312) (247?.)
A nticyclic (26) (247?,)
9 Z (i),(v) Cyclic 3321 277?.
A nticyclic 2322 277?,
(ii),(iii) ,(iv ) N o 2313 977
1 0 N ( i) ,(M N o 2332 10#.
(ii),(iii) Cyclic 23 157?.
A nticyclic 2314 157?,
(v) N o 112321 1 0 # ,
1 1 W (i),(iii),(iv ),(v) N o 2324 1 1 # .
(ii) N o 132311 11#,
( 1 2 ) (A) (i),(ii) N o (4323) ( 1 2 # )
(Hi),(v) Cyclic (323211) (367?.)
A nticyclic (2325) (367?,)
(iv) Cyclic (223221) (367?,)
A nticyclic (2325) (12#)
(13) (Y ) (i) Cyclic (5323) (397?.)
A nticyclic (232321) (397?,)
(ii),(iii),(iv),(v) N o (323221) (1 3 # )
4*
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T able 3. (Continued)
Burgers-
vector
strength
D islo ca ­
tion
gap
Structure  
o f  step
H orizon ta l 
slip , i f  an y
R esu ltin g
structure
P o ly ty p c
14 Z (i),(v) N o 332321 1 4 # .
(ii),(iv ) Cyclic 232322 42/?.
A n ticyclic 232313 427?,
(iii) N o 7232 14/7,
15 N ( i) to (v ) N o 23 157?
16 W (i),(b i) Cyclic 332323 487?.
A n ticyc lic 232324 487?,
(ii) Cyclic 332323 487?.
A n ticyc lic 32323111 487?,
(iv),(v) Cyclic 22323211 487?,
A n ticyc lic 423232 487?,
etc.
I f  the gaps X  and Y  are assumed to be unstable then the structural 
series associated with them  are not expected to exist but structures 
belonging to all the others listed above, are theoretically possible.
Discussion
The results obtained above differ considerably from those of 
M it c h e l l  1^ . A much larger number of structure series are found to 
be theoretically %iossible. However, for some unknown reason silicon- 
earbide polytypes (unlike those of cadmium iodide) never involve 
a number 1 in their zig-zag sequence. The only exception to this is 
the %Jolytype 2H  w ith a sequence ( 1 1 ) ,  synthesized by A d a m s k y  and 
Merz^® by the gaseous cracking of SiCl^ and CgHgCHg m ixture in 
the presence of hydrogen, at a temperature between 1400—1600°C. 
I t  is, however, never found to occur in the commercial material or 
among the other %)olytypes and is presumably a separate iDhase of the 
compound altogether. W hile it can result from screw dislocations of  
Burgers vector strength 2 in any of the basic structures, such dis­
locations are always associated w ith unstable dislocation gaps. 
Similarly the cubic modification (SC) which has been recently shown 
to be m etastable at all temperatures (Knippenberg^^), also perhaps
2 0  R o b e r t  F . A d a m s k y  and K e n n e t h  M .  M e r z , S yn th esis  and  cry sta llo ­
graphy o f th e  w iirtz ite  form  o f  silicon  carbide. Z. K ristallogr. I l l  (1959) 350—301.
2 1  W . F . K n i p p e n b e r g , G row th phenom ena in silicon  carbide. E ch t, 1963.
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does n o t re su lt from  screw  dislocations th o u g h  i t  can be easily  gener­
a ted .
I t  w as for long believed  th a t  th e  zig-zag sequence of silicon- 
earb ide  po ly  ty p e s  is re s tr ic ted  to  th e  n u m b ers  2, 3 an d  4. This has 
been d isp roved  b y  th e  o b serv a tio n  of a  p o ly ty p e  1747? w ith  a s tru c tu re  
[ ( 3 3 )3 6 (3 S)5 4 ] 3  (Tom ita22) a n d  a  p o ly ty p e  247? w ith  a  s tru c tu re  (35) 
(M esqu ita23 ). H ow ever, th e  O tt in te rv a l sequence o f all silicon-earbide 
p o ly ty jies  know n so fa r is confined to  th e  num bers  2, 3 an d  4 an d  th is  
fac t, first s ta te d  b y  R a m s d e l l ^ ,^ ap p ears  to  co n stitu te  a m ore definite 
law  govern ing  th e  fo rm atio n  o f silicon-earbide s tru c tu res . E v en  if  one 
a rb itra r ily  leaves o u t th e  s tru c tu re  series con tain ing  th e  n u m era l 1, 
th e re  are  n ine series o f s tru c tu re s  th a t  should  ex ist, besides th e  basic 
s tru c tu re s  them selves. These are  (33)^32, (33),,34, (22)^23, (22),,25, 
(23)„32, (23)„33, (23)„24, (23)„22 a n d  (23)„27.
T he know n p o ly ty p es  belonging to  each  of these  series are  lis ted  
in  T able  4. T he (33)„32 series has th e  largest n u m b er o f m em bers, 
th e n  com e in o rder (33),,34, (22),,23, (23),,32, (23)„23 an d  (23)„22 series. 
All th e  o th e r series rep resen t po ly ty p es  th a t  have  n o t so fa r been 
observed .
I n  ad d itio n  to  th e  above po ly ty p es  silicon carb ide is know n to  d is­
p lay  th e  s tru c tu re s  [(33)3G(33)-4]3 =  1747? (ToMiTA^^), [(33)234(33)g32] 
=  367? ( K r i s h n a  an d  V e r m a  ^), [(23)33232]3 =  757? ( R a m s d e l l  an d  
K o h n ^), [(23)^3322]3 =  907? ( K r i s h n a  an d  V e r m a ®), (23)33333 =  2777
Table 4
Serial No. Series Known polytypes
1 (33).32 157?, 337?, 517?., 877?, 1057?, 1417?, 3937?
2 (33).34 217?, 397?, 577?, 1117?
3 (22).23 157?, 277?, 517?,
4 (22).25 None
5 (23)^32 157?, 1077
6 (23).33 677, 337?
7 (23).24 None
8 (23).22 477, 1977
9 (23).27 None
T a k a n o r i  T o m i t a , Structure of silicon carbide of 174 layers. J. Physic. 
Soc. Japan  15 (1960) 99—106.
23 A. H. G o m e s  d e  M e s q u i t a , The structure of a silicon carbide polytype 
247?. Acta Crystallogr. [To be published].
2^  L e w i s  S. R a m s d e l l , The crystal structure of cx-SiC type VI. Amer. 
Mineralogist 30 (1945) 519—525.
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(M i t c h e l l , B a r a k a t  an d  S h a z l y s^ )^  (22)g33 =  1 8 #  (G l i k i g^), (4 4 ) 
=  8 #  ( R a m s d e l l  an d  K o h n ®) an d  (35)g =  247? (M e s q u i t a ^3), all 
o f w hich m u st be reg ard ed  as resu ltin g  from  a co-o%]eration o f tw o 
or m ore screw  dislocations. These s tru c tu re s  can n o t re su lt from  single 
screw  dislocations in  an y  of th e  basic phases considered above.
T he suggestion th a t  rh o m b o h ed ra l poly  ty p es  o rig inate  w hen th e  
first an d  la s t layers o f th e  exposed  ledge a re  in  th e  sam e o rien ta tio n  
n o t only  resolves th e  d ifficu lty  o f exp lain ing  th e  fo rm atio n  of rh o m ­
bohedra l p o ly ty p es  b u t also jjred ic ts  c e rta in  lim ita tio n s  on th e  
s tru c tu re  o f poly  ty p es. T hus accord ing  to  th is , a s tru c tu re  ('pn +  1 )#  
can n o t be based  on a  p -layered  p o ly ty p e  since a ledge o f (pn  +  1) 
layers  ex])osed in a s tru c tu re  p H  or p R  will in v a riab ly  h av e  th e  first 
a n d  la s t layers in th e  sam e o rien ta tio n , resu ltin g  in  a polyt^rpe 
S(pn  +  1)7?. No s tru c tu re s  know n  so fa r c o n tra d ic t th is . In d eed  con­
versely  i t  should  be possible to  assum e b o th  end-layers o f rh o m b o ­
hed ra l u n its  in a n y  rh o m b o h ed ra l s tru c tu re  o f SiC to  be a t  th e  sam e 
sites A , B  or C. I t  is easy  to  see th a t  th is  can be done b y  a  su itab le  choice 
of origin. T hus, consider a  p a ir  o f layers A B  (or B C  or C A )  in  th e  
s tru c tu re  of an y  p o ly ty p e  n R .  T hen  due to  rh o m b o h ed ra l sy m m etry
th e re  w ould be, a f te r  lay er spacings, a corresponding  p a ir  o f layers
B C  (or C A  or A B )  respective ly . I f  th e  origin is chosen on th e  second 
lay er o f th e  p a ir A B  (or B C  or C A ),  th e  rh o m b o h ed ra l u n it  w ould  hav e  
th e  first an d  la s t layers in th e  sam e o rien ta tio n  B  (or C or A  respective ly).
O n th e  basis of th is  c rite rion , i t  is jjossible to  p red ic t w h e th er 
a  screw -dislocation  ledge of n  layers will g en era te  a  p o ly ty p e  n U  or 
3?i7?. T h is is in  com plete  accordance  w ith  th e  ex p erim en ta lly  observed  
fa c t th a t  th e  s tep  h e ig h t o f g ro w th  sjjirals on hexagonal p o ly ty p es  is 
equal to  th e  h e ig h t o f th e  x -ray  u n it  cell w hile th a t  on rh o m b o h ed ra l 
po ly  ty p es  is o n e -th ird  th is  he ig h t ( V e r m a  i^). T he suggestion  also 
acco u n ts  for th e  non-ex istence  o f rh o m b o h ed ra l p o ly ty p es  in  CdIg, 
w here th e  exjDosed ledge can n o t hav e  th e  first an d  la s t layers in  th e  
sam e o rie n ta tio n  w h a tev e r th e  m an n er o f exposing i t  (S r i v a s t a v a  an d  
V e r m a  27).
23 R. s .  M i t c h e l l , N. B a r a k a t  and E. M. E l  S h a z l y , A study of SiC 
crystal containing a new polytype 27/7. Z. Kristallogr. I l l  (1958) 63—70.
23 N. V. G l i k i , [On certain peculiarities of the internal structure of silicon 
carbide crystals and of the spiral microrelief of their faces]. Doklady Akad. 
Nauk SSSR 99 (1954) 255—258, in Russian.
27 0 .  N .  S r i v a s t a v a  and A j i t  R a m  V e r m a , Structure and growth of a new 
polytyjDe of cadmium iodide, 2277. Z. Kristallogr. 117 (1962) 450—460.
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1. Introduction
Some of th e  sim ple inorganic substances, like SiC, Cdig, and ZnS, ex h ib it 
a com plex one-dim ensional polym orphism , called polytypism . D espite th e  
simple p roportions of a tom s in  these com pounds th ey  occasionally crystallize 
in to  fa irly  com plicated s tru c tu res  known as poly types. In itia lly  th is  was 
believed to  be a peculiar s tru c tu ra l fea tu re  displayed by  a few odd com pounds ; 
bu t i t  is now know n to  be a m ore general phenom enon affecting a large num ber 
of substances w ith  close-packed as well as layer s truc tu res. In  these s truc tu res 
the  first coordination of some atom  can be satisfied in  m ore th a n  one w ay, 
usually  equ ivalen t to  cubic versus hexagonal close-packing. The different 
po ly typ ic  m odifications called poly types can be considered to  resu lt from diffe­
ren t m anners of stacking  identical layers of s tru c tu re  over each o ther a t a con­
s ta n t in te rva l. T hey therefore have identical unit-cell dim ensions in tw o d irec­
tions lying in  a p lane parallel to  the  stacked  layers and  differ only in th e  direction 
perpendicu lar to  th e  layers. The unit-cell dim ension perpendicu lar to  th e  layers 
is an  in teg ra l m ultip le  of the  separa tion  between successive layers of s tru c tu re . 
I t  varies from  po ly type  to  po ly type  and  m ay range from  5 A in  the  small- 
period m odifications to  over 1000 A in some of the  long-period poly types. 
S tru c tu ra lly , po ly typism  m ay be included w ithin  the  defin ition of polym orphism  
b u t physically  i t  is qu ite  d is tin c t from the  la tte r  since i t  does no t appear to  be 
governed by the  sam e therm odynam ic factors.
Polytypism was first discovered in SiC, which has a close-packed tetrahedral 
structure. It exhibits a large number of beautifully crystalline polytypic 
modifications. Partly due to this and partly because of its increasing industrial 
importance as a high-temperature semiconductor, SiC is the most widely investi­
gated of all the polytypic substances. Nearly all the theories of polytypism  
have been put forth to explain the polytypism in this compound, in the first 
instance. We shall therefore regard SiC as a good representative example of 
all polytypic substances and dwell on the polytypism of this compound in 
greater detail. Similar considerations can, however, be extended to other 
polytypic substances. Like SiC, most of the other polytypic substances also 
have a close-packed structure with one kind of atoms occupying positions 
corresponding to those of equal spheres in a close-packing and the other atoms 
distributed among the voids. The special notations evolved for describing 
polytypic structures of a compound are therefore based on the geometry of 
close-packing equal spheres.
The first com prehensive exp lanation  of polytypism  came as an offshoot of the  
d islocation theory  of th e  spiral grow th of crystals, some fifteen years ago. 
I t  was only th en  th a t  the  phenom enon of poly typism  came in to  lim elight in 
physics. I t  has since been a sub jec t of an  increasingly large num ber of in v esti­
gations. W hile th e  dislocation th eo ry  of poly typism  was very  successful in  
explaining certa in  aspects of the  problem , there  were o thers in which i t  failed. 
Consecjuently several a lte rn a tiv e  exp lanations have been advanced  during  th e  
la st one decade. I t  has been suggested th a t  polytypism  is no t a grow th fea ture , 
as suggested by  th e  d islocation theory , b u t is governed by therm odynam ic 
factors. T h a t i t  could resu lt from  second-order phase-transform ations or from  
th e  influence of la ttice  v ib ra tions on the  grow th fron t has also been considered. 
H ow ever, none of the  exp lanations has so fa r succeeded in satisfac to rily  answ ering 
all aspects of th e  problem .
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In  recent years a large number of experim ental investigations have been 
conducted to determine which of the various theories best explains the observed 
facts. These investigations include studies of the actual growth process, the 
surface structure of crystals as determ ined by phase-contrast microscopy and 
multiple-beam interferom etry, the internal structure of crystals as determined 
by X -ray diffraction methods, the electronic band structure as determined by 
optical absorption or electrical measurements, and the dislocation structure 
as observed by transmission electron microscopy as well as X -ray microscopy.
This paper describes the above developments after enunciating the problem 
of polytypism and the factors influencing it. The results of the recent experi­
m ental investigations are discussed in the light of the existing theories of 
polytypism and the present position summed up.
2. Polymorphism
Polymiorphism has long been recognized as the ability of a chemical compound 
to exist with more than  one crystal structure. The different modificiations or 
polymorphs are known to be definite therm odynam ic phases of the substance, 
whose relative stabilities are governed by their free energies. From a purely 
theoretical point of view any crystalline arrangem ent of the atoms of a solid 
represents a possible polymorphic modification. There is an indefinite number 
of possibilities, ranging from a simple periodic arrangem ent of the atoms in one 
dimension, to complicated three-dimensional packings. Each one of these is 
characterized by an internal energy E  th a t depends on the forces bonding the 
atoms together, a volume V th a t depends on the density of packing and an 
entropy S  which depends on the state  of order in the crystal lattice. A t a tem ­
perature T  and pressure P , each modification therefore has a Gibbs’ free energy 
G, given bv
G = E - T S A P y
and the particular structure for which this is minimum is thermodynamically 
the  most stable (state) a t th a t tem perature and pressure. If the conditions of 
tem perature and pressure are changed, the free energies of the different modi­
fications change, and it may happen th a t some other structure has the least 
free energy under a different set of external conditions. The substance will 
therefore tend to undergo a structural transform ation which is a phase-tran­
sition of the first order, w ith a discontinuous change in the internal energy, 
entropy, and volume of the substance, accompanied by an abrupt change of 
almost all the physical properties. Such phase-transitions between polymorphs 
are quite common and have been widely investigated. A great m ajority of 
substances are now known to undergo structural transform ations when sub­
jected to extreme tem peratures and pressures. Two recent instances of this are:
1. the polymorphic transition  in Xa(]l from its f.c.c. structure to CsCl-type struc­
ture, with a simple cubic lattice [1] (this occurs a t a pressure of about 18 000 atm)
2. the conversion of graphite into diamond a t pressures of the order of 75000 atm , 
and a tem perature around 1800 °C in the presence of “ catalysts” like Cr, Mn, 
Co, Ni, Pd, F t, and Fe^Og.
The polymorphic transitions are in m any respects completely analogous to 
the changes of state  from solid to liquid or liquid to vapour. Both are first- 
order phase-transform ations accompanied by a discontinuous change in volume 
and the evolution or absorption of la ten t heat. They obey the Gibbs’ phase rule
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as well as th e  C lausius-Clapeyron equation . There is, however, one essential 
difference betw een the  two. W hile changes of s ta te  are alm ost instan taneous, 
th e  velocity  of polym orphic transitions varies nearly  from  zero to  in fin ity . U n ­
like changes of s ta te  the  s tru c tu ra l transform ations face an energy-barrier which 
depends on the  s tru c tu ra l bonds th a t  have to  be d isrup ted  during the  tran sitio n  
from  one s tru c tu re  to  ano ther. The transition  therefore requires an ac tiv a tio n  
energy, w hich w hen n o t available causes the  substance to  exist in a m etastab le  
s ta te . This common occurrence of m etastab le  s ta tes  leads to  the  sim ultaneous 
existence of tw o or m ore m odifications of a substance under the  same conditions 
of tem p e ra tu re  and  pressure. Indeed  i t  is no t uncom m on to  find two m odifi­
cations of a substance bo th  occurring as m inerals in na tu re .
I t  has n o t been possible to  calculate theore tically  the  relative s tab ility  of 
d ifferen t crystalline phases from the properties of isolated  atom s and molecules, 
because th e  changes of in te rna l energy and en tropy  between phases is o rd inarily  
quite  sm all and  th e  errors in  calculating these are much larger th an  the  m agni­
tude  of the  differences being sought. I t  has therefore no t been possible to  p re ­
d ic t theore tically , which of two phases should be stab le  under given conditions 
or where the  equilibrium  line between them  should lie. N or is i t  possible to  
p red ic t which substances should be polym orphic and  which should n o t be. 
How ever, th e  phenom enon of polym orphism  is a t  least qua lita tive ly  fairly  well 
understood on therm odynam ic grounds and  though i t  is n o t possible to  m ake 
q u an tita tiv e  predictions, i t  has been possible to  correlate general th e rm o d y n a­
mic fea tu res w ith  specific s tru c tu ra l characteristics. F o r a detailed  account of 
th is  the  reader is referred  elsewhere [2, 3].
3. Polytypism
3.1 P o l y t y p i s m  a n d  s i l ic on  c a r b i d e
The phenom enon of poly typ ism  falls, s tru c tu ra lly , w ithin the  defin ition of 
polym orphism , since th e  la tte r , according to  B arth  [4] “ includes every possible 
difference encountered in  th e  crystal s tru c tu re  of a substance, excepting hom o­
geneous defo rm ations” . The assignm ent of a separate  nam e to  it  has often been 
criticized; b u t a little  consideration reveals th a t  polytypism  is physically  quite  
d is tin c t from  ord inary  polym orphism  since i t  does no t appear to  be governed 
by the  therm odynam ic factors discussed above.
Consider th e  poly ty jiism  in SiC. This substance is known to  crystallize in to  
m ore th a n  45 d ifferen t m odifications, all of which have the  same te tra h d ra l 
a rrangem ent of Si and  C atom s, w ith each Si surrounded by 4 C and  each C by 
4 Si. The s tru c tu re  is close-packed w ith one k ind of atom s in positions corre­
sponding to  those of equal spheres in a close-packing and  the  o ther d is trib u ted  
am ong half th e  te trah ed ra l voids. T h a t is, the  s tru c tu re  consists of two iden tical 
in te rp en e tra tin g  close-packings, one of Si atom s and  th e  o ther of C, w ith  the  
one displaced re la tive  to  th e  o ther along the  c-axis th rough  one-fourth of the  
layer spacing. The d ifferen t po ly typic  m odifications correspond to  d ifferen t 
m anners of close-packing equal spheres and  th e ir s tru c tu re  is therefore ap p ro ­
p ria te ly  described by  th e  ABC n o ta tio n  for the  close-packing of spheres. All 
m odifications can be regarded  as bu ilt of iden tical atom ic layers of s tru c tu re  
stacked  on to p  of each o ther a t equal in tervals of 2.518 A. They differ only in 
th e  stacking-sequence of these layers.
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Fig. 1. Ott’s tetrahedral models of SiC type, a) 15R, b) 6H, c) 4H
The most common modification is a 6-layered hexagonal poly type, called 6H 
with a stacking sequence ABCACB of layers in its hexagonal unit cell. The 
second commonest poly type has a rhombohedral lattice with 15 layers in its 
hexagonal un it cell, and a stacking sequence ABCBACABACBCACB. I t  is 
denoted as 15R. The th ird  common modification is type 4H with a stacking 
sequence ABCB of layers in its hexagonal unit cell. The structure of these modi­
fications was first worked out by O tt [5 to 7] and is shown in Fig. 1. All modifi­
cations have the same hexagonal unit-cell dimensions along two directions, 
a =  h =  3.078 A, while the th ird  c =  2.518X % A where n  is the number of 
layers in the hexagonal un it cell. The silicon-carbon bond is 1.889 A long and is 
known to be strongly covalent.
Modifications corresponding to the cubic close-packing ABC, ABC . . . and 
the hexagonal close-packing AB, AB . . . are also known but do not normally 
occur along with the other poly types. The cubic modification, 3C, which has 
a structure analogous to diamond (with half the carbon atoms replaced by sili­
con), normally forms a t a com paratively lower tem perature, around 1800 °C, 
and transform s irreversibly into the 6H modification on heating above 2000°C. 
I t  is therefore believed to be a separate thermodynamic phase of the compound 
and is denoted as j3-SiC. All the other modifications are denoted as a-SiC. 
P-SiC was for a long time believed to be the low-temperature modification of 
SiC, but recent observations of Knippenberg [8] suggest th a t it  is probably 
m etastable a t all tem peratures. The 2PI modification, AB, AB . . ., has a struc­
ture analogous to the wurtzite form of ZnS, and has been synthesised by a special
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1$ M  Æ KÊfUt Fig. 2. The 10.Z row of X-ray diffraction spots as recor-
^ 0  . -I ded on c-axis oscillation photographs of some SiC poly-
types. a) 90 K, b) 57R, c) disordered, d) m agnification• Î
Î  : I I
0  o f a part of c)
I
process of gaseous cracking [9 1 a t  tem - 
J  pera tn res  of 1400 to  1600 °C. N either
of these two m odifications occur nor- 
I  ÿ" m ally in th e  comm ercial SiC m anu-
^  Ç  Ç fac tu red  by th e  Acheson process a t
tem p era tu res  a round  2500 °C by  p as­
sing an electric arc th rough  a m ix tu re  
_ of sand  (SiOg) and  coke (C).
•  ▼ In  addition  to  the  above co m parati­
vely sm all-period m odifications, silicon 
carbide also erystallizes in a large n u m ­
ber of less common long-period po ly ­
types w ith c-spacings ranging from  
50 up to  1500 A or more. Some of these 
are beau tifu lly  crystalline s tru c tu res  
4  A ... while o thers are accom panied by a
eertain  m easure of random  disorder. 
Fig. 2 shows th e  10.? reciprocal la ttice  
a b c cl rows of some long-period poly types of
SiC as recorded on c-axis oseillation 
pho tographs. The poly type 90R gives discrete and  sharp  X -ray  reflections in che­
a tin g  a perfectly  crystalline s tru c tu re  w ith a periodicity  c =  226.6 A (Fig. 2a). 
The 10./ row of spots recorded from  the  57R poly type (Fig. 2 b) shows a fa in t s treak  
connecting sharp  reflections ind icating  a sm all am ount of superposed random  d is­
order of layers. Fig. 2 c shows the  10./ row of a poly type w ith a m uch g rea ter 
am oun t of random  one-dim ensional disorder, b u t even in  th is  a tendency  to ­
w ards th e  form ation  of long-range periodicities is ev iden t on eloser inspection 
(see Fig. 2d). I t  is these long-period polytypes th a t  eonstitu te  the  m ajor p ro b ­
lem of polytypism .
3.2  T h e  p r o b l e m  of  p o l y t y p i s m
The d ifferen t po ly typ ic  m odifications of a-SiC p resen t little  evidence of being 
defin ite  therm odynam ic phases of th e  com pound. T hey appear to  form  toge ther 
under nearly  th e  sam e conditions of tem p era tu re  and  pressure. Thus a single 
lum p of com m ercial SiC often contains a num ber of d ifferent m odifications, tw o 
or m ore of which are frequen tly  coalesced. W ith in  the  same single-erystal piece, 
tw o d ifferen t s tru c tu res  have even been rep o rted  [10, 11]. E ven  if there  is some 
vaguely  defined te m p e ra tu re -s tru c tu re  rela tionsh ip  i t  is only for th e  more- 
common sm all-period poly types. U nlike the  o rd inary  polym orphic phases, SiC 
poly types have alm ost iden tical physical p roperties. Thus th e  density  of all 
m odifications is 3.217 g/cm® and  the  indices of refraction  are nearly  eo n stan t [12].
No polym orphic transfo rm ations betw een poly types (other th a n  th e  p -a - 
tran sf orm ation  ) have ever been observed. Poly types do n o t transfo rm  in to  one 
ano ther on heating  [13], nor are th ey  expected  to  do so under pressure sinee 
th e y  all have th e  sam e density .
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The Si and C atoms in all modifications have the same first and second nearest 
neighbours, and since homopolar forces are known to fall off rapidly with dis­
tance, the different polytypes m ust have very nearly the same internal energy E. 
In  fact two or more long-period polydypes often have structures in which most of 
the atoms have identical environments up to very distant coordinations. They 
also have the same density and hence occupy the same volume for a given mass. 
A t any tem perature and pressure the therm odynam ically stable state  of mini­
mum free energy E — T  S  ^  P  V m ust therefore correspond to  maximum of 
entropy S. This probably means the structure should be completely disordered 
in one dimension. I t  should be noted, however, th a t entropy differences due to 
one-dimensional disorder are also small compared to the to ta l entropy of the 
crystal, bu t they m ight still influence the free energy sensitively because of the 
high tem perature (% 2500 °C) a t which SiC is normally formed.
However, SiC never forms completely disordered crystals. The structures 
observed are either completely ordered or partially  disordered. The periodicities 
in a number of long-period polytypes are very much larger than  the range of 
any known atomic forces, and this poses two vital questions:
1. Do the different SiC polytypes have any thermodynamic stability  ?
2. W hat is the nature of the forces th a t occasionally cause a stric t ordering 
of the layers over several hundreds of Angstroms ?
Several different explanations have been pu t forth during the last decade 
or so. Polytypism  has been regarded as a growth feature, originating from the 
screw dislocation mechanism of crystal growth. I t  has also been considered to 
arise from an orderly distribution of stacking faults caused by a laj^^er-transposi­
tion mechanism governed by the vibration entropy of the structure. The vanish­
ingly small differences in the internal energy of polytypes has led Schneer to 
regard them  as related by phase-transform ations of the second order. The in­
fluence of lattice vibrations of the growth front during crystallization has also 
been suggested as a possible cause of polytypism. The explanations are dis­
cussed la ter but we wish to emphasize here th a t though polytypism is s truc tu r­
ally a form of ^polymorphism, it is physically quite distinct from it.
4. Description of Polytypic Structures
4.1 C o m m o n  n o ta t ions  of p o l y t y p i c  s t r u c tu r e s
Since polytypic structures of a compound are both numerous and closely 
related to each other, special notations have been evolved to describe and differ­
entiate between them. A brief summary of the notations employed in this paper 
follows.
4.1.1 The Ramsdell notation [14]
This is by far the commonest notation used to denote a polyty%pe whose unit 
cell and lattice type have been determined. I t  consists of a number denoting the 
num ber of layers in the unit cell of the polytype, followed by a capital le tter 
denoting the lattice type. Thus a poly type ?zH denotes a hexagonal polytype 
with a stacking sequence th a t repeats after n layers. By a “hexagonal poly ty p e” 
is m eant a poly type with a hexagonal lattice ; it  m ay belong to either the hexag­
onal or the trigonal systems. A symbol denotes a polytype with a rhom ­
bohedral lattice having n layers in its hexagonal unit cell.
The symbol does not tell the actual arrangem ent of layers in the unit cell. 
Indeed two polytypes may have the same Ramsdell symbol but different struc­
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tu ra l a rrangem ent of the  layers. In  such cases it  is custom ary  to  distinguish 
them  by using subscrip ts a, b, c, etc., a fte r the  sym bol. F or exam ple, two known 
poly types of SiC with identical la ttice dim ensions bu t different s tru c tu res  are 
designated as 51R., and  51R,j. The no ta tion  is applicable to  all po ly typ ic  sub ­
stances, including those th a t  are no t close-packed, and  is the  only su itab le 
n o ta tio n  to  designate poly types w ith an undeterm ined  s tru c tu re  b u t known 
lattice.
4 .1 .2  The classical ABC notation 
Most of th e  po ly typ ic  substances have a close-packed s tru c tu re , which can 
therefore be described in term s of the  classical ABC no ta tion  for close-packings 
of spheres. Thus the  SiC ty p e  6H has six Si and six C layers in  its  hexagonal 
un it cell stacked  as AaBpCyAaCyBp, where the  R om an le tters denote yjositions 
of layers of Si atom s and  the  Greek le tters those of C atom s. Since the  positions 
of C atom s are fixed re la tive  to  the  Si atom s, i t  is custom ary  to  om it the  Greek 
le tte rs  and  w rite the  s tru c tu re  as ABCACB . The SiC po ly type 15R has a stacking  
sequence ABCBACABACBCACB. for the  15 layers in its  hexagonal u n it cell.
In  case of Cdig poly types, where the Cd atom s lie in octahedral voids betw een 
successive close-packed iodine layers, it  is custom ary to  re ta in  the  Greek le tters 
as well to  denote th e  positions of Cd layers. Thus Cdig ty p e  4H  has a s tru c tu re  
(AyB) (CaB) and  type  lOH a s tru c tu re  (AyB) (CaB) (AyB) (CaB) (AyB).
4 .1 .3  Hagg’s notation [ 15]
The s tru c tu re  of a poly type  can also be described in term s of the  rela tionsh ip  
betw een successive layers of s tru c tu re . Thus a passage from A to  B, B to  C, 
or C to  A involves a tran s la tio n  -|- in the  basal plane, while a passage from  
B to  A, C to  B, or A to  C involves a tran sla tio n  of X =  — Hà g g  
denoted  th e  form er by  a plus (-|-) sign and  the  la tte r  by a m inus ( —) sign.
A s tru c tu re  ABAB . . .  is th u s  represen ted  as H 1 . . ., while the  s tru c tu re
ABCACB is denoted  as -j— |— |--------------- . . . .  If  and  n_ denote the  num ber
of ( +  )- and  ( - ) - signs recjuired to  com plete the  hexagonal u n it cell then  — 
— n_ =  3 r for hexagonal poly types and  — 7i_ =  3 r +  1 for rhom bohedral 
poly types w here r is any  positive or negative in teger including zero.
4 .1 .4  The Zhda7iov sy7nbol [ 1 6 , 17]
Zhdanov proposed [16] a num erical sym bol for describing the  close-packings 
of equal spheres and  la te r [17] used i t  to  describe the  poly typ ic  s tru c tu res  of 
SiC. The sym bol consists of a series of num bers which denote a lte rn a te ly  the  
num ber of (-{-)- and  (—)-signs in  the  H âgg sym bol. Thus the  s tru c tu re  AB AB...
which in  H ag g ’s n o ta tio n  is -|-------- 1----- . . .  is denoted  as (11). S im ilarly  the
s tru c tu re  ABCACB w ith  H agg’s no ta tio n  — |— |--------------is deno ted  as (33).
In  th e  case of rhom bohedral poly types the  sym bol needs to  be repeated  th rice  
before com pleting a hexagonal u n it cell. Thus SiC type  15R is denoted  as 
23 23 23 and is w ritten  as (23)g. R am sdell [14] in te rp re ted  the  sym bol in  te rm s
of the  zig-zag sequence of Si and  C atom s in  th e  (1120) p lane of a SiC poly type .
This is by fa r the  m ost convenient and  consise n o ta tio n  to  describe the  s tru c ­
tu re  of poly types.
4 .1 .5  N otatio7i used by P a u li7ig [ IS] ,  Wyckof f  [ 10], a7id Jagodzinski [ 2 0]  
These au tho rs  have found i t  m ore useful to  specify each layer in  term s of the  
o rien ta tio n  of layers above and  below it. A layer surrounded on e ither side by
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layers in the same orientation (A, B, or C) is denoted as h, because it has the 
same surroundings as a layer in the hexagonal close-^lacking AB AB . . . .  
A layer surrounded on the two sides by layers in dissimilar orientations is de­
noted as c since it is like a layer in the cubic close-packing ABC ABC . . . .  Thus 
the SiC type 6H structure (ABC ACB) is denoted as hcc and SiC type 15R as 
h cc he. The notation is useful in describing the configuration-statistics of one- 
dimensionally disordered structures and for calculating the interaction energy 
between layers.
I t  is quite easy to transform  one notation to another. I t  is probably most con­
venient to write first the full ABC sequence of the structure and then express 
this in the desired notation.
4.2 The hnown pol ij t i jpes  of SiC
Polytypism  was first discovered by Baum hauer [21] (1912) from his optical 
studies of the morphology of SiC crystals. He found evidence of the existence 
of three different modifications later identified as 6H, 15R, and 4H, the three 
commonest poly types. The complete structure of these was first determined by 
O tt [5 to 7] (1925). The structure of the cubic modification (p-SiC) had earlier 
been reported by Hull [22] (1919).
Since then  over 45 different polytypes of SiC have been discovered by different 
workers from X -ray investigations and the structure of over 25 of these is 
known. Table 1 lists all the known modifications along with the Zhdanov sym­
bols of known structures. The known structures have been classified according 
to the “basic phase” 6H, 15R, or 4H, which they resemble most. I t  should be 
noted, however, th a t there is no evidence a t all to indicate th a t these are definite 
therm odynam ic phases of the compound. This classification is merely for the 
convenience of discussing their growth in term s of the dislocation theory of 
polytypism. The lattice constants of the different polytypes are not stated  since 
the hexagonal unit cell in all of them  has very nearly the dimensions
a — h =  3.078 A , c =  2.518 A x 7 i  ,
where n is the number of layers in the hexagonal un it cell. Small variations from 
these values have been reported but these are perhaps not very significant and 
may possibly be a ttribu ted  to variable im purity  contents.
The crystals in which the different SiC polytypes have been discovered are 
mostly flat platelets parallel to (0001). This is the most prom inent face of the 
crystals and often exhibits growth spirals. A num ber of structures listed in 
Table 1 have been found intergrown with each other in parallel growth along 
the c-axis. This “syntactic coalescence” of different types is of common occur­
rence in SiC and so is twinning. The la tter occurs with the line of contact par­
allel to an edge [11.0] of the hexagonal basal faces and with an angle between 
these faces approxim ately equal to the octahedral angle of the cubic system, 
70°31'44".
The syntactic coalescence of two or more structures can cause a seemingly 
single-crystal piece to have different polytypic structures in different regions. 
Perhaps the only instance of a change in structure occurring within the same 
single-crystal piece is th a t noticed in SiC type 36H. The upper and lower parts 
of this single-crystal piece were found to have two different structures desig­
nated [11] as 36Hj, and 36Hy. Both have identical unit cell dimensions and space 
groups, but differ in the arrangem ent of layers within the unit cell. This differs
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T a b le  1  
Known polytypes of SiC
No.
P olytypc
(Ramsdell
notation)
Structure 
(Zhdanov notation) Remarks
A . Structures based or the 33 phase
1 6 H 33 Most common poly type
2 33R (3332)a
3 51Ra [(33),32]3
4 87R [(33),32]^
5 105R [(33)532fi Ordered structure
6 141R [(33),32fi
7 393R [(33)2,32k
8 21R (34)3
9 39R (3334),
1 0 57R [(33)g34k Structure has superposed random dis­
order
1 1 l l l R [(33)s34k B eautifully ordered structure
1 2 16H [(33),22]
13 84R [(33)a3232k
14 99R [(33),3222k
15 174R [(33)36(33)s4k Only known polytype w ith a 6  in the  
Zhdanov symbol
16 36Hb [(33)g32(33)234] Shows unusual extinctions on X -ray  
photos
17 39H [(33)232(33)23232]
B. Structures based on the 23 phase
18 15R (23)a Second com m onest polytype
19 19H [(23)g22]
2 0 lOH 2332 Sim ulated hexagonal sym m etry on X- 
ray photo
2 1 75R [(23)a3232k
22 27H (23)g3333
23 90R [(23),3322k B eautifully ordered structure
24 168R [(23)io33]3
C. Structures based on
Structure not certain  
the 2 2  phase
25 4H (22) Third com m onest polytype
26 27R (2223)3
27 51Rh [(22)323]3
28 18H [(22)333]
D. Miscellaneous stnn 3 tiires
29 P-SiO (oo) Usually forms at lower temperatures 
(w  1800 °C)
30 2H ( 1 1 ) N ot found in commercial SiC; grown 
by special m ethod of gaseous cracking; 
a =  3.076 Â, c =  5.048 A
31 8 H (44)
32 24R (53)3
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No.
Polytype
(Ramsdell
notation)
Structure 
(Zhdanov notation) Remarks
33 24H
E. Poly types with undetermined structures
34 33H —
35 36Ha Based on 33 phase Found in the same single crystal piece
36 48H _
with 36H|j
37 54H —
38 6 6 H —
39 72R —
40 78H —
41 120R —
42 124R —
43 126R — Completely ordered structure
44 192R —
45 %270R [(23),,22]g or Structure not certain
46 %400H or
[(23),,33]g
47
%1200R
594R _ , Known polytype with largest unit cell ;
48 Disordered
; c % 1500 Â 
X-ray photos show continuous streaks
polytypes
(several)
along reciprocal lattice rows parallel to 
c*
from  th e  o b serv a tio n s of E dw ard s and L ipson  [25] and W ilson  [26] in  cob alt, 
w here “ th e  stru ctu re p ossesses a la ttic e  in  w h ich  th e  u n it cells are all of th e  
sam e size and  sh ape b u t th e  d istr ib u tio n  of a tom s w ith in  th e  u n it cell varies  
th ro u g h o u t th e  c r y s ta l” , in  th a t  th e  d istr ib u tion  of a tom s has chan ged  m ore  
or less  a b ru p tly  across a (0001) p lan e. A  s itu a tio n  like th a t  in  cob alt has n ever  
b een  en cou n tered  in  SiC.
A  num ber of polyd yp es sh ow  tendency^ tow ards th e  form ation  of structure  
series w ith  a seq u en ce of 3 3 , 23 , or 2 2  u n its  a ssoc ia ted  w ith  fa u lts  a t th e  end. 
T his w as first d isco v ered  b y  R am sd ell [14] w ho p red icted  th e  ex isten ce  of m an y  
series. T he [(33)„32k  series of stru ctu res has th e  largest num ber of know n  
m em bers. T he X -r a y  d iffraction  from  th is  series of structures has been stu d ied  
in  d eta il b y  M itchell [23]. A  sim ilar s tu d y  of th e  [( 3 3 )„3 4 ] 3  series of structures  
has b een  done b y  K rish n a  and V erm a [24]. E m pirica l ru les h ave been  la id  
dow n for th e  id e n tifica tio n  of o th er m em bers of th e  series w ith o u t in te n s ity  ca l­
cu la tion s.
T he Z h d an ov  sy m b o l for m o st of th e  stru ctu res is  restr icted  to  th e  num bers 
2, 3, an d  4 . T he o n ly  k now n  ex c ep tio n s  to  th is  are p-SiC, 2 H , 174R , and  24R . 
E v en  for th ese  th e  in terv a l b etw een  su ccessiv e  a tom s a long a n y  of th e  three  
sy m m etry  a x es, parallel to  [0 0 . 1 ] and p assin g  through  0 0 0 , /^g /^g 0 , and /^g /^g 0 , 
is  lim ited  to  2, 3, or 4 layer sp acings. N o  th eo retica l reason h as so far been  a s­
signed  for th is  fa c t.
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All the  hexagonal po ly types belong to  the  space group P 3in l except the  types 
2H , 4H , 6 H , and  8 H  which belong to  PGginc. The rhom bohedral poly types have 
space group R3m . Some s tru c tu res  have a random  disorder of layers super­
posed over th e  existing order, while o thers are beautifu lly  ordered. No stru c tu re  
w ith a com pletely  disordered a rrangem ent of layers has been rejiorted .
4.3  O t h e r  p o t y t y p i e  s u t i s t a n e e s
F o r a long tim e poly typism  was believed to  be a special s tru c tu ra l fea tu re  of 
SiC crystals. I t  is now know n to  be a more general phenom enon exh ib ited  by 
several close-packed and  layer s truc tu res. T hus poly typ ism  has been reported  
in zinc sulphide, cadm ium  iodide, cadm ium  brom ide, lead iodide, m olybdenum  
disulphide, niobium  and  ta n ta lu m  selenides, g raph ite , po tassium  cobalticyanide, 
coquim bites, chlorites, china-elay  m inerals, m icas, m anganpyrosm alite , h ex a ­
gonal ferrites, c ronsted tite , and  o ther layer silicates as well as eertain  long-chain 
organic com pounds. This is possibly no t an exhaustive list since m ore and  more 
substances are being discovered to  be po ly typic . For a de ta iled  descrip tion of 
the  various po ly typ ie  s tru c tu res  of all these com pounds the  reader is referred  to  
a separa te  publication  [3]. No poly typ ic  substance, however, appears to  c ry s ta l­
lize in to  such a large num ber of beau tifu lly  ordered long-period s tru c tu res  as SiC.
Zinc sulphide, which has a s tru c tu ra l sim ilarity  to  SiC has a t  least ten  d ifferent 
poly types. The s tru c tu res  are bo th  rhom bohedral as well as hexagonal. Some 
of the  known poly types are 2H , 4H , 6 H, and  15R, all of them  iso ty jnc w ith SiC. 
O thers such as 8 H , lOH, 9R, 12R, and  21R have been m ore recen tly  repo rted  
[27, 28] to  occur as m inerals.
Cadm ium  iodide p robab ly  exh ib its  the  largest num ber of po ly typ ic  m odifi­
cations w ith  over 64 d ifferent types a lready  identified . All m odifications of th is  
com pound have a hexagonal la ttice  and  the  absence of rhom bohedral s tru c tu res  
can be understood  in  te rm s of the  d islocation theory . A random  one-dim ensional 
disorder of layers is m uch m ore common th a n  in SiC, b u t there  is evidence of the  
form ation  of a t  least tw o s tru c tu re  series, (22)„ 11 and  (22)^1111. In  co n trast 
lead iodide and  cadm ium  brom ide, which are s tru c tu ra lly  sim ilar, d isp lay  po ly ­
typ ism  on a very  lim ited  scale, while cadm ium  chloride is n o t po ly typ ic  a t all.
Poly typ ism  in all these com pounds is known to be strongly  dependen t on the  
m ode of grow th of the  crystals. Thus crystals grown from  solution and  those 
grow n from  vapour show poly typism  to  d ifferen t ex ten ts. The m ost common 
m odification is also d ifferen t for each com pound, b u t no polym orphic tra n sfo r­
m ations betw een po ly types have been observed.
5. Factors Influencing Polytypism
Several d ifferen t factors have been found to  affect th e  form ation  of poly typic 
stru c tu res . As early  as 1912 B aum hauer [21] a tte m p ted  to  correlate  th e  first 
few poly types of SiC w ith  th e ir colours. H e s ta ted  th a t  th e  green crystals were 
ty p e  6 H , th e  yellow crystals  ty p e  15R while the  d a rk  blue or black crystals 
rep resen ted  all th ree  types. B u t an extensive optieal and  X -ray  s tu d y  of SiC 
crystals  by  T h ib au lt [1 2 ] failed to  estab lish  any  w ell-defined correlation. H e 
suggested th a t  th e  differences in colour m igh t be due to  d ifferen t im p u rity  
con ten ts. I t  was suggested by Z hdanov and  M inervina [17] th a t  th e  accum ula­
tion  of im purities on th e  face of a growing crystal m ight cause a periodic d is tu rb ­
ance resu lting  in th e  form ation  of d ifferent poly types.
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The correlation of structure-type with im purity-content was first established 
for SiC by Lundqvist [29] from a spectrochemical analysis of the first three 
types of crystals. Type 6 H was found to be eharacteristic of pure SiC, type 15R 
of SiC with moderate am ounts of Al, and type 4H of SiC saturated  with Al. 
O ther impurities, such as Mg, Mn, and Fe, showed no such correlation with 
structure  type.
Recently H ay ash i [13] has confirmed the correlation between structure type 
and the content of Al as im purity. From a chemical and X -ray powder analysis 
he has concluded th a t 6H crystals lie in two ranges of Al im purity, one from 
0.00 to 0.05% and the other from 0.10% to 0.30% ; the 15R crystals lie in the 
Al range of 0.05% to 0.1% while the 4H crystals have an Al content of more 
than  0.3%.
The role of impurities in the stabilization of polytype is not known and no such 
correlation has been a ttem pted  for the longer-period polytypes. Knippenberg
[8 ] examined SiC crystals grown a t a fixed tem perature with different amounts 
of Al im purity  and found no correlation between the structure type and im pu­
rity  content. He concluded th a t the im purity-structure  relationship observed 
by other workers might really have been a tem perature-structure relationship. 
However, the fact th a t the very high purity  SiC crystals display little or no poly­
typism indicates th a t im purities play a role in the formation of poly types.
In  cadmium iodide the form ation of the more common modifications like 4H 
and 2H is reported [30, 31] to be related to some extent to the rate of crystalli­
zation from solution. I t  has been found th a t a t a constant tem perature of for­
mation the 4H structure is obtained a t low speeds of crystallization, the highly 
disordered structures a t very fast speeds of crystallization, while interm ediate 
speeds give rise to type 2H.
The control of tem perature on the form ation of polytypic structures has been 
considered both for ZnS [32, 33] as well as for SiC [34 to 36]. I t  was concluded 
by Müller [32] from his X -ray investigations of one-dimensional disorder in 
ZnS th a t the various polytypes represent transition states interm ediate between 
the zinc blende (3C) structure and the w urtzite (2H) structure. He believed 
these states to be formed in a tem perature range interm ediate between the s ta ­
bility ranges of 3C and 2H structures, a range in which the free energies of the 
hexagonal and cubic close-packings are equal. This view was supported by 
Smith [33] who stated  th a t below the 3C to 2H transition tem perature of 
1024 °C, but close to it, there is a range of the existence of various poly types 
with m ixtures of cubic and hexagonal close-packing. He believed th a t it is, 
in principle, possible to predict theoretically the poly type most likely to crystal­
lize under a set of given conditions. Thus the poly types were believed to be 
definite therm odynam ic states of the compound.
A completely analogous view is held by Jagodzinski [34, 35] for SiC polytypes. 
He regards the 3C modification to be stable between 1600 to 2000 °C and the 
6 H modification to be stable around 2500 °C. All the other polytypic structures 
(except 2H) are believed to form in a tem perature range around 2000 °C. I t  is 
suggested th a t in this range it is the vibration entropy of the structure th a t 
determines the poly type. This explanation will be discussed later. Experim ental 
investigations of SiC structures obtained in various zones of a graphite furnace 
confirm the tem perature-structure  relationship suggested by Jagodzinski [351.
While there appear to be fairly definite ranges of tem perature for the form a­
tion of polytypie structures, it is not known if each structure is characterized by
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F ig . 3 . T h e  te n ip e r a tu r e -s ir u c tv ir c  r e la t lo n s li ip  o b s e r v e d  b y  
K n ip p e n b e r g  [8 ] fo r  t lie  s m a ll-p e r io d  m o d if ic a t io n s  o f  S iC
»  m?
a defin ite tem p era tu re  of form ation . No so lid -sta te  transitions betw een po ly­
ty pes have been found to  occur w ith changes of tem p era tu re  [13]. More recen t 
observations of K nippenberg  [8 ] ind icate  th e  te m p e ra tu re -s tru c tu re  re la tionship  
p lo tted  g raphically  in  Fig. 3. According to  him  th e  3C m odification is m etastab le  
a t  all tem pera tu res and  form s first in  accordance w ith th e  O stw ald rule. The 2H 
m odification is a low -tem peratu re  m odification form ing betw een 1300 and 
1600 °C, while all th e  o ther po ly types are form ed in the  tem p era tu re  range from 
2000 to  2750 °C w ith th e  p ro b ab ility  d is trib u tio n  shown in Fig. 3.
6. The Dislocation Theory of Polytypism
The firs t sa tisfac to ry  exp lanation  of polytypism  came as an offshoot of the  
dislocation th eo ry  of crysta l grow th p u t fo rth  by B urton , C abrera, and  F ran k  
[37] (1951). The m echanism  of spiral grow th requ ired  th a t  c rysta l surfaces should 
exh ib it g row th spirals whose shape should be in accordance w ith th e  sym m etries 
of th e  crystal. There followed an  in tensive search for grow th spirals on the  
crysta l surfaces of various substances. Some of th e  firs t few substances on 
which grow th  spirals were observed included tw o po ly typ ic  substances, SiC and 
Cdlg. A large num ber of beautifu l grow th spirals were observed and  photographed  
on SiC crystals  by V erm a [38 to  40] and  A m elinckx [41, 42] by th e  technicpie of 
p h ase -co n trast m icroscopy. V erm a m easured  th e  s tep-heigh t of grow th spirals 
and  showed them  to  be ecjual to  th e  height of the  X -ray  u n it cell. These resu lts 
led F ran k  [43] to  suggest th a t  po ly typ ism  in SiC m ight be b rough t ab o u t by the  
spiral grow th of crystals  ro und  screw dislocations of d ifferent B urgers vectors.
T h a t th e  regu lar spiral grow th of th e  (0001) face of SiC crystals could bring 
ab o u t th e  form ation  of th e  m any-layered  “ su p erstru c tu res” had  been inferred  
m uch earlier by  Lem m lein [44, 45] in  R ussia  from  a s tu d y  of th e  appearance  of 
grow th sp irals on these  faces. K now ing of Lem m lein’s w ork, Z hdanov and 
M inervina [46] had  also suggested te n ta tiv e ly  th a t  po ly typ ism  m ight be con­
nected  w ith  th e  fo rm ation  of spirals on SiC basal faces. H ow ever, no details 
concerning th is  m echanism  were given and  n e ither Lem m lein nor Z hdanov and 
M inervina correla ted  th e  occurrence of these spirals w ith  screw dislocations in 
th e  s tru c tu re . In  fac t spiral m arkings had  also been observed on SiC by  Tone 
[47] (1908), Menzies and  S loat [48] (1929), Padurow  [49] (1949), and  K alb  and  
W ittb o rg  [50] (1951), b u t n o t m uch significance was a tta ch ed  to  these obser­
vations. T heir correct in te rp re ta tio n  came from  the  dislocation th eo ry  p u t 
fo rth  by  F ran k .
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6.1 F ra nk ’s th e o r y  [43,  51 ]
According to Frank, SiC crystals grow initially, a t high supersaturations, into 
th in  plates by the surface-nucléation mechanism in accordance with the theory 
of growth of perfect crystals. These plates then  become self-stressed through 
a non-uniform distribution of impurities or therm al stresses due to  partially 
screened intense radiation, till the theoretical yield stress is exceeded and the 
plate shears, raising term inated steps on the crystal face. If the shear is by 
a uniform am ount term inating abruptly , a screw dislocation will be created, 
exposing a ledge on the surface. The crystal growing subsequently will necessar­
ily have a structure corresponding to th a t of the ledge and will repeat with a pe- 
iod equal to the pitch of the screw. Screw dislocations of different Burgers vec­
tors may thus create different polytypes.
When the Burgers vector of the screw dislocation is an integral multiple of the 
height of the parent unit cell, then the resulting structure will evidently be the 
same as the basic structure. On the other hand, a screw dislocation with a B ur­
gers vector which is a non-integral multiple of the height of the parent unit cell 
would give rise to a new polytype whose periodicity along c is determined by 
the height of the exposed screw-dislocation ledge. Vand [52, 53] who also gave 
an explanation of polytypism on similar lines, pointed out th a t accidental stack­
ing faults in the exposed screw-dislocation ledge would afford an alternative 
explanation of polytypism  since the spiral growth mechanism will cause these 
to repeat periodically in the structure. He further stated  th a t a single screw 
dislocation would give rise to needle-shaped crystals with the dislocation line as 
axis and, therefore, for the growth of a three-dimensional crystal, a t least three 
non-coplanar screw dislocations would be required.
6.2 The or ig in of s t r u c tu r e  se r ie s
The formation of structure series in polyt}q)ic crystals is readily understood 
in term s of the above mechanism. Consider the formation of SiC polytypes. 
If we assume th a t the initial platelet, forming presumably a t high supersatura­
tions by the nucléation mechanism, has the structure of the commonest modi­
fication, then it has a layer sequence
I ABC ACB| ABC ACB . . .
with the vertical bars indicating a unit cell. A screw dislocation arising in this 
would expose a step whose layer sequence will necessarily consist of a number of 
complete |ABC ACB| units with incomplete portions a t either end, like forex- 
ample
CB(ABCACB)„ AB .
The incomplete parts a t the beginning and the end will join in subsequent 
growth and if the to ta l number of layers exposed is not a multiple of six, a new 
unit cell with a structure
l(ABCACB)^ ABCBj
will result. In  terms of the Zdhanov notation this is (33),i 22, and rej^resents 
a series of possible structures with different values for n. The mechanism there­
fore required a number of series of polytypes to form with a Zhdanov symbol 
consisting of a sequence of (33) units with faults a t the end.
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F ran k  [43] was th u s  able to  account for the  observed (33)^32 and  (33)%34 
series of s tru c tu res  in SiC, b u t the  absence of o ther s tru c tu re  series, like (33)^31 
and  (33),j35, was problem atical to  him . M itchell [54] suggested th a t  these s tru c ­
tu re  series were absen t because th ey  were associated w ith unstab le  d islocation 
gaps in  th e  basic s tru c tu re . H e accordingly undertook  a detailed  s tu d y  of the  
resu lting  atom ic configuration in th e  basic s tru c tu re , due to  screw dislocations 
of d ifferent B urgers vector s treng ths, and a tte m p ted  to  explain all th e  observed 
SiC po ly types as resu lting  from theore tical screw dislocations in th ree  basic 
s tru c tu res  6 PI, 15R, and  4H. Since all the  a tom s in a SiC s tru c tu re  lie in the  
(1 1 2 0 ) planes he p lo tted  the  atom ic configui-ation of the  dislocated s tru c tu res  
in  th is  plane. Fig. 4 shows th e  atom ic configurations resu lting  from screw dis­
locations of 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6 -, and  1 1 -layer B urgers vectors in  the  6 H  basic
O
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F ig .  4 . (1 1 .0 )  c ro ss  s e c t io n s  o f  scr e w  d is lo c a t io n s  o f  d if fe r e n t  B u r g er s  v e c to r  s tr e n g th s  in  SiC  ty p e  Oi l .  
O  Si a to m s ,  #  C a to m s . (A fte r  J l i t c h e l l  [5 4 ] )
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structure. A small horizontal displacement of the atoms in the substrate was 
assumed in order to ensure lattice continuity between the generated structure 
and the horizontal and vertical portions of the exposed dislocation step. Thus 
in Fig. 4a, which shows a dislocation with unit (or one-layer) Burgers vector, 
the portion of the structure under the line CD has been dislocated relative to 
th a t under AB so th a t CD lies one layer of atoms below AB and, in addition, the 
atoms under CD have a horizontal displacement of one spacing to the right 
(equal to one-third the spacing between A and B). Though there is no direct 
evidence of such a horizontal displacement, this assumption is justified since 
the absence of such a displacement would cause a discontinuity a t the surface 
and would imply a closer approach of the atoms than  appears possible. This 
horizontal displacement does not in any way alter the structure of the exposed 
step or th a t of the resulting polytype.
I t  is evident from Fig. 4 th a t only six different kinds of gaps, labelled as 
Rj, Sg, T, Sg, Rg, and N, can result from screw dislocations in the 6H structure. 
Mitchell postulated th a t the gaps Sj, T, and Sg are too large to be stable and 
consequently structures resulting from corresponding dislocations are not to be 
expected. The atomic configurations resulting from dislocations of different 
Burgers vectors in the 4H and 15R phases were also similarly investigated. 
Mitehell deduced from the above considerations all theoretically possible struc­
tures and established an excellent correlation with the polytypes observed till 
then.
6.3 The oriffin of rh o n ib o h ed ra l  poUjtffpes
Both Frank and Mitchell employed Zhdanov symibols in their deductions and 
assumed th a t the Zhdanov sequence of layers in the exposed step would repeat 
indefinitely in the resulting structure. They did not a ttem pt to explain how 
rhom bohedial structures could arise or why they  were absent in Cdlg. I t  was 
pointed out by K rishna and Verma [55] th a t the screw-dislocation ledge can 
wind over itself during the subsequent growth only if its first and last layers are 
in different orientations (A, B, or C). The resulting polyty^pe then necessarily 
has a hexagonal lattice. B ut if the first and last layers of the exposed screw- 
dislocation ledge happen to be in the same orientation then the laws of close- 
packing would recjuire the whole stack of layers in the ledge to  slip horizontally 
into a neighbouring orientation, every time the ledge moves through one pitch. 
The slip shifting the layers horizontally may occur in a cyclic or anticyclic m an­
ner, i.e. A B, B C, C -> A, or vice versa. I t  is of little consequence w hether 
the slip occurs in the cyclic or anticyclic direction, though this might affect the 
structure of the resulting poly type. W hat is of greater im portance is th a t 
whatever forces cause the slip to occur in any particular direction will cause it 
to occur in the same direction every time the stack moves through one pitch, 
since it comes back to an identical situation. Three such shifts in the same direc­
tion would bring back the stack into its original position completing one repeat 
period. I t  is easy to see th a t the resulting structure will have a rhombohedral 
lattice.
The periodic horizontal slip would contribute an edge component to the dis­
location, causing it to be inclined. Evidence of inclined dislocations in rhom ­
bohedral polytypes of SiC has been reported by Bhide and Verma [56] from 
observations of growth spiials. Verma [57] measured step-heights of growth 
spirals on hexagonal and rhombohedral SiC polytypes and found th a t while the
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step height on hexagonal polytypes was equal to the height of the hexagonal 
unit cells, on rhombohedral poly types it was only one-third of it. This fact 
follows as a natural consequence of the mechanism proposed above. The mech­
anism implies that rhombohedral polytypes grow only when the first and 
last layers of the exposed ledge are in the same orientation. Thus a poly type 
(6 n -|- 1) H cannot result from the 6H structure. This is in agreement with 
the fact that the SiC polytype 19H has a structure 23 23 23 22 , which is based 
on the 15R phase. In Cdlg the exposed ledge cannot have the first and last 
layers in the same orientation, whatever the manner of exposing it. Consequently 
Cdlg displays no rhombohedral poly types. The fact that it is always possible 
to assume both end-layers of rhombohedral units in any rhombohedral structure 
is also in agreement with the proposition. Presumably, it is this factor which 
decides whether an ?i-layered screw-dislocation ledge would generate a polytype 
or (3n)R; and therefore the actual ABC sequence of layers in the exposed 
ledge must be taken into account while trying to deduce possible polytypic 
structures.
The polytypic structures resulting from theoretical screw dislocations in the 
6H, 15R, and 4H phases have been rededuced [55] in the light of the above con­
siderations. Each dislocation gap in Fig. 4 is found to be associated with a number 
of structure series, as follows:
Gap Series
N (33),, =  GH
R i (33)„34, (33),,321I
Si (33)„I1. (33)„2123
T (33)„3G, (33),,21
8 2 (33)„37, (33)„31, (33)„22
R , (33)»32, (33)„41
If one assumes, with Mitchell, that the gaps Sj, Sg, and T are unstable then struc­
tures belonging to the (33)y^34, (33)^3211, (33);,32, and (33),i4I series alone are 
theoretically expected to result from the 6H phase. The absence of SiC struc­
tures with the number I in their Zhdanov symbol (with the exception of SiC 
type 2H) is not yet understood.
From an analogous investigation of Cdlg polytypes Mitchell [58,59] has shown 
that these can also be understood to result from screw dislocations in the basic 
4H phase, (AyB) (CaB). The [(22)„II] H series of Cdlg structures can be very 
readily pictured to arise from single screw dislocations in the most common 4H 
phase, but the creation of other polytypes requires a system of two or more 
cooperating dislocations. The cooperation of two or more dislocations is an 
experimentally observed fact and will be discussed in the next section along 
with other observations of growth spirals. A number of SiC polytypes like 
lOH, 75R, and 84R, which do not belong to any series of structures, would also 
require the assumption of two or more cooperating dislocations of a suitable 
type. All polytypes of SiC and Cdlg can thus be regarded as forming either from 
a single dislocation or from a system of cooperating dislocations in the basic struc­
tures.
The absence of polytypism in many other compounds that grow by the dis­
location mechanism and exhibit growth spirals is attributed to the fact that
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a screw dislocation of non-integral Burgers vector is either not possible or extre­
mely unstable in the basic structure of these compounds. Thus Pbig, which is 
isostructural with Cdlg, displays polytypism on a much smaller scale because 
the most common Pbig polytype is type 2H. Screw dislocations in the 2H phase 
cannot give rise to any new polytypes since the Burgers vector will always be an 
integral multiple of the height of the 2H unit cell. The few structures observed 
in this compound must therefore be attributed to the accidental creation of 
stacking faults in an exposed screw-dislocation step.
6.4 Eæperi tnenfal  ev idence  support inf f  ihe  d is locafion fheort/  of  poly i i /p is tn
There is a considerable amount of experimental evidence to support the dis­
location theory of polytypism. The dislocation theory requires that the faces of 
polytypic crystals should exhibit growth spirals whose step-height is directly 
related to the corresponding dimension of the unit cell. As mentioned earlier 
growth spirals had been observed on SiC crystals [47 to 50] even prior to the 
dislocation theory of crystal growth. Lemmlein [44, 45] who had observed these 
spiral markings in detail, also made an estimate of their step-heights, using the 
two-beam interference technique. Fig. 5 shows one of the early interferograms 
obtained by Lemmlein from the (0001) face of a SiC crystal. From these he cal­
culated the step-height to be in the neighbourhood of one-tenth the wavelength 
of light. The presence of even smaller step-heights was indicated by his “dew’" 
method. From this work Lemmlein inferred that the step-heights might be
F ig . 5. One o f  tl»e early  tw o-b eam  in terferogram s o b ta in ed  by L em m lein  [44] 
from  th e  (0001) face  o f  a SiC cry sta l (110).
(B y  c o u r te sy  o f  A . A . C hernov, In st itu te  o f  C rystallograp l y , R oscow )
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equal to or a multiple of the unit cell c-dimension. Being aware of the jiolytypism  
in this compound he postulated that the regular spiral growth of this face could 
bring about the formation of the many-layered superstructures. However, no 
details concerning this mechanism were given and the occurrence of growth 
spirals was not attributed to the screw dislocations in the structure.
After Burton, Cabrera, and Frank [37] had put forth the dislocation theory 
of crystal growth there followed a systematic quest for growth spirals on several 
different substances. It was in this context that Amelinckx [41, 42] and Verma 
[38 to 40] observed a profusion of beautiful growth spirals on SiC crystals by 
phase-contrast microscopy. Around the same time Forty [60, 61] photographed 
growth spirals on Cdlg and PbIg crystals and took a series of time-lapse photo­
graphs of a growing crystal face, confirming that these crystals grow in accord­
ance with the dislocation theory of crystal growth. The shapes of different 
growth spirals were completely explained in terms of the symmetry of the crys­
tals.
The first definite correlation between the step-height of growth spirals on 
SiC and the c-dimension of the unit cell was established by Verma [38, 39], who 
measured the step-height of growth spirals on two 6H crystals by Tolansky’s 
method [62] of multiple-beam interferometry and showed these to be 15.2 and
15.1 A.  Amelinckx [14, 15] independently observed the same correlation from his 
measurements of the step-heights of growth spirals on SiC. Soon afterwards 
Verma [63, 64] reported step-heights on SiC differing from 15 A and correspond­
ing to 15R (12 +  2 A) and 33R (28 +  2 A).  Later [57] he performed the inter- 
ferometric and X-ray studies on the same single crystals of different polytypic 
modifications of SiC and conclusively established the correlation between the 
step-heights and c-dimension of the unit cell for different polytypes. The results 
obtained by him are listed in Table 2. It will be noticed that for hexagonal 
polytypes the step-height Qi) is equal to the c-dimension of the hexagonal unit 
cell, but for rhombohedral polytypes h =  c/3.
On Cdlg crystals Forty [61, 65] observed spiral patterns similar to those on 
SiC and measured their step-heights. Finding step-heights of different magnitu­
des, all of which were a multiple of a common unit, he predicted polytypism  
in this compound. The prediction was verified by Mitchell [58, 59] by the 
X-ray investigation of Cdlg crystals. He found a large number of polytypic 
modifications with unit-cell heights corresponding to the step-heights reported 
by Forty. The X-ray and interferometric observations were not performed on 
the same crystals but the excellent correlation obtained confirmed that the 
polytypism in this compound also resulted from the screw-dislocation mechanism 
proposed by Frank.
In addition to the above experimental evidence obained from the observation 
and measurement of growth spirals on polytypic crystals, the fact that a number 
of polytypes had structures belonging to the (33)„32 and (33),,34 series in SiC 
and the (22)„Il series in Cdlg lent decisive support to the dislocation theory 
of polytypism. The dislocation theory completely did away with the thermo­
dynamic anomaly regarding the formation of polytypic modifications. Accord­
ing to this theory polytypism is a growth feature and poly types are not thermo­
dynamic phases at all.
It was therefore felt that the phenomenon of polytypism had been satis­
factorily explained and only a few details probably remained to be worked out.
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No. I  Polytype Interferometric data X-ray datah(A) c (A) Remarks
A. Poly types showing unit Burgers vectors
1 GH 15 ±  2 15.08
2 15R 1 2  ±  2 1 2 .5 x 3 =  37.5
3 33R 27 ±  3 27.5X 3 =  82.5
4 126R 102.8, 109 ±  5 105 .8x3  =  317.4 Both positive and negative 
rhombohedra are present si­
multaneously in the crystal 
piece
5 6 6 H 168 ±  3 165.88
B. Crystal showing multiple Burgers vectors
6 H 8 8 . 8 15.08 Fixed h and fixed c
6 H 624, 264 15.08 h varies in different parts of
the growth spiral but the
polytype is fixed
C. Submultiple Burgers vectors
8 168R, 6 8 140.8 The crystal contains two po-
84R 70.4 lytypes, one twice as big as
the other
9 54H 63 135.7 Only one part of the crystal
showed this c-spacing
D. Mixture of poly types
1 0 1 6 H, Shows an inter­ — Both the rhombohedral crys­
15R, laced spiral tals 15R and 72R are of the
72R same sign (i.e. both in ob­
verse or reverse position)
1 1 — =  404 — Shows two growth spirals, h
7^2 =  270 varies
1 2 — 18, 40, 100, 177, — h varies; it may be regarded
298, 434 as a mixture of polytypes,
one or two types being domi­
nant
13
14
15
E. Unresolved structure or disordered types
414 — Diffraction spots not well re­
solved and unevenly spaced
— 185 — Not well-resolved diffraction
spots connected by streaks
— 267, 305 — Sharp 6 H spots with a gra­
dually fading but continuous
streak joining them
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0.5  C r i t i c i s n i  o f  t h e  d i s l o c a t i o n  t h e o r y
While on the one hand, evidence in favour of dislocation theory of polytypism  
was mounting continuously, there were on the other hand workers who expressed 
doubts about several aspects of it. As early as 1951 Vand [53] had pointed out 
that a single screw dislocation would give rise to needle-shaped crystals and the 
growth of flat platelets of SiC would require screw dislocations in other directions 
as well. No growth spirals have, however, been observed on any face of a SiC 
crystal other than (0001). The formation of flat platelets, both in SiC and Cdlg, 
therefore contradicts their growth by the dislocation mechanism. Buckley 
[66 , 67] regarded the formation of spirals and the growth of a crystal as two 
unconnected phenomena, each demanding a separate explanation. According 
to him the growth of SiC is essentially dendritic with the (0001) face appearing 
later on as an “after thought to the growth proper” . The step-heights of growth 
spirals are often too large to be understood in terms of screw dislocations and Buck­
ley suggests that the formation of spirals is connected with macroscopic events 
occurring in the vapour adjacent to the surface, at the moment of solidification. 
If so, the polytypic structure is not determined by screw dislocations at all.
Jagodzinski [34, 68] has reached a similar conclusion from energy-considera- 
tions. According to him the high energy required for the creation of a screw 
dislocation cannot come from the crystal structure until the crystal has grown 
to a considerable volume, by which time it has already settled down to a certain 
structure. This is particularly true for screw dislocations of large Burgers 
vectors required for the formation of the long-period poly types. The screw 
dislocation will therefore play a role only in the later stages of the growth of 
a crystal thereby determining its surface structure, but not its crystal structure. 
The correlation between the Burgers vector of the dislocation and the unit-cell 
dimension can be accounted for by the fact that the displaced crystal parts 
have a greater probability of locking up in a position of mutual fit. No new 
structure would thus result and the formation of different polytypic structures 
cannot be due to screw dislocations. Moreover, the energy required for the 
creation of an edge dislocation with a Burgers vector -L « -j- -|- 6 or +  -f- It or 
a multiple of these is much less than that required for the creation of a screw 
dislocation of large Burgers vector. Edge dislocations would therefore destroy 
any order created by a screw dislocation.
The screw-dislocation mechanism explains only the formation of completely 
ordered types, but it is quite common to find SiC and Cdlg poly types with 
a superposed partial disorder of layers. This one-dimensional disordering is 
distinct from polytypism where there is a perfect periodicity. The dislocation 
mechanism does not also account for the observed temperature-structure 
relationship between the small-period modifications of SiC. To explain this 
and the disorder effects, Jagodzinski introduces the concept of layer displace­
ments governed by the vibration entropy of the crystal and regards the different 
SiC polytypes as definite intermediate states in the transition from the 3C to 
the 6H poly type. Smith [69] has similarly regarded the ZnS poly types as inter­
mediate states in the transition from 3C-ZnS to 2H-ZnS.
7. Other Theories of Polytypism
On account of the above drawbacks of the dislocation theory of polytypism, 
alternative explanations have been put forth by different workers from time to 
time. A brief resume of these follows.
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7.1 The p o l y m e r  t h e o r y  of p o l y t y p i s m  in SiC
Since many SiC polytypes have structures consisting of different proportions 
of 33, 23, and 22 units, Ramsdell and Kohn [36] postulated the existence of such 
“polymer units” in the SiC vapour and assumed growth to occur by the accre­
tion of these units. Seven different polymer units were postulated with the 
following stacking sequences: 33, 32, 23, 22, 34, 43, and 44. Structures with 
numbers other than 2, 3, or 4 in their Zhdanov symbol were then not known. 
Ramsdell considered these polymer units to have a stability governed by the 
temperature in the furnace. While the stability ranges of two polymers could 
overlap it was not considered possible for three different polymers to coexist 
at any temperature. The polymers 32 and 23 would have the same temperature 
range and so also the polymers 34 and 43.
According to this theory the formation of poly types is temperature-dependent. 
The polymers were listed in order of increasing stability temperature as: 22, 23, 
33, 34, 44. The growth of SiC by the accretion of each of these “crystallization 
units” alone would result in the formation of “pure” types, like 6H(33), 15R(23 
or 32), 4H(22), and 8H(44). The long period polytypes result when two such 
polymers coexist in the furnace in an overlapping temperature range. No 
structure could involve three or more polymer units in its zig-zag sequence, 
since it is not possible for three polymers to exist simultaneously, at the same 
temperature.
If the two polymers present were in equal proportions structures such as 33 
32 and 33 34 result, while unequal proportions give rise to various different 
structures. For example, if the polymers 33 and 32 are present in the propor­
tion 3:1 type 69R with a strucutre (33)g32 is expected to result. Thus it was 
suggested that the polymers provide the mechanism for the change in the 
stacking sequence while the periodicity is a function of the relative proportions 
of the polymers jiresent.
This explanation was able to account for almost all the polytypes known 
till then and served the useful purpose of predicting the structure of many other 
polytypes not known at that time. It is, however, far from convincing, firstly 
because there is no experimental evidence of the existence of such ^lolymers 
as the theory assumes, and secondly, because it is not clear why the polymers 
should be added in any specific order. While the relative proportion of the 
two polymers might be determined by the temperature, the periodicity can 
hardly be understood. The main problem thus, remains untouched.
7.2 .Jayodzinshi 's  d i s o r d e r - t h e o r y  of p o l y t y p i s m
Jagodzinski [34, 68], whose criticism of the dislocation theory of polytypism 
has been mentioned earlier has put forth an alternative theory. According to 
him the one-dimensional “disorder” in SiC is governed by the vibration entropy 
of the structure. We have already discussed that since the internal energy 
and density of the different polytypes are almost identical, the stable thermo­
dynamic state should correspond to one of maximum entropy. According to 
Jagodzinski it is not possible to neglect the vibrational entropy of the crystal 
in comparison with the configurational entropy for cases of one-dimensional 
disorder since there are altogether 2 • 3 • N^  • Ng ■ N3 eigenvibrations but 
only Ng double-layers subjected to configuration statistics in SiC. The total
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total
F ig . f). T h e  v a r ia t io n  o f  c o n f ig u r a t io n a l e n tr o p y  <S'conf, v il)ra -  
t io n a l e n tr o p y  .SVib, a n d  to t a l  e n tr o p y  Nconf +  'S'vib w it li  th e  
d e g r e e  o f  fa u lt -o r d e r , « , a s  e n v is a g e d  b y  J a g o d z in s k i [(58]
entropy S would comprise of two parts,
S  =  > S v i b  “ f"  ^ c o n f  •
It is well known that the configurational 
entropy A^ eonf increases with increasing disor­
der, but the dependence of the vibrational 
entropy on disorder is difficult to descri­
be. In order to explain the formation of poly­
typic structures Jagodzinski assumes that 
the vibrational entropy decreases with incre­
asing disorder. If so, the total entropy can 
have another maximum, corresponding to 
the one-dimensionally disordered structures. 
Fig. 6 shows the form of the entropy-dis- 
order curves assumed by Jagodzinski. From 
he estimated that for essentially high disorder the second maximum of 
entropy would occur at a =  0.12, where a is the degree of disorder defined by
a  -
a =
^^ h +
Here ?7j, is the number of layers in the hexagonal orientation and the number 
of layers in the cubic orientation. If the cubic structure is assumed to be the 
completely ordered states then the degree of disorder is directly proportional 
to the number of layers in the hexagonal orientation.
The assumed variation of the vibration entropy with increasing disorder was 
qualitatively justified by assuming that every fault in the stacking sequence 
will give rise to a series of low-frequency terms in the vibration spectrum of the 
crystal, thus producing a smaller number of frequency distributions within 
a given energy interval, i.e. a smaller vibration entropy. This assumption has 
however been questioned recently by Knippenberg [8|. The effect of perturba­
tion is a splitting-up of the energy-levels of vibration modes of the structure 
but it is a priori not clear whether this leads to higher-energy modes or not.
7.2.1 The layer-transposition mechanism
In order to visualize the role of the vibration entropy in the formation of 
poly types Jagodzinski [34] suggested a layer-transposition mechanism for their 
generation from the parent cubic modification in SiC. It was argued that the 
ordering forces that guide the structure of a two-dimensional critical nucleus 
must be provided by the structure already attained by the crystal. A number 
of stacking faults will cooperate to lower the energy required for forming such 
a nucleus, and the vibration entropy will effect an orderly distribution of these 
stacking faults. A polytype will therefore result whenever the “superstructure 
of faults” markedly succeeds in forming.
The most probable structural arrangements may be derived easily from the
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ordered cubic structure as shown below. The transposed layers are underlined.
(i) |ABCABCABCABCABC| , ç  (cubic) ,
|A B C B A C A B ^ B C A C B | , hchcc (15R) ,
(ii) IABCABCABCABCABC | , c (cubic) ,
IABCAÇBABCAÇBABC| , hcc (6H) .
Sim ilarly all other po lytyp ic  structures can be derived.
1 .2 .2  E x p erim en ta l evidence
Jagodzinski [68] exam ined 150 SiC crystals, picked at random , by X -ray  
diffraction, and found 62 of these d isplaying one-dim ensional disorder. On the  
X -ray  cbffraction photographs th is m eant th e  occurrence of continuous streaks 
connecting spots corresponding to  a certain period icity, as in Fig. 2d . A bout 
70% of the ordered as well as “fault-ordered” crystals were 6H  and nearly  
12% were 15R. The 4H  polytyp es were found to  be rare but well ordered. All 
long-period po ly typ es were found to  be partia lly  disordered. This is to  be 
expected  from  the theory  since the contribution of the vibration entropy  
to the to ta l entropy of the crystal decreases w ith increasing periodicity. H ence  
com pletely  ordered long-period po ly typ es are im probable and should be a s­
sociated  w ith a certain m easure of random  disorder.
Jagodzinski determ ined the degree of fault-order for the partially  ordered 
polytyp es from their X -ray  diffraction photographs. From  a m athem atical 
form ulation of the X -ray  scattering from one-dim ensionally  disordered struc­
tures [20] he obtained the follow ing relation:
1
a 0
1 — a
dA.
where 1^  ^ and 7g denote the in ten sities of the diffuse background and the sharp 
reflections, respectively , F  is the structure factor for a double layer, and the  
integrations are over the range of the reciprocal-lattice interplanar distance in  
Fourier space. From  th is he deduced the value of a for the 150 SiC crystals  
stu d ied  by him . The experim ental resu lts [35] are p lotted  in Fig. 7, which
P ig . 7 . T he d is tr ib u tio n  o f  th e  a m o u n t o f  d isord er, in  
SiC c ry s ta ls , as o b serv ed  b y  J a g o d z in sk i [68 ]j
0 0.1
OC
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shows that the probability distribution of fault-order degree has two maxima, 
one at a =  0 corresponding to completel}^ ordered crystals, and the other 
at a =  0.12 corresponding to a partial disorder of about 1 stacking fault in 
every 10 layers. This is in agreement with the theoretical predictions made 
earlier.
7.2.J Discussion
Jagodzinski’s explanation is able to account for the partially disordered 
structures observed in polytypic substances, on a thermodynamic basis. The 
fact that there is a definite tem%)erature-structure relationship for the small- 
period poly types suggests a thermodynamic basis. Growth by nucléation is 
also in agreement with the plate-like shape of most crystals. However, the 
theory is unable to explain the formation of ordered long-period polytypes, 
nor does it explain the formation of structure series.
The explanation is essentially qualitative and based on assumptions that 
can be questioned, such as the dependence of vibration entro})y on disorder. 
The theory predicts that a particular value of a is thermodynamically favourable 
but does not explain why faults should occur in a particular periodic way over 
macroscopic distances. Lastly, if the growth of the structures occurs by the 
nucléation mechanism and the structure of the nucleus is determined statisti­
cally by the vibration entropy then the resulting crystal ought to be an aggre­
gate of several polycrystallites, each with a different structure, but SiC is 
known to form large crystals with a single %)olytypic structure.
7.3 Sk*/i#»epf’s i h e o r y  o f  pol f j t ffpis t i i
Since the internal energy of the different SiC polytypes is very nearly the 
same Schneer [70] considers them to be related by second-order phase trans­
formations. He has accordingly developed a theory of polytypism analogous 
to that of Bragg and Williams [71] and Bethe [72] for order-disorder in binary 
alloys. It is assumed that the phase transformation occurs over a temperature 
range by infinitesimal steps so that the density and probability distribution 
vary continuously with temperature, while their derivatives are discontinuous.
Any layer in a close-packed structure is either in a hexagonal (h) or in a cubic 
(c) environment. If we assume that at a temperature T  there is a dynamic 
equilibrium between the number of h and c layers then the structure is charac­
terized by a distribution function
D =
Wh +  We ’
where and stand for the number of layers in h and c states, respectively. 
Let the difference in structure energy of layers in the two states be denoted 
by F. Then
F  =  F ,  -  F e .  (1)
Evidently,
B  =  D( V , T )  (2)
since the partition of layers into h and c states would depend on F. Similarly,
F =  V{D, T)  (3)
if we assume that the structure energy of a layer is influenced by long-range
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F ig . 8 . Isotherm aLs for D {V )  an d  F ( / ) ) ,  T , >  T , >  T ,. T h e  in ter -  
se c tio n s  En  g iv e  tlie  eq u ilib r iu m  v a lu e s  o f  1) a n d  X  w ith  in creas­
in g  tem p era tu re . (A fter  B ragg  an d  W illiam s [71])
interactions whose value would depend on D. The explicit dependence of V 
on T must however be slight since it can occur only through a change in the 
elasticity of the crystal.
The equilibrium values of D and V at any temperature would be given by 
the intersection of D -V  curves plotting (2) and (3) for that temperature. To 
arrive at explicit forms of equations (2) and (3) we make the following assump­
tions :
(i) >  F , . (4)
This means the cubic arrangement has a lower potential energy than the hexa­
gonal arrangement.
(ii) F = F „ ( 2 jD - 1 ) .  (5)
This means V varies linearly with D and rises to a maximum value Fq at 7) =  1. 
This is probable since the excess of c over h neighbours influencing a c to h 
displacement is on the average proportional to (2 7 ) — 1).
(in) ?ih
1 -  7) 
D
_  Q - V I k T  _  Ç - . (6)
where X =  V/k T. This means the layers have a Boltzmann distribution 
between h and c states.
The F(7)) and 7)(F) curves representing (5) and (6) are plotted in Fig. 8 for 
different temperatures. The intersections marked represent stable equili­
brium states at the temperatures % Tg . . . . The cubic modification
(7) =  1) is thus the low-temperature modification and more and more layers 
go over to the hexagonal state as the temperature rises till, at a temperature 
there are as many layers in the hexagonal as in cubic orientation. The 
distribution D is an example of a cooperative phenomenon in physics because 
it is measured by the proportions of layers in the two states and these layers 
in turn cooperate to alter the energy difference F.
7.3.1 Interaction energy
Several different arrangements of the h and c layers are possible for the 
same value of D. Of these the observed polytypic structures form a limited 
set. To explain this we assume a difference e between the interaction energy 
eij of two adjacent layers when they are in the same environment and when
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they are in different environments. Let
w h e n  i, j ar e  a d j a c e n t  a n d  b o t h  c, 
w h e n  i, j  a r e  a d j a c e n t  a n d  b o t h  h ,  
w h e n  i, j  a re  a d j a c e n t  b u t  d i f f e r e n t ,  
a n d  Cij =  0  Avhen i, j  a r e  n o t  a d j a c e n t .
Then
^  ~  ~2 +  ^ h h )  “  ^ c h  • C ' )
Let the function q? represent the distribution of interaction contacts. Then
Wch — (Wcc +  Wjih) ,n \
CD =    ---------------------------------- -- ,  ( O )
W c h  +  ( W c c  " h  W j i h )
where is the number of contacts between layers in unlike states and (%cc4- h^)h) 
between layers in like states. Evidently
+  (^ cc  +  ^bih) =  ^  ’ (^)
the total number of layers in the crystal, and the number of like contacts is
iV
^ cc  +  =  Y  (1 “  9 )^ • ( 1 0 )
This causes the assembly to have an interaction energy
E ~ q , ) N  e (11)
in excess over the interaction energy for an arrangement he he . . . with all 
contacts unlike. If the latter is regarded as zero, E  represents the total inter­
action energy of the assembly. It is the potential energy supplemental to that 
required to maintain a given distribution D. Consequently, for a given D, the
arrangement of h and c layers that minimizes E  will be the most stable. It
follows that 99 must be a maximum for all observed poly types.
We have assumed e >  0, because e <  0 would mean that every layer will 
try to have like contacts and the crystal would divide into two pure phases — 
one hexagonal and the other cubic. This does not happen with polytypic 
substances, but may explain the cases where only the 2H and 30 modifications 
exist. If e w 0, h and c layers will arrange themselves at random in the pro­
portion fixed by D. This has been observed by Edwards and Lipson [251 and 
Wilson [26] to occur in cobalt.
For polytypic substances, therefore, we must assume e >  0 and polytypes 
must represent states of maximum cp. A completely disordered arrangement 
would correspond to i)  =  -P, 99 =  0 and is not expected to occur. The structure 
will tend to have a maximum number of unlike contacts. For 7) >  71^ . %> w,,
and the maximum number of unlike contacts possible is 2 while the number 
of like contacts is 71^  — % . Hence
 2 îijj —  (71 f, —  w j,)
7  m a x  ■ Y
or
=  ( I 2 :
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F ig . 9. T lie  p lo t  o f  0 m a x  v s . D  in S c lin eer’s  th eory . T he d if fe ­
r en t SIC p o ly ty p e s  all lie  on  th e  lin e . (A fter  Schneer [70])
15 R. 10 H. 75 R
D -
Fig. 9 shows a plot of this equation on the 
(0 , D) plane. The (0 , D) values for 14 diffe­
ren t SiC polytypes are also plotted and they 
all lie on the straight line representing the 
above equation. There is thus an excellent 
agreem ent between theory and observation.
I t  will be noticed th a t there are three 
poly types, 15R, lOH, and 75R, which have 
the same value of (D, 0 )  =  -|-). Thus
even the param eters D and y do not comp­
letely specify a single polytype. To account 
for these structures it  is therefore necessary 
to  take higher-order interactions into con­
sideration and this has been done by Schneer 
[70] with the  aid of certain added assump­
tions ; bu t this is a m atter of detail and the 
m ajor success of the theory lies in the exact 
fit of the [D, (f) values for observed polytypes 
with equation (1 2 ).
7.3.2 Conclusions and discussion
According to Schneer’s theory, polytypism is a cooperational phenomenon 
analogous to order-disorder in alloys and ferromagnetism. The different poly­
types represent interm ediate states in a second-order transition between the 
cubic and hexagonal (2H) structures. The observed polytypes are characteriz­
ed by maximum numbers of interaction contacts between layers in unlike 
states and correspond to potential minima. Minute differences in tem perature 
or in the degree of approach to equilibrium can bring about m ajor cbfferences 
in periodicity.
A part from the fit of the {D, 0 )  values of observed poljdiypes there is little 
experim ental evidence in favour of the theory. There is some evidence [35] to 
indicate th a t polytypic s tru entres form in a tem perature range interm ediate 
between th a t  for 3C and 6H polytypes and may therefore be regarded as in te r­
m ediate states. However, i t  has not been possible to associate definite poly­
types with specific tem peratures and no phase transform ation other than  th a t 
from 3C to 6 H has ever been found to occur between polytypes, and this too 
is irreversible. One polytypic modification does not go over to another on 
heating [13]. According to the theory the high-tem perature form should be 
characterized by D =  but the high-tem perature form of SiC is known to 
be 6 H with D =  ~. Moreover, the theory does not explain either the form a­
tion of structure series or the origin of long-range periodicities, both of which 
are prom inent facts among polytypic substances. The absence of polytypism 
in other compounds with parallel structures is also difficult to understand.
7.4 Peih.st's theo ry  of p o l y t y p i s m
Recently Peibst [73] has made an a ttem pt to explain the origin of polytypes 
from the influence of therm al vibrations of the structure on the growth front
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during crystallization. To consider this influence we must start with the idea 
that there is no strong discontinuity between the crystal and the surrounding 
phase, so that the thermal vibrations are acting into the melt. It is argued 
that when there exist, during the formation of a two-dimensional nucleus on 
a closed plane, two energetically equivalent possibilities for further growth 
(i.e. hexagonal and cubic in the case of polytypic structures), it is to be expected 
that the structure-vibration amplitudes will effect an orderly fitting in of the 
nucleus, according to the base. If this does not succeed, there will occur an 
increase in the kinetic energy of the crystal causing a statistical insertion of 
stacking faults in order to lower the Helmholtz free energy.
The explanation is essentially qualitative and there is no experimental 
evidence to justify the assumptions. The idea has been put forth as a new 
approach to the problem of polytypism and evidently needs to be developed 
further. Since crystal growth is a surface phenomenon it is doubtful whether 
the lattice modes of vibration in the bulk of the crystal can be considered to 
affect the crystallization front. The more complicated surface modes of vibra­
tion may have a far greater influence. We shall therefore not elaborate on this 
explanation here and those interested are referred to the original paper [73] or 
to reference [3].
8. Recent Experimental Observations — Discussion
It is evident from the above discussion of the different theories of polytypism  
that the only theory, other than the dislocation theory, to receive any experi­
mental support, is the disorder theory put forth by Jagodzinski. The other 
theories are largely speculative since the assumptions on which they are based 
are not experimentally verified. Despite all criticisms, the screw-dislocation 
theory appears to explain the largest number of important facts associated 
with polytypism. In recent years several experimental investigations have 
been undertaken to determine which of the above theories is best applicable 
and in particular whether the origin of polytypes is governed by growth mecha­
nisms starting with screw dislocations or wheter thermodynamics considerations 
are more important. These will now be discussed briefly.
8.1 X - r a y ,  n i i c r o s c o p i c ,  a n d  i n t e r f e r o n i e t r i c  s t u d i e s  o f  p o l y t y p i c  s u b s t a n c e s
Verma and his coworkers have conducted extensive studies of single crystals 
of Cdlg and SiC by the X-ray diffraction, optical microscopic, and interfero­
metric methods. X-ray diffraction was employed to obtain atomic structure 
of certain long-period polytypes of special interest. For details of the inter­
pretation of the X-ray diffraction photographs as well as the special methods 
employed for structure analysis the reader is referred to reference [3]. We shall 
quote here only the results of the investigations. Microscopy (both ordinary 
as well as phase-contrast) was used to photograph the surfaces of the same 
single crystals as those examined by X-rays, and interferometry (usually 
multiple-beam) was employed to measure accurately the step-heights of any 
spiral features present on the surface. For details of these techniques see 
Verma [40].
Trigunayat and Verma [74] examined 88 different crystals of Cdlg. Of these 
18 were found to be 4H, 5 to be 2H, 19 were other rare polytypes, 20 had 
a structure “resembling 4H ”, 8 resembling 2H, 1 resembling 8H, 8 with coales-
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cence, and 1 unidentified. The step-height was found to be an integral multiple 
of the c-dimension on all 2H types. Such a correlation could, however, be found 
only on two 4H types and was definitely absent for most of the long-period 
polytypes. The results obtained for the long-period polyty^pes are tabulated  in 
Table 3.
In  a surprisingly large number of cases there is no correlation between the 
spiral step-height and the height of the X -ray unit cell. Thus M itchell’s con­
clusion of a correlation was erroneous and arose because the interferom etric 
and X -ray investigations were not carried out on the same crystals. The corre­
lation observed on 2H crystals results from the fact th a t the step-height in 
Cdlg must alway^s be an integral multiple of the c-dimension of the 2 H unit 
cell which corresponds to a minimal sandwich of Cdlg. The correlation observed 
on a few 4H crystals is probably accidental since it does not occur for any of 
the longer-period poly types. This would indicate th a t the formation of a growth 
spiral on the crystal surface is not linked with the formation of the polytype 
but occurs in the later stages of growth, as suggested by Jagodzinski. The in ­
cidence of a random fault-order was also found to be quite common in these 
crystals, favouring their growth by the mechanism suggested by Jagodzinski.
I t  was therefore proposed to carry the investigation a stage further by w orking  
out the detailed atomic arrangem ents in different SiC and Cdlg polytypes to 
examine if their structures conform with the dislocation theory. A large number 
of SiC and Cdlg crystals were studied and this led to  the discovery of several 
anomalous structures in both compounds.
T a b le  3
No. Polytype Inteferometric data 'h{k)  j
X-ray data 
c (A) Correlation
1
6 Hc 3 6 9 . 3  ± 7 . 7 2 0 . 0 5 1 Error in h too large
2 l O H , 2 4 7 . 9  = b  2 0 . 7 3 4 . 2
3 l O H i , 184.8 ± 5 . 8 3 4 . 2 No
4  1 l2Ha 2 6 0 . 9  ± 7 . 8 i 4 1 . 0 No
5 1 6 H 7 0 . 4  ± 1 . 7 5 4 . 7 No
6 1 8 H 8 2 . 3  ± 4.6 6 1 . 5 No
7 1 8 H , > 5 0 0 6 1 . 5 Error in h too large
8 2 0 H | / q  =  3 6 9 . 8  ±  1 5 . 4 6 8 . 4 No
1^ 0 =  8 7 . 2  ± 5 . 1 )
9 2 2 H , 1 7 5 . 8  ± 1 . 6 7 5 . 2 No
1 0 2 2 Hb 1 1 0 7 . 1  ± 1 . 6 7 5 . 2 No
1 1 3 2 H 1 246.9 ± 1 3 . 8 1 0 9 . 4 No
1 2 34H^ ! 1 7 0 . 2  ± 3 . 0 1 1 6 . 3 No
1 3 34Hb 1 6 0 . 0  ± 1 . 3 1 1 1 6 . 3 No
1 4 38Ha 1 9 8 . 8  ± 1 . 1 : 1 2 9 . 9 No
1 5 3 8 % 2 4 5 . 6  d = 3 . 1 : 1 2 9 . 9 No
1 6 3 8 H c j 3 7 1 . 1  ± 2 . 0 ! 1 2 9 . 9 No
1 7 5 0 H 1 2 3 1 . 8  ± 1 . 3 1 7 1 . 0 No
1 8 5 2 H 288.9 i 0 . 8 1 7 7 . 8 No
1 9 4 H i 1 8 9 . 7  ± 1 . 0 1 3 . 7 Correlation exists
2 0 4 H ! 3 5 8 . 7  ± 1 . 7 1 3 . 7 Correlation exists
2 1 4 H 1 3 2 . 2  ± 1 . 8 1 3 . 7 No
31 physica
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8.1.1 Anomalous polytypic structures
A number of polytypic structures were found to have a structure that con­
forms with the dislocation theory but their (0001) faces displayed no growth 
spirals. Two SiC polytypes 57R and 11IR were found [75, 24] to have structures 
(33)g34 and (33)^34, respectively. They are thus very much expected on the 
dislocation theory. However, a careful examination of their smooth shining 
(0001) faces under the phase-contrast, Vicker’s projection microscope revealed 
them to be plane surfaces devoid of any spiral markings. According to the 
dislocation theory the crystals ought to display growth spirals with step-heights 
of 47.84 and 93.17 A respectively, both of which are large enough to be easily 
observable under the microseope. Similarly a Cdlg poly type 26H\, was found [76] 
to have a structure (22)gll but it displayed no growth spiral. The absence of 
any growth spirals indicates that these structures have not resulted by the 
dislocation mechanism. Moreover, the 10./ reflections of the 57R SiC polytype 
are connected by a faint streak (see Fig. 2a), indicating a superposed random 
disorder of layers. This too cannot be understood in the dislocation theory 
and would favour the formation of the polytype by the mechanism proposed 
by Jagodzinski. The polytype l l l R  was however beautifully crystalline and 
gave sharp reflections (Fig. 2b). The absence of any random disorder of layers 
in such a long-period polytype is not in accordance with Jagodzinski’s theory.
Some of the polytypes were found to have a unit cell whose height is an inte­
gral multiple of the height of the unit cell of their basic structure. The growth 
of su eh polytypes cannot occur from single screw dislocations created in the 
basic structure since the Burgers vector of the screw dislocation will be an
integral multiple of the c-para- 
^ # • meter of the basic phase. Ex-
 ^ , amples of such crystals are the
;  # SiC polytypes 36H, 54H, 66H,
^ ' # 1  ? and 90R, and the Cdlg polytypes
^ J . * : 22H„ 26H„ and 28H,. The SiC
# polytype 36H was found to cont-
i  ain two different structures 3611,^
* and 36H,j. The X-ray diffraction
 ^ photographs obtained from the
J two structures are shown in Fig.
• 10a and 10b. The positions of
* the X-ray reflections are the 
same on both photographs but 
the intensity distribution along
; the 10./ row is completely diffe-
* rent in the two eases. The struc-
• ture 36Hj^  gives intense reflec­
tions in 6H positions showing 
that its structure is based on the 
611 phase. 36H,, on the other 
hand is an unusual structure dis-
F ig . 10 . T lie  1 0 .Z row  o f  X -r a y  r e f le c t io n s  r e ­
cord ed  o n  c -a x is  o s c i l la t io n  p h o to g r a p h s  fr o m  
SiC  t y p e ,  a )  301 la , b ) 3011b, c) 0011, d ) 1 2 0 R
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F ig . 11 . T he f ir s t- la y e r  a -a x is  eq u i- in c lin a tio n  W e m e n b e r g  p h o to g ra p h  recorded  
for  SiC ty p e  36H b. T h e lo w e s t  fe s to o n  records th e  1 0 ./ r e f le c t io n s  a n d  th e  fou r  
fa in t  r e f le c t io n s  near th e  m in im u m  are 10 .3 , 10 .1 , 10 .1 , a n d  10.3 from  le f t  to  r ig h t
playing very characteristic structural extinctions. These extinctions can he 
seen more clearly in Fig. 11 which reproduces the first-layer a-axm  equi-inclina­
tion Weissenberg photograph obtained from the crystal. The reflections 10./ 
are absent when / =  36%, 6n +  2, and 36?i -{- 6 (n any integer or zero). By 
equating the intensities for these reflections to zero and solving the equations 
so obtained it has been possible to  determine uniquely [11] the structure of this 
polytype to  be (33)^34 (33)g32. B ut for the extinctions observed on the  X -ray 
diffraction photographs such a complex structure with faults both a t the end 
and the middle of a sequence of (33) units could not have been worked out.
The growth of a 3614 poljType by the screw-dislocation mechanism would 
require th e  dislocation to  have a Burgers vector of 36 =  6 X  6 layers. Such 
a dislocation created in the 6H phase would generate only the 6H structure. 
The growTh of such a pohdype is therefore not possible by the dislocation mech­
anism, nor is it  possible to explain the existence of two different structures 
with the same periodicity u ith in  a single crystal piece. That this crystal has 
not grown by the screw-dislocation mechanism is further confirmed by the 
fact th a t its shining (0001) face (on the 36%  poly type) shows no spiral features 
whatsoever when examined under the phase-contrast microscope.
The SiC poly types 54H and 66H are, like the type 3614, based on the 6H 
phase for they too give intense reflections in 6H positions on the X -ray photo­
graphs. Their unit cell height is also an integral multiple of the  unit cell height 
of the  6H polytype and hence they  cannot result from single screw dislocations 
in the 6H phase. However, the (0001) surfaces of these crystals show beautiful 
growth-spiral patterns originating from a single screw dislocation. The step- 
height of the growth spiral is equal to the c-dimension of the unit cell for 66H 
but a sub-m ultiple of it for 54H. The spiral observed on the (0001) face of 
6614 is shown in Fig. 12 and the corresponding 10./ row of X -ray reflections 
in Fig. 10c. I t  is apparent th a t in these crystals the  spiral has not generate^l 
the structure  but has arisen in the later stages of growth.
The poly type 90R, unlike the others, has a structure based on the 15R phase. 
I t  gives intense X -ray reflections near 15R positions on the X -ray diffraction 
photographs (see Fig. 2a) and its structure as determined by usual methofls 
[10] is (23)433  22. Being a rhombohedral polytype it would require for its  growth
31*
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F ig .  1 2 . P h a s e -c o n t r a s t  m ic r o g r a p h  o f  th e  (0 0 0 1 )  fa c e  o f  SiC  ty p e  OOH, s l io w in g  a s in g le  
g r o w th  sp ir a l. T h e  s t e p -h e ig h t  a s  m e a su r ed  b y  m u lt ip le -b e a m  in te r fe r o m e tr y  is 1(58 ±  3 À
a screw-dislocation ledge of 30 layers with the first and last layers in the same 
orientation. It is impossible to obtain such a ledge from a single screw disloca­
tion in the 15R phase. Any ledge of 30 layers, exposed in the 15R phase, would 
necessarily generate only the 15R structure. We may consider the structure 
to result from the cooperation of two or more suitable screw dislocations but 
the surface of the crystal presents no evidence to this effect since the (0001) 
face of the polytype shows no spiral features. We are forced to conclude that 
this crystal too has not resulted by the dislocation mechanism.
Another SiC polytype 126R shows growth spirals on the (0001 ) face originating 
from screw dislocations of opposite hand and of equal strength, reproduced in 
Fig. 13. The step-height of both growth spirals is equal to one-third the height 
of the hexagonal unit cell. The polytype is therefore expected to have grown 
by the dislocation mechanism. However, the intensity distribution in the 
10./ row of X-ray reflections (Fig. lOd) shows that its structure is not based on 
any smaller type. The more intense reflections do not lie around positions 
corresponding to any basic structure. The structure therefore does not appear 
to have resulted from the spiral.
Similar anomalies are exhibited by the Cdlg polytypes 2211^ ., 28%, and 26%  
discovered by Srivastava and Verma [76 to 78]. The X-ray diffraction photo­
graphs obtained from these poly types are shown in Fig. 14. These are a-axis 
oscillation photographs because Cdlg crystals grow into flakes parallel to (0001) 
and it is not possible to obtain good c-axis oscillation photographs except by 
cutting the crystals. But the crystals are soft and get distorted if an attempt is
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F ig . 13. P lia .se-con trast m icrograph  o f  tlie  (0001) face o f  SiC c ry sta l ty p e  12611 sh o w in g  grow th  sp ira ls  
from  tw o  d is lo ca tio n s  o f  o p p o site  han d  and  eq u al stren g th . T he sp ira l s te p -h e ig h ts  as m easu red  b y  m u l­
tip le -b ea m  in ter fero m etry  are 102 .8  ±  5 A a n d  109 +  5 A
made to cut them. Hence the crystal flakes were used as such and the range 
of oscillation was adjusted so as to record a number of 1 0 ./ reflections along 
the layer lines. The polytype 22%  was found [76] to be based on the 2H phase 
(Fig. 14a) with a structure (11)^22 11 22  1 1 . However, Cdlg structures based 
on the 2H phase are not expected on the dislocation theory of polytypism since 
any dislocation in the 2H structure would necessarily have an integral Burgers 
vector. This is confirmed by the fact th a t step-heights of growth spirals on 
Cdlg are always an integral multiple of the c-dimension of the 2H polytype.
Similarly the Cdlg poly type 28%  is based on the 4H phase (Fig. 14 b) but has 
a un it cell height exactly seven times the c-dimension of 4H. The structure 
has been shown [77] to  be (2 2 )g llll. I t  cannot result from a single dislocation 
in the 411 phase, but the (0001) face of the crystal displays a single growth spiral 
with a sym m etry interm ediate between circular and hexagonal. The spiral 
is reproduced in Fig. 15.
The Cdlg polytype 26Hg is, like 22H, based on the 2H phase (Fig. 14c). 
I t  has a very unusual structure with a Zhdanov symbol 2 ( 11 )g2( 1 1 )g2( 11 )g2( 11 )g , 
which has been determined by a special method [78] making use of the more
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F ig . 14. a -a x is  o s c i l la t io n  p h o to g r a p h s  fr o m  d if fe r e n t  C d l ,  p o ly t y p e s .  T h e  10.Z ro w  o f  s p o ts  is  r ec o rd ed  o n  th e  
f i r s t  la y e r  lin e , a ) 22JIo, b) 2811c (1.5 x ) ,  c ) 26Hc, d ) 201h), e) 5011, f )  p a r t ia l ly  d iso rd ere d .
(A fte r  S r iv a s ta v a  a n d  V e rm a  [7G to  7 8 ])
intense reflections to deduce the probable positions of layers. Such a structure 
with faults at several places in the Zhdanov secpience is im%)ossible to obtain 
by the dislocation mechanism. Moreover, the surfaces of the crystal displayed 
no spiral markings, confirming that the polytype has not resulted by the 
dislocation mechanism.
%
* F ig . 15 . S u rfa ce  m ic ro g r a p h  o f  th e  
(0 0 0 1 ) fa c e  o f  C d l ,  c r y s ta l t y p e  2811c, 
i sh o w in g  a s in g le  g r o w th  sp ir a l (1 0 0  x  ).
4  (.A fter S r iv a s ta v a  a n d  V erm a [7 7 ])
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F ig . 10 . S u rface m icrograph  o f  th e  (0001) fa ce  o f  C d l, cry sta l ty p e  50H  sh o w in g  
a co m p lica ted  grow th  p a ttern  (130  x  )
Srivastava and Verma [78] have reported another interesting crystal of 
Cdlg. A seemingly single-crystal flake exhibited two different structures on 
the two sides of the flake. On the one side was a polytype (Fig. 14d)
with a structure (2 2 )gll which is very much expected from the dislocation 
theory. The face containing the 26H poly type, however, showed no spiral 
markings. The other face was found to contain a polytype 50H (Fig. 14e), 
whose structure is not based on either the 2H or 4H phases and could not 
therefore be determined. The face containing the 50H poly type, however, 
displayed the complicated growth pattern  reproduced in Fig. 16.
From the above observations it appears th a t the formation of the spiral on 
the surface and the formation of polytypic structures are two unconnected 
phenomena. The observations give credence to Jagodzinski’s suggestion th a t 
the screw dislocation and therefore the growth spiral appear only in the later 
stages of growth. When the screw dislocation follows the structure of the poly- 
type there is a correlation between the step-height of the growth spiral and 
the height of the unit cell. In  other cases there is not. In  addition, there are the 
partially  disordered structures, both in SiC (Fig. 2 d) and in Cdlg (Fig. 14f) 
which the dislocation theory is unable to explain even in principle. The ex­
istence of these disordered structures favours Jagodzinski’s theory of poly­
typism  but this theory is unable to account for the beautifully ordered long- 
period polytypes like SiC types 126R, l l l R ,  90R and Cdlg types 22H, 26H, 
28H, and 50H. None of the existing theories of pol^Typism is therefore able 
to  account for all the observed facts.
S.2 O b s e r v a t io n s  of the yro tv th  p r o ce s s
I t  is interesting to note th a t Knippenberg [8 ] has arrived a t the same conclu­
sion from his recent observation on the growth of SiC by the Acheson %)rocess, 
the Lely process, and by crystallization from solution a t different tem peratures 
and with different im purity-contents. For details of the investigation the reader
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is referred to the original paper [8]. The main conclusions relevant to the prob­
lem of polytypism are as follows.
The growth of SiC largely occurs not on the well-developed (0001) face of 
the crystal which shows growth spirals but on the opposite face which is usually 
stepped and undeveloped. This was found by growing SiC crystals first in an 
inert argon atmosphere and then adding a small pressure of 10 Torr of nitrogen 
during the second half of the growth. The incorporation of nitrogen produces 
colour in SiC and consequently the thickness of the coloured layer in the prod­
uct obtained finally indicates the relative velocity of growth in different 
directions. The lateral growth of the initial crystal platelet was found to be 
a constant while almost all the growth in thickness of the platelet occurred on 
the side of the badly developed basal face.
By growing crystals at a constant temperature, with different amounts of A1 
as impurity, it was found that there is no correlation between structure type 
and the content of impurities. There was, however, a temperature-structure 
relationship for the small-period polytypes as depicted in Fig. 3. The cubic 
modification was regarded as metastable at all temperatures, forming first 
in accordance with the Ostwald step-rule. This was concluded because its 
formation was not found to be limited only to low temperatures as believed 
earlier but took place at all temperatures; it transformed irreversibly into type 
6H on heating above 2000 °C, but without a definite transition temperature, 
and it had a higher chemical reactivity than the other structures.
It was found by examining the SiC crystals at different stages of growth that 
the SiC crystals formed first into exceedingly thin microscopic whiskers and 
not into platelets as visualised by Frank. The whisker formation was found 
to be independent of the chemical reaction producing SiC and the temperature 
of formation. In an electron microscopic examination of these SiC whiskers 
obtained in the early stages of growth Knippenberg et al. [79] did not find 
any axial dislocation of the kind reported earlier by Hamilton [80] in the whiskers 
grown by him. Parts of the whiskers were found to be cubic and other parts 
hexagonal. At temperatures above 1700 °C the whiskers quickly grew to macro­
scopic size and above 1900 °C even crystal platelets were obtained.
The transformation from cubic SiC to type 611 does not occur by solid state 
transitions. It occurs by way of the vapour phase by a process of surface diffu­
sion which is appreciable above 2000 °C. Above 2000 °C recrystallization 
begins to take place.
These observations contradict all the existing theories of polytypism. It 
was suggested by Knippenberg that the top lamella containing the growth 
spiral was perhaps formed during cooling, since it was on the non-growing side.
Kleber and Fricke [81] have investigated Cdlg crystals grown from aqueous 
solution, from melt, and from vapour. They found that the crystals grown 
from the vapour displayed circular growth spirals on the (0001) face while 
those grown from solution showed polygonal spirals. It was also found that 
the phenomenon of polytypism was limited by the manner of growth. From 
the vapour phase and from melt only the 4H type was obtained. It is only 
among crystals grown from aqueous solution that other polytypes were found. 
Mitchell [82] has also found that in CdBig crystals grown from the vapour phase 
are always type 6R only. The fact that Cdlg crystals grown from vapour have 
no polytypism but display circular growth spirals indicates that the two phenom­
ena are not necessarily connected.
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9. Coiichisioii
I t  is evident from the foregoing th a t no satisfactory explanation of poly- 
typism exists. As an alternative to all the existing theories of polytypism  
Knippenberg [8] has suggested th a t the energy of the electrons m ight constitute 
the decisive factor in determining the structure. This possibility was suggested 
by the fact th a t acceptors and donors have a preference for the hexagonal and 
cubic structures respectively and seem to stabilize them. The electron-energy 
band gap is different for different polytypes and since the other free-energy 
differences are negligibly small it is possible th a t this might influence the for­
m ation of a polytype. From his measurements of the band gap for different 
polytypes Knippenberg found the following system atic correlation :
Polytype 2H 4H 15R 6 H 21R 24R 8 H 3C
Structure 1 1 2 2 23 33 34 35 44 oo
Band gap (eV) > 3 3.1 2.9 2 . 8 6 2.77 2.72 2.56 2 . 2
I t  is known (Welker [83]) th a t in a series of analogous structures the band gap 
increases with structure energy, but the idea needs to  be developed further 
before it  can be applied theoretically to the case of polytypism.
I t  is evident th a t the phenomenon of polytypism is influenced by a large 
number of factors. Thus the tem perature and ra te  of crystallization, the corre­
lation of impurities, the dislocations created during growth, the therm al v ibra­
tions of the structure, and the electron energy may all have a role to play and 
the polytypic structure may depend upon the factor th a t is dom inant a t any 
one time. The theories so far advanced take only one factor a t a time into 
account. The final explanation m ust j)erhaps take all the factors into considera­
tion, if it  is to account for every aspect of the problem.
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INTERFEROMETRIC AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF ’’BUILT-UP’ 
MOLECULAR FILMS OF SOME LONG CHAIN COMPOUNDS
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By using the Blodgett and Langmuir technique, monomolecular 
film s of barium palmitate, barium mar gar ate, barium stearate 
and barium behenate have been built-up to film s of 2, 4 and 7 
mono-molecular layer thicknesses, on a silver substrate. The 
m etrical thickness has been determined by multiple-beam inter­
ferometry. The c-spacings measured by X-rays are found to be 
twice the molecular chain length. A correlation between the 
interferometric measurement of the thickness and the lattice 
spacing normal to the film , is  established. The correlation be­
tween the unimolecular film  thickness and the chain length of 
the corresponding fatty acid leads to the conclusion that the fatty 
acids spread on a water surface mono-molecularly, oriented with 
their hydrocarbon chains almost at right angles to the substrate.
THE Blodgett- Langmuir molecular film techni­
que of ’’building up” mono-molecular layers on
slides has only been studied in detain on barium 
s t e a r a t e . ^ I t  has been shown that the film s con­
s ist of superposed sheets of oriented molecules 
and form positive uniaxial biréfringent crystals 
with the optic axis perpenducular to the plane of 
the film . Electron diffraction investigations^ show 
that the film s form he^^gonal crystals with the 
symmetry axis i.e . the optic axis, perpendicular 
to the plane of the film. X-ray diffraction studies 
have also been reported.®" The optical birefrin­
gence and the electron and X-ray diffraction effects 
show that the film s are crystalline and can be regar­
ded as almost ’’two-dimensional” crystals. The 
building up of mono-molecular layers may thus be 
regarded as a special case of a layer by layer 
growth of a crystal.
Determination of thickness of barium stearate 
films; optical studies of built-up film s
The thickness of built-up barium stearate 
film s has been measured from interference of 
monochromatic polarized light reflected by the 
film?"® Jenkins and Norris® varied the wave­
length until the reflected intensity recorded by 
a spectrophotometer fe ll to a minimum. In an­
other method a Michelson interferometer was 
utilized. ® In the polarimetric method^, refere­
nce film s having a known number of layers of 
stearic acid or barium stearate are used as an 
optical gauge for comparison. In a more recent 
work an interference reflector of barium stearate 
itself was used^^ to determine the thickness by 
Hartman’s polarimetric method.
The optical methods used in the past deter­
mine only the optical thickness. Since the built- 
up film s are obtained only with condensed mono­
layers which are maintained at surface pressures 
generally much below their collapse pressures, 
the density and therefore the refractive index of 
the film s cannot be taken to be equal to that of the 
substance in bulk. The refractive index depends 
on the density since it depends on the extent of 
polarization of the atoms which in turn is  deter­
mined not only by the electric field of the incid­
ent electromagnetic wave but also by that of the 
electric dipoles produced in other atoms in the
* Present address: Department of Physics, University of Roorkee, India, 
t Present address: National Physical Laboratory of India, New Dehli, India.
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neighbourhood and their interaction. Further, the 
refractive index of the built-up film  depends in an 
unknown manner on the proportion of free stearic  
acid molecules present in it. There is  no complete 
conversion of fatty acid m olecules into soap (e. g. 
barium stearate) under the film  deposition condi­
tions.
Determination of the refractive index of a 
thin optically anistropic film  is  difficult, because 
the built-up barium stearate film  is  biréfringent 
and also lacks homogeneity in preparation.^' ®
Thus, neither can the refractive index of the 
built-up film be assumed equal to that of the subs­
tance in bulk nor can an accurate determination gf 
the refractive index of the film  be easily carried  
out. For determining the m etrical thickness of the 
film the method employed should be independent 
of its  refractive index and should not be subject to 
differential phase change influences.
The application of the multiple-beam in­
terferom etric technique for determining the 
thickness of a molecular film  was first made by 
iCourtney-PrattH e studied the monomolecular 
(layers of fatty acids spread by the droplet ret- 
jraction technique on mica cleavage surface. His 
jmethod of measurement with doubly silvered mica 
forming the interference system , also requires a 
knowledge of the refractive index of the film . More­
over, the differential phase changes consequent on 
reflections at m ica-silver and m onolayer-silver 
interfaces are involved,andthese are not unambi­
guously known.
In a preliminary report we applied the 
multiple-beam interferom etric method for m ea­
suring the m etrical thickness of a built-up 4 - layer 
barium stearate film . In the present work a com­
bined multiple-beam interferom etric and X-ray  
/diffraction study of the built-up film s of different 
thicknesses of barium palmitate, barium margarate, 
barium stearate and barium behenate, is  reported.
Experimental
On a clean glass slide selected for its  
planeness, a thin layer of silvei* is  deposited in
m lo
vacuum by thermal evaporation. This provides a 
clean hydro-phobic surface for the deposition of 
molecular film s. Over a large area of this silver­
ed glass slide a suitable number of layers (say 20) 
of the barium soap under study(i. e. barium pal­
mitate, margarate, stearate or behenate) are dep­
osited to form a base film . This deposition is  done 
by the standard Blodgett-Landmuir technique. The 
successive monolayers are transferred from the 
water surface to the slide such that the m olecules 
in the adjacent layers in the crystal lattice are 
oppositely oriented. Now over a part of this area 
is  deposited a second film  of the required number 
of layers; this produces a step on the surface.
The base film  provides the sam e m aterial on both 
sides of the step and thus avoids any differential 
phase changes in reflection from the two sides of 
the step. For multiple-beam interferometry an a l­
most opaque coating of pure silver is  then depo­
sited over a region including the step. The s i l ­
vered film  is  matched at a sm all angle, against 
a reference optical flat which is  silvered with a 
low absorption coating having about 80% reflec­
tivity. The system  is  iUuminated with normally 
incident, parallel, white light to obtain fringes of 
equal chromatic order in the reflected system .
This method evaluating film  thickness is  indepen­
dent of the refractive index of the film . And 
since differential phase changes have also  been 
eliminated, it leads to an accurate determination 
of the m etrical thickness of the molecular film .
As an example multiple-beam interferogram over 
a 7-layer Ba-margarate step is  shown in Fig. 1.
For the determination of the lattice spacing 
perpendicular to the plane of the film  (c-spacing), 
conventional sealed off X-ray sources have been 
employed. However since the built up film s -
have a limited number of scattering centres, 
this requires long exposure tim es and the reso ­
lution is  also  low. To overcome this we have emplO" 
yed a microfocus X-ray source of the kind des­
cribed by Ehrenberg and Spear and the diffracted 
spectra were recorded on a Bragg-Muller spec­
trograph. For X-ray diffraction studies the 
molecular film s were a lso  built up on silvered
00m
CO
FIG 1.
Fringes of equal chromatic 
order from a 7 -layer barium- 
margarate step, (x  1. 8).
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microscopic slides. The supporting base for 
the built-up film s i. e. the glass slide coated 
with silver, does not produce any diffraction ef­
fects which would confuse or interfere with the 
interpretation of the pattern from the film.
Results
For each of the long-chain compounds the 
thickness was measured with a two-layer, a 
four-layer and a seven-layer film. For the X- 
ray diffraction study the number of layers depo­
sited on the glass slide was 100. An example 
of the X-ray photograph taken with a m icro­
focus X-ray source (100 p line source and CuKa 
radiation X = 1. 54%) is given in Fig. 2 for 
barium stearate.
The interferometric and X-ray diffraction 
observations on the built-up film s are given in 
Table 1.
Discussion
The agreement betweenthe measured thickness 
of the unimolecular film and the chain length 
implies that the fatty acids spread on a water 
surface monomolecular ly. Indeed, in accordance 
with Langmuir’s hypothesis % short range forces 
being responsible for nearly a ll types of adsorp­
tion, the aqueous substrate does not seem  to 
produce any loi^ range surface effects bringing 
about the attachment and orientation of poly­
molecular chains.
The nature of monomolecular spreading 
of fatty acids on water surface is  by now well 
established by many, though indirect, methods. 
Most of the evidence is  based on the determina­
tion of the thickness of the monolayer on the 
water surface by the area-density method, in 
which the density of the monolayer is  assumed 
to be equal to that of the bulk. This assumption
TABLE 1
Interferometric measurement X-ray measurement
Substance No.layers
Mean thick 
ness Â
Unimolecular
film
thickness Â
X-ray value 
of the spac­
ing from 100 
layer film
Unimole­
cular chain 
length 
= c /2
Barium
Palmitate
(CisH3iCOO)bBa
2
4
46. 0 ± 5 23. 0 ± 2. 5 
94.6 ± 0.1 23. 7 ± 0.1
7 159.5 ± 5 22.8 ± 0 . 7
mean = 23.2 ± I . IA c=46.5 ± 11 23.3 ± 0.5 A
Barium
Margarate
(Ci6H33COO)3Ba
2
4
7 .
48. 9 ± 3 
97.6 ± 3  
163.8 ± 7
24.5 ± 1 . 5
24.4 ± 0 . 8
23.4 ± 1
mean = 24.1 ± 1.1 c=48. 0 ± 1Â 24. 0 ± 0.5Â
Barium
Stearate
(Ci,H3sCOO)aBa
2
4
7
53.6 ± 1  
102.9 ± 1 
182.7 ± 1
26.8 ± 0 . 5  
25. 7 ± 0. 3 
26.1 ± 0.2
mean = 26.2 ± 0 . 3 c=50. 6 ± 0. 8Â 25.3 ± 0.4Â
Barium
Behenate
(CsiH^gCOOjbBa
2
4
7
60.8 ± 4 
123.0 ± 4 
209.3 ± 6
30.4 ± 2 
30.8 ± 1 
29. 9 ± 1
mean = 30.4 ± 1 . 3 c=59.4 ± 1À 29. 7 ± 0. 5Â
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is however open to objection because it can be 
true only if the substance in bulk has a close- 
packed layer structure similar to that of the 
monolayer.
According to the process of building up of 
the film s, the c spacing should be twice the mole­
cular chain length®’  ^i. e. it should be twice the 
thickness of the unimolecular film. This is  
verified here within experimental error. Further 
since the interferometric values of the uni­
molecular thickness and the X-ray values of the 
molecular chain lengths of the substances studied 
are equal within experimental error, it may be 
concluded that the molecules in the transferred 
layers are oriented with their hydro-carbon 
chains almost at right angles to the silver sub­
strate. For, if the molecules were obliquely 
oriented to the substrate, the interferometric 
value of the unimolecular thickness would be 
less than the molecular chain length. This inter­
ferometric and X-ray diffraction evidence re­
garding the perpendicular orientation of the long 
chain molecules in the built-up film s studied is 
in accord with that deduced from electron dif­
fraction studies for the case of barium stearate.® 
The long chain molecules are expected to be 
oriented perpendicularly on the slide. It is  
interesting to compare the molecular chain 
lengths of barium soaps with the chain lengths of 
corresponding fatty acids. The chain lengths of
FIG . 2
X-ray diffraction pattern from a 
100-kiyer film of barium-stearate 
taken on a Bragg-Muller spectro­
graph with the help of mircofocus 
X-ray source (100 micron line 
source Cu radiation X  =  1.54 
1) (x 3. 75).
palmitic, margaric, stearic and behenic acids are 
21.6, 23.0, 24.42, and 30.2 A, respectively.
Our molecular chain le i^ h  for the barium soaps 
appear to be about 1A greater than those of the 
acids. This amount is  on the very limit of our 
accuracy, yet it possibly does indicate the in­
fluence of the barium atom.
The built-up films are almost neutral soaps 
at the pH value (7. 0 to 7.2) used. But some free 
fatty acid molecules are also present in the inter­
stices of the crystal lattice of the soap^’ ® the 
amount depending on the pH. These free fatty 
acid molecules in the soap film do not appear to 
cause any change in the metrical thickness but 
they can alter the refractive index and therefore 
the optical thickness.
Gregg and Widdowson^  ^ have studied the 
evaporation of free fatty acid from built-up soap 
films kept in a vacuum. According to their ob­
servation, the built-up film s are slowly ’skeleton­
ized’ in a high vacuum. This phenomenon must be 
considered in connection with the present study 
because the built-up film s are here silvered in 
vacuum for interferometry. Such "skeletonization" 
of the film does not seem to change the metrical 
thickness as is suggested by the close correlation 
between our interferometric and X-ray data.
I *
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En se  servant de la technique de Blogett et Langmuir, 
on a construit à partir des film s mono-moléculaires du 
palmitate de barium, du margarate de barium, du stéa­
rate de barium et du béhénate de barium des film s à 
épaisseur de 2, 4 et 7 couches monomoléculaires sur le 
substrat d’argent. On a déterminé l’épaisseur métrique 
par l’interférométrie à faiseaux multiples. Les espace­
ments c m esurés par les rayons X par paraissent être 
deux fois plus grands que la longueur de la chaîne m olé­
culaire. On a établit une corrélation entre la mesure 
interférométrique de l’épaisseur et la constante du 
reseau normal au film. La corrélation entre l’épaisseur 
du film  unimoléculaire et la longueur de la chaîne de 
l’acide gras correspondant conduit à la conclusion que 
les acides gras se  répandent d’une façon mono-molé­
culaire sur une surface d’eau, ses chaînes d’hydrocar­
bures étant orientées presqu’à l’angle droit au substrat.
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Anomalous Polytypic Structures: Investigation on Cadmium Iodide Crystals
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A direct correlation between the step heights of growth spirals and the heights of the X-ray unit cells, 
previously observed in silicon carbide crystals, furnished strong experimental support for F rank’s 
dislocation mechanism for the genesis of various polytypes of this substance, but some recently reported 
anom alous polytypic structures cannot be directly understood in terms of screw dislocation theory.
An X-ray diffraction and microscopic study of cadmium iodide has now revealed that these anomalies 
exist also for other polytypic substances. It is concluded that polytypism is influenced also by factors 
other than the spiral growth round screw dislocations.
X-ray diffraction studies of three new cadmium-iodide polytypes 16Hc, 26Hd and 50Hc show that 
26Hc and 26Ha have different structures but identical lattices with a = b = A-2A, c =  88-8 Â. Both belong 
to space group f  3ml. 50Hc has the same a, b dimensions and space group as 26Hc and 26Hd but has 
c =  171 Â ; it has been identified from a diffraction photograph taken on a microfocus X-ray generator, 
and was found on the opposite face of the single-crystal piece which exhibited 26Hd. The detailed 
structures of 26Hc and 26Hd have been worked out. While the determined structure of the polytype 
2677c has the Zhdanov sequence 211112 11 11 11 211112 11 11, that for 26Hd is 22 22 2211 22 22 22.
The former structure was solved by a graphical method which is a special case of Lipson & Taylor’s 
Fourier Transform method. The method outlined may be helpful in determining structure of polytypes 
which are not highly based on a basic phase but show characteristic intense X-ray reflexions. Structures 
2677c and 2677d come respectively from the parent structures 277 and 477, but it is shown that 5077 has 
not originated from any of these basic phases.
The combined microscopic and X-ray studies of these structures reveal certain anomalies. In the
case of 2677c these are concerned with, firstly, the integral multiplicity of the Burgers vector and c
spacing of the parent structure, secondly the absence of any spiral growth feature on its surface, and 
thirdly the inexplicable character of its atomic zigzag sequence. In 2677^ and 5077c the anomalies are 
that there is no spiral growth feature on the surface of polytypic crystal 2677d though its structure ap­
pears to have resulted from dislocation mechanism, that spiral growth feature is present on the surface 
of 5077c whose structure does not appear to have originated by dislocation mechanism, and that both 
these unrelated structures exist in the same single-crystal piece.
TnfrnHiirfinn (1951), and experimentally verified in the case of SiC
crystals (Verma, 1952,1957), gives a vivid and pictorial 
In a recent publication Krishna & Verma (1963) have representation of the formation of different polytypes,
reported a detailed X-ray diffraction and microscopic However, the results obtained by Krishna & Verma
study of a large number of SiC polytypes, in which (1963) revealed certain anomalous polytypic structures
attention was mainly directed towards the analysis of which could not be explained as having resulted«dir-
the results in terms of the screw dislocation theory of ectly by the dislocation mechanism. In particular the
polytypism. This theory, which was put forth by Frank observation of polytypic structures which would require
---------------------  the Burgers vector of the generating screw dislocation
* C .S.I.R . Research Fellow. to be an integral multiple of the lattice parameter of
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the parent structure was anomalous. It was concluded 
that the cause of polytypism in SiC needs to be re­
considered.
In the present work we were interested to investigate 
whether these anomalies were peculiar to silicon car­
bide crystals or whether they existed for other poly­
typic substances also. We therefore decided to investig­
ate cadmium iodide, which is also known to exhibit a 
large number of polytypic modifications. An extensive 
investigation was carried out with the main emphasis 
on the identification and structure determination of 
long-period polytypic crystals; the determination of 
the structure of long period polytypes has not pre­
viously been done and it is mainly these polytypes that 
display anomalous features. However, such a study 
presents both experimental and theoretical difficulty. 
The experimental difficulties arise from the fact that 
X-ray diffraction photographs obtained with a con­
ventional sealed off X-ray tube lack the high resolution 
which is necessary for the identification of the long 
period polytypes of cadmium iodide. Minute pieces of 
cadmium iodide, which would result in higher resol­
ution of X-ray reflexions, could not be obtained. This 
was so since, unlike silicon carbide, cadmium iodide 
is soft and flexible and any attempt to cut the flake 
invariably leads to the distortion of the lattice. To over­
come this difficulty we have used a microfocus X-ray 
tube in cases where higher resolution of X-ray re­
flexions was required. The theoretical difficulty arises 
since the usual trial-and-error methods of structure 
determination do not always lead to a successful sol­
ution of the long-period polytypic structures. In fact 
to work out the detailed structure merely by trial-and- 
error methods is practically impossible for these long 
period polytypes. We have, therefore, made use of a 
novel method to determine the structures by critically 
examining the intensity distribution in the 107 re­
ciprocal lattice row.
Over 2 0  new polytypic modifications of cadmium 
iodide have been identified by us. These show a wide 
variety of growth features and structures. Among new­
ly isolated polytypes, types 2 2 H c ,  2877c, 2677c, 2 6 H d  and 
5077c are of special interest. The polytypes 2277c and 
2877c have been described elsewhere (Srivastava & Ver­
ma, 1 9 6 2 , 1 9 6 4 ). This paper reports the investigations 
on polytypes 2677c, 2 6 H a  and 5077c which show anom­
alies that cannot be explained by screw dislocation 
theory.
Experimental
Crystal growth
The crystals used in the present study were all grown 
by slow evaporation of an aqueous solution of the com­
pound at room temperature. The hexagonal shaped 
crystals were gently removed from the dish with the 
help of a sharp needle after complete evaporation. This 
method is similar to that of Mitchell (1955) but differs 
in that the crystals were not taken out of the mother 
liquor but were removed only when they had grown
fully and the water completely evaporated. As will be 
shown later, the crystals grown by this method are of 
added interest as their X-ray diffraction study throws 
light on what happens both in the initial and final 
stages of growth of the crystal.
X-ray nwthods
The c-axis oscillation and Weissenberg photographs 
of cadmium iodide crystals have invariably been found 
to show streaking between X-ray diffraction spots. This 
rendered their use practically impossible either for the 
identification of the polytype or for structure deter­
mination. However, cr-axis oscillation photographs 
showed discrete sharp spots. Therefore, o-axis oscil­
lation and Weissenberg photographs recording either 
107 or 017 rows were taken. As had been shown by 
Ramsdell (1944) and Mitchell (1955) for SiC, for struc­
ture determination it is sufficient to compare the obser­
ved and calculated intensities for 107 or 017 reflex- ' 
ions alone.
For simple and moderately long-period polytypes 
diffraction patterns were obtained by employing con­
ventional sealed off X-ray tubes. We have used a micro­
focus X-ray tube when higher resolution of X-ray re­
flexions and greater brilliance of the source are re­
quired. A commercial microfocus X-ray generator 
based on the design of Ehrenberg & Spear (1951) and 
manufactured by Hilger and Watts has been employed 
in the present investigation. This microfocus X-ray 
tube differs chiefly from the conventional tube in its 
small focus size so that the intensity per unit area in 
this tube is considerably larger, and also because of 
small focus size the resolution of X-ray reflexions is 
much higher. A line focus of 100/z and copper target 
were used for recording diffraction pattern shown in 
this paper.
Results
Figs. 1 and 2 refer to a hexagonal shaped crystal with 
a well developed and shining (0 0 0 1 ) face of dimensions 
about j  mm x 4 mm. This will be referred to as crystal 
No. 1. Fig. 1 shows a 15° a-axis oscillation photograph 
of this crystal recorded on a 3 cm camera with Cu K ol 
radiation. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding zero-layer 
fl-axis Weissenberg photograph of the same crystal 
taken on a camera of diameter 5-73 cm, using Cu K ol 
radiation. Measurements on these photographs reveal 
that the c spacing of this crystal is 8 8 - 8  Â. The c spac­
ing of the basic 277 structure is 6-835 Â. Therefore the 
present crystal is a 26 layered polytype. This is con­
firmed since there are 13 equal spacings ( 1 2  reflexions 
equally spaced) between two successive 277 reflexions 
and thus the polytype is 2 x 1 3  =  26 layered. As has 
been shown previously (Srivastava & Verma, 1962), 
all the polytypes of cadmium iodide are hexagonal. 
Thus the polytype under consideration is designated 
as 2677.
Figs. 3 and 4 refer to another hexagonal shaped cry­
stal with a well developed and shining (0 0 0 1 ) face of
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Fig. 7. A magnified view of the X-ray reflexions in Fig. 6. (x  2)
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Fig. 8. Further magnification of X-ray reflexions in Fig. 6. ( x 3)
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Fig. 1. A 15° fl-axis oscillation photograph of the polytype 
2677c, recorded on 3 cm camera with Cu Ka. radiation em­
ploying a conventional X-ray tube. ( x j)
Fig. 4. Zero-layer a-axis Weissenberg photograph of polytype 
26//rf taken with Cu Ka. radiation on a camera of diameter 
5-73 cm, employing a conventional X-ray tube. The festoon 
corresponding to the 10./ row of spots is recorded on the 
right side of the straight row of 00./ spots. The first two 
visible reflexions towards the minimum correspond to /=  58 
and 59. ( x j )
Fig. 2. Zero-layer «-axis Weissenberg photograph of polytype 
2677c taken with Cu Ka radiation on a camera of diameter 
5-73 cm, employing a conventional X-ray tube. The festoon 
corresponding to the 10./ row of spots is recorded on the 
right side of the straight row of 00./ spots. The first intense 
spot from the top corresponds to / =  91. The series /=  93-62  
of spots is visible in which the spot corresponding to 1=65
Fig. 5 A 15° «-axis oscillation photograph of the polytype 
5077, recorded on a 3 cm camera with CuX radiation em­
ploying a conventional X-ray tube. ( x I)
is the most intense. (xj)
Fig. 3. A 15° «-axis oscillation photograph of the polytype 
2677d, recorded on a 3 cm camera with Cu Ka radiation 
employing a conventional X-ray tube. ( x f )
\
/
/
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Fig. 6. A 15° «-axis oscillation photograph of the polytype 
5077, recorded on a 3 cm cam era with CuTf radiation em­
ploying a microfocus X-ray tube. ( x j )
[To face p. 58
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dimensions about 2  mm x 1 mm. This crystal will be 
referred to as crystal No. 2 .  Fig. 3  shows a 1 5 °  a-axis 
oscillation photograph of this crystal recorded on a 3  
cm camera with Cu K ol radiation. Fig. 4 shows the 
zero-layer ^r-axis Weissenberg photograph of the same 
crystal taken on a camera of diameter 5 - 7 3  cm with 
conventional sealed off X-ray tube. This crystal is also 
of the polytype 2 6 7 7 .  However, since the intensity 
distributions o f these two 2 6 7 7  crystals are different, 
their crystal structure must also be different. Mitchell 
( 1 9 5 6 )  has already reported two other 2 6  layered poly­
types but no structural data were given. We have, 
therefore, referred to the polytypic structure o f crystal 
N o. 1 as 2 6 7 7 c  and to that o f N o. 2  as 26Hd.
Fig. 5 represents a 15° a-axis oscillation photograph 
obtained with conventional sealed-off tube by revers­
ing the crystal so that the opposite face o f crystal No. 
2 faces the X-ray beam. This shows it to be a high 
polytype. Thus two different polytypic structures are 
present in the same single crystal o f the compound. 
As will be shown later it has been possible to detect 
the presence o f these two polytypes in the same crystal 
because o f the high absorbing property o f both the 
cadmium and iodine atoms. However, the X-ray re­
flexions on this photograph do not show good resol­
ution and it was therefore decided to use the micro­
focus X-ray tube.
Fig. 6  shows the same X-ray oscillation photograph 
as Fig. 5 ,  employing the microfocus generator. For 
Fig. 5  the exposure time was 1 0  hours while for Fig. 6  
it was 6  hours. Even with less exposure time, the dif­
fraction spots obtained with the microfocus generator 
are brighter. The background is also considerably less 
than on Fig. 5 .  Each reflexion in Fig. 6  can be distin­
guished separately and accurate measurement revealed 
the crystal to be type 5 0 7 7 .  Since two such polytypes 
have already been reported (Mitchell, 1 9 5 6 ;  Trigunay­
at, 1 9 6 0 )  the present polytype is designated 5 0 7 7 c .
Structure of polytypes
Structure o f  poly type 2 6 7 7 c
The usual method o f structure determination con­
sists in calculating all possible structures involving 
Zhdanov numbers 1,2,3,4 etc. (Zhdanov, 1945), in 
their Ramsdell zigzag sequence (Ramsdell, 1944, 
1947) and deciding the correct structure by comparing 
the calculated intensities with the observed ones; this 
becomes practically impossible for a large polytype. 
The following simplifications are then made. Since al­
most all the cadmium iodide structures have only the 
Zhdanov numbers 1 and 2 in their zigzag sequence we 
shall restrict the structures to contain these numbers 
only. Even then there will be a large number o f ways 
which will be geometrically possible for a 26-layered 
unit cell because o f the presence o f No. 1 in the zigzag 
sequence. However, the following are the important 
features observed on the X-ray diffraction patterns of 
the structure 2 6 7 7 c .
(i) All the reflexions which coincide in position with 
those from a basic 2 7 7  phase are intense and outstand­
ing.
(ii) The 107 reflexions corresponding to 7=13/2 + 1 
{n =  1,2,3) are either absent or are very weak. The re­
flexions Ï0T3/Z ± 1, 10-13/2+1 and 10-13/2 + 1 are also 
weak or absent.
(iii) The 10-/ reflexions corresponding to 7=13/2 ± 2  
( / 2  =  1,2,3) are the second most intense reflexions. At 
some places they are almost as intense as the reflexions 
described in (i). Reflexions 10-13/2 + 2, 10-13/2 ± 2  and 
10-13/2 + 2 are also strong.
The above observations suggest the presence o f a 
large number o f 1 1  units in the zigzag sequence o f  
2 6 7 7 c ,  7. e. the basic phase o f this structure is 2 7 7 .  Mit­
chell ( 1 9 5 6 )  has suggested that a polytypic series based 
on the basic 2 7 7  phase should not exist. However, this 
does not appear to be quite correct since in the present 
investigation as well as previously (Srivastava & Ver­
ma, 1 9 6 2 ) ,  polytypes showing X-ray reflexions having 
intensity distribution corresponding to the 2 7 7  phase 
have been observed. We expect therefore the structure 
2 6 7 7 c  to be composed o f many ( 1 1 )  units with some 
faults at the end o f the sequence. The sequences der­
ived in this manner will be o f the type ( 1 1 )2 / 2  p i p i  . . .  
Pn Pn . . .  PiP\  ^ where pi, p 2 . . .  Pn are either o f the 
numbers 1 or 2 .  The maximum value o f n is 5  and a 
value o f n less than 3  is not considered because 2 7 7  
spots will not come out intense in that case. For the 
twenty-six layered unit cell, there are twenty-one pos­
sible sequences, e.g. ( ll) io  2 1 1 2 ; (ll)g  2 1 2 2 1 2 ; ( 1 1 ) 6  
2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2  etc. Intensities were calculated for some im­
portant 1 0 - 7  reflexions, namely the reflexions 7 = 1 3  to 
2 0 .  The intensity o f a 1 0 - 7  reflexion from any cad­
mium iodide polytype may be written down as
7 OCA' 2  +  R ' 2
where
( 1)
A '=  I  / i ,  cd cos 27T7Z+ I  / i ,  cd cos 2;r(7Z-4)
(2)
^ a ,o l ^ b , p
-+ T f i^  cdcos27t(7Z+ -j)
c^.v
B '=  I  / i .  cd sin 27t7Z+ 1  /i, cd sin 2tü(7Z-4)
+  T / i ,  cdSin27r(7Z+;^)
where Z^ and  ^ denote the Z  coordinate of
iodine and cadmium atoms respectively on the A ver­
tical axis passing through ( 0 0 0 ) ,  the B vertical axis 
passing through ( |  j  0 )  and the C  vertical axis passing 
through (^ f  0 ) ,  which can be written in short as A\ 
OOz, B\ ^ j  z, and C: j  j  z. 1  means summation over
iodine atoms at A sites and cadmium atoms at a sites. 
Similarly for I  and 1. In cadmium iodide, as has been
^C.y
shown by Bozorth (1922), the basic polyatomic layer 
consists o f two layers o f hexagonal close packed iodine
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ions with the small cadmium ions nested between them. 
The vertical I-I distance is 3 * 4 1 5  Â and the vertical 
Cd-I distance is nearly half o f this distance. The cad­
mium layer is thus midway between two iodine layers.
The calculated intensities for none o f the 21 struc­
tures matched with the observed intensity distribution 
on the X-ray diffraction photograph. It became then 
imperative to find other clues to the structure. Tomita 
(1960u, b) has theoretically shown in the case o f silicon 
carbide structures that if  there is a minimum intensity 
observed between two successive reflexions correspond­
ing to the basic phase then the structure should consist 
of two separate multiple units o f the basic phase separ­
ated by a few layers in between. Taking this into ac­
count we tried nine possible structures o f the type 
(ll)m  (2 2 )j, ( ll)g  (2 2 )r, where m, p, q and r are integers.
However, these attempts also did not lead to suc­
cess. It was then thought that the minimum correspond­
ing to l = l 3 n ±  1 may be structural extinctions. Since 
only few combination o f atomic positions could pro­
duce these extinctions, it was tried to see if these ex­
tinctions could suggest some clue to the structure. Fol­
lowing Krishna & Verma (1962) it can be shown that 
if reflexions 10 • q ( q = l 3 n  ± 1) are absent the following 
relations must hold good for iodine atoms.
I  cos InqZA =  Z cos InqZn  =  T cos In qZ c  =  0 (4) 
Z a  Z b  Z c
1  sin2n qZ A =  sin I n q Z s ^  sin2n qZ c =  0 (5)
Z a  Z b  Z c
Similar relations should hold for cadmium atoms 
also. By trial and error in an Argand diagram it was 
found that only the sequence 11111411111111411111 
satisfied the above relations. This sequence satisfied re­
lations (4) and (5) only for even values o f n and not 
for odd values. The sequence, however, contained 
Zhdanov number 4 which has never been found to 
exist in the cadmium iodide structural series. Calculation 
of intensities showed large intensity for odd values o f n 
in 13» ± 1, whereas the opposite has been experimentally 
observed. This solution was therefore rejected.
Having exhausted the above possibilities we thought 
it opportune to see whether the above described feature
(iii), v/z. the reflexions 10*13/% ± 2  being very intense, 
could be of any help in finding a possible solution of 
the structure. The outstanding intense reflexions cor­
responding in position to 2H  reflexions have already
Fig. 9
indicated the presence o f many ( 1 1 ) units in the atomic 
sequence o f 26Hc. The next most intense reflexions 
corresponding to l = \ 3 n ± 2  should therefore be in­
formative regarding the atomic position in the struc­
ture. This is so since there are comparatively few ways 
in which atoms can be placed to scatter in phase for 
a given reflexion, whereas there are many ways in 
which approximately zero scattering can be produced. 
Lonsdale ( 1 9 2 9 ) ,  Robertson & White (1 9 4 5 )  and Abra­
hams & Robertson (1 9 4 8 )  have made use o f the crit­
erion in determining certain organic structures. This 
consideration has helped us to solve the structure as 
shown below. The method used to deduce the atomic 
positions is in fact a special case o f Fourier transform 
methods (Lipson & Taylor, 1 9 5 8 ) .
All the cadmium iodide polytypes which are based 
on some ideal phase are formed by sandwiches o f the 
type {AyB)  or {CaB) in which A, B, C refer to iodine 
positions and y and a to the cadmium positions. There­
fore, it can well be concluded that atoms along the B axis 
are always fixed along odd sites only, the layer passing 
through the origin being taken as the zero layer. In the 
present case B  atoms occupy positions 1 ,3 ,5  . . .  2 5 .  
Any sequence o f {AyB)  and {ColB) sandwiches to form 
the 26H  structure will always give the above B pos­
ition. Therefore, B  atoms contribute significantly to 
the intensities corresponding to 2H  positions only and 
give almost negligible contribution to other reflexions. 
Thus it remains to decide about the atomic positions 
along A and C axes only. N ow  keeping the atoms 
along the B  axis fixed and interchanging the positions 
of atoms along A with those along C does not alter 
the structure. It merely means changing the origin and 
inverting the whole atomic sequence. Thus it remains 
to decide the positions o f atoms along either o f the 
two vertical axes A or C only. The positions o f cad­
mium atoms are automatically fixed when the pos­
itions o f iodine atoms are decided.
Since in cadmium iodide structures the plane (1 1 2 0 )  
contains all the atoms along the three vertical axes 
B and C, it would be profitable to consider the (1 1 2 0 )  
projection. As is obvious from Fig. 9 the matrix effect­
ing the required transformation is :
1 Î 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1
In the special case o f 10*/ planes the new indices 
will be
h' = h —k = h 
k' = k =0
r  = i
Thus the transformation does not lead to a change 
in the indices o f planes o f the type 10*/. Accordingly 
in the deduction below the same indices o f the 1 0  / 
planes have been used when the ( 1 1 2 0 ) projection is 
considered.
As has already been mentioned the reflexions which 
correspond in position to the basic 2H  phase are most
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intense. Fig. 10 shows the traces o f planes in the 
( 1 1 2 0 ) projection so that the atoms lying on them 
would scatter in phase for each o f the 10-13« (/% =  1,2,3) 
reflexions. The atoms must lie on the intersection of 
these planes if all of the above reflexions are to be out­
standing. As is evident from Fig. 10 the intersections 
are at heights 0,2,4, . . .  26 along either o f the A or C 
axes. Since the A or C  atoms are present at even sites 
only the intersections in Fig. 10 represent the actual 
atomic sites. The presence o f /I or C atoms at heights 
0,2,4, . . .  26 means that the atomic sequence must con­
tain many (11) units, i.e. many (AyB)  or (CaB) sand­
wiches, which is in agreement with the previous de­
duction. Figs. 11 and 12 show the traces o f planes in 
which the atoms should lie if they were to scatter in 
phase to make the reflexions 10T3/%±2 (/%= 1,2,3) in­
tense. These are the next most intense reflexions. Fig.
11 shows the case for 10-13/7 +  2 (/?= 1,2,3) reflexions 
and Fig. 12 for 10-13/7—2 (//=  1,2,3). The atoms should 
lie at the intersection of the planes if all the reflexions 
in either o f Figs. 11 or 12 are to be prominent. The 
places where atoms could be fitted on to the closest 
possible intersections o f the traces o f planes, and which 
lie either exactly or are near enough to atomic sites, 
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. N ow  if all the reflexions 
corresponding to 10-13/7, 10-13/7 +  2, and 10-13/7—2 are 
to be intense the atoms should lie at sites which are 
common to Figs. 10, 11 and 12. From Figs. 10, 11 and
1 2  it could be seen that in the first instance these sites 
are at heights 0,2,12,14,24 along either of the +  or C 
axes. Among the thirty atomic sequences mentioned 
on pages 58 and 59 for the structure of 2 6 H c ,  only 
those gave a rough fit for the calculated and observed 
intensities in which pairs o f atoms along either of the 
A or C  axes having a difference o f either 12 or 14 
units were present. Since 12 and 14 add to 26 in the 
case o f polytype 2 6 //  the two atomic arrangements 
which have either 12 or 14 as the common difference
^  among atomic positions along any axis give identical 
structures and any of them could be derived from the 
other by a shift o f the origin. Keeping this in view the 
positions 0,2,12,14,24 were considered in two ways, 
firstly taking the positions 0,2,12,14 which represent 
two pairs o f atoms with a common difference o f 1 2  
units and secondly taking position 24 also. Since the 
atomic positions along the B axis have already been 
fixed to have odd atomic positions only, the atomic 
positions on both A and C axes are automatically 
decided when positions on any o f them are fixed at the 
heights mentioned above. These considerations gave 
the following two sequences:
(i) 2 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  1 1  2 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1
(C atoms at heights 0,2,12,14)
(ii) 2 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  1 1  2 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  1 1
(C atoms at heights 0,2,12,14,24)
Intensities were calculated with the use o f expres­
sion ( 1 ) for some important reflexions for the above 
sequences. It was found that though the above sequen­
ces gave comparatively large intensities for reflexions 
10-13/7 + 2, there were discrepancies in the observed 
and calculated intensities o f other reflexions. At this 
stage other intersection sites common to Figs. 10, 11 
and 12 were searched. These are at heights 4,10,16 and 
22. Though these sites are not well represented by 
Fig. 12, these were considered since they were included 
in Figs. 10 and 11. As mentioned previously, only 
those structures gave a rough fit for the calculated 
and observed intensities which have C atoms at pos­
itions with a common difference o f 1 2 ; therefore pos­
itions 4, 10, 16, 22 were considered with the positions 
of sequences (i) and (ii) in three different ways, firstly 
taking positions 4 and 16 together, secondly taking
16
Fig. 10
'26
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Fig. 11 Fig. 12
Fig. 10. Traces of 10-13, 10-26 and 10-39 planes in the (ll2 0 ) 
projection. To distinguish between these planes the traces 
of 10-13 have been shown extended towards the left and those 
of 10-26 towards the right, while the traces of 10-39 are 
confined to the rectangular area itself.
Fig. 11. Traces of 10-15, 10-28 and 10-41 planes in the (ll20 ) 
projection. To distinguish between these planes the traces 
of 10-15 have been shown extended towards the left and those 
of 10-28 towards the right, while the traces of 10-41 are 
confined to the rectangular area itself.
Fig. 12. Traces of 10-11, 10-24 and 10-37 planes in the (ll2 0 ) 
projection. To distinguish between these planes the traces 
of 10-11 have been shown extended towards the left and 
those of 10-24 towards the right, while the traces of 10-37 
are confined to the rectangular area itself.
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positions 1 0  and 2 2  together and thirdly taking all the 
positions 4, 10, 16, 22. Above considerations led to the 
following sequences:
(i) 2 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  2 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  1 1
(C atoms at heights 0,2,4,12,14,16)
(ii) 2 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  2 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  2 2
(C atoms at heights 0,2,10,12,14,22)
(iii) 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  2 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  1 1
(C atoms at heights 0,2,4,12,14,16,24 or 
0,2,10,12,14,22,24)
(iv) 2 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  2 2
(C atoms at heights 0,2,4,10,12,14,16,22)
(v) 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  1 1
(C atoms at heights 0,2,4,10,12,14,16,22,24)
Calculation o f intensities showed that all o f the above 
sequences gave large intensities for reflexions 10-13/z ± 2 . 
To decide the correct structure, the intensities for other 
reflexions were calculated and compared with the ob­
served intensities. The first sequence, viz. 211112 11
1 1  2 1 1 1 1 2  1 1  1 1  1 1 , showed an excellent agree­
ment as shown in Table 1. Other sequences gave dis­
crepancies for reflexions other than 10-13« and 
1013/7 ± 2. The detailed structure o f polytype 2 6 H c  is 
therefore as follows:
Space group: P 3 m \ 
Zhdanov symbol: 
211112 11 11 211112 11 11 11
ABC  sequence for iodine atoms:
ABCBCBCBABABABCBCBCBABABAB  
ABC  sequence for both cadmium and iodine atoms: 
(^yB)(CaB)(C«B)(C(%B)(/lyB)(v4y )^(/ly )^(C(% )^
(C«B)(C(%g)(/IyB)(^yB)(y4},B)
Atomic coordinates
7 iodine at 0 0 /
/ =  0, 8 z, lOz, 12z, 20z, 22z, 24z.
13 iodine at f  ^ r'
/ ' =  z, 3z, 5z, 7z, 9z, 11 z, 13z, 15z, 17z, 19z, 21 z, 23z, 25z.
6  iodine at ^ f
t"  =  2z, 4z, 6 z, 14z, 16z, 18z
6  cadmium at 0  0
ri =  5z% 9z% 13z% 29z% 33z% 3 7 /
7 cadmium at r ^
/; =  / ,  1 7 /, 2 1 / ,  2 5 / ,  4 1 / ,  4 5 / ,  4 9 /  
where z = ^  and z ' = ^
Structure o f  polytype 26Ha
Here again the structure determination by mere trial 
and error would be an arduous task. This can be made 
easy if some information can be gathered from the 
intensity distribution on the X-ray diffraction pattern. 
The following significant features are observed:
(1) All the reflexions which coincide in position with 
the reflexions o f the basic 4/7 phase are distinctly 
more intense than the others and have intensity distri­
bution similar to that from a 4H  structure.
Table 1. Calculated and observed relative intensities fo r  the structure 26Hc
Calculated Observed* Calculated Observed
/ intensities intensities I intensities intensitie;
0 0-13 a 27 1-43 a
I 0-17 a 28 243-29 s
2 9-43 a 29 13-69 vw
3 1-44 a 30 2-68 vvw
4 0-39 a 31 4-69 vvw
5 1-53 a 32 18-75 w
6 6-43 a 33 19-92 w
7 0-79 a 34 2-57 vvw
8 2-05 a 35 2-59 VVH’
9 2-84 a 36 2-94 a
10 4-53 vvw 37 117-92 ms
11 170-96 ms 38 1-12 a
12 1 36 a 39 399-96 s
13 1000-00 vvs 40 1-21 a
14 1-81 a 41 56-27 mw
15 256-07 s 42 2-97 a
16 19-97 vw 43 0-30 a
17 2-51 vvw 44 0-89 a
18 8-16 vvw 45 2-09 a
19 34-35 w 46 1-80 a
20 46-02 w 47 0-24 a
21 3-99 vvw 48 0-86 a
22 7-22 vw 49 0-12 a
23 7-27 vw 50 1-81 a
24 276-57 s 51 0-45 a
25 1-86 a 52 0-01 a
26 253-51 s
* The observed intensities were actually taken from the series 10-52 through 10-104. This series has the same intensity sequence 
as 10-0 through 10-52 which is not clearly visible on the Weissenberg photograph because of absorption caused by the non- 
equidimensional crystal plate.
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(2) The reflexions which do not coincide with the 
corresponding AH reflexions, but are nearest to them, 
are intense but not so much as their corresponding AH 
reflexions.
The above features suggest the presence o f a large 
number of 2 2  units in the zigzag sequence o f the struc­
ture 267/(7. Below are listed the possible structures with 
descreasing probability:
(i) 2 2
(ii) 2 2
(iii) 2 2
(iv) 2 2  
(V) 22 
(Vi) 22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22 11 22 
21111112 
11122111 
1111111111 
11211211 
12111121
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
It will be seen that each o f the above arrangements 
has a mirror plane. This is because any number o f (22) 
^  units have in themselves a mirror plane and after tak- 
' ing any number o f (2 2 ) units the remaining layers could 
only be arranged taking the Zhdanov numbers 1 and 
2 in sequences having a mirror plane. As for example, 
keeping 4 units o f (22) the remaining 10 layers could 
be arranged in sequences 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 , 1 1 2  1 1 2  1 1 , 2 1 2 2 1 2 , 
1 2 2 2 2 1 , and 1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1 , each o f which has a mirror 
plane. When two sequences each of which has a mirror 
plane are placed together as such, the resulting sequence 
also exhibits a mirror symmetry about either o f the 
mirror planes o f the two sequences. In fact all the 
determined sequences o f cadmium iodide consisting of 
Zhdanov members 1 and 2 have mirror planes (M it­
chell, 1956; Srivastava & Verma 1962, 1963). Inten­
sities for a few important reflexions were calculated 
for each o f the above structures. The intensity formula 
for 1 0 ./ reflexions corresponding to space group 
P3m l to which the polytype belongs has already 
been given in (1). A comparison o f the calculated in­
tensities with those observed on the X-ray diffraction 
photograph showed that the first sequence in the above 
list gives a close agreement with the observed inten- 
sities. The calculated intensities for other sequences 
showed marked differences with the observed ones. 
Table 2 shows the good agreement between the two in­
tensities. The detailed structure o f the polytype 267/d 
is, therefore, as below :
Space group : P 3m \
Zhdanov symbol:
22 22 22 22 22 22 11 
ABC  sequence for iodine atoms:
ABCB ABCB ABCB ABCB ABCB ABCB AB  
ABC  sequence for cadmium and iodine atoms: 
(v4y )^(C(% )^(y4yB)(C« )^(/4yB)(ŒB)(y4yB)(Cc(B) 
(y4yB)(C(%^ )(y4yB)(C«B)(y4yB)
Atomic coordinates:
7 Iodine at 0 0 /
/ =  0, 4z, 8 z, 12z, 16z, 20z, 24z,
13 Iodine at f  ^ '
/  =  z, 3z, 5z, 7z, 9z, l l z ,  13z, 15z, 17z, 19z, 21z, 23z, 25z
6  Iodine at ^ f  r"
t"  =  2z, 6 z, lOz, 14z, 18z, 22z
6  Cadmium at 0 0 /“i
ri =  5z% 1 3 /,  2 1 / ,  2 9 / ,  3 7 / ,  4 5 /
7 Cadmium at ^ |  t \
/; =  / ,  9 / ,  1 7 /,  2 5 / ,  3 3 / ,  4 1 / ,  4 9 /  
where z = ^  and z' =  ^
The intensities o f 10 / reflexions obtained by expres­
sion (1) were multiplied by the Lorentz-polarization 
factor ( 1  + c o s 2  20)/(sin 26) where 6 is the Bragg angle 
and is calculated from the relation
sin 0 io.7 =Y l/a * 2  +  / 2 c * 2
where a and c represent unit-cell vectors o f the reci­
procal lattice given by aa* =  2, cc* =  A. To verify the 
proposed structure, intensities for a complete range of 
52 reflexions in the 107 row were calculated in both 
cases. It is not necessary to check the agreement beyond 
this range since in a cadmium iodide structure nH  
intensities repeat themselves after l= 2 n . In cadmium  
iodide crystals high absorption occurs owing to the pre­
sence of both the heavy atoms cadmium and iodine. 
Moreover, since cadmium iodide crystals grow in the 
form of a thin hexagonal platelet, the absorption varies 
because o f the shape effect. The absorption correction 
which would have improved the results could not be 
applied since suitable absorption factors for a thin 
platelet like the present crystal were not available. 
However, it is believed that this will not cause any 
abrupt change in the observed intensities, since the 
recorded reflexions correspond to the crystal face 
(0001) nearly perpendicular to the X-ray beam.
Discussion
It will now be examined how far the experimental results 
agree with those expected on Frank’s (1951) screw-dis- 
location theory o f polytypism originally proposed for 
silicon carbide. Forty (1952) has applied Frank’s theory 
to explain the generation o f cadmium iodide polytypes 
in the following manner. Regarding type AH as the 
parent structure, slips of various magnitudes in this 
structure in the initial stages o f growth create both even 
and odd dislocations, raising terminated steps o f var­
ious heights. These steps will ultimately wind up into 
spirals so that the structure and height o f the unit cell 
are controlled by the structure and height o f this step. 
An even dislocation, i.e. a dislocation whose Burgers vec­
tor is an integral multiple o f the c parameter o f parent 
AH structure, will leave the layers in perfect fit with 
each other, so that the parent structure itself continues 
during further growth. But odd dislocations o f differ­
ent strength leave a misfit in the structure at the init­
ial step, so that the subsequent growth leads to the 
generation o f various polytypic structures. Therefore, 
a polytype which has resulted by the screw-dislocation 
mechanism should exhibit spiral feature on its surface, 
should be based on a parent structure, should have
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the Burgers vector o f the generating screw dislocation 
as a non-integral multiple o f the c parameter o f the 
parent structure, and also should be completely ordered.
The polytype 26Hc has been shown to be based on 
2H  phase; therefore the Burgers vector o f the generat­
ing screw dislocation will be exactly 13 times the c para­
meter of 2H. A step o f 2 6  layers formed in a basic 2 H  
structure could result in nothing else except in the 
further growth o f type 2H  itself. A single screw disloca­
tion in basic 2 7 / phase cannot, by itself, create any other 
polytype. Other polytypes from basic 2 7 7  phase could 
then only result when a basic ( 1 1 ) step combines with 
another (2 2 )  step from a basic AH  phase. Though the 
Zhdanov sequence 2 1 1 1 1 2  11 11 11 2 1 1 1 1 2  11 11 of 
2677c contains a large number o f (1 1 )  units the faults 
are not o f the type 2 2  and are also at several places 
within the sequence. The atomic zigzag sequence o f 
polytype 2677c 2 (1 1 )2 2  ( 11)3 2 (1 1 )2 2  ( 11)2  has stacking 
changes at intervals o f 3, 4 , 3, 3, in the sequence of 
basic polytype 277 , (11)% . If one wanted to explain the 
origin o f this structure in terms of cooperation o f dis­
locations, one would have to postulate at first the cre­
ation o f step 877, (2 1 1 1 1 2 )  by cooperation of basic 
477 , (2 2 )  and 2 7 / ,'  (1 1 )  steps and then further two 
8 7 / ,  ( 2 1 1 1 1 2 )  steps would have to cooperate with a 
postulated presence o f nearly ( 1 1 ) steps in the manner 
2 1 1 1 1 2  ( 1 1 ) 3  2 1 1 1 1 2  ( 1 1 )2 . This is inconceivable and 
thus cooperation o f dislocations cannot give rise to the 
polytype 2677c. The surface o f this crystal (N o. 1) was 
examined under a narrow pencil o f white light in bright
field illumination for any growth feature. It was also 
examined by incident phase contrast illumination but 
this did not show any improvement. The surface o f the 
polytypic crystal 26Hc did not reveal any growth fea­
tures at all. The above observations indicate that the 
structure 2677c has not grown as visualized by disloc­
ation mechanism.
X-ray diffraction photographs from crystal No. 2 
show that it consists of a 26-layered polytype on one 
face called 26Ha and a 50-layered polytype on the 
other. The diffraction from the two opposite faces could 
be separately recorded because o f the high absorbing 
property o f both the cadmium and iodine atoms, owing 
to which at one time only that diffraction pattern is 
recorded which corresponds to the polytypic structure 
o f the crystal face which is away from the incident 
radiation (Srivastava & Verma, 1962). We thus have a 
peculiar instance when a single-crystal piece possesses 
two modifications both o f which have the same a, b 
dimensions and space group but differ in the c dimen­
sions o f the unit cell, one being 88-8 A and the other 
171 A.
The polytype 2677(7 with the Zhdanov sequence 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  1 1  is one o f the polytypes o f the series 
which will be formed by dislocation mechanism from 
the 4 7 7  structure. However, surprisingly, no spiral was 
observed on this face o f crystal No. 2. From this it 
may be concluded that though the structure o f poly­
type 267/(7 conforms to that expected on dislocation 
theory, there is no evidence from the surface features
Table 2. C alculated and observed relative intensities fo r  the structure 2677(7
Calculated Observed* Calculated Observed*
/ intensities intensities I intensities intensities
0 1-20 a 27 4-41 a
1 0-13 a 28 5-27 a
2 0-16 a 29 6-12 vvw
3 0-78 a 30 9-49 vvw
4 1-71 a 31 26-65 w
5 0 84 a 32 187-95 ms
6 59-34 mw 33 218-05 s
7 106-40 mw 34 32-34 w
8 8-37 a 35 8-09 vvw
9 5-76 vvw 36 4-78 vvw
10 3-26 a 37 3-56 a
11 1-67 a 38 3-07 a
12 0-17 a 39 617-51 vs
13 1000 vvs 40 0-67 a
14 7-38 a 41 0-83 a
15 7-45 a 42 6-88 a
16 9-89 vvw 43 1-47 a
17 15-22 vw 44 6-06 a
18 30-17 w 45 18-97 vw
19 321-40 s 45 20-27 vw
20 381-12 s 47 7-61 a
21 27-32 w 48 1-03 a
22 13-86 vw 49 0-11 a
23 6-60 a 50 0-05 a
24 4-62 a 51 0-05 a
25 3-50 a 52 0-25 a
26 329-13 s
* The observed intensities were actually taken from the series 10-52 through 10-104. This series has the same intensity sequence 
as 10-0 through 10-52 which is not clearly visible on the Weissenberg photograph because of absorption caused by the non- 
equidimensional crystal plate.
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Fig. 13. Surface micrograph of crystal No. 2 corresponding to type 50Hc employing a narrow pencil of white light. ( x 130).
m
Fig. 14. Interferogram of crystal No. 2 corresponding to 50Hc structure employing green mercury light of 2 =  5461 Â. ( x 130).
[To face  p. 64
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to support this. The other face o f crystal No. 2  which 
consists of polytype 5077c shows a complicated growth 
pattern illustrated in Fig. 13. But the intensity distri­
butions in X-ray patterns of 5077c reveal that this is 
not based on either o f the basic 2 7 7  or 477  phases, nor 
does it appear to have originated from 2 677 . But the 
observation of a spiral feature corresponding to 5077c  
polytype would indicate growth by dislocation me­
chanism. Thus we have the curious situation that in 
the same crystal piece on one side we have the poly­
typic structure 2677(7 which can originate by disloca­
tion mechanism but does not exhibit any spiral feature, 
whereas on the other face there is the polytype 5077c  
which does not seem to have resulted by dislocation 
mechanism but still shows a complicated spiral feature.
Figs. 13 and 14 respectively show the surface micro­
graph and interferogram of that face of crystal No. 2  
which exhibits the polytype 5077. The interferogram 
in Fig. 14  shows the two-beam internal interference 
fringes. For step height estimation, only the method 
of two-beam internal interference (Forty, 1 9 5 2 ) could 
be used. The method of multiple-beam interference 
similar to that used for stearic acid crystals by Verma 
& Reynolds (1 9 5 3 )  could not be applied here since 
cadmium iodide reacts with silver. As is evident from 
Fig. 14 the fringes observed do not contour the growth 
steps. Owing to this an estimation of spiral step height 
and thus a verification of the correlation between this 
and the c dimensions o f the unit cell was not possible. 
Flowever, it is known (Trigunayat & Verma, 1 9 6 2 )  
that such a correlation is not observed on any o f the 
cadmium iodide polytypes except for the basic 2 7 7  and 
4 7 7  structures. This suggests that the formation of a 
polytype is not necessarily governed by dislocation me­
chanism. Jagodzinski (1 9 4 9 u , 7, c, 1 9 5 4 )  who has also 
arrived at a similar conclusion from thermodynamic 
considerations, has suggested that the formation of a 
polytypic structure is governed by its vibration entropy. 
Accordingly highly ordered long period polytypes like 
2677c, 2677(7 and 5077c would become increasingly im­
probable.
To sum up the poly types 2677c and 2677(7 show some 
evidence in favour of the screw-dislocation theory inas­
much as the dependence on the basic 2 7 7  and 4 7 7  struct­
ures and the resulting orders o f the structure are con­
cerned. The absence o f any spiral features on the sur­
faces of the structures 2677c and 2677(7, the unexpected 
atomic zigzag sequence of the structure 2677c and the 
fact that the Burgers vector for 2677c is an integral 
multiple o f the c dimension o f the basic 2 7 7  structure, 
do not support the origin of these structures by the 
screw dislocation mechanism. However, the absence 
of spiral growth features on the crystal 2677c and 2677(7 
can be explained if the growth conditions o f the end 
surface were different from those ruling during the 
growth of underlying layers and were not based on dis­
location mechanism. The polytype 5077c furnishes a 
peculiar case where surface evidence indicates growth 
by the screw dislocation mechanism but the unit cell of
the structure does not appear to have resulted by this 
mechanism.
In conclusion we find that anomalous polytypic 
structures first observed in silicon carbide, in which the 
Burgers vector of the generating screw dislocation is an 
integral multiple o f the c parameter o f the basic struc­
ture, exist for cadmium iodide crystals also. In addi­
tion, cadmium iodide polytypes exhibit the anomaly 
regarding the existence of two polytypic structures in 
the same single-crystal piece unrelated to each other 
and not being based on the same basic structure. All 
these facts put together indicate that the real cause of 
polytypism in cadmium iodide lies somewhere else and 
not just in the screw dislocation theory. In fact, no 
single theory is able to explain all the observed facts 
in any of the known polytypic substances.
The present work was done under a scheme of the 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research o f India.
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Crystal Growth & Polytypism^
Th e  application of X-ray diffraction methods to the study of the internal atomic structure of solids has revealed that almost all solids 
are crystalline. They consist of a regular periodic 
arrangement of atoms, or a group of atoms, in three 
dimensions. This is true even of such solids as 
plastic, hair and wool. The exact arrangement of 
atoms inside a solid material is called its crystal 
structure, and most chemical compounds nor­
mally crystallize into definite crystal structures, 
each with a definite symmetry, unit cell, and number 
of formulae units per cell. Thus, sodium chloride, 
whether obtained from the sea or prepared in the 
laboratory or found as a mineral, has always shown 
the same arrangement of sodium and chlorine atoms 
at the same distance from each other. But there 
are some substances which crystallize into more 
than one structure and this property is called poly­
morphism. A classical example is that of calcium 
carbonate, which as the mineral Iceland spar was 
the subject of much study because of its striking 
property of double refraction. The formation of 
two images of an object when viewed at an angle 
to the trigonal axis of the rhombohedral cell could 
not be satisfactorily explained on the basis of 
Newton's corpuscular theory of light, whereas on 
the basis of Huygen's wave theory of light, the 
phenomenon could be well understood. Aragonite, 
another mineral with the same chemical formula, 
did not show this property because of the different
* B a se d  o n  th e  D is s e r ta t io n  b y  D r  A jit  R a m  V erm a ,  
D ir ec to r , N a t io n a l  P h y s ic a l L a b o r a to r y , N e w  D e lh i, o n  th e  
o c ca s io n  o f  th e  r e s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  S h a n t i  S w a m p  B h a t-  
n a g a r  M em o ria l A w ard  in  P h y s ic s  for  th e  y e a r  1 9 6 4 , N e w  
D e lh i,  29  J u ly  1966 .
spatial relationship of the carbonate groups in the 
orthorhombic unit cell. To the chemist the two 
modifications are one and the same substance, 
CaCOg; but to the crystallographer they are two 
different crystals with different structures and 
different physical properties.
Polymorphism
This phenomenon of polymorphism is now fairly 
well understood, and the different structural modi­
fications are known to be definite thermodynamic 
phases whose relative stability depends on the 
conditions of temperature and pressure. In fact, 
a majority of substances has been found to undergo 
structural transformations when subjected to ex­
tremes of temperature and pressure, and the pheno­
menon is known to be quite general. Thus, sodium 
chloride undergoes a polymorphic transition to a 
cesium chloride type structure when subjected to 
a pressure of about 18,000 atm., and the graphite 
form of carbon has been converted to diamond under 
a pressure of 55,000-100,000 atm. at a temperature 
of 1200-2400°C. However, the synthetic diamonds 
made so far are small and the process uneconomical.
Polytypism
There is a special kind of one-dimensional poly­
morphism, called polytypism, which is quite different 
from the ordinary polymorphism in that it appears 
to lack the thermodynamic or phase aspect. This 
is exhibited by certain close-packed and layer struc­
tures like silicon carbide, zinc sulphide and cad­
mium iodide. The structure of these substances is 
built up of identical layers of atoms stacked on top 
of each other at regular intervals. Each such
1
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substance displays a large number of structural 
modifications, called polytypes, which differ only in 
the manner of stacking these layers on top of each 
other. The layers themselves in any polytype are 
identical and so are the forces holding the atoms 
together. There is no effect of temperature or 
pressure on these modifications and they have nearly 
the same physical properties. There is an unlimited 
number of modifications for each substance and 
these Ô- 0  not transform into one another. Thermo­
dynamically they have very nearly the same free 
energies and cannot be regarded as different phases 
of the compound. The most striking feature is the 
continued repetition and the stacking sequence of 
the layers, often with perfect crystalline regularity, 
after more than a hundred, or sometimes even a 
thousand, layers. Such enormous repeat distances, 
of the order of 250-2500 A., are rare n the inani­
mate world but common in the cryst a lline viruses 
and other biological specimens. Well-known ex­
amples are turnip yellow mosaic virus (f.c.c., a 
700 A., diamond structure) and some of the fibrous 
proteins 100-1400 A.). What could be the 
nature of the forces and the mechanism that can 
cause such a long-range periodicity in the polytypes ? 
No atomic forces known to physicists till now have 
such a long-range influence, and it is this question 
that has held our attention for the last many years 
and which has yet to be answered satisfactorily.
It may appear to the layman that this is a purely 
academic question of limited significance. But it 
is these oddities of nature which must be investi­
gated and explained if we are to know the true 
nature of interatomic forces in solids. It is in these 
that nature has left warnings for the scientist that 
he is yet far from his goal of a complete understand­
ing. The progress of science has always hinged itself 
on the study of such exceptions.
Dislocation Mechanism
Several different theories have been put forward 
to explain the phenomenon of polytypism. Most 
prominent among these is the one suggested by 
Frank and is based on the dislocation mechanism 
of crystal growth. It is now well known that 
crystals grow from solution or vapour, at low super­
saturations, by spiral growth around screw disloca­
tions. It is believed that crystallization begins with 
the formation of a thin platelet of microscopic 
dimensions, which gets self-stressed due to a non- 
uniform distribution of impurities or due to one of 
the several other causes. This stress is relieved by 
one portion of the platelet slipping past another, 
over a slip plane, thus creating a screw dislocation 
in the crystal platelet. This raises a terminated 
step on the surface of the crystal, the step being 
anchored at one point but free to rotate round this 
point as crystallization proceeds. The step height 
has molecular dimensions. The step is self-perpe­
tuating during the growth and thus growth at low 
supersaturations continues. There are two con­
sequences of this mechanism: (1 ) after growth is 
complete the crystal surface should be left with a 
spiral marking whose shape should be in accordance 
with the symmetries of the crystal face exhibiting 
it; and (2 ) the step height of these growth spirals
should be simply related to the size of unit cells as 
determined by X-ray diffraction methods.
When these ideas were put forward around 1950, 
it was at first thought that these molecular growth 
spirals would not be observable. However, on the 
(0 0 0 1 ) faces of silicon carbide crystals, by using 
phase contrast microscopy, I was able to observe 
a wide variety of growth spirals. For a precise deter­
mination of the spiral step heights which were of 
the order of 10 A., I employed Tolansky's technique 
of multiple-beam interferometry. The step heights 
were found to be equal to or simply related to the 
X-ray unit cell size. The screw dislocation theory 
of crystal growth was thus verified.
An extension of this study was done on some 
polytypes of silicon carbide and a correlation between 
their step heights and the X-ray unit cell size was 
discovered. This led Frank to put forward the screw 
dislocation theory of the formation of polytypes. 
Accordingly, the height and the structure of the 
initial step formed on the crystal surface determined 
the polytype that would be formed. Polytypism  
thus can be explained as resulting from crystal 
growth : the pitch of the screw becomes the length 
of the unit cell and the need for ordering forces over 
long distances does not arise. Thus, as an example, 
an initial step of 1 0 0  layers would give rise to poly­
type in which the structure repeats after 1 0 0  layers. 
The explanation is both simple and convincing. A 
detailed study of growth spirals observed on different 
poly types was made. A direct correlation between 
the step heights of growth spirals observed and the 
size of X-ray unit cells for a large number of poly­
types was observed and we felt in 1957 that the 
phenomenon of polytypism had been satisfactorily 
explained.
Anomalies in Silicon Carbide and 
Cadmium Iodide
However, several workers, in particular Prof. Jagod­
zinski, had expressed doubts regarding certain 
aspects of dislocation theory of polytypism. We, 
therefore, undertook a detailed experimental investi­
gation of the phenomenon of polytypism in silicon 
carbide and cadmium iodide in the first instance. 
The investigation consisted of the following aspects : 
(1 ) to grow well-developed single crystals of poly­
typic substances; (2 ) to observe, by phase contrast 
microscopy, the surfaces of these crystals for growth 
spirals ; (3) to measure accurately the spiral step 
heights by Tolansky's multiple-beam interferometric 
methods ; (4) to record X-ray diffraction spectra from 
the same crystal which had been examined optically; 
and (5) to determine the unit cell size and the detailed 
atomic structure of different polytypes.
Having obtained all the above experimental data 
about a crystal we set ourselves to interpreting 
it in two ways. First, to correlate the step height 
of the growth spiral with the height of the X-ray 
unit cell. Secondly, to examine whether the actual 
crystal structure could result from theoretical dis­
locations in any of the basic phases of the compound.
Such an analysis, performed for a large number 
of silicon carbide and cadmium iodide crystals, has 
revealed several anomahes that cannot be accounted 
for by the screw dislocation theory of polytypism.
CRYSTAL GROW TH & POLYTYPISM
Other theories advanced so far also do not explain 
the observations of the phenomenon of polytypism. 
A collected account of these recent observations on 
polytypism and the present position is given in the 
book Polymorphism and polytypism in crystals 
written by myself and Dr P. Krishna, published by 
John Wiley & Sons Inc., New York.
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that none 
of the existing theories of polytypism gives a com­
pletely satisfactory explanation of observed facts 
and the formation of such a large number of long 
period ordered polytypes, some with unit cell heights 
much larger than the range of any known atomic 
forces, needs to be theoretically reconsidered.
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THE GROWTH OF POLYTYPIC CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
AJIT RAM VERMA,* P. KRISHNA and O. N. SRIVASTAVAt
D epartm en t of Physics, Banaras H indu  U niversity , V aranasi, India
INTRODUCTION
A LARGE number of compounds, with widely 
different physical and chemical properties, are now  
known to exhibit the special one-dimensional 
''^polymorphism called polytypism. Thus silicon 
carbide with a strongly homopolar tetrahedral 
bonding of atoms and cadmium iodide with  
strong ionic and weak van der Waals’ bonds 
between atoms both crystallize into a large number 
o f polytypic modifications. T he different polytypes 
consist of identical layers o f structure stacked on 
top of each other at constant intervals along the 
c-axis, perpendicular to the layers. T he poly­
types differ only in the stacking sequence. Conse­
quently the a and h dimensions of the unit cell 
are the same for all modifications while the c 
dimension is an integral multiple of a common unit 
equal to the separation between layers.
THE PROBLEM OF POLYTYPISM
All atoms in the polytypic structures of a com­
pound have identical nearest-neighbour relation­
ships and hence the polytypes have very nearly 
the same binding energy. They also have identical 
packing density. At any temperature and pressure 
the free-energy, E — T S + P V ^  of different poly­
typic modifications is nearly the same. T o mini­
mize the free-energy, the entropy would tend to 
be maximum and this should lead to the insertion 
of stacking faults disordering the crystal in one 
dimension. T he different polytypic modifications 
can therefore be regarded as resulting from a 
regular distribution of stacking faults in certain 
basic ordered structures.
T o explain the formation and growth of poly­
typic structures F rank*^^^ suggested that they
* Now at the N ational Physical L aboratory , H illside 
Road, N ew  D elhi-12.
t  Now at the departm ent o f E ngineering Physics, 
C ornell U niversity , Ithaca, N ew  York.
result from spiral growth round screw dislocations 
of the non-integral Burgers vector created in certain 
basic structures. Initial observations of growth- 
spirals on SiC crystals by V e r m a , A m e l i n c k x *^®^ 
and others lent support to the theory but subse­
quent observations of step-heights on Cdig  
crystals by T r i g u n a y a t  and V e r m a ^^ ^^  did not 
agree with the theory. Observations of the latter 
indicated that the spirals form during the later 
stages of growth and do not determine the struc­
ture of the polytype. This was first suggested by 
jAGODZiNSKi"^ ^^  who proposed an alternative 
mechanism for the formation of polytypes based on 
the vibration entropy of the structure.
T o determine whether the formation of poly­
types is governed by the spiral-growth mecha­
nism or whether thermodynamic considerations 
are more important we undertook a combined 
optical and X-ray investigation o f SiC and C d l 2  
crystals. T he surfaces of the crystals were exam­
ined by phase-contrast microscopy, step-heights 
of growth spirals were measured by multiple- 
beam interferometry while the unit-cell dimen­
sions and the atomic structure of the same 
crystals were determined by X-ray diffraction 
methods. For an account of the techniques, the 
earlier investigations and the notations employed, 
the reader is referred to other publications.*^®
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the dislocation theory of poly­
typism the step-height of the growth spiral must 
be simply related to the c dimension of the unit 
cell o f the poly type. Moreover, the Burgers 
vector o f the screw-dislocation and therefore the 
step-height of the resultant growth spirals should 
be a non-integral multiple of the c dimension of 
the basic structure. T he structure of the polytype 
must consist of a number of basic structure units 
with faults in the end. The structure should be
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F ig , 1. T he 10-1 reciprocal lattice rows of three SiC 
polytypes as recorded on 15° c-axis oscillation photo­
graphs: (a) completely ordered polytype, 36H,
c =  90-65 A, (b) partially disordered poly type, 57R, 
c =  143 -5Â, (c) strongly disordered polytype based on 6H.
F ig ,  2, T he a-axis oscillation photographs from two 
Cdig poly types, (a) A n ordered polytype, 20H, (b) a 
disordered polytype,
completely ordered with no random disorder of 
layers (e.g. Figs, la, 2a).
The experimental evidence both against and in 
favour of the theory is given below. Earlier 
observations were done on silicon-carbide crystals. 
We have now extended these observations to 
Cdig crystals. Comparison of the results ob­
tained on SiC and Cdlg crystals is given below:
(1) Poly types conforming with the dislocation theory
Polytype Zhdanov
symbol
SiC:
6 H (33)
15R (23)3
21R (34)a
33R (33 32)3
Cdl^:
2H ( 1 1 )
These crystals exhibit growth spirals with step-height simply correlated to 
the unit cell size both for hexagonal and rhombohedral polytypes.
The spiral step-height was an integral multiple of the c dimension of the 
2H-type only.
Conclusion. Growth of the above SiC polytypes is completely explained by dislocation mechanism. 
But in Cdig no correlation was observed for polytypes other than 2H.
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(2) Poly types expected on dislocation mechanism hut not showing growth spirals
Polytype Zhdanov 
symbol
SÜC:
57R [(33)234]g Formation of these polytypes is readily explained on dislocation mechanism
l l l R  [(33)s34]3 but there is no evidence of a dislocation since they do not exhibit growth
spirals.
Cdl^:
26H (22)gll Formation of these polytypes is readily explained on dislocation mechanism
but there is no evidence of a dislocation since they do not exhibit growth
spirals.
Conclusioji. Either these polytypes have not resulted by spiral growth or the growth spiral was wiped 
off in the later stages of growth.
(3) Poly types not expected on dislocation mechanism but exhibiting growth spirals 
ShC:
54H Both are based on 6H phase but the detailed structures have not been worked out. Since the
66H unit cells are integral multiples of the c dimension of the basic structure, these cannot result
from dislocations yet these show growth spirals with step-height correlated with the unit 
cell size.
126R The correlated spiral step-height gives evidence of growth by dislocation mechanism but
its structure [(33)g(43)232 23]g is at variance.
Cdig:
28H Its Zhdanov symbol is (22)gllll. It is based on 4H phase but its unit cell is exactly 7
times the c dimension of the 4H. The (0001) face shows a single spiral.
Conclusion. These polytypes do not appear to have resulted from the spiral growth which they exhibit.
(4) Poly types 7iot expected on dislocatiofi a?id also ?iot showing growth spiral 
SB::
36H Based on 6H with structure (33)g34(33)232 (see Fig. la).
90R Based on 15R with structure [(23)^3322]g.
Cdl^:
•22H Based on 2H with structure (ll)g2211 2211.
26H Based on 2H with structure [2(ll)2]g 2(1 l)g.
Conclusion. These polytypes could not have resulted from the respective basic phases since the Burgers 
vector of the resultant polytypes is an integral multiple of the c dimension of the basic phase. These 
also do not show growth spirals.
(5) Disordered structures
Partially disordered polytypes with a random distribution of stacking faults have been observed with a 
tendency towards long-range order (see Figs. lb, Ic, and 2b).
Conclusion. Such structures cannot be understood in terms of dislocations. These structures are ex­
pected on Jagodzinski’s theory based on thermodynamic considerations.*^®^
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SUMMARY
The dislocation theory is unable to account for 
all the observed polytypic structures. The poly­
types resulting by the dislocation mechanism form 
a very limited set. In the others the growth spiral 
and the structure appear to be independent of 
each other and demand a separate explanation. 
T he origin of these polytypes, some of which have 
periodicities as large as 1000 Â, is not yet fully 
understood.
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DISCUSSION
T his paper was discussed w ith the next paper, 018, 
“ Optical and X -ray S tudy of Polytypism  in V apour- 
grown Crystals” , which was also presented  by  D r.
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